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FOREWORD
The following pages comprise a series of monographs

on the Positive Sciences of the Ancient Hindus. In

the present state of Indian chronology it is not possible

to assign dates to the original sources from which the

materials have been drawn. Practically the main body

of positive knowledge here presented may be assigned

to the millennium 500 b.c.—500 a.d. Colebrooke’s

account of Hindu Algebra, and Hoernle’s of Hindu

Osteology, have made it unnecessary for me to write

separate monographs on these subjects. The former,

however, requires to be brought up to date. The

progress of Indian Algebra (mainly in Southern India)

after Bhaskara, parallel to the developments in China

and Japan, is a subject that remains for future

investigation.

The chapter on the “ Mechanical, Physical, and

Chemical Theories of the Ancient Hindus ” appeared in

Dr. P. C. Ray's Hindu Chemistry (Yol. II.), and that on

the “Scientific Method of the Hindus” as an appendix

to the same work.

My direct aim in the present work is to furnish the

historians of the special sciences with new material

which will serve to widen the scope of their survey.

The Hindus no less than the Greeks have shared in the

work of constructing scientific concepts and methods

in the investigation of physical phenomena, as well as

of building up a body of positive knowledge which

has been applied to industrial technique
;
and Hindu
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scientific ideas and methodology
(
e.g . the inductive

method or methods of algebraic analysis) have deeply

influenced the course of natural philosophy in Asia—in

the East as well as the West—in China and Japan, as

well as in the Saracen Empire. A comparative estimate

of Greek and Hindu science may now be undertaken

with some measure of success—and finality.

These studies in Hindu Positive Science are also

intended to serve as a preliminary to my “ Studies in

Comparative Philosophy.” Philosophy in its rise and

development is necessarily governed by the body of

positive knowledge preceding or accompanying it.

Hindu Philosophy on its empirical side was dominated

by concepts derived from physiology and philology,

just as Greek Philosophy was similarly dominated

by geometrical concepts and methods. Comparative

Philosophy, then, in its criticism and estimate of Hindu

thought, must take note of the empirical basis on which

the speculative superstructure was raised.

I have not written one line which is not supported

by the clearest texts. The ground trodden is, for the

most part, absolutely new. Fortunately, the Sanskrit

philosophico-scientific terminology, however difficult

from its technical character, is exceedingly precise,

consistent, and expressive. I may add that I have

occasionally used (perhaps with a questionable freedom)

scientific terms like isomeric, polymeric, potential, etc.,

in a broad sense, as convenient symbols to express

ideas nearly or remotely allied.

Brajendranath Seal.
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THE POSITIVE SCIENCES
OF THE

ANCIENT HINDUS

CHAPTER I.

THE MECHANICAL, PHYSICAL, AND CHEMICAL
THEORIES OF THE ANCIENT HINDUS.

I propose in this paper to give a synoptic view of the

mechanical, physical, and chemical theories of the

ancient Hindus. A chronological survey, even if the

materials for it were available, would be here of little

account. The origins of Hindu natural philosophy in

the speculations of the Brahmanas and the Upanishads,

or in the mythology of the Purawas, do not come

within the scope of the present exposition, which

relates to the results of systematic thought as directed

to the phenomena and processes of Nature. I have

therefore confined myself to an account of natural

philosophy as expounded in the principal systems of

Hindu thought. The Sankhya - Patanjala system

accounts for the Universe on principles of cosmic evo-

lution
; the Vaiseshika-Nyaya lays down the methodo-

logy of science, and elaborates the concepts of

B
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mechanics, physics, and chemistry. The Vedanta, the

Purva-Mfmamsa, and in a less degree the Bauddha, the

Jaina, and the Charvaka systems, make incidental

contributions on points of special interest, but their

main value in this regard is critical and negative. The

principal authorities followed in this account—the

Vyasa-Bhashya on Patanjali’s Sutras, the SamhitfL of

Charaka, the Bhashya of Prasastapada, the Vartika of

Udyotakara, and the Vnhat Samhita of Varahamihira

—all centre round the Hindu Renaissance, the begin-

nings of the anti-Buddhist reaction in the fourth, fifth,

and sixth centuries of the Christian era. Whenever I

have made use of later authors, e.g. Kumarila, Sankara,

Srldhara, Vachaspati, Udayana, Bhaskara, Jayanta,

Varavara, Raghundtha, Vijnana-bhikshu, etc., I have

taken care to see (except where the opposite is expressly

mentioned) that no idea is surreptitiously introduced

which is not explicitly contained in the earlier authors.

The Sankhya-Patanjala System.

This system possesses a unique interest in the

history of thought as embodying the earliest clear and

comprehensive account of the process of cosmic evolu-

tion, viewed not as a mere metaphysical speculation

but as a positive principle based on the conservation,

the transformation, and the dissipation of Energy.

Prakriti : the Ultimate Ground .—The manifested

world is traced in the Sankhya to an unmanifested

ground, Praknti, which is conceived as formless and

undifferentiated, limitless and ubiquitous, indestructible

and undecaying, ungrounded and uncontrolled, without
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beginning and without end. But the unity of Praknti

is a mere abstraction
;

it is in reality an undifferentiated

manifold, an indeterminate infinite continuum of infini-

tesimal Reals, These Reals, termed Gkmas, may by

another abstraction be classed under three heads

:

(l) Sattva, the Essence which manifests itself in a

phenomenon, and which is characterised by this

tendency to manifestation, the Essence, in other words,

which serves as the medium for the reflection of

Intelligence
; (2) Rajas, Energy, that which is efficient

in a phenomenon, and is characterised by a tendency

to do work or overcome resistance
;
and (3) Tamas,

Mass or Inertia, which counteracts the tendency of

Rajas to do work, and of Sattva to conscious

manifestation.

The ultimate factors of the Universe, then, are

(1) Essence, or intelligence-stuff, (2) Energy, and

(3) Matter, characterised by mass or inertia.

These Gkmas are conceived to be Reals, substantive

entities—not, however, as self-subsistent or independent

entities (wh), but as interdependent moments in every

real or substantive Existence.

Even Energy is substantive in this sense. The

infinitesimals of Energy do not possess inertia or

gravity, and are not therefore material, but they possess

quantum and extensity (xrfrHTCi—

.

The very nature of Energy is to do work, to

overcome resistance to produce motion.

All Energy is therefore ultimately kinetic
;

even

potential Energy is only the Energy of

motion in imperceptible forms.

b 2
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The Original Constituents and their Interaction.

—

Every phenomenon, it has been explained, consists of a

three-fold arche, intelligible Essence, Energy, and Mass.

In intimate union these enter into things as essentialO
constitutive factors. The essence of a thing (Sattva) is

that by which it manifests itself to intelligence, and

nothing exists without such manifestation in the

Universe of Consciousness (otthj), But the Essence

is only one of three moments. It does not possess

mass or gravity, it neither offers resistance nor does

work. Next there is the element of Tamas, mass,

inertia, matter-stuff, which offers resistance to motion

as well as to conscious reflection (im: TOEraw ).

But the intelligence-stuff and the matter-stuff

cannot do any work, and are devoid of productive

activity in themselves. All work comes from Bajas,

the principle of Energy, which overcomes the resistance

of matter, and supplies even Intelligence with the

Energy which it requires for its own work of

conscious regulation and adaptation. (^TRrr«rry ~-Vs^Ki«ri

The Gkmas are always uniting, separating, uniting

again, hit, ffnrrnt tt 1)

Everything in the wrnrld results from their peculiar

arrangement and combination. Varying quantities of

Essence, Energy, and Mass, in varied groupings, act on

one another, and through their mutual interaction and

interdependence evolve from the indefinite or qualita-

tively indeterminate to the definite or qualitatively

determinate, (vff uftt: q cuifim fahhtt: fiqinfqmqvwlRi:
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i—^tthhtvi i) But though co-

operating to produce the world of effects, these divers

moments with divers tendencies never coalesce. In the

phenomenal product whatever Energy there is is due to

the element of Rajas, and Rajas alone
;

all matter,

resistance, stability is due to Tamas, and all conscious

manifestation to Sattva. wfrnreififiiT-

ffrHHn:—

i

warten^T%>TnnT nwrsTUTir;

fs*inmrr: fttf7rnw*rcnr5r—

on ^ththtvi, ibid, snw: WTwffwfiro,

on ibid.)

The nature of the interaction is peculiar. In order

that there may be evolution with transformation of

Energy, there must be a disturbance of equilibrium, a

preponderance of either Energy or Mass-resistance or

Essence over the other moments. The particular G-uwa

which happens to be predominant in any phenomenon

becomes manifest in that phenomenon, and the others

become latent, though their presence is inferred by their

effect. For example, in any material system at rest

the Mass is patent, the Energy latent, and the conscious

manifestation sub-latent. In a moving body, the Rajas,

Energy, is predominant (kinetic), while the Mass, or

rather the resistance it offers, is overcome. In the

volitional consciousness accompanied with movement,

the transformation of Energy (or work done by Rajas)

goes hand in hand with the predominance of the

conscious manifestation, while the matter-stuff or Mass,

though latent, is to be inferred from the resistance over-

^^f^rref^TTHT UVTRsfq ^ ^fTTTTUTTW

TrfljfVrUPwfli:—
l)

come.
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The Starting-point.—The starting-point in the cosmic

history is a condition of equilibrium or equipoise

consisting in a uniform diffusion of the Reals. The

tendencies to conscious manifestation, as well as the

powers of doing work, are exactly counterbalanced by

the resistances of the inertia or Mass : the process of

cosmic evolution (nfw*) is under arrest.

u^fir:—Pravachana, Sutra 61, Chap. I.

ibid.)

Beginning of Evolution.—The transcendental (non-

mechanical) influence of the Purusha (the Absolute)

puts an end to this arrest, and initiates the process of

creation. Evolution begins with the disturbance of the

original equilibrium. How this is mechanically brought

about is not very clear. A modern expounder of the

Sankhya supposes that the particles of Sattva, Rajas,

and Tamas possess a natural affinity for other particles

of their own class, and that when the transcendental

influence of the Purusha ends the state of arrest, the

affinity comes into play, breaks up the uniform diffusion,

and leads to unequal aggregation, and therefore to the

relative preponderance of one or more of the three

Gunas over the others. Thus commences formative

combination among the Reals, and consequent pro-

ductive activity.

—Sutra 66, Chap. I., hthi— i

TTSFwbnnn i ^rwf-

^ guw ibid. ,
Sutra 128, Chap. I.)

Formation of Wholes or Systems— Collocation of

Reals.— Creative transformation accompanied with
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evolution of motion and work done by Energy

(f^nrr) cannot take place without a peculiar collocation

of the Reals (Gurzas). To form wholes or systems

it is essential that one Gu?za should for the

moment be preponderant and the others co-operant.

And this cannot be without an unequal aggrega-

tion which overthrows the original equilibrium (mrrtvnr,

—in other words, without unequal forces

or stresses coming into play in different parts of the

system. i

turr : i * ^ Jjqrnrt qqnurRHRqniTqr h Tmurffr i 17 mmnrR-

HRT tvR RrTT I H ^ I—Tt^HlfTT,

on Karika 16 .)

The Formula of Evolution—Differentiation in Inte-

gration. — Evolution (trfwr*r) in its formal aspect is

defined as differentiation in the integrated

In other words, the process of Evolution consists in the

development of the differentiated (twsq) within the

undifferentiated (Trrwrrwwr), of the determinate (f^rq)

within the indeterminate (^rf^br), of the coherent

(qnfns) within the incoherent ('SRrrftrg). The evolutionary

series is subject to a definite law which it cannot over-

step (trfwurawfHTur). The order of succession is not

from the whole to parts, nor from parts to the whole,

but ever from a relatively less differentiated, less

determinate, less coherent whole to a relatively more

differentiated, more determinate, more coherent whole.

That the process of differentiation evolves out of

homogeneity separate or unrelated parts, which are then

integrated into a whole, and that this whole again

breaks up by fresh differentiation into isolated factors
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for a subsequent redintegration, and so on ad infinitum,

is a fundamental misconception of the course of material

evolution. That the antithesis stands over ag-ainst the

thesis, and that the synthesis supervenes and imposes

unity ah extra on these two independent and mutually

hostile moments, is the same radical misconception as

regards the dialectical form of cosmic development. On

the Sahkhya view, increasing differentiation proceeds

pari passu with increasing integration within the

evolving whole, so that by this two-fold process what

was an incoherent indeterminate homogeneous whole

evolves into a coherent determinate heterogeneous whole.

The different stadia in the order of cosmic evolution

are characterised as follows :

—

(1) The inconceivable, the unknowable, the form-

less, of which no character can be predicated

including Prakn’ti, or the Reals in a

state of equilibrium.

(2) The knowable, the empirical universe, cosmic

matter of experience, things as matter or stuff

of consciousness (f^), comprising Mahat, the

intelligible Essence of the cosmos, evolved by

differentiation and integration within the form-

less, characterless, inconceivable Praknti.

(3) Individual but still indeterminate stuff bifur-

cating into two series—Subject-experience and

Object-experience, comprising on the one hand

the indeterminate unity of apperception, or the

empirical Ego, as the co-ordinating principle of

the Subject-series (^tIwt), and on the other hand
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(though through the mediation of this sub-

jective modification, or Ahankara) the

indeterminate material potencies, the subtile

vehicles of potential Energy (trir,

ultimate subtile constituents of the Object-series

(the material world). The previous stadium,

the cosmic matter of Experience (%i=,

evolves within itself, by differentiation and

integration, an individuated but still indeter-

minate stuff in two co-ordinated series, Subject

and Object, though the latter is mediated

through the former.

(4) Determinate stuff (ffr$re) evolved within the

indeterminate by further differentiation and

integration, viz., in the series of Subject-expe-

rience, sensory and motor stuff
;
and in the

Object-series, a corresponding atomic matter-

stuff actualising the material potencies in the

form of specific sensible Energies. The latter

includes the different classes of Paramarais, the

different kinds of atomic constituents of different

kinds of gross matter (^r^jw).

(5) Coherent and integrated matter-stuff, individual

substances, characterised by generic and specific

properties, which however are not rigidly fixed,

but fluent, being subject to a three-fold change

and constantly evolving. (\^rt fas n

y^frrfTT —^trhtvj, Sutra 44, Chap. III.

—wnrvnvf, ibid.

’srsuoft wf, ibid,
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(6) And so the cosmic series moves on in ascend-

ing stages of unstable equilibrium (fa^srcfw*)

until the reverse course of equilibriation and

dissipation of Energy and tttwtrftt),

which even now constantly accompanies the

evolution and transformation of Energy, com-

pletes the disintegration of the Universe into its

original unmanifested ground, the unknowable

Prakn'ti.

The order of Cosmic Evolution according to the

(Sutra 19, Pada II.) is shown below in a tabular

form

Prakn’ti, the unmanifested unknowable ground

Cosmic matter of experience (*nnr,

Subject Series

Individuated indetermin-

ate mind-stuff (unity of

apperception, empirical

Ego (’stUrwt).

Object Series (^f^Nr)

:

evolved in the cosmic

matter of experience but

through the mediation

ofthe individuatedmind-

stuff ^fwi (Ahahkara).

Individuated but indeter-

minate matter - stuff

(subtile material poten-

cies (tp*thi).
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Determinate mind - stuff

(fsr^pr), sensory and motor

psychoses, etc.

and jut:).

Determinate matter-stuff

(finjre), atomic and mole-

cular constituents of

gross matter (wrryr

—

^In-

coherent and integrated

matter-stuff (^sTxnrftr^Twr:

*fnr: j*).

Individual substances, with

generic and specific

characters subject to

constant change or evo-

lution, e.g. inorganic

objects composed of

atoms or molecules

(wmg), vegetable or-

ganisms (y^), animal

organisms (’stott-

nifTir: snrtt y^:

xrOTmfrfir—^rnfuiTvi, Sutra

44, Pada III.)

inr wh tryt fafimrw wnfiryw:, itot

f^fr^rw, ^fwRsCTfnwy, inn wy ywf^rrfw

7T f^Rvq: tit 7TWP?n?rf% w*nyr >nn^RU^wrwfwr»rr

^rr^j i fintRi i (^rrewmr, Sutra 19, Pada II.)

N.B .—The usual order given in the Sankhya-

Patanjala compendiums is as follows :—Praknti, Mahat,

Ahankara—and then the bifurcation, viz. 11 organs

(sensory, motor and common sensori-motor) from Rajasic

Ahankara, and Tanmatras from Tamasic Ahankara—and
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finally the Paramarcus of the Sthula Bliutas. This is

literally correct, but misses the significance of the

doctrine of “ differentiation within the integrated,”

according to which the Tanmatras are all evolved,

through the medium of Ahahkara, in the cosmic matter

of Experience (Mahat).

The Conservation of Energy (and of Mass)—the

Transformation of Energy.—The Gunas (Peals), though

assuming an infinite diversity of forms and powers, can

neither be created nor destroyed. The totality of the

Mass (Tamas), as well as of Energy (Rajas), remains

constant, if we take account both of the manifested

and the unmanifested, the actual and the potential.' But

the individual products of the evolutionary process

—

the concrete phenomenal modes resulting from the

combined action of the original Mass, Energy, and

Essence—are subject to addition and subtraction,

growth and decay, which are only due to changes of

collocation, and consequent changes of state from the

potential to the actual (in other words, from the future

to the present and from the present to the past, in a

time series)—changes which are illusorily ascribed to the

Peals themselves. The different collocations of Mass and

Energy give birth to the divers powers of things, the

various forms of Energy which may be classed as like

and unlike
;
indeed, the course of Evolution from the

Reals conforms to a fixed law, not only as regards the

order of succession, but also as regards the appearance

(and mutual relations) of like and unlike Energies.

And this transformation is constantly going on—the

course of Evolution is not arrested for a moment.
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jpUTST TR^VWITHTUfrlH: ^ WHW %'PfTW ^{vfifuUI

WhrTS'H IJTtT^l^TTW^fiyH: niUTr^fTRlfH: ^W^T^WHofTT ^
nwwreuff (^TRDn^i, Sutra 19, Pada II.) xjfwfirfawrn

HWHTT^» UTTtTHt i (ibid., Sutra 13,

Pada IV.) tut nun: h
1^h i rflui i h gi'H i h1q ^if^n^T^TUTH: (ibid.,

Sutra 19, Pada II.) qfwnqwfiTqnTr^ (^tthhto, Sutra 19,

Pada II.) jjwuqpj qfwDTRiiq % (Patanjali, Sutra 15,

Pada III.) Tr^frr: nfrurnH^ff^T ^m*pqqftu)«T Hurfrurff i

The Doctrine of Causation, a corollary from the con-

servation and transformation of Energy—the Principle

of Collocation—the Storing-up and the Liberation of

Energy :

—

The Sahkhya view of causation follows at once as a

corollary from this doctrine of the conservation and

transformation of Energy. As the total Energy

remains the same while the world is constantly

evolving, cause and effect are only more or less

evolved forms of the same ultimate Energy. The sum

of effects exists in the sum of causes in a potential (or

unevolved) form. The grouping or collocation alone

changes, and this brings on the manifestation of the

latent powers of the Guwas, but without creation of

anything new. What is called the (material) cause or

sum of material causes is only the power which is

efficient in the production, or rather the vehicle, of the

power. This power is the unmanifested (or potential)

form of the Energy set free (?|7Tqfir) in the effect.

But the concomitant conditions are necessary to call

forth the so-called material cause into activity. When
the favourable combination or co-operation of con-

comitants is wanting, there is no manifestation of the
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effect. The question is—what is the aid which the

concomitant conditions render to the determination

(and production) of the effect existing in potency in its

material cause ? First there is the merely mechanical

view as illustrated by some commonplace examples,

e.g., the manifestation of the figure of the statue in the

marble block by the causal efficiency of the sculptor’s

art, or of the oil in the sesamum-seed by pressing, or

of the grain of rice out of the paddy by the process of

husking. In these cases the manifestation of an effect

is only its passage from potentiality to actuality, a

stadium in the process of evolution from possible

(future) existence to actual (present) existence ; and

the concomitant condition (^cffift^ifs) or efficient

cause (fafa^ornTti), the sculptor’s chiselling, the pressing,

the husking, is a sort of mechanical or instrumental

help to this passage or transition.

I HT 31% WHFlrTRWr ^ I * forqi:

irra ^rrcvr fwv:) <*i^w vrHFTrmwT i

(fWHfW^-n^ 'HHTBT, Sutra 115, Chap. I.) wf-

i ^TW^rrTTRTsftr tR^P* i

^f^r^rrvTTw ^

Sutra 129, Chap. I.)

These mechanical examples of the Kapila-Sahkhya

have the merit of simplicity, but the Patanjali-Sankhya

brushes them aside, and explains causation on the

basis of the conservation and transformation of Energy

advancing it as the liberation of potential Energy

existing stored up in a Gu?2a collocation (the sum of

material causes), the liberation following on the action
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of the proximate efficient cause, or concomitant con-

dition (fVrmwrTw).

The causal operation of concomitant conditions

(efficient causes) lies only in this, that they supply a

physical stimulus which liberates the potential Energy

stored up in a given collocation. Everything in the

phenomenal world is but a special collocation of the

ultimate Reals (Energy, Mass, and Essence). The sum

of (material) causes potentially contains the Energy

manifested in the sum of effects
;
and in the passage

from potency to actualisation, the effectuating condition

(the concomitant cause), when it is itself accomplished,

is only a step in the evolutionary series, which adds

a specific stimulus, and renders determinate that which

was previously indeterminate. When the effectuating

condition is added to the sum of material conditions

in a given collocation, all that happens is that a

stimulus is imparted which removes the arrest, disturbs

the relatively stable equilibrium, and brings on a

liberation of Energy (^sffTfe^rfi;) together with a fresh

collocation (nwfah^iffr^rc). uttrI

HxrnwTH: (^rm>rrni, Sutra 13, Pada IV.) htust

H I fa#

i i (^rnwrsi, Sutra 12,

Pada IV.).

Describing the production of bodies (“ organic

vehicles ”) for individual souls out of matter of Praknti,

under the influence of their merit and demerit, as

concomitant conditions, Patanjali points out that non-

material concomitants like merit and demerit do not

supply any moving force or Energy to the sum of
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material conditions, but only remove the arrest (the

state of relatively stable equilibrium) in a given collo-

cation, even as the owner of a field removes the barrier

in flooding his field from a reservoir of water. This

description is intended to represent the super-physical

influence of non-material concomitants (or causes) like

volition, merit and demerit, etc., but the causal operation

of a material concomitant condition is essentially the

same
;
there is the same reservoir of stored-up Energy

in a given collocation, the same condition of arrest

or relatively stable equilibrium, the same liberation

of the stored-up potential Energy which flows along

the line of least resistance
;
the only difference being

that in the case of material concomitants the stimulus

which removes the arrest is physical, instead of being

transcendental as in the case of non-material causes

like will, merit and demerit, etc.

The Vyasa-Bhashya helps us to a clear mental

representation of the details of this process :—As the

owner of many fields can irrigate, from a field which

is already flooded, others of the same or a lower level,

without forcing the waters thereto with his hands, and

merely by making an opening in the barrier or dyke,

on which the waters rush in by their own force
;

or,

further, as the same person cannot force these waters,

or the earthy matters held in solution therein, into

the roots of the rice plants, but only removes the

obstructive grasses and weeds, on which the fluids of

their own power enter the roots ;—such is the action

of an effectuating condition (fHftrw) added to a sum of

material causes or conditions.
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f?rf*T^j^ mprfrrt tut: ^fVeFn* i (Patanjali,

Sutra 3, Pacla IV.) h f? wrf^ w TSffarar: ^TTTrq

^nit fcwTff ^Tt fcnjurffig: tt frraTrt ^tt hut: xnftiRTTT-

^frr wurctf * ^n*t fWrrfw tt^fr fair ^rwrrc: ^^ttfttth

^TTJn^qOtT i

Chain of Causation—Fixed Order.—The order of

Evolution with the transformation of the Energies

follows a definite law. The unalterable chain of causes

and effects in the phenomenal world illustrates this

fixed order. But though the cosmic order is one and

fixed, it comprehends divers series arising from different

combinations of the original Guwas, which constitute

subordinate or particular laws of cause and effect

(swTaii^ xrfwnn^nsr tttt:, Patanjali, Sutra 15, Pada III.).

What we call the qualities of things are only modes

of Energy acting in those collocations. ^JW'rPwRT

vftmr. srfa^r w:—*r ^ j fa nr: \ (^thhtw,

Sutra 14, Pada III.) * w ^rlfaRT

^rtlft(5r|(j|rt i: f^TWTTr: Tiufat uwurt TTf%^r^i*rr^fhfTT ^TTm^rif

i (^rnTHm, Sutra 3, Pada IV.). And these

various Energies are sometimes actual (kinetic), some-

times potential, rising to actuality, and sometimes

sub-latent, subsiding from actuality into sub-latency.

In fact, the original Energy is one and ubiquitous,

and everything therefore exists in everything else,

potentialiter (^|f ^IhweRfafa), without prejudice to the

generic and specific differences of things (3nnrg^H *r1f

sfhwc*). Inorganic matter, vegetable organisms, and

animal organisms are essentially and ultimately one

VTfwftUfi WPTCJ 1# TRT RUPCRTt

jrfjiw ^urrv) so far as Mass and Energy are

c
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concerned, but the varied forms of Energy and the

generic and specific qualities (or properties) of things,

which are but modes of Energy, follow a definite

unalterable law in the order of their appearance and

succession, under conditions of space, time, mode, and

causality, and hence all effects do not manifest them-

selves at once. h w
(ibid., Sutra 14, Pada III.) ift

w?Rrft inn: n thect w. i fw: iraprw •g-qjTTUff ^f?r mnufwr-

HnR: i ^FnrHTWTw inn

fw^ TlJTrfTHTTn^ wffmrqwr: t Sutra 15,

Pada III.).

Time, Space, and the Causal Series.—A Tanmatra

(infra-atomic particle of subtile matter) is conceived by

our understanding to stand in three relations—(1)

position in Space (i^rrefcatgr), (2) position in the Time-

series (qrr^nqfsara), and (3) position in the Causal-series

(fafawrefag^).

These three relations are the work of the intuitive

stage of knowledge (fnfih^Tw) as opposed to the

conceptual (^ffw«h^JHs(if). But this is not the pure

relationless intuition of Reality (fnfiNrcT ffrfiqrgrosrr),

which may be termed intellectual intuition, but the

intuition that imposes its forms on the Real substrate

(sfq^ntT fHft fr gqnsu)
or in other words empirical intuition.

ir? in w-
qfu: m i innfq

niTrfiJHsjTqigqfireff i (^rnmrai, Sutra 44,

Pada I.).

Infinite Time is a non-entity objectively considered,

being only a construction of the understanding
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(^fefPF&nrr) based on the relation of antecedence and

sequence, in which the members of the phenomenal

series are intuited to stand to one another. These

phenomenal changes as intuited by us in the empirical

consciousness fall into a series, which the understanding

conceives as order in Time. The Time-series, then,

is a schema of the understanding for representing

the course of Evolution. The schema of the under-

standing supervenes on the phenomenal world as order

in Time, and hence in the empirical consciousness the

Time-series appears to have an objective reality, and

to form a continuum. As there is an ultimate and

irreducible unit of extensive quantity in the

Guwas or infinitesimal Reals of Praknti, which are

without constituent parts, so the moment may be

conceived as the ultimate and irreducible unit of this

Time-continuum as represented in the empirical con-

sciousness. A moment therefore cannot be thought

of as containing any parts standing in the relation of

antecedence and sequence. If change is represented

by the Time-series, a moment as the unit of time may
be supposed to represent the unit of change. Now all

physical change may be reduced to the motion of atoms

in space, and we may therefore define the moment as

representing the ultimate unit of such change—viz.

the (instantaneous) transit of an atom (or rather a

Tanmatra) from one point in space to the next succeeding

point. Even an atom has constituent parts (the

Tanmatras), and hence an atom must take more than

one moment to change its position. The motion of

that which is absolutely simple and without parts from

c 2
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one point in space to the nest must be instantaneous,

and conceived as the absolute unit of change (and

therefore of time, ^rr). If this is held to be an

irreducible absolute unit, it will follow that what we

represent as the Time-continuum is really discrete.

Time is of one dimension. Two moments cannot

co-exist
;
neither does any series of moments exist in

reality. Order in Time is nothing but the relation of

antecedence and sequence, between the moment that

is and the moment that went just before. But only

one moment, the present, exists. The future and the

past have no meaning apart from potential and sub-latent

phenomena. One kind of transformation to which a

thing is subject is that it changes from the potential

to the actual, and from the actual to the sub-latent.

This may be called the change of mark

as opposed to change of quality (wtitwr) and the

change due to duration or lapse of time (^WTTfwT^)-

The present is the mark of actuality, the future the

mark of potentiality, and the past of sub-latency,

in a phenomenon. Only one single moment is actual,

and the whole Universe evolves in that one single

moment. The rest is but potential or sub-latent.

«FTc?: vwtyr si^mi jtiirf) c^rf^iwr tyhqfl-

M 2V ^ H I e rt I 'SJTTH qW m fij ri i q I sfW^J

i w ofric^r^^: ^frrc? tyvr vthr: i ^ it

sty! TTf H ^ ^ 1

ejTrrpq * sjw: i wwttt ^rrr: pwrw:
H-ft'lfrT rTTRTWTrer I V H W : ^ MfUrMHlf^rTT

=q i +<=m<4 1 1 I rt »1 «ti *1 'JrteTl ($!<*! M I I
*1 ^ l rf , 7T7T >dj <ii I

K
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V*RT: I ^DTrsqeBlq^JiT ^ URT*!!: t^snqoh^q^sir: '3fTc?:

W- I ^TRfTT WT *HRH ^%W: TOTf RSTTW Tq-

q^inr h qrr^: ^qr:, WrUWTfTfq^^ qw: i (sqreHuq, Sutra 52,

Pada III.).

Vijnana-bhikshu points out that this does not

amount to a denial of Time. It means that Time has no

real (or objective) existence apart from the “ moment.”

But the latter is real, being identical with the unit of

change in phenomena (jporqfwJnq m[ir=H^HT7^). But

even this is real only for our empirical (relative) con-

sciousness (^frq'ri^CR), which intuits the relation of

antecedence and sequence into the evolving Reals

(Guwas), in the stage of “ empirical intuition ” (qfqqTTT

fqffqiwqsu). The “ intellectual intuition ” (ftrff^TTT

fHf#o?RnRT), on the other hand, apprehends the Reals

as they are, without the imported empirical relations

of Space, Time, and Causality.

Space as Extension and Space as Position .—Space

must be distinguished as Desa (locus, or rather

extension) and Dik (relative position). Space (Dik)

as the totality of position, or as an order of

co-existent points, is wholly relative to the under-

standing, like order in Time, being constructed on the

basis of relations of position intuited by our empirical

(or relative) consciousness. But there is this difference

between Space-order and Time-order : there is no unit

of Space as position (Dik), though we may conceive a

unit of Time, viz. the moment (^pr), regarded as the

unit of change in the phenomenal or causal series

(qTHTqfdvMi—qirrqfwnnq amirq^^TrT—qW-iiPfRi, Sutra 5 1

,

Pada III.). Spatial position (Dik) results only from
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the different relations in which the all-pervasive Akasa

stands to the various finite (or bounded) objects. On

the other hand, Space as extension or locus of a finite

body, Desa (^r: ftsrsmm;:), has an ultimate unit, being

analysable into the infinitesimal extensive quantity

inherent in the Reals (Gu??as) of Praknti.

Tvnffwm:—vbTrrfl^ i wmifwt ^iwin,

HT»TPTrft l^n^yTTTHTSrnr I wtw i

TTHTPTrT: I

ffrjre: ^ ^5: 3 i)

The Causal-Series.—The relation of Cause and Effect

has been already explained. It only remains to add

that the category of causality is mediated through the

schema of order in Time. The empirical intuition first

superimposes relations of antecedence and sequence on

changing phenomena (the evolving Guwas or Reals), and

the understanding out of these relations creates order

in Time. The empirical intuition then intuits the

phenomenal series of transformations of Energy in this

Time-order, and in so doing imports the relation of cause

and effect into the course of Nature.

^refinn?T »r— Sutra 51, Pada III.)

The Dissipation of Energy (and of Mass)—their

Dissolution into the Formless Prahdti.—Cosmic Evolu-

tion (vfwra) is a two-fold process, creative as well as

destructive, dissimilative as well as assimilative, kata-

bolic as well as anabolic (^ and

rqu^mPuum and q^mfuMw ). In one aspect there is

the aggregation (unequal aggregation) of Mass and

Energy, with consequent transformation of Energy,

resulting in the creation of inorganic as well as organic
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matter, and the genesis of worlds. The successive steps

of this process may be described as (1) unequal aggre-

gation with storing-up of Energy in a certain collocation,

under a state of arrest ( i.e

.

in a state of relatively

stable equilibrium), (2) a stimulus removing the arrest

and disturbing the equilibrium, and (3) liberation of

the Energy, moving on to a fresh collocation, fresh

aggregation, arrest, and equilibrium. The process of

the world thus moves on from equilibrium to equili-

brium, and the result of that process is the develop-

ment of a coherent determinate heterogeneous whole

(f&W, gwftrSTwnrey) in what

is essentially an incoherent indeterminate homogeneous

whole (^rf^).

But there is a second aspect of this evolutionary

process. Unequal aggregations are unstable
;
there is a

constant tendency in things to go back to the original

stable equilibrium, the state of uniform equal diffusion

of Reals. This process is called the resolution of like

to like consisting in assimilation and

dissipation, and being the exact opposite of the process

of “ differentiation in the integrated ” which has evolved

the Cosmos. The collocations of Mass, Energy, and

Essence are always breaking up, and the Energy, as

well as the Mass, however slowly, however imperceptibly,

are being dissipated, i.e. dissolved into the original

formless Prakn'ti, a state of permanent equilibrium and

arrest, from which there is, and can be, no return,

except under the transcendental influence of the

Absolute at the commencement of a new creative cycle.

Not that there is a destruction of the Mass or Energy,
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but a dissipation or dissolution into a condition of equal

uniform diffusion from which there is no return. This

is not the phenomenon of kinetic Energy disappearing

and becoming potential or sub-latent, for in such cases

there is restitution or reconversion by natural means.

When this reverse current of assimilation (and dissipa-

tion) prevails over the current of dissimilation (and

integration), the Universe will disintegrate more and

more, until it disappears in the formless Praknti, its

unknowable source and ground.
(
Vide and orfrr^.)

The Evolution of Matter (ttphtiY-* *rfe). — The

ultimate constitution of Matter is a question of the

profoundest interest in the Sahkhya-Patanjala system.

Three stages clearly stand out in the genesis of

Matter :—(l) the original infinitesimal units of Mass

or inertia, absolutely homogeneous and ubiquitous, on

which Energy does work, when the original equilibrium

comes to an end (^Trrftf—mwr^TT)
; (2) the infra-atomic

unit-potentials, charged with different kinds of Energy,

which result from the action of Energy on the original

units of Mass (w^rre
) ;

and (3) the five different classes

of atoms, the minutest divisions of which gross matter

is capable, but which are themselves complex Tanmatric

systems (^HrrqTJTTw).

The first stadium, Bhutadi, is absolutely homogeneous

and absolutely inert, being devoid of all physical and

chemical characters (wf^frrctfgii) except quantum or

mass (wff bri^F?, TrftTrrw) ;
and this admits neither of

addition nor of subtraction, can neither be created nor

destroyed. The second stadium, Tanmatra, represents

subtile matter, vibratory, impingent, radiant, etc.,
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instinct with potential energy. These “ potentials ” arise

from the unequal aggregation of the original Mass-units

in different proportions and collocations with an unequal

distribution of the original Energy (Rajas). (n^rre-

Trxny: ^rarTw^urrt ^TinfwHT^T

nfir tfqVfftrsm *nr-—^ * i 41 qg

w

if^n ^ 3# •) The

Tanmatras possess something more than quantum of

Mass and Energy
;

they possess physical characters,

some of them penetrability (^sri^h), others powers of

impact or pressure, others radiant heat, others again

capability of viscous and cohesive attraction. In

intimate relation to these physical characters they also

possess the potentials of the energies represented by

sound, touch, colour, taste, and smell
;
but being subtile

matter, they are devoid of the peculiar forms (f^br)

which these “ potentials ” assume in particles of gross

matter like the atoms and their aggregates. In other

words, the potentials lodged in subtile matter must

undergo peculiar transformations by new groupings or

collocations to be classed among sensory stimuli—gross

matter being supposed to be matter endued with

properties of the class of sensory stimuli, though in the

minutest particles thereof the sensory stimuli may be

infra-sensible (wifopi but not

3P*TT I TT’zn^ STUfflfc' UrTTHt

The Tanmatras, then, are infra-atomic particles

charged with specific potential energies. First, the

“ potential ” of the sound-stimulus is lodged in one

class of particles, Tanmatras which possess the physical
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energy of vibration and serve to form the

radicle of the ether - atom
; then the

potential of the tactile stimulus is lodged in another

class of Tanmatras, particles which possess the physical

energy of impact or mechanical pressure in addition to

that of vibration, and serve to form the radicle of the

air-atom (Vayu Parama??u)
;
next, the potential of the

colour-stimulus is lodged in a third class of Tanmatras,

particles which are charged with the energy of radiant

heat.-and-light, in addition to those of impact and

vibration, and serve to form the nucleus of the light-

and-heat corpuscle
;

then the potential of the taste-

stimulus is lodged in other Tanmatras, particles which

possess the energy of viscous attraction, in addition to

those of heat, impact, and vibration, and which after-

wards develop into the atom of water : and, lastly, the

potential of the smell-stimulus is lodged in a further

class of Tanmatras, particles which are charged with

the energy of cohesive attraction, in addition to those

of viscous attraction, heat, impact, and vibration, and

which serve to form the radicle of the earth-atom.

trfrf^hrr: Trcnrr jto-

rRRi FT^npr. i (hnwro,

Sutra 19, Pada II.)

3i^ri^ r-NH
N

i Titjjwrr Tr^mii yai

i Sutra 62, Chap. I.).

^rr^brt »w3i-

F5Ffrs?TRTT»i: Sutra 14, Pada IV.) wsrzrr i

^tfren ttsf: Tfwm:

^ JTfnr^Tf^: i rt n^rnft i nl^ivit
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PsTH^HHUt Trvq: ff^TKinTTl^: I ^ qr^nTTfT

I7«it ttcehj: ffvq: j^rerenffo i ^ ^uw4i<£4iTt3rci3'«vi4

^ran$n *g: k«i: w^rr^nf^: i

remarks : wz ^ fsr^ra: ^^ff<pu*rrew^

ofrrf^i^Tf^i^qT: ffiVla i ffornni: *ff?r i (^urrfi^, Sutra 14,

Pada IV.).

Before explaining the genesis of atoms it is neces-

sary to say something about Akasa, which is the link

between the infra-atomic particles (Tanmatras) and
/

atoms (Paramarcus). Aka*a corresponds in some

respects to the ether of the physicists, and in others

to what may be called proto-atom (protyle). In one

aspect Akasa is all-pervasive (ftrn), and devoid of the

property of impenetrability which characterises even

the infra-atomic potential units (Tanmatras). In

another aspect Ak&sa is described as having originated

out of the mass, or inertia, in Praknti (Bhutddi) when

the latter became charged with the first potential (the

sound-potential). Vijnana-bhikshu, in the Yoga-Vartika,
/

boldly tackles the difficulty. Akasa, he explains, has

two forms—original and derivative, non-atomic and

atomic. The original Akasa is the undifferentiated

formless Tamas (mass in Praknti, matter-rudiment

—

Bhutadi), which is devoid of all potentials, and is

merely the all-pervasive seat or vehicle of the

ubiquitous original Energy (Rajas). This Akasa must

not be confounded with vacuum, which is merely

negative (wtottthtw

—

un-occupiedness), though it must
be conceived as all-pervasive, occupying the same space

as the various forms of gross matter
(
wvr^rer^

—

wr^rr^r
—

qVnrrfi^?), and therefore devoid of
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the property of impenetrability

which characterises atomic matter. But when
the original equilibrium (^riwiNw i) comes to an end,

unequal aggregations form collocations in different

groups and proportions of the three Gu??as

warrs-ar wNw1*: and YTwft^r).

The transformation of Energy now begins—working on

a collocation of mass (with Essence) *r^r?c.

—

fWRfirsp qT7T=uf§efi)
;

it first gives rise to the sound-

potential qfuit nfrf—fw^), and the

atomic Akasa (proto-atom, protyle) is but an integration

of the original unit of mass charged with this vibration-

potential. This vibratory (or rather rotary) ether-atom

(*r<*i$iirr) is integrated, limited (quna^). and as such

cannot occupy the same space with other (subsequently

integrated) atoms. But this proto-atomic integration

of Aka^a (^rr^i^isr) is formed everywhere, and, itself

residing in the ubiquitous non-atomic Aka?a (^rrwRfrr^i

—

forms the universal medium in which

air or gas atoms, light-and-heat corpuscles, and other

atoms move and float about.

i qfi* ^rr^T h trt

wr^rif?g w wn\ (fW^, ^fT3T^rf%^r, Sutra

40, Pada III.) fifrtm i it* ^TTwrarr^T

fnfnprrf^nrw^ ^rrffVTT i TTTPffa ^ i ^ 1

9

j a i^^ iVj <[( ih 31m-

htw 1 rfw -griwrairr^T ^uti 1

MKTrmw 1 inm ihh wfTTTwqT

qfvrsgrw wwwh (fwnfWTg, vfiTTrftcf, Sutra 40,

Pada III.).

The Genesis of the Infra-Atomic Unit-Potentials

(
Tanmdtras)

and of the Atoms.—The subject of the
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genesis and the structure of the Tanmatras and the

Paramamis was a fascinating one to these ancient

thinkers, and a wide divergence of views prevailed. I

will here notice several typical views—those of the

Vishnu Pura?ia, Parasara, Patanjali, and a certain school

of Vedantists reported in the

I. A famous passage in the Vishnu Purana explains

the genesis and the structure of the Tanmatras and of

the Bhutas (Paramhnus) in the following manner :

—

The first Tanmatra originated from the rudiment-

matter (Bhutadi), the individuated but still indeter-

minate potential-less Mass in PrakWti, under the action

of Energy xifTWifiiT— Sutra 62, Ch. I.)

by a process of disintegration and emanation (fcnjtnrr:

—

fqTnTTTUir— fqotirttth: — Sutra 14, Pada IV.

fpRWHPi: ^nftnrr *runr, ^fuTrrft^ on

Patanjali’s Sutra— JuflsrfaR etc.) in the

menstruum, or surrounding medium of the unindi-

viduated cosmic mass (Mahat,

This first subtile matter, the first result of “ Mass-

disintegration ” and Energy-transformation, is charged

with the sound-potential, the potential of vibration or

oscillation It is called the sound-potential

This is typical of the genesis (and structure) of the

other Tanmatras (kinds of subtile matter). In each of

the remaining cases, an atomic Mass charged with

actual specific energies (vraqrinsr) disintegrates and

emanates, and thus evolves a form of subtile matter

(a kind of Tanmatra) under the action of Energy, and

always in the same menstruum or surrounding medium
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—that of Bhutadi, the super-subtile. Each kind of

subtile matter becomes charged with a new potential in

addition to the potentials already evolved. The genesis

of an atom, a Bhuta-Parama?iu, is a quite different

process. Here the unit-potential (Tanmatra) receives

an accretion of Mass, and by a sort of condensation and

collocation evolves an atom (Bhuta-Paramami).

The genesis and structure of the Tanmatras and the

Bhuta-Paramanus are worked out below :

—

1. The super-subtile inviduated Mass (rudiment-

matter, Bhutadi), under the action of the

original Energy disintegrates and emanates

(nc^h) in the menstruum or surrounding medium

(w^rw) of Mahat cosmic super-subtile Mass,

and evolves a form of subtile matter (h^i^), which

becomes charged with the sound - potential

(vibration-potential, trfrw^), and is called the

unit of sound-potential (^ttjtt^).

2. This subtile matter, the Mass, charged with

sound-potential, receives an accretion of Mass

from the rudiment-matter (Bhutadi), and by
/

condensation and collocation evolves the Akasa

Bhuta, the atomic Akasa, the proto-atom

charged with the specific Energy of the sound-

stimulus (actual vibratory motion). (tr vw

^-rr^riw ^ fgrfN i^ * is; rtf i rrzrnr

fuftfrS! VU^TTtf

on the Vishnu Purana passage, Sutra 14,

Pada IV.)

3. This proto-atom, the atomic Akasa, charged with

its actual specific Energy, again disintegrates and
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emanates, under the action of the original

Energy and in the menstruum of the rudiment-

matter (super-subtile Mass), and thus evolves

another kind of subtile matter (Tanmatra) which

becomes charged with the touch-potential (the

potential of impact or mechanical pressure

—

ircnfaFT, 'qgHgfigFf) in addition to the sound-

potential (vibration-potential— and is

called the unit of touch-potential (w$in*Tnr).

4. Next, this subtile matter, the Mass charged with

touch- (and sound-) potential, i.e. with the

potentials of vibration and impact, receives an

accretion of Mass again from the rudiment-

matter (Bhutadi), and by condensation and

collocation evolves the Vayu Bhuta, a kind of

gaseous matter or air of which the atoms are

charged with the actual specific energy of the

touch-stimulus, i.e., with actual energy of impact in

addition to the actual energy of vibratory motion.

5. Next, the atom of Vayu, so charged with the

actual specific energy of impact and vibration,

again disintegrates and emanates, under the

action of the original Energy, and in the same

menstruum or surrounding medium of the

rudiment-matter (super-subtile Mass—Bhutadi),

and thus evolves another kind of subtile matter

(Tanmatra), which becomes charged with the

heat-potential (wNrs—^r, heat-and-light poten-

tial) in addition to the impact-potential and the

vibration-potential, and is called the unit of

colour-potential (^tnp*Tr*).
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6. Now this subtile matter, this radiant matter,

charged with light-and-heat potential, and also

with impact- and vibration-potential, receives an

accretion of Mass again from the rudiment-

matter (Bhutadi), and by condensation and

collocation evolves the Tejas Bhuta, the light-

and-heat corpuscle, which is charged with the

specific Energy of the colour-stimulus, i.e.

radiates actual heat and light (fafofcivr) in

addition to manifesting the energy of impact

(impingency) and of vibration (or oscillation).

7. Next, this atom or light-and-heat corpuscle

disintegrates, and emanates as before a form of

subtile matter charged with the taste-potential

in addition to the three potentials

already generated, and also with the physical

potential of viscous attraction.

8. This subtile matter charged with the taste-

potential and with the potential of viscous

attraction condenses, and collocates as before

into the water-atom, which manifests the actual

specific energies of viscous attraction and the

taste-stimulus.

9. The viscous water-atom charged with the actual

specific energy of the taste-stimulus disinte-

grates, and emanates as before a form of subtile

matter charged with the smell-potential in

addition to the four potentials already generated

and also with the potential of cohesive attraction.

10. This subtile matter charged with the smell-

potential and with the potential of cohesive
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attraction condenses, and collocates as before

into the earth-atom, which manifests the actual

specific energies of cohesive attraction and the

smell-stimulus.

Vijnana-bhikshu, in the Yoga-Vartika, briefly sum-

marises the Vishnu Purana process as follows :

—

Bhutadi as radicle in conjunction with Mahat

produces the sound-potential, which as radicle in

conjunction with Bhutadi produces Akasa, which as

radicle in conjunction with Bhutadi produces the touch-

potential, which as radicle in conjunction with Bhutadi

produces Vayu, which as radicle in conjunction with

Bhutadi produces the colour-potential, which as radicle

in conjunction with Bhutadi produces Tejas, and

so on.

In this brief summary he does not bring out the

force of fwffnsr: (the disintegrating process) and the

distinction between the genesis of subtile and gross

matter (Tanmatra and Bhuta).

w whh *nnn h w*rp|w: i

Pl'J'ifTTrn ri •+( lf<<* rTFE I

5I^TT^ rT^T’SfiT^t WWTf^: H i

fairer: f i

Trg: rTR HT^ff mrfr *TW: I

II. A famous passage in Parasara takes another

view of the genesis and structure of the Tanmatras and

the Bhuta-Paramamis. Krishnapada, in the -ri^ q fsHcirr,

represents the scheme as follows :

—

The Tanmatras originate from one another in one

D
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linear series, and each Bkuta originates in a separate

line from its own Tanmatra :

—

"l

^TrP*rr?

Bkutadi.

Sound-Tanmatra—as a radicle or centre

surrounded or encircled by Bkutadi

generates Akasa

—

Touck-Tanmatra—as a radicle or centre

encircled by sound-Tanmatra witk

Akasa-atom as a kelp generates

Vayu

—

Colour-Tanmatra— as a radicle or

centre encircled by touck-Tanmatra

witk Vayu-atom as a kelp generates

Tejas

—

Taste-Tanmatra—as a radicle or centre

encircled by colour-Tanmatra witk

Tejas-atom as a kelp generates

Ap—
Smell-Tanmatra—as a radicle or centre

encircled by taste-Tanmatra witk

Ap-atom as a kelp generates

Pntkivi.

Tke genesis of a Bkuta-Paramawu (atom) from tke

subtile matter of a Tanmatra is not kere so simple as

in tke view of tke Visk«u Purana. Tke latter speaks

of condensation and collocation, but in tke passage

under reference a Tanmatra is supposed to act as a

radicle, as tke centre of a system, surrounded or
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encircled by Tanmatras of the immediately higher order

in the medium of their own Bhuta.

Thus an atom of Akhsa has the following structure :

—

Prakriti—Mahat

Prakriti—Mahat

An Atom of Akasa.

Sb = Sabda-Tanmatra (vibration-potential).

Bh = Bhutadi.

An atom of Yayu is constituted as follows (this takes

place within the surrounding medium of Akasa) :

—

AMsa

J I

Akdsa

An Atom of Vayu.

Sp = Spar-sa-Tanmatra (impact-potential).

Sb = Sabda-Tanmatra (vibration-potential).

D 2
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An atom of Tejas (heat-and-light corpuscle) has

the following structure :

—

O
Yayn

Vayu

An Atom of Tejas.

Rp = Rupa-Tanmatra (light-potential).

Sp = Sparsa-Tanmatra (impact-potential).

and so on.

A chemist will be disposed to push his chemical

processes into the region of subtile matter. He may
translate ^huii as a menstruum, and as a

catalytic agent. In this case an atom of Vayu will be

considered as generated from the impact-Tanmatra as

a radicle, in the menstruum of vibration-Tanmatra,

with Akasa-atoms as a catalytic agent.

-.i ^ 1 4 ssb:
—

'H ri i ^ ri •+( 1 4 ri i -q?i,

rT?r ^i ^rn?T w, rnr: wrnr srrcw,

3f^ri^l?^R7rm7T, Tpt l^lfHIrT W^rTW^PT^TiT

^r^niw, tut: ^b i tt uifin;siHnw snvk, Fqrf^iv

M rt I -i I rt rTJTI

irnm—and so on. ^4 rrw^r4rcrj ctisngrt^: i TrrrFfrr,
C >3

rf^rwrnq UsMrn<*c<!i) i

A slight variation of the above view is ascribed toO

a certain school of ^ edantists in the <H[i.
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The scheme may be represented as follows :

—

A Bhuta-atom is evolved by integration (condensa-

tion and collocation, ^n^ra^igq) from the corresponding

Tanmatra (subtile matter). This is the same view as

that of the Vislmu Pura?za.

The Tanmatras again evolve from one another in a

lineal series, as in Parasara’s view. But the process of

this generation is somewhat more complex. A Tanmatra

first disintegrates and emanates in a surrounding medium

(a menstruum) of the Tanmatra just preceding it in the

order of genesis, and, with the help of its own Sthiila

Bliuta as a sort of catalytic, generates the Tanmatra

next in order
;

e.g., the infra-atomic impact-particles

(^qClri^N) disintegrate or emanate, in a surrounding

“ atmosphere ” of the vibratory subtile matter (spsttwtt^t),

and then, with the help of their own atomic integration

Yayu, gas, generate the Tanmatra next in order, the

subtile matter of radiant light-and-heat (w*r:).

III. Patanjali’s view, as expounded in the

and is as follows :

—

(a) The order of genesis of various forms of subtile

matter (potentials) :

—

(1) Bhutadi, the rudiment-matter, original Mass,

acted on by Rajas (Energy) produces the sound-

potential (vibration-potential),

sniPhurfir i

(2) This subtile vibration-potential, as a radicle,

with accretion of rudiment-matter (Bhutadi),

condensing and collocating, and acted on by

Rajas, generates the subtile touch-potential
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(impact-potential), which is impingent as well as

vibratory (oscillating).

(3) This subtile impact-potential, again, as a radicle,

with accretion of rudiment-matter (Bhutadi),

condensing and collocating, and acted on by

Rajas, generates the subtile light - and - heat

potential (^mh^i^) which radiates light and heat,

in addition to being impingent and vibratory.

(4) Next, the light-and-heat potential, as a radicle,

with accretion of rudiment-matter (Bhutadi),

condensing and collocating as before, generates

the subtile taste-potential, which is charged with

the potential of the taste-energy and of viscous

attraction, in addition to being vibratory,

impingent, and radiant.

(5) Lastly, the subtile taste-potential as a radicle,

with accretion of rudiment-matter as before,

condensing and collocating, generates the subtile

smell-potential, which is charged with the

potential of the smell-energy, and also of

cohesive attraction, in addition to being-

vibratory, impingent, and radiant.

(
b
) The order of genesis of the Bhuta-Parama/ms

(forms of atomic matter).

The five classes of atoms are generated as follows :

—

(1) The sound-potential, subtile matter, with accre-

tion of rudiment-matter (Bhutadi), generates the

Akasa-atom.

(2) The touch-potentials combine with the vibratory

particles (sound-potential) to generate the Vayu-

atom.
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(3) The light-and-heat potentials combine with

touch -potentials and sound-potentials
(
i.e

.

with

impact particles and vibratory particles) to

produce the Tejas-atom.

(4) The taste-potentials combine with light-and-

heat potentials, touch-potentials, and sound-

potentials {i.e. with radiant, impingent, and

vibratory particles) to generate the Ap-atom ;
and

(5) The smell-potentials combine with the preceding

potentials (i.e. with particles of taste-energy and

with radiant, impingent, and vibratory particles)

to generate the Earth-atom.

/

The Akasa-atom possesses penetrability, the Yayu-

atom impact or mechanical pressure, the Tejas-atom

radiant heat-and-light, the Ap-atom viscous attraction,

and the Earth-atom cohesive attraction.

Vijnana-bhikshu in one passage gives the following

scheme of the genesis of the Bhutas :

—

A radicle of sound-potential with rudiment-matter

gives Akasa-atom (Bhutadi), a radicle of touch-potential

with Akasa-atom gives Vayu-atom, a radicle of light-

and-heat potential with Vayu-atom gives Tejas-atom,

a radicle of taste-potential with Tejas-atom gives Ap-

atom, and a radicle of smell-potential with Ap-atom

gives Earth-atom. On this view, an atom

of Akasa = Bh(Sb)

of Vayu = { Bh(Sb) } (Sp
)

of Tejas = {
Bh(Sb)

}
(Sp) Bp

where Bh = wnf^, Sb = Sp = wt^r^rnr, Bp =
and so on.
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Bhutas and Paramanus—Cosmo-genesis and its

successive stages :

—

The “ five Bhutas ” stand for a classification of

substances on the basis of their generic properties,

resulting, as the Sahkhyas hold, from the structural

type of their constituent atoms—a classification more

physical than chemical, or properly speaking chemico-

physical, unlike the purely chemical classification of the

so-called elements of modern chemistry. A Paramawu,

again, is a type of atoms corresponding to each Bhiita

class, and indeed one and the same kind of Parama»u

may comprehend atoms of different masses, if only

these should agree in their structural type.

Cosmo-genesis : a Bird's-eye View.—Out of the all-
/

pervasive rudiment-matter (Bhutadi) appeared Aka^a

(ether), first as a Tanmatra (subtile matter) charged

with the potential energy of sound (vibration-potential),

and then as an atomic integration of a mono-Tanmatric

structure (the Akasa-atom—wsjrrsmj) also ubiquitous

and all-enveloping. In the next stage we find a new

kind of Tanmatras, systems of the infra-atomic vibratory

particles, so arranged as to manifest a new form of

Energy, that of impact or mechanical pressure, and these

Tanmatras (fqftH'»*n^nftrr) combining with the vibration-

potentials (Aka*a-Tanmatra) produced a new kind of

atom, the di-Tanmatric Vayu-atom, which by aggrega-

tion formed a gaseous envelope composed of impinging

(driving) vibratory particles (Vayu). Next appeared

the third class of Tanmatras, infra-atomie systems of

the impinging vibratory particles, which by their

collocation developed a new form of Energy—the energy
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of radiant heat-and-light. These Tanmatras (cTTfUflWftn)

combining with the potentials (Tanmatras) of vibration

and impact, produced a new kind of atom—the tri-

Tanmatric Tejas-atom, the light-and-heat corpuscle,

which by aggregation enveloped the gaseous world in

huge flames. In the next stage we have the fourth

class of Tanmatras, new and complex infra-atomic

systems of the radiant impinging vibratory particles,

which evolved the energy of viscous attraction, as well

as the potential energy concerned in the taste-stimulus.

These Tanmatras combining with the three

previous ones, gave rise to another class of atoms, the

tetra-Tanmatric Ap-atom, and the flamiDg gases were

thus precipitated into cosmic masses of viscous fluid

matters (Ap). Finally appeared the fifth class of

Tanmatras, infra-atomic systems of the viscous radiant

impinging vibratory particles which developed new

forms of Energy—the energy of cohesive attraction,

as well as the potential energy concerned in the

stimulus of smell. These Tanmatras (n^iTv^HTfti)

uniting with the other four kinds of infra-atomic

subtile particles, formed another class of atoms, the

penta-Tanmatric Earth-atom. Thus the viscous fluid

matters were condensed and transformed into the

Earth-Bhuta, comprising the majority of the so-called

elements of chemistry.

The Purarzas, in their own fanciful way, conceive

that, in the course of cosmic evolution, each succeeding

Bhuta appeared within an outer envelope of its

immediate predecessor, with a total mass (or volume ?)

a tenth less than that of the latter.
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rTSiq^WIril U^f<?Tri: I

iV'rNr^ Tf^*l Tq^p|«i II

ci^i'iiiwcui^t ^r^fvojr-fwrwr i

C\

Tnrrt^Tt^nft u

jniti 7?TTfT«i II

*N.
*

(^^ft-VTTfa3 oF, Slokas 72, 81, and 82.)

Examples of the different Bhutas :

—

a

1. Akasa. This is ubiquitous.

2. Vayu. Various substances composed of di-

Tanmatric atoms—kinds of Vayu—must have

been formed in the gaseous envelope, in the

second stao-e of cosmic evolution, out of the

proto-atoms of Akasa
; but they have either

suffered a fresh transformation into substances

of a more complex atomic structure, or have

dissipated into the mono-Tanmatric Akasa, out

of which they took their rise. The one familiar

example now surviving is atmospheric air.

Water-vapour (^m) is but water (Ap), and

smoke, fumes, etc., but earth-particles in gaseous

diffusion.

3. Tejas. Various classes of Tejas-corpuscles —
substances with tri-Tanmatric atomic structure,

i.e. two grades subtler than the ordinary elements

of chemistry (which are of a penta-Tanmatric

structure)—are even now known (inft

srfffn* i ffftf ftpai

First, there is fire, or the light and heat emitted by

the burning log of wood or lamp
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Now it is important to note that the flame of a burning

log of wood (^ih) or of an oil-lamp is not pure Tejas, a

pure mass of light-and-heat corpuscles. There is chemical

union with Earth-particles (particles of the hard penta-

Tanmatric substance) acted on by Energy
;
and then the

Tejas-corpuscles, light-and-heat particles which are latent

(absorbed) therein, come forth as flame (infwhrewT

Sutra 110,

Chap. V.). Then there is the light of the sun and the

stars (f^q wi^nf^) which are flaming masses of

molten viscous matters (sTcRT^uf fst: ttw Rtzrrf^

—

TnsnrqHnq, RfVrjy^r^r) or of molten earthy matters (^rsftfVr

^rtrftr wwtftr RqfiwRrfR—fwRfu^,

Sutra 13, Chap. III.). There is also the lightning, which

liberates a kind of Tejas latent in the aqueous particles

and vapours, under the action of Energy, in the same

way as an ordinary fire liberates the Tejas latent in the

wood or other fuel. Next there are the stores of animal

heat derived from the break-up of the nutritive material

(^ft<t&i). Lastly there comes the peculiar form of the

Tejas Energy (radiant Energy) stored up in the metalli-

ferous ores and igneous rocks which have been formed

in the subterranean heat. Here earthy matters are

mixed up, but the radiant Energy predominates in the

composition of the metals (w»r^TfvmH twri^WT —
yre -fRirq, Sutra 19, Chap. III). Aniruddha,

a late Sankhya commentator, notes in reference to

“ igneous bodies ” that the greater part of their mass

is derived from the Earth Bhuta, though the Tejas

particles determine the peculiar chemical combination

which produces them
;
and this must also be his view
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of the composition of the metals (ini ifij (tirir mir

’Stpj) n ^igtr»mTiw

—

Sutra 112, Chap. V.).

4. Ap. This viscous fluid of a tetra-Tanmatric

structure has but one pure example, viz., water,

though the various organic acids, the juices of

fruits and the saps of plants, are supposed to be

transformations of watery radicles combined with

different kinds of earthy accretions.

5. Lastly, the Earth Bhuta, the hard full-formed

matter, with its penta-Tanmatric atoms, com-

prises by far the majority of the so-called

chemical elements.

The question is,—how does one and the same Bhuta,

of the same formal structure, comprise different kinds

of elements, with different atomic masses and different

characteristic properties ? And the answer is not far to

seek. The properties of a thing are only the energies

that are manifested in the particular collocations of the

three Gu?zas—Mass, Energy, and Essence
;
and a tri-

Tanmatric or a penta-Tanmatric atom, i.e. an atom

composed of three or five kinds of Tanmatras, may
differ from another of the same class in respect of

the number of constituent Tanmatras of any particular

kind, as also of their collocation or grouping, and

therefore in mass as well as in generic and specific

characters.

The Sahkhya-Patanjala conceives the properties (or

energies) of substances to result from the grouping or

the quanta of the Tanmatras, or the Gunas themselves,
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and hence .any radical differences in substances of the

same Bhuta class must characterise their, atoms,

though in an infra-sensible form. In the Nyaya-

Vaiseshika, on the other hand, the atoms of the same

Bhuta class are alike in themselves, homogeneous

;

and the variety of substances comprehended under

the same Bhuta is ascribed merely to the different

arrangements or groupings of the atoms (^qf) and

not of their components, for components they have

none.

As a typical and familiar instance of the variety

of characteristic properties (or energies) that may result

from variations in accompaniment or grouping, the

Sankhya-Patanjala points to the various kinds of fruit

acids and juices, all originating from one and the same

Bhuta (water) with different accretions of earthy matters

(ifffrcRHT:). In the same way, though we speak of only

five classes of Tanmatras and atoms, the infinite variety

of the world results from the infinitely varied collo-

cations of the three original Guwas which underlie

Tanmatra and atom alike, (^iwnt
Trrmwfrfw

—-anwft^ WTrUffT, reporting the Sankhya

view, tfw: Sutra 44,

Pada III. wrpqfq^rqwr ?myrq:

—^rrauuq, Sutra 44, Pada IV. vfwrqr:

vm:

—

ibid. ,
Sutra 14, Pada III. *rt vwfq mqnq-

f^prrwT vw?T

—

ibid. ,
Sutra 14, Pada III.)

— «frq squirt mruHt ^iH«fi^qi wn?

’-Wt €1 «TTfT <*55-Hlc4l
_
r=l<?=i fqtf':l'?=(-rrirt;ohi*ic!5oft-«irfqr'5I-

,

qic4<^n<4i

qfwnrnr qyuTg^wurqi'qrTqiqT'qTrqT fr^r^uf,
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uvnt utf ^nronryin: iretq fcr i

(^I’g^qfTT— —on Karika 16.)

If we take a unit of rudiment-matter (Bhutadi) for

the unit of mass (cf. the mass of an electron with a

charge of motion, etc.), and represent the first Tanmatra

by ti such units, and if further t2 ,
t3 ,

t4 ,
t5 units of mass

(Bhutadi) be successively added at each accretion to

form a fresh Tanmatra, then the second, third, fourth,

and fifth Tanmatras will respectively contain t4 4- t2 ,

ti +

1

2 +

1

3 ,
tj+

1

2+

1

3+

1

4 ,
and t4 4-

1

2 4"

t

3+

t

4 +

1

5 units

of mass.

Also the Vayu-atom (bi-Tanmatric system) will

contain t4 4- (t2 + t2), i.e. 2tx 4- t2 units of mass
;
the

Tejas-atom (tri-Tanmatric system) will contain +
(ti + t2 ) + (t1 + t2+ t3 ), i.e. 3t4+ 2t2+

1

3 units; the Ap-

atom (tetra-Tanmatric system) t1 4-(t1 + t2 ) + (t1 4-t2+ t3 )

+ (tj + t2 + t3 4- t4 ), i.e. 4tx 4- 3t2 4- 2t3 -f t4 units

;

and the Earth-atom (penta-Tanmatric system) t4 4-

(tx+

1

2)
4- 4- (t4 4-

1

2+

1

3 4-

1

4 4

1

5), i.e. 5t1 4-4t2+ 3t3

4- 2t4 4- t5 units.

If t units of mass be added to the first Tanmatra to

form the atom of Aka.sa, the latter will contain tx 4- t

units of mass.

In other words, the numbers representing the mass-

units (Tamas) in the different classes of atoms (gross

matter) will form an ascending series, viz. tx -h t, 2tx 4-

1

2 ,

3t4 4- 2t2 4- t3 ,
4tj 4- 3t2 4- 2t3 + t4 ,

and 5t4 -I- 4t2 +
3t3 4- 2t4 4- t5.

Now if a follower of the Sankhya-Patahjala were
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asked to account for differences among Paramanus of

the same Bhuta class, he would perhaps suppose t4 to

vary from a4 to /3l5 t2 from a2 to (32 ,
t3 from a3 to /33 ,

t4 from a4 to /34 ,
and t5 from a5 to /35 .

Therefore the mass-units contained in the Vayu-

atoms of the different possible Vayu substances would

be represented by 2a!-|-t, 2a1 +l+t, 2^+2 + ^

2/0!+ 1, in A. P. with unity as common difference,

there being 2(/31 —

a

4 ) -I- 1 possible Vayu substances.

The mass-units contained in the Tejas-atoms of the

different possible Tejas substances would be represented

by the series 3a3+ 2a2+ a3 ,
3a1 -f-2a2+ a3+ 1,

3/3i+ 2/32 + y83 ,
increasing in A. P. by unity as common

difference, there being 3(y81
-a3) + 2(^2-a2 ) + (/S3-a3)+

1

Tejas substances possible.

The mass-units contained in the Ap-atoms of the

different possible Ap substances would form the series

4a 1 -f-3a2 + 2a3 -f- <x4 ,
4ct4 -f- 3a2 -f- 2a3 -f- a4 -f- 1,

4ft + 3ft+ 2ft+ ft, there being 4(ft — a4 ) + 3(ft — a2 ) +
2(ft — a3) 4- (ft

— a4 ) + 1 Ap substances possible.

The mass-units contained in the Earth-atoms of

the different possible Earth substances would form the

series in A. P., 5a1 + 4a2+ 3a3+ 2a4+ a5 ,
5a1 + 4a2 + 3

a

3

+ 2a4+ a5+ 1 , 5ft + 4ft -f 3/33 + 2ft + ft, there

being 5(ft — a4 ) + 4(ft — a2)
4- 3(ft — a3 ) + 2(ft—

a

4 ) +
(f35

— a 5 ) + l Earth substances possible.

Size (xrfTJTHu).—As to size or volume, the Sankhya

accepts only two kinds—the infinitesimal, which is also

without parts and the non-infinitesimal,

which consists of parts —otstcV). The latter varies

from the excessively small (the so-called Anus, Tan-
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matras, and Paramanus) to the indefinitely great

—ffrg,

—

e.g. Akasa).

The Gu;?as alone are infinitesimal, with the exception

of those ubiquitous ones that evolve into Akasa-atoms

and Mind-stuff and ^n»r:<?rw)
;

all the rest of

the evolved products (whether subtile or gross matter)

are non-infinitesimal.

Vijnana-bhikshu notes that all the Gu;?as (Reals)

cannot be ubiquitous. If this were the case, that

disturbance of equilibrium, that unequal aggregation

with unequal stress and strain with which cosmic

evolution begins, would be impossible. The Gu»as,

which give rise to Akasa and Mind-stuff, must be held

to be ubiquitous, and this will suffice for the ubiquity

of Praknti. (h ^ ^fir

i ^tr:^rtTn r|t ttwrh 1 wimin.it

ffrmi *rnr * 13 n (Vm Sutra 5 1

,

Pada III.)

Chemical Analysis and Synthesis—Elements and

Compounds.—What, then, is the equivalent in the

Sankhya-Patanjala of the distinction between a chemical

element and a chemical compound, or is there none ?

Did or did not this physical analysis and classi-

fication of things lead on to a classification based

on chemical analysis and chemical synthesis ? These

are questions of singular interest, the answer to

which will disclose some new points of view from

which the ancient Hindu thinkers approached the

problems.

Aggregates may, in regard to their structure,

be divided into two classes : (1) those of which the
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parts are in intimate union and fusion, being lost in

the whole *ffT:), anc^ (
2

)
mechanical

aggregates, or collocations of distinct and independent

parts (^dPHSi'^i: *^t:).

A substance is an aggregate of the former kind, and

may be divided into two classes
: (1) the Bhutas and

their “ isomeric ” modifications (gw, gwn^, and HwfwwrrO,

and (2) chemical compounds (fwf^w^wi, w^wwwt^).

Chemical compounds, again, may be subdivided into

two classes: (l) those composed of atoms of the same

Bhuta class, i.e. of different isomeric modifications of

the same Bhuta, and (2) those composed of atoms

of different Bhuta classes. In the first case, there

is contact between “ isomeric ” atoms (wwirffw-wwln),

in the second case between heterogeneous atoms

(
fM Wiril q-fiwiu). The first contact leads to intimate union

(*!=:,— w: ww^ jramtrt fwrfir uwfw—

-

tutwhutw) : the isomeric atoms by a peculiar

liberation of Energy (wwrifhfrwwwi—the action of similars

on similars) are attracted towards one another, and

being riveted, as it were, form the so-called material

cause (wqiyiw^iirvi) of the compound product. The

second kind of contact (that between unlike atoms

of heterogeneous Bhutas) begins with a liberation of

Energy (www*n), which breaks up each of the Bhutas
;

and taking particles (or atoms) of one as nuclei or

radicles, groups particles of the rest round these radicles

in a comparatively free or unattached condition. In

this case, one Bhuta, that which serves to furnish the

radicles, not necessarily that which is numerically or

quantitatively predominant, gets the name of material

E
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cause (w^RJTRr), and the others, which by their

collocation cause the liberation of Energy (mro,
or are called efficient causes (fHf*RoFTRr)

—

on Karika 16). The illustrations

given (viz. the Kasas as modifications of Ap, water,

with Earth-accretions) show that this process applies

not only to the Gunas, but also to the Bhutas. (w
vrrt hrtw* fw

—

on Karika 17. tr (wsr ^ffi) ^frrmf^TTwn-
^

'
-o

^ on Sutra 112, Chap. V.

^nfrnuf^R RRftwreR
VTTfiRT I—ffisTRfuSJ, JPRWOI l)

Aniruddha goes so far as to hold that both “ isomeric
”

and “ heterogenic ” combinations are real cases of consti-

tutive contact. (^TWcfrffiffir, e.g. ffiTn3R iqhiff —
on Sutra 113, Chap. V.). But in the later

Sahkhya-Patanjala the current teaching denied this

—

(Sutra 102, Chap. V.), where fwRW^
notes— ftRiUrffaRt ^XTT^Rl^ H ^ffifTT

But besides these transformations of substance

(^ i^T-’trpRrnr) by “isomeric” or “heterogenic” process,

ceaseless changes go on in the characters, the modality,

and the states of substances—changes which are due to

the unequal distribution of force (or of stress and strain

—pressure) among the Gunas, which are in themselves

constant. (wtfi^nr^RfwRT: h —w trt rt
STtIRR ^ ^TRR ^T, W ^RRsft| JUrTT

<rf?7n ^ ^htt —TjfirrftTW^sffi tottr!

Sutra 13, Pada III.)
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“ Even as the same figure ‘ 1 ’ stands for a hundred

in the place of hundred, for ten in the place of ten, and

for a unit in the place of unit.”
1

Now the question is—in these mixed substances

does the fusion take place by Paramanus or by larger

masses (or lumps) ? Now a Paramanu is defined to be

the smallest portion of any substance which exhibits

the characteristic qualities of that substance
;

in other

words, it stands for the smallest homogeneous portion

of any substance. It is not without parts, and there-

* This conclusively proves that the decimal notation was familiar

to the Hindus when the Vyasa-Bhashya was written, i.e. centuries

before the first appearance of the notation in the writings of the

Arabs or the Greco-Syrian intermediaries. Vaehaspati, who com-

ments on the Vyasa-Bhashya, composed his Nyaya-Suchi-Nibandha

in i.e. Samvat 898 or 842 a.d. This cannot be

Saka 898, for apart from the decisive use of ^rrxrx;, which by this

time had come to signify the Samvat era, Vachaspati’s commentator,

Udayana, wrote the Laksharaavali in Saka 906

—

wr^nr: i

and Udayana, who wrote the Pamuddhi on the Tatparyyatika of

Vaehaspati, could not have been a contemporary of the latter, as

will also appear from the invocation to Sarasvati in the opening

lines of the Parisuddhi. Vaehaspati, then, preceded Udayana by

142 years, and must have been himself preceded by the author of

the Vyasa-Bhashya by a longer interval still, for Vaehaspati

ascribes the Bhashya to Veda-Vyasa himself (w^’grrU'T vrrfyfi' vrr%

snwr fvy iwk). The internal evidence also points to the con-

clusion that the Bhashya cannot have been composed later than

the sixth century

—

cf. the quotations from Panchasikha, Var-

shagawya, and the Shashthi-Tantra-Sastra, without a single

reference to Isvara-Krishna—which is decisive. I may add that

I remember to have come across passages of a similar import in

Buddhist and other writings of a still earlier date.
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fore not indivisible. It is subject to disintegration.

In a Bhuta or its isomeric modification, the Paramami,

the smallest homogeneous component particle, is un-

mixed, and therefore corresponds to the atom of modern

chemistry. In a mixed substance y'yrfWHiy),

whether it be an “ isomeric ” or a heterogenic compound,

the qualities are due to the mixture, and therefore its

Paramanu (usually called Arambhaka Paramami), the

smallest homogeneous particle possessing its charac-

teristic qualities, must result from the mixture of the

Paramawus (in smaller or larger numbers as the case may

be) of the component substances. In the Sankhya view,

then, the Paramami of a mixed substance (Arambhaka

Paramanu) corresponds to what we now call molecule,

(^rywpzbff vrmqftfTT— i fy

o 7

Sutra 52, Pada III. h rhft;4 i

ITU VfWTTRf ^Tq^VcffTVT-
c o o A ^ o e.

firmwy i—fwryfvr^, ih-^hhtw. Sutra 88, Chap. V.)

That the Paramanus may form binary molecules

(ircpi) in forming substances, is acknowledged by the

Sankhyas, as will appear from Gaucfapada : thtt

sti'm <=+v=i HJjmi : i Crhumt, on Karika 12). Even

the Vaiseshikas, with their prejudice against
££
poly-

Bhautic ” or
££
heterogenic ” combination, acknowledge

that in
££ poly-Bhautic ” compounds the different Bhuta

substances unite by their Paramanus (or atoms), though

they rigidly insist that in such cases only one atom

should be regarded as the “radicle” (titter or

qroi) and the others as co-efficient causes (firfoyreri oii
—

e.g. mjrerrry—ft wmqffig yyi^kv
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fHWR>TT^riT tnf^n:*rro*T fibiwft H^3grqraw

(h^iwttt^htsi

—

where Sridhara notes xrrfw wet wrewr^r.

and Udayana wwwtwt wrrcnrt xrrfl^T^rrf^WH ^rcrwq

fy^WETr* flurfspr)-

It was only in the mediaeval Sahkhya-Patanjala

that under the influence of the Nyaya-Vaiseshika

doctrine a radical difference was conceived to exist

between the structure (or constitution) of a molecule

composed of “ isomeric ” atoms, and that of one com-

posed of heterogeneous atoms. In the former case

there was believed to take place intimate union (^),
in the latter case only a grouping of comparatively

free or loosely attached atoms round a radicle atom

with liberation of Energy or

fzvr*) and the setting up of unequal stress and strain

(a?iiE4KjfwTt;— At the same time it was of

course admitted that this distinction does not apply

to the forms of subtile matter (Tanmatra

—

tc^ihw)

which could unite in intimate fusion, whether homo-

geneous or heterogeneous. For example, the subtile

body (^yHSTTlr) which is supposed to be the seat or

vehicle of the conscious principle is acknowledged by

Vijnana-bkikshu to be penta-Bkautic (wqwTwra) ;
in

other words, all the five Tanmatras serve as material

causes, though the gross body (the animal organism)

is stated to be only a “ heterogenic ” compound with

the Earth Bhiita as radicle or base. (^fwuuprit ^
TT^urrnrrw ww i irwrr^rT®f tht

— Sutras 11 and 12, Chap. III.

•qrf^wf ^ httith ^w^rsfrrfH

—

ibid., Sutra 19,

Chap. III.)
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But in the original Sahkhya-Patanjala it appears

that the production of a new substance by mixture of

unlike Bhutas (f^rralwjftn) was conceded as freely as

in the Veddnta, and was conceived as in nowise differing

from the formation of a compound of atoms of the

same Bhuta class. The Sahkhya analysis of all change

into transformations of Energy due to collocations of

unchanging Gu??as, in other words the prevailing

chemico-physical (or physical) point of view, naturally

recognises no distinction between collocations of

“ isomeric ” and those of heterogeneous atoms. At

bottom they are all collocations of the Gu^as. Even

Vijnana-bhikshu, who, as one of the latest expounders

of the Sahkhya-Patanjala, has been most affected by

the Yaiseshika prejudice against “ poly-Bhautic ” com-

bination
(
HTtirnqKiTm ), urges that the qualities of a

compound substance are not necessarily the result of

similar qualities in the component elements, (snrnffa-

cjrr^JU[iKur«fwrr h (im^rnrrt) h twt: i)

Elsewhere he explains that, so far from the vital activity

being independent, it is originated and maintained by

the combined operation or fusion of the different sensory

and motor reflexes of the living organism, and notes

that the united operation of mixed (or miscellaneous)

causes, where there is a fit collocation of matter, offers

no diffi culty to a follower of the Sahkhya-Patanjala.

(wrPntii^ta mwNiqfteram , tmr

^ofryr wrrer— Sutra 32, Chap. II.)

In the middle of the ninth century we find Yachaspati

instancing some “ heterogenic or “ poly-Bhautic

compositions as typical examples of evolutionary change
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(tlfWR) and unhesitatingly accepting the substantive

character of the products. In the Kaumudi he describes

the various acids and juices of fruits as modifications

of the same original water in the presence of different

kinds of earthy accretions. The process is peculiar. The

water-particle (or atom) serves as a radicle or centre of

a system, and the different kinds of the Earth-Bhuta

centering round this as a nucleus become the seat of

forces, which bring in the development of new

energies (and new qualities, e.g. tastes) in the water,

(w TT^JTTf^-SRRlrt

34 ii i nvuruyf ’srrfism ^rertmrmrrr:

indhifitr i—crt^Tt on Karika 16.) Vachaspati

also points out that different substances may be trans-

formed into one and the same substance (e.g. the

production of salt by the cow, the horse, the buffalo,

and the elephant, thrown into the salt-factory of

Sambara in Rajputana, or of the flame of a candle by

the combination of wick, oil, and fire). (xrPRnt^R w?yrRfiT

irf: Tifwrc: ^r. i

tfwR:, ^ nfhi ^f?r t
—

on Pada IY., Sutra 14.)

Earlier still, i.e. not later than the sixth century,

the Vyasa-Bhashya, noting that inorganic matter,

vegetable substances, and animal substances do not

differ from one another essentially in respect of their

potential energies and ultimate constituents, points

out that various bi-Bhautic chemical compounds of

water and earth substances, in the shape of saps, acids,

and juices, are found in plants in their different parts
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(sr^^nfr: TrrfwTPnfi wrf^lwoi wtntv ^z\)- In other

words, bi-Bhautic compounds are here placed in the

same category as compounds of substances of the

same Bhuta class, for here the particles of both the

Bhutas are regarded as forming the matter (material

cause—^m^M'ohivn) of the smallest homogeneous portions

of the compound substances.

N.B .—Vachaspati naturally interprets this to mean

separate modifications of the two Bhutas.

The view of the earlier Sankhyas, that atoms of

different Bhutas may chemically combine to form

molecules of compound substances as much as atoms

of different modes of the same Bhuta, comes out clearly

in Utpala’s brief reference to the Sankhya system in

his commentary on Varahamihira’s VnTiat Samhita.

[rrnTT^vq:] WTfTHTFTTffT HWHrT I SlOu^lt

srctrrfvr i wryTHTununr ^rrkTnrr—Utpala, Chap. I.,

Sloka 7.)

Chemistry in the Medical Schools of Ancient

India.

As a matter of fact, long before the fifth century,

probably as early as the first century A.D., the pre-

vailing schools of medicine and surgery which were

based on the Sankhya teaching with a methodology

derived from the Nyaya-Vaiseshika doctrine (cf. Charaka,

Sarirasthana, Chap. I.
;
Vimanasthana, Chap. VIII.

;
also

Su-sruta, Sarirasthana, Chap. I.
)
had founded an elaborate

theory of inorganic and organic compounds, which

equally admitted iso-Bhautic and hetero-Bhautic com-
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binations. Like the Vedantists, Charaka held that

each of the gross Bhiitas (Mahabhutas) is a peculiar

ultra-chemical compound of five original subtile Bhiitas.

In this sense, every substance is penta-Bhautic, but for

purposes of chemical analysis and synthesis, i.e. considered

with reference to the Mahabhutas, all substances in

their chemical constitution belong to one or other of

the following classes : mono-Bhautic, bi-Bhautic, tri-

Bhautic, tetra-Bhautie, and penta-Bhautic. Compounds

of different Bhiitas, again, may combine to form more

complex substances, and these in their turn higher

compounds still, and so on in progressive transformation,

as is more specially the case with organic substances

and products.

Physical Characters of the Bhutas .—The prevailing

physical characters of the different Bhutas and their

isomeric modes are enumerated as follows :

—

Earth substances :

Ap substances :

Tejas substances

:

Vayu substances

:

/

Akasa substances :

Heavy, rough, hard, inert, dense,

opaque, exciting the sense of

smell.

Liquid, viscous, cold, soft,

slippery, fluid, exciting the

sense of taste.

Hot, penetrative, subtle, light,

dry, clear, rarefied, and

luminous.

Light, cold, dry, transparent,

rarefied, impingent.

Imponderable (or light), rarefied,

elastic, capable of sound

(vibrations).
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n^r*P<H^ i>R i rvq gw7i-'^

r

raytRg^TnrwEfcu> i

f« ^ y 51 'm h *<h* Pm ,%ici

?

<$ 1 m ^^nf?r 1

y^^P=mc^MJj^N^iPn wwnt 1 g
'qgnreaTsrcfaq g ^w%rrr-

^§5! NT ^majlPn 1 ^ l^ l ^ ll rHc^ l PH I

—
Cliaraka, Sarfrasthana, Chap. XXVI.

;
compare Susruta,

Siitrasthana, Chap. XLI.

Charaka points out that the primary qualities or

specific physical characters of the five Bhutas are tactile

qualities, i.e. sensible to touch, e.g. hardness (or rough-

ness) for Earth, liquidity (or yielding to pressure) for

Ap, impelling or moving force (pressure) for Vayu, heat

for Tejas, and vacuum (non-resistance, penetrability)

for Aka-sa.

^T^TqcfrgTIrt

cT^Vj TTtHTfT^ I

(Charaka, Sarirasthana, Chap. I.)

(Cf. the elaborate enumeration of physical characters

quoted in Yijnana-bhikshu, Yoga-Yartika, Sutra 42,

Pada I. ;
also Yaravara’s commentary on Tattva-traya,

Achit-prakara/ia.

)

The Mahabhutas—Mechanical Mixtures.—Susruta

notes that each of the gross Bhutas (Mahabhutas) is

found mixed up with the other Bhutas

—

e.g., the Maha-

bhuta Akasa is the receptacle (or vehicle) of air, heat-

and-light, and water vapour
;
the Mahabhiita Vayu, of

water vapour, light-and-heat, and even fine particles of

earth held in suspension ; the Mahabhiita Tejas, of

earth particles in the shape of smoke, and also water

vapour.
(
^ariwii jaPreiP^ «§isirinA —Susruta,

Sarfrasthana, Chap. I. ^ra? ^rr^srk 1
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i m*ff wrrfq i Hfarcfq

mrfa i rf»T>5^ mrfamq i—Dalvawa on Susruta,

loc. cit.)

Mono - Bhautic Earth substances :— Charaka and

Susruta regard the following as Earth substances

:

gold, the five Lohas (silver, copper, lead, iron, and

tin) and their “ rust,” arsenic, orpiment, various mineral

earths and salts, sand, precious stones. (Charaka,

Sutrasthana, Chap. I.
; cf. also Susruta, Sutrasthana,

— Dalvana on

Susruta, loc. cit.)

The salts include common salt, saltpetre, etc. Susruta

mentions the alkalis, borax, natron, Yavakshara (carbonate

of potash), etc. The Audbhida salt, an inflorescence of

the soil, stands for reh (^frfk^ qwtf *fmr.^rm().

Of these Earth substances some were known to

be compounds, e.g. the chemical salts of the metals,

collyrium, etc. Susruta describes the preparation of

the metallic salts. The leaves of the metals were

pasted over with the salts, and then roasted (^nrarnr,

Chikitsasthana, Chap. X.). These metallic salts are

therefore mono-Bhautic Earth compounds. Susruta

also gives the preparation of mild and caustic alkalis

(Sutrasthana, Chap. XI.).

Origin of precious stones.—Some hazarded the guess

that the precious stones are rocks (or earths) meta-

morphosed by natural process in the course of ages

(Varahamihira— wsr: i

Utpala notes— mm: i).
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Ap substances, simple and compound :

—

Susruta, following Charaka, enumerates various

classes of Ap substances as follows : waters,

acids, milks, curds, butters, oils (vegetable as well

as animal), fats, honeys, molasses, alcoholic liquors,

urines, etc.

Pure Ap (Mahabhuta) is tasteless, and the six tastes

are developed when the Mahabhuta Ap enters into

combination, mechanical or chemical, with other Maha-

bhutas. Susruta notes that various kinds of Earths

are dissolved in the waters of different localities, and

where the particles so dissolved are predominantly

earthy, the water tastes acid or salt ;
where pre-

dominantly watery, the resulting taste is sweet
;
where

the Earth-particles are mixed up with Tejas, the water

tastes pungent or bitter, etc. Such is the case with

mechanical mixtures. In the case of bi-Bhautic or tri-

Bhautic compounds Charaka mentions that substances

with Mahabhuta Ap predominating in their composition

taste sweet
;

with Mahabhutas Earth and Tejas pre-

dominating, acid
;

with Mahabhutas Ap and Tejas

predominating, salt; with Mahabhutas Vayu and Tejas

predominating, pungent
;
with Mahabhutas Vayu and

Akasa predominating, bitter
;

and with Mahabhutas

Vayu and Earth predominating, astringent. (Charaka,

Sutrasthana, Chap. XXVI.
; cf. Susruta, Sutrasthana,

Chap. XLII.)

In fact, with the exception of Susruta’s waters,

which are mechanical mixtures, or rather solutions, all

these Ap substances are organic products, and, as such,

penta-Bhautic, i.e. compounded of all the five Maha-
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bhutas, and the particular “ taste ” which is developed

depends on the relative proportion of the Mahabhutas

and the predominance of one or more of them in the

penta-Bhautic compound in question.

Qualities of Compounds.—The isomeric modes of

each Mahabhuta have specific colours, tastes, etc., due to

their structure, i.e. the arrangement of their atoms, and

the physico-chemical characters of compounds, whether

of the same or of different Mahabhutas, result from the

collocation in unequal proportion of the different forces

latent in the atoms of the component substances.

Charaka adds that the varied forms (textures) and

colours of organic substances, whether vegetable or

animal, are derived in the same way.

TCrPpTO’S ^HTfrl^f^WrT I frTTHTfol

Su-sruta ignores Charaka’s distinction between

Mahabhuta and subtile Bhuta, and views every sub-

stance as in reality penta-Bhautic, and it is only the

relative predominance of a particular Bhuta or

Bhutas in any substance that determines its class.

33 TlTf^ 33 33 tspj 33 VUT* 33 ^T^TSffafaffT l

—Susruta, Sutrasthana, Chap. XLI.)

The Extant Charaka and Susruta—Succession of

Medical Authorities.—The extant Charaka and Susruta,

the sources of our present information regarding the

progress of scientific knowledge in the medical schools

of ancient India, are both redactions of original

authorities. The extant Charaka is a redaction by

Dnclhabala of the genuine Charaka Sarahita, which was
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itself a redaction by Charaka of the original work of

Agnivesa, the disciple of Atreya Punarvasu as dis-

tinguished from Krishnatreya and Bhikshu Atreya,

also well-known medical authorities. The extant

Susruta is a redaction by Nagarjuna of an original

work (VWddha Susruta) by Susruta, the disciple of

Dhanvantari. That Charaka preceded Susruta is

almost certain. Nagarjuna was probably earlier than

Dndhabala. At any rate, Dridhabala imported into

Charaka much of the surgical knowledge which had till

then been the traditional heritage of the Susruta

school. And in the matter of the surgical treatment of

certain diseases, the genuine Dndhabala is often as

advanced as Susruta’s redacteur himself. The latter

was probably identical with the alchemist Nagarjuna

(Siddha Nagarjuna), the metallurgist Nagarjuna (author

of a treatise on metallurgy, Lohasastra), and the

Buddhist Nagarjuna, author of the Madhyamika-

sutravntti. Charaka and Susruta continued to receive

additions after Dr/dhabala and Nagarjuna, and even

after Vagbhata, but the whole of the extant Charaka is

probably much earlier than the commentator Chakrapara,

and the whole of the extant Susruta earlier than

Dalvana, the commentator, and Madhava, the author of

Rugvinischaya. The extracts in Wgbha/a make it

certain that the passages I have quoted or shall quote

from the Sutrasthana and Sarirasthana of Charaka and

Susruta cannot be later than the sixth century of the

Christian era.

Preparation of Chemical Compounds. —The know-

ledge of chemical compounds and of their preparation
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continued to make progress in the Charaka and Susruta

schools. The great metallurgist, Patanjali, in his

treatise on Metallurgy gave elaborate directions

for many metallurgic and chemical processes, especially

the preparation of the metallic salts, alloys, and amal-

gams, and the extraction, purification, and assaying of

metals. Probably it was Patanjali who discovered the

use of the mixtures called Vidas, which contained aqua

regia or other mineral acids in potentia. Unfortunately

Patanjali’s magnum opus appears to have been lost, but

extracts from it are frequently found in mediaeval works

on Medicine and Rasayana which leave no doubt as to

its remarkable scientific value. The metallurgist Nagar-

juna advanced the knowledge of chemical compounds

by his preparations of mercury. The Harshacharita, in

the seventh century, relates a fable concerning this

Nagarjuna, and speaks of him as a friend and contem-

porary of Satavahana. The relative priority of Patan-

jali and Nagarjuna is a vexed question in the history

of metallurgy. That Nagarjuna’s Loha.sastra was earlier

than the final redaction of Patanjali will appear from

the following circumstances :—(1) Chakradatta in his

summary of Nagarjuna mentions that the chemical

process of testing pure iron must be repeated twice

before it can be regarded as decisive, whereas Sivadasa

Sen’s extract from Patanjali shows that the latter

directed the process to be repeated seven times

;

(2) Patanjali in the Abhraka-vidhi (mica operation)

adds mercury, which in this particular operation is

wanting in Nagdrjuna’s recipe (cf. Chakradatta, and

Patanjali as reported in the Yogaratnakara-samuch-
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cliaya)
;
and (3) Nagarjuna is quoted in the earlier

compilations, Patanjali in the later.

Chemical Industries.—Early in the sixth century,

Varahamihira in the A rfliat Samhita gives several

preparations of cements or powders called Vajra-lepa,

“ cements strong as the thunderbolt ”
; and there was

ample use for these in the temple architecture of the

Buddhist period, the remains of which bear testimony

to the adamantine strength of these metal or rock

cements. wrA ?Triwfr

i Chapter LA7

!., ibid.) Varahamihira also

alludes to the experts in machinery ^srr:)

and the professional experts in the composition of dyes

and cosmetics Ch. XVI., also Ch. XV,). I

would also refer to the interesting chapter on Perfumery

(Ch. LXXA!.) where Varahamihira gives various recipes

for artificial imitations of natural flower- scents, as of the

essence of A
r
akula, Utpala, Champaka, Atimuktaka, etc.,

arranges compound scents in a sort of scale according

to the proportions of certain ground essences used in

their preparation, and determines by the mathematical

calculus of combination the number of

variations of the different notes in this scale. To these

classes of professional experts were due three of the

great Indian discoveries in the chemical arts and manu-

factures which enabled India to command for more than

a thousand years the markets of the East as well as the

AVest and secured to her an easy and universally

recognised pre-eminence among the nations of the

world in manufactures and exports
: ( 1 )

the preparation

of fast dyes for textile fabrics by the treatment of
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natural dyes like ManjishMa with alum (gwul

TTrRf^JHd) and other chemicals (e.g. sulphate of iron)

also cow-dung (cf. the “ cow-dung substitute,” Roscoe)

;

(2) the extraction of the principle of indigotin from

the indigo plant by a process which, however crude, is

essentially an anticipation of modern chemical methods
;

and (3) the tempering of steel in a manner worthy of

advanced metallurgy, a process to which the mediaeval

world owed its Damascus swords. It was this applied

chemistry much more than handicraft skill which gave

India her premier position in the Middle Ages and

earlier (indeed from Pliny to Tavernier) in exports

and manufactures
;

for in handicraft skill, as in

design and workmanship, great as were her merits,

India came to be surpassed by her disciples China and

Japan.

The Vasavadatta and the Dasakumara Charita in

the sixth century allude to the preparation of a mass of

fixed or coagulated mercury —
;
a chemical powder, the inhalation of which

would bring on deep sleep or stupor g^opTT^ftw)

;

a chemically prepared stick or wick for producing light

without fire —g^i^nr^rfnr) ;
and a powder

which, like anaesthetic drugs or curare, paralyses sensory

and motor organs 1 —
—Darpana). Yn’nda

(
circa 950 a.d.)

notices the preparation of sulphide of mercury

1 This last interpretation is doubtful
;

but in any case the

familiar use of a technical term of alchemistry like Stambhana-

churwam (fixation-powder) shows that already in the sixth century

this branch of knowledge was widely cultivated.

F
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composed of one part of sulphur and half its weight of

mercury ;
and also of cuprous sulphide (wr?rre). Cha-

krapawi
(
circa 1050 a.d.) mentions the preparation of

the black sulphide of mercury “by taking equal parts

of mercury and sulphur.”

The Easar>?ava
(
circa 1200 a.d.) notices the colours

of metallic flames, probably after Patanjali

—

e.g. copper

gives blue flame
;

tin, pigeon-coloured
;

lead, pale

;

iron, tawny
;
blue vitriol, red. It may be noted that

the Easar??ava regards mercury as a penta-Bhautic

substance.

The Easaratna-samuchchaya divides the mineral

kingdom (Earth substances, simple and compound) into

the following classes: (l) The eight Easas : mica,

pyrites, bitumen, blue vitriol, calamine, etc. (2) The

eight Uparasas (useful in operations of mercury)

:

sulphur, red ochre, green vitriol, alum, orpiment, realgar,

colly riurn, and medicinal earth, to which may be

added the eight Sadharana Easas, sal-ammoniac, cowrie,

cinnabar, rock vermilion, etc. (3) The gems diamond,

emerald, sapphire, cat’s-eye, sun-stone, moon-stone,

pearl, etc. (4) The metals gold, silver, iron, copper,

lead, tin, and the alloys brass and bell-metal. Other

Earth substances are six salts, three alkalis, mineral

earths, and several poisons.

Chemical Compositions and Decompositions—Metal-

lurgic Processes.—In these writings 1 we frequently

1 From Patanjali’s and Nagarjuna’s Lohasastra (circa 300-500

a.d. ?) downwards—(practically everything material in the enu-

meration that follows was discovered by the end of the sixth

century a.d.).
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come across instances of chemical composition and

decomposition by processes, more or less crude, of

calcination, distillation, sublimation, steaming, fixa-

tion, etc. ^v:tu7tu, ^imrUT, etc.),

e.g. the preparation of perchloride of mercury by taking

common salt and mercury

^f^o&Tcfin;:)
;
of sulphide of mercury by taking

sulphur and mercury ; of Sindura from lead (ffc*|t

—Amarakosha, sixth century a.d.)
;

of the

medicinal compounds Svarnasindura and Rasasindura

with mercury, sulphur, and gold, where gold may have

been fancied to influence the resulting compound in

some mysterious way, either as a “ dynamic ” or as a

catalytic
;

also the extraction by chemical decomposi-

tion of mercury from sulphide of mercury (f^sF^r) ;
of

copper from sulphate of copper (jp^r, o&) by heating

this substance with one-fourth of its weight of

borax (Rasaratna-samuchchaya,

—

cf. Bhavaprakasa,

h TrrahxrviTw f«RT%w Tngru wgwfrr) ;
of zinc (^Tfm, ^3) from

calamine (ttftof)
;
of copper from pyrites (*nfoj3T, f%*?c?), etc.

(though the golden pyrites were supposed to be a

semi-metal of gold, containing some gold along with

the essence of copper)
;
the purification of mercury by

repeated distillation from lead and tin with which it

was wont to be adulterated in the market. The various

metallurgic processes described are—extraction, puri-

fication, killing (formation of oxides, chlorides, and

oxy-chlorides for the most part), calcination, incinera-

tion, powdering, solution, distillation, precipitation,

rinsing (or washing), drying, steaming, melting, casting,

filing, etc., to all which each of the known minerals

f 2
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was successfully subjected by the use of apparatus and

reagents and the application of heat in different

measures (^mtrss. JtumT«5, and —methods which,

if often crude, especially from the absence of inde-

pendent and isolated mineral acids, were yet in several

instances remarkably simple and effective, and which,

after all, by the use of various Yir/as potentially con-

taining mineral acids (aqua regia, sulphuric acid, hydro-

chloric- acid, etc.), virtually accomplished the practical

ends kept in view. To these were added several

special processes for mercury
(
e.g. fixation), bringing

up the number of mercurial operations to nineteen.

It may be noted that the mixtures called Yiffas,

which potentially contained dilute mineral acids, were

regularly employed not only in killing the metals

(forming their oxides and chlorides), but—what is of

fundamental importance—for purposes of chemical de-

composition of metallic salts, etc., and the extraction

and purification of metals.

Organic Compounds .—Organic compounds are either

vegetable or animal substances hit). The

molasses, the fermented liquors, the saps and juices of

plants, fruit acids, vegetable ashes and alkalis, together

with the tissues of plants, are vegetable compounds

(’3Ti>?, wnrr mtt). Honey, milk, curd, butter, fat, bile,

mine, and other excreta, together with the organs and

tissues of animals, are animal substances. C'haraka

notices vegetable as well as animal oils. The viscous

(oily) substances are classed under four heads—butters,

oils, fats, and marrows hwt

Salt may be either mineral or vegetable salt.
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Susruta divides poisons into two classes—vegetable

and animal, but several poisons expressly termed mineral

poisons (vnrfira) are included in the first class.

All organic substances, whether animal or vegetable,

are penta-Bhautic, being compounded of greater or less

proportions of the five Mahabhutas.

Taking the human body, Charaka finds that the

foetus is composed of sixteen organic substances, viz.

four composing the sperm-cell which comes from the

male
;
four composing the germ-cell which comes from

the female
;

four added by the transformation of the

nutritive material
;
and finally, four kinds of subtile

matter, which together form the vehicle of the conscious

principle. As to the four organic substances which

compose the sperm-cell, or the other four which compose

the germ-cell, it is not clear whether in Charaka’s view

they are also in their turn compounded of less complex

organic substances, or whether their constituent elements

are inorganic penta-Bhautic compounds.

The tissues that appear in the course of develop-

ment of the foetus are further transformations (higher

compounds) of these foetal substances. All the com-

ponent substances of the body are penta-Bhautic com-

pounds, though sometimes they are assigned to the

particular Bhutas which predominate in their composi-

tion, e.g. bile to Tejas, lymph, chyle, blood, fat, urine,

sweat, and other secretions to Ap, and skin, flesh, bones,

nails, etc., to Earth, (sup i

—

uhi*?

wfsfvrfH HTTTfVr mWTfmTHmTrfH ^TTrH^TnfH
-» cx _ t c

et seq.—Charaka, Sarirasthana, Chap. II., vide also

Charaka, Sarirasthana, Chap. VII., cf. Gangadhara’s
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Jalpakalpataru. htt stt) t i on n ^ :irm h twnirfTofiT-

^TTTT^W i NIHTT'q: ^T^UT?H^ftJnr*TR-

rr^TifT^br. i $itlt g i Cf.

Charaka, Sarirasthana, Chap. IV., *Tm>rrginsftj

JTfTNirfi^rnrr: i)
CN

Formation of Molecular Qualities in Chemical Com-

pounds.—The Charaka school, which we have seen was

an offshoot of the Sahkhva {cf. Charaka, Vimanasthana,

Chap. VIII., T<zrr Trfkur. tt^jt jr-grrwfkffr),

supplemented the above account of inorganic and

organic compounds with a characteristically Sankhya

explanation of the formation of molecular qualities by

chemical combination. In Charaka’s view, the colours,

tastes, etc., of the molecules of chemical compounds

result from the collocation in unequal proportion and

unstable equilibrium of the different forces latent in

the atoms (Paramanus) themselves. (*rr*T^ii

^ffrTT^Pqbmr HyT^TTFr! I WHTWrHTW WT^nr^TTRt
\ ^ C' v Cv Cv

Chemistry of Colours.—As an interesting example

of the way in which a follower of Charaka would

account for the colours of chemical compounds, I may

note the explanation given by the late Gahgadhara

Kaviraja Kaviratna in the Jalpakalpataru, a com-

mentary on the Charaka- Sa?fthita, published at Calcutta

in 1869, premising that the Kaviraja’s view is pure and

genuine Charaka doctrine.o Gahgadhara begins with a© ©

simple statement. The qualities of the atom, he writes,

tend to produce similar qualities in the molecule. A
molecular quality is therefore the result of the conjunc-

tion or opposition, as the case may be, of the atomic
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tendencies. When, for example, the five Bhutas

combine to produce an organic compound (the human

body), Tejas, Ap, and Earth tend to produce red, white,

and black respectively, but in the body (compound

substance) the yellow colour may happen to be pro-

duced as the result of these tendencies in that particular

proportion and collocation. The point to note here is

that the molecule forms a fresh collocation, redistributes

the Mass and Energy, and sets up new forces in the

system, which coming into play modify the potencies

(or tendencies) in the component atoms, and thus

determine the resultant. This is elaborated into a

curious but complete theory of the colours of chemical

compounds.

The colours (and other qualities) of a simple sub-

stance (an isomeric mode of any Bhuta) are the result

of the potencies lodged in that particular collocation

of Mass, Energy, and Essence. Now when two such

substances unite, their colours, etc., tend to be pro-

duced, but the combination brings on a fresh distribu-

tion of Energy, Mass, and Essence, and the forces thus

set free may powerfully modify or even extinguish the

separate tendencies or potencies of the component

simple substances. For example, when we prepare a

collyrium by mixing equal parts of sulphur and mercury

(the black sulphide of mercury) we find the resulting

compound black. To explain this it has to be remem-

bered that each of the substances (sulphur and mercury)

contains Sattva (Essence), Rajas (Energy), and Tamas

(Mass) in different proportions, and that predominant

Tamas (Inertia, Mass) always produces black, predomi-
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nant Sattva (Essence) white, and predominant Rajas

(Energy) red. Now in the black sulphide of mercury

the white of the mercury tends to produce white, and

the yellow of the sulphur yellow, and if these ten-

dencies wTere not obstructed the result would be a

mixed colour. But, in the particular collocation in

question, the Tamas of the mercury becomes intensive

Oftw), and the black of the now intensive Tamas

extinguishes the wdiite in the uncompounded mercury,

wdtich was due to prevailing Sattva, as well as the

yellow of the uncompounded sulphur, which was due

to the combined operation of white-producing Sattva

and red-producing Rajas. Again, when, with proper

apparatus and by the application of heat, we combine

mercury and sulphur to produce the red sulphide of

mercury, the resulting colour is explained by the fact

that in this new collocation the Rajas (Energy)

—

probably of the mercury, though G-angadhara does not

specify—becomes intensive (w^r), and extinguishing

both the white-producing Sattva of the mercury and

the yellow-producing Sattva-Rajas of the sulphur,

imparts a red colour to the compound. In these cases,

as also in the formation of red by mixing powdered

turmeric with lime, i.e. whenever a new colour is

produced in the compound, it is to be explained by

the dominance of Tamas, Rajas, or Sattva, or their

combinations, and the extinction of the uncompounded

tendencies (or potencies) by the forces set free in the

new collocation. But there are other cases where the

colour of the compound is a mixed colour resulting

from the colours of the combining substances, e.g., when
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sulphide of mercury and calcined tin are mixed, the

resulting colour is evidently a mixed one (Patala,

pink), which is easily explained by the colours of

the component elements (the red of the sulphide

of mercury and the white of the calcined tin)
;

in

the same way, in a mechanical aggregate, as in a

piece of cloth, the colour is white where the threads

are white.

yyjTyy: ^ yiyryTTW

yyrfy$iyTfyyi yyroyqurr yryrfyyTTrly ym
yiTCyry yyfTTTfyyq yyyyT ^yfy^ y^T y yrH

yiyufty i w vnyyyjy<vt: tfy>n y;^!-

^TT^y yTTyw: 5Jli: sTiifv^H yrrTymyr: yyjyiyqTfrr: ylrmny-

htw: yTyyyqw^y tyyjmrc*mniR fyyrfyyr y«ra i yfyy #y;y
y^jJWytfyyi TTm^ytfyyy fTTtftRT yujy \ yTyyiyq-

ylrf^ft y ^tfyiqi# Ty;yynnfyyrt ywrw i yyk gji^fyiryv

^ywyylfy: yon: yfyy^yir i yfy yrtyy^jyitHyTyrsff yynj

ynTybiy^yy WfKUq yiToi 7TW rft^miiy ysqff, TIV^TW

SjWtfyii y^T i yy fy^s mr?^FU^T«iTJTn:«wuT yyify^fy yfyyT

yyiuTy lyhyy^yrfyyy ytyyry siiiysyrtt y«?k i

V3 v3 C

yrc?yy?riiuwiy;iyqlyy^yy ywrny y?TO yfrf y yu?k \ Tytytfyyr-

5Tf?y y yftnyytw yfw < yy yf^TyiHytysfy ^ftfyy yfu^yrr

^yqy^iyy yfryuy^riiyynyy i yy yyy yyi—fy^y^yy^yty

w^tfyyyiSyy yyyimy? yyfw yre^yfrr, y y in? fyi^^y ^Tfyy
o

yi'yyrw #y^i y ^yrfy y*yw i yy ipi^yfyiwq?3y ^ty^fyy i

(Jalpakalpataru, Sutrasthana of Charaka, pp. 198-200
;

edition published by Bhubanachandra Basak, Calcutta,

Samvadaratnakara Press, Saravat 1925.) This is

quite in a line with Charaka’s explanation of the

tastes of chemical compounds which has been already

noticed.
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Parmama-vada versus Arambha-vdda .—Charaka’s

view of the formation of a new quality or a new

substance is based on the Sankhya teaching as to the

conservation and transformation of Energy, and brings

chemical synthesis in a line with evolutionary change

(ufam). On this view, a new substance may arise by

spontaneous or isomeric change, i.e. by the interplay

of Energies within the system of any given substance,

in the absence of any action from without. New
qualities like new substances are only readjustments

of the old, and continual changes are going on by

spontaneous disintegration and recombination. Opposed

to this evolutional view of chemical synthesis is the

Nyaya-Vaiseshika doctrine of Arambha-vada, according

to which no change of substance or quality, no effect, in

short, can take place except by the action of one

component element (substance or quality) on another.

A binary molecule, for example, cannot possess any

“specific quality” (f^PHTCir) of a kind not represented

in each of the two component atoms. In the cosmic

process no atom can exist free and uncombined with

another atom, and every “ specific quality ” in a

substance can be ultimately analysed into the union of

two “ specific qualities ” of the same class in two

ultimate particles which cannot be further divided. A
single colour, smell, or taste in a single particle, until it

can link itself on to another specific quality of its own

class in a second particle, cannot characterise any

substance formed by the union of these particles as

material causes. Hence an Earth-atom cannot unite

with an Ap-atom to form a new substance of which
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both the particles must be equally regarded as material

causes. At any rate, such a compound, if effected,

would be smell-less, as of the two constituent atoms only

one, viz. the Earth-atom, possesses smell. A compound

of Earth and Vayu would be smell-less, colourless, and

tasteless, and so on. The Nyaya-Vaiseshika does not

deny that there may be compounds of different Bhutas,

nor does it deny the causal operation of specific qualities

as efficient or energising (dynamic) causes

but it refuses to place these compounds on

the same footing as compounds of isomeric modes of

the same Bhuta
;

and it accepts the “ material
”

causality in such cases of only one of the Bhutas,

regarding the others as co-efficients

The earlier Sankhyas including the medical schools

of ancient India brushed all this aside as a distinction

without a difference. The Vedantists, as we shall

presently see, flouted this doctrine of Arambha-vada.

The Jainas, in opposing this Vaiseshika view of atomic

combination, hit upon a solution of the problem of

chemical affinity. Others, again, found out a via

media. They held, as we learn from the reports of

Udyotakara in the Nyaya-vartika, and of Vachaspati

Misra in the Tatparyyatfka, that a molecule of the

structure EA (one atom of Earth and one of Ap)

would exhibit some variety of colour and taste resulting

from the joint action of the atoms and of their several

colours and tastes. But as in the combination EA only

the Earth-atom possesses smell, and the Ap-atom is

smell-less, and as moreover no quality in a compound

substance can result except from the joint action of the
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similar (potential) qualities of at least two component

elements, it follows tliat a molecule of the structure EA
wmuld not manifest the energy of smell potentially

contained in the Earth-atom. Hence, admitting the

combination EA for a smell-less compound, the upholders

of this view would suppose a molecule of the type E2A

(
i.e. two atoms of Earth and one of Ap) to explain

any bi-Bhautic compound of Earth and Ap (like the

plant saps and fruit juices) which exhibits smell in

addition to the peculiarities of colour and taste. Cf.

Vachaspati’s comment on Udyotakara’s refutation of

this view :

—

rnw^N SRrrqnrTianit*: Tnft:
C C\ o

HTfq qTf«hrcR*n¥£q qqnq

XTTWtqqT^T^: ^f?T ^fw I

qwr^rt qgnt ’snuTwiqiiqTw i irsuf^ qq: qwFrq: h i

Measures of Time and Space—Size of Atoms.—The

Siddhanta-Siromam gives the following measures of

Time :

—

30 Kshanas (^jh) = 1 day, 30 Kash^Aas = 1 Kala,

2 Ghatikas = 1 Kshana, 18 Nimeshas = 1 Kashdia,

30 Kalas = 1 Ghatika, 30 Tatparas = 1 Nimesha,

and 100 Truds = 1 Tatpara.

This makes a Trud of time equal to of a

second, which is nearly the measure of the Paramanu of

time as given in the Vishnu Purana
(
vide Bhaskara’s

Siddhanta-Siromam—qn^HTHTtuiq)

.

The above measures were in use among the astro-

nomers, but the physicists computed according to the
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following table given both in Udayana’s Kiranavali
/

and Sridhara’s Nyaya-Kandali :

—

30 Muhurtas = 1 day (24 hours),

30 Kalas = 1 Muhurta, 2 Lavas = 1 Nimesha,

30 Kashdias = 1 Kala, 2 Ksha?zas = 1 Lava.

18 Nimeshas = 1 Kash^Aa,

in# frrew

-ssm wt: i

mirf ^ w i

(Udayana, Kiranavali.)

This makes 1 Kshana of the Nyaya-Vaiseshika equal

to of a second. The Nyaya assumes that the unit

of physical change (or the time occupied by any single

antecedent step in a causal series before the succeedmg

step is ushered in) is equal to a Ksha72a (or of a

second). The astronomers were familiar with far smaller

measures of time. The astronomical Trud of time

measures about the thirty-four-thousandth part of a

second. This is of special value in determining the

exact character of Bhaskara’s claim to be regarded as

the precursor of Newton in the discovery of the principle

of the Differential Calculus, as well as in its application

to astronomical problems and computations. This claim,

as I proceed to show, is absolutely established
;

it is

indeed far stronger than Archimedes’ to the conception

of a rudimentary process of Integration. Bhaskara, in

computing the “instantaneous motion” (wTirsfiTf^^ Jiffr)

of a planet, compares its successive positions, and regards

its motion as constant during the interval (which of

course cannot be greater than a Trud of time, though
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it may be indefinitely less). This Tatkalika motion is

no other than the differential of the planet’s longitude,
/

and Bapudeva Sastri claims that both the conception of

the instantaneous motion and the method of determining

it plainly show that Bhaskara was acquainted with the

principle of the Differential Calculus. On the data

before him, Mr. Spottiswoode remarks that Bapudeva
/

Sastri “ overstates the case.” Bhaskara “ makes no

allusion to one of the most essential features of the

Differential Calculus, viz. the infinitesimal magnitude

of the intervals of time and space therein employed.

]Sor indeed is anything specifically said about the fact

that the method is an approximate one.” “With all

these reservations,” Mr. Spottiswoode continues, “ it

must be admitted that the formula he establishes and

the method of establishing it bear a strong analogy

to the corresponding process in modern mathematical

astronomy” (viz., the determination of the differential

of the planet’s longitude—by no means the first step in

transcendental analysis or in its application to astro-

nomy). And Mr. Spottiswoode concludes by stating

that mathematicians in Europe will be surprised to

learn of the existence of such a process in the age of

Bhaskara (circa 1150 a.d.—born 1114 a.d.). Mr. Spottis-

woode’s second objection, that Bhaskara does not specifi-

cally state that the method of the Calculus is only

approximative, cannot be taken seriously. The con-

ception of limit and the computation of errors came

late in the history of the Calculi of Fluxions and

Infinitesimals. For the rest, Bhaskara introduces his

computation expressly as a “ correction ” of Brahma-
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gupta’s rough simplification. The first objection (viz.

that Bhaskara makes no allusion to the infinitesimal

magnitude of the intervals of space and time employed)

would be more to the point if it were well founded .

1

But it is not, and Mr. Spottiswoode’s error was due to

the insufficiency of the data supplied to him. As a

matter of fact, even Bhaskara’s unit, the Trufi of time

(or Param&nu), is exceedingly small, as the very name

implies, being about one thirty-four-thousandth of a

second of time. And in the passage in which Bhaskara

describes the process, he distinguishes between Sthiila-

gati and Sukshma-gati (velocity roughly measured, and

measured accurately, i.e. by reference to indefinitely

small quantities
;

for Sukshma, as we have seen, has

always a reference to the Awu, the indefinitely small)

;

indeed, he expressly mentions that the Sthula-gati

takes only Sthula-kala (finite time) into consideration,

and that the determination of the Tatkalikf-gati

(Sukshma-gati) must have reference to the moment

(ttffTW^), which is an indefinitely small quantity of

time, being, of course, smaller than his unit, the Trufi.

( Cf. yq TlfsT: *Tq TTTWyufcSVt q?T

rrirToETf^^H HWT fwAlHTNH qitr WTH I TTU

wfqqT^Fi i q^T h ^Trnfqrsqqr: qi tt^t ^ttshh° C\ c~

qiW l qF^ufrU qy^TrT qfrT^qr H

Hqfff ^q fq^rqfsfuf^Tr: ;—nothing can be clearer

1 It is an error to suppose that infinitesimals are indispensable

to the Calculus, but I am here speaking of the earlier Calculi,

and not of the modern developments which have made the Calculus

independent of infinitesimals. My claim on behalf of Bhaskara is

limited to the historically earlier imperfect form of the Calculus.
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than this conception of “ momentary ” motion.—Bhas-

kara, Siddhanta-Siromani, Gamtadhyaya, Gatisphutipra-

karana
; cf. also irnr^irf m h *?rr ibid. ; cf. also

Goladhyaya, Tatkaliki-kara/m-vasana-prakara^a, where

Bhaskara points out that the mode of computing adopted

by the Acharyya (Brahmagupta) is a rough simplifica-

tion. The idea of resolved components of motion was

familiar to the astronomers (cf. yy c?TyrrV

^ nfspn: i ibid.). I may add en

passant that Bhaskara’s formula for the computation of

a table of sines also implies his use of the principle

of the Differential Calculus.

Measures of Weight and Capacity .—The Amarakosha

mentions measures of three kinds—weight, length, and

capacity (*tr H^Ts^f^nuR:).

The Krishnala (Gunja, Raktika, the black-and-red

berry of the shrub Abrus Precatorius) was employed

as a natural measure of weight. Eighty Kr/sh?iala

berries on the average weigh 105 grains Troy, and this

must be taken as the basis of our computation, though

in current practice eighty E>/shr<alas are taken to be

equivalent to 210 grains. One K/vslmala was supposed

to weigh as much as three medium-sized barley seeds

(jTiziyy), one of the latter as much as six white mustard

seeds one white mustard as much as three

Raji mustard seeds (TTf^sniy), one of these seeds as

much as three Likshas, and one Liksha as much as

eight Rajas or Trasarenus.

We now come to conventional measures. One gold

Masha was the weight of five KWslmalas of gold, one

Suvar; 2a or Tola weighed as much as sixteen Mashas,
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and one Pala as much as four Suvar/?as or Tolas. A
Pala of gold therefore weighs 320 K/hshnalas (Manu,

Chap. VIII.
; Vishnu, Chap. IV.

;
and Yajnavalkya,

Chap. I.).

A Masha of gold therefore would weigh 6^- grains
;

a Tola, 105 grains (in current practice it weighs nearly

double, as I have stated)
;
and a Pala, 420 grains

Troy.

The measures for silver were the following :

—

1 silver Masha = 2 Kn’shnalas, 1 Dharana = 16 silver

Mashas, and 1 Pala =10 Dharanas. A Pala of silver

would therefore weigh 320 Knshnalas. In other words,

the Pala was a fixed measure of weight, and was equal

to about 420 grains Troy, or double this if we take

the Knshnala of current practice.

A Pala, which equals 320 Kr/shnalas, was sub-

divided by 4, 16, and 5 successively for gold, and by

10, 16, and 2 successively for silver. A Suvarna (or

Tola) of gold corresponds roughly to a Dharana of

silver, and a gold Masha to a silver Masha, but the

sizes (or volumes) are not the same, and we must not

therefore conclude that gold was supposed to be heavier

than silver in the proportion of 5 to 2.

Me find that 1296 Trasare/zus equal one Krislmala.

A Trasarenu, as a measure of weight, therefore, is the

equivalent of -g-gVj of a grain Troy, or double this

according to current measures.

But the Trasaremi of physics is a different con-

ception. It stands for the minimum vi-sibile, i.

e

. ,
as

the physicists define it, that which is just discernible

as a glancing particle in the slanting beams of the

G
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morning (or afternoon) sun coming into a dark room

through a chink or orifice of a window. This is a

measure of size (or rather stimulus limen).

Measures of Capacity.—Here the standard was

furnished by the Kuc/ava («fS^), a vessel described

as 3 Angulis long, 4 Aiigulis broad, and 1^ Ahguii

deep, with a cubical capacity of 13^ cubical Aiigulis.

4 Kuc/avas = 1 Prastha, 4 Prasthas = 1 Ac/Aaka,

4 Ac/Aakas=l Drona, and 4 Dronas=l Khari or Bhara.

24 Angulis make 1 Hasta, cubit, which may be

taken to be 18 or 19 inches. A Kuc/ava was divided

into 4 Palas, and there can be no doubt that originally

water of the weight of 4 Palas was found to be actually

contained in a vessel of the cubical capacity .of a

Kuc/ava. If we take the ancient cubit to have

been 19 inches, the Kuc/ava would contain nearly

4 Palas of distilled water at 30° Centigrade. On a

cubit of 18 inches, the Kuc/ava would contain about

3f Palas.

The Kuc/ava in current medical practice is supposed

to represent a cubical vessel, each side being 4 Angulis.

This would give a capacity of 27 cubic inches, if we

take the modern cubit of 18 inches. The Kavirajas

take a Kuc/ava to contain 8 Palas of water, and as

1 Pala = 320 Kn'shnalas, and 80 Knshnalas are now

taken to be equal to 210 grains Troy, a vessel of a

capacity of 27 cubic inches is accordingly supposed to

contain about 6,720 grains Troy—which is not very

wide of the mark, being about 1*3 per cent, short for

distilled water at 86° Fahrenheit or 30° Centigrade.

Size of the Minimum Visibile; Size ofan Atom.—The
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supposed thickness of the just-discernible mote in the

sunbeam (called a Paramanu in Technology, Silpa-

sastra, and a Trasarenu in Natural Philosophy) follows

directly from Varahamihira’s table

8

Paramamis

make 1 Rajas (or Ratharenu,

—

cf. the Manasara), 8 Rajas

make 1 Yalagra (filament of hair), 8 Valagras make

1 Liksha, 8 Likskas make 1 Yuka, 8 Yukas make 1 Yava,

8 Yavas (the Manasara has 4) make 1 Anguli (superior),

24 Ahgulis make 1 Hasta (cubit, lesser cubit, 18 inches).

The thickness of the minimum visibile (the finest per-

ceptible mote in the slanting sunbeam) is therefore

taken to be 3.2
-20

,
or 349525 of an inch. The volume

of a spherical Trasarenu (or Parama?m of the Silpa-

sastra) would therefore be f. 7r.3
3
.2

-63
of a cubic inch.

It may be here noted that such a Trasarenu is supposed

in the medical schools to contain 30 chemical atoms

(Parama?ius of Natural Philosophy) according to

one estimate, or 60 according to another. The

size of an atom must then have been conceived

to be less than 7t. 3.5
-1

.2
-62

of a cubic inch.

1

(tTT*rrzrn;5fTWT^nr%^irw wtirc*

—Varahamihira, Ynhatsamhita, Chap. LYII.,

Sloka 2. TTT^UiTTJTiT HTHT T5H *nfitT TTf^TrT

irfir i

—

ibid.
,
Sloka 1.— Cf. Utpala,

TfnRqTnf hh? immi i hrhutht *iph mr ujihst

i Cf. also fw?rT Trcmwfa:)

The magnitude of a Paramawu is called Parimantfalya

(nTftm^^) in the Nyaya-Yaiseshika, the name suggest-

1 Curiously enough, this is fairly comparable (in order of

magnitude) with the three latest determinations of the size of the

hydrogen atom !

G 2
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ing that the Paramanus were conceived to be spherical

in shape. The Nyaya -Vaiseshika calls a Paramanu a

mere point with infinitesimal dimensions, i.e. less than

any assignable fraction of any finite quantum
;
but in

the Sankhya-Patanjala, a Paramanu, though indefinitely

small, had still assignable dimensions, being divisible

into Tanmatras, which were themselves integrations of

Bhutadi. The diameter of a spherical Paramanu must

have been conceived to be less than 3 .2
-20

of an inch

(i.e. less than the conventional Paramanu with which

linear measures begin), and the volume of a Paramanu

would, therefore, in accordance with Bhaskara’s formula,

be smaller than §.7r.3
3
.2

-63
or 7T.3

2
.
2~ 61 of a cubic inch,

where n =
-f-ff-g-.

The Tanmatras were conceived as

smaller still.

That these were conventional measures arbitrarily

assumed goes without question, for of course the

Hindus had no physical data for a mathematical

calculation of these minute quantities. A Valagra

(hair-tip, or finest filament of hair), for example, is

taken to be 3 . 2
-14

of an inch thick, i.e. less than one-

five-thousandth fraction of an inch in thickness
;
and a

fibril of the networks of Dhamani or Nadi (nerve) that

supply the pores of the skin (papillse ? g^Tf?r Twrare-

irfrT^rrfH, Susruta) was supposed to be about a thousandth

part of the finest hair in thickness, or T^ of the

minimum visibile
,
and, therefore, about 3 . 10

-3 2~u of

an inch thick (cf. ttq:

Panchadasi)
;
but it is evident that these measures were

arbitrarily fixed upon, instead of being arrived at by

calculation or actual measurement. Indeed, Charaka
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expressly states that the number of Siras and Dhamanls

in the body (three million fifty-six thousand nine

hundred) is only a conjectural estimate

inqinr—Sarfrasthana, Chap. YIL).

My account of the chemistry of the Sankhya-

Patanjala, and of the affiliated Yoga and medical

schools, has anticipated in several points the views of

the Vedanta and the Nyaya-Vaiseshika. The chemical

facts, processes, and apparatus are indeed common to

all the schools. In the following account of the

chemistry of the schools other than the Sahkhya-

Patanjala, I will confine myself to the theory of the

subject, and even of this I will attempt only the

briefest outline.

The Vedantic View.

The Vedantists believe Maya to be the “ material

cause ” of the world. The power of

Maya is the power to realise the unreal— to impart

practical Reality or mediate existence to that which

does not and cannot possess absolute Reality or self-

existence. Maya is at once real and unreal, while the

Brahma (Self) is absolute Reality, absolute Intelligence,

and absolute Bliss. The world evolves out of Maya

(jTRTtlftWrR), so that Maya in the Vedanta replaces the

Praknti of the Sankhya. But Maya, and by implica-

tion the world, originate out of Brahma, not by a

process of evolution (tffiOTTn), but of Vivarta (self-

alienation). The self-alienation of the Absolute, acting

through Maya, produces in the beginning Akasa

—

one, infinite, ubiquitous, imponderable, inert, and all-
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pervasive. The world thus begun goes on evolving,

in increasing complexity. The other Sukshma Bhutas,

classes of subtile matter, evolve from Aka-sa in an

ascending linear order—Aka5a giving off Vayu, Vayu

giving off Tejas, Tejas giving off Ap, and Ap giving off

Earth. Akasa (one, infinite, all-pervasive) has the

capacity of sound. Vayu (subtile gaseous matter)

emanates from the universal Aka-sa, and is instinct with

the potential of mechanical energy (impact, pressure)

(trw, wrfar*, yprfT,—Tram

—Vidvanmanoranjini). Tejas (subtile radiant matter)

emanates from Vavu, and contains in potentia the

energy of light and heat. Ap (subtile viscous matter)

is the transformation of Tejas, and is instinct with the

energy that stimulates the nerve of taste, and lastly,

Earth (subtile hard matter), which is the transformation

of Ap, possesses the latent energy of smell.

But the subtile rudiments of matter must be com-

pounded in various ways to give rise to the gross

constituent matter of the world. These forms of gross

matter are called Mahabhutas. There are five kinds of

Mahabhuta (gross matter) corresponding to the five

Sukshma Bhutas (subtile matter), and the process by

which a Mahabhuta is produced from the Sukshma

Bhutas is called Panchikarana (quintuplication). All

the five Sukshma Bhutas are present as ingredients,

though in different proportions, in each Mahabhuta.

The Mahabhuta Earth, gross Earth-matter, is com-

posed of four parts of subtile Earth-matter and one

part each of the other forms of subtile matter. The

Mahabhuta Vayu is composed of four parts of subtile
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gaseous matter and one part each of the other forms of

subtile matter. And similarly with other Mahabhutas.

Hence if ak, v, t, ap, e, represent the five forms of

subtile matter (Akasa, Vayu, Tejas, Ap, and Earth),

and AK, V, T, AP, E, stand for the corresponding

Mahabhutas, we may represent the constitution of the

Mahabhutas as follows :

—

AK = ak4 (vx . tx . apx . e x ), ak4 being the radicle.

Y = v4 (ak x . tx . apx . ex ), v4 being the radicle.

T — t4 (akx . vx . apx . ex ), t4 being the radicle.

AP = ap4 (akx . vx. tx . ex ), ap4 being the radicle.

E = e4 (akx . vx . tx . apx), e4 being the radicle.

In forms of gross or compounded matter the poten-

tial energies (or qualities) become actualised. The

Mahabhuta Akasa manifests sound; Vayu, sound and

mechanical energy
;

Tejas, sound, mechanical energy,

and heat-light
;
Ap, the energy of the taste-stimulus in

addition
;
and finally, Earth, the energy of the smell-

stimulus added to the foregoing.

The Panchadasi characterises the different Maha-

bhutas by their typical sounds : e.g., Akasa by the echo

(hollow booming sound)
;
Vayu (air) by a sibilant sound,

hissing, susurration (imitative symbol, Visi) ;
Tejas (fire)

by a puffing (or roaring) sound (imitative symbol, Bhu-

gubhugu)
; Ap (water) by a liquid sound (imitative

symbol, Culu-culu, gurgle, plash-plash, glut-glut)
;
and

finally, Earth by a splitting or rattling sound, a crack

or a thud (symbol, Kad-kada). (Chap. II. Bhutaviveka,

Sloka 3, PanchadasL Cf. also Jayanta, Manjari.)

Others hold that Aka.sa (ether) never enters as a
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component part, and is always one and indivisible. In

this view the four Mahabhutas—Vayu, Tejas, Ap, and

Earth—alone are supposed to be compounded, and by a

process which may be called quaternion (cf. the Neo-

Platonist quaternion) :

—

V = v3 (tj. ap
x . e x ).

T = t3 (vx . apx . ex ).

AP = ap3 (vx. tx . e x ).

E = e3 (vx. tx . apx ).

These compound forms, as before, are supposed to

exercise their specific energies actively. Others again

hold that the Mahabhutas Tejas, Ap, and Earth alone

are compounded by a process named TrivWt-karana

(triplication). Thus T = t2 (apx . ex ), AP = ap2 (tx . ex ),

E = e2 (tx. apx ).

The Siikshma Bhiitas are forms of homogeneous and

continuous matter, without any atomicity of structure

;

the Mahabhutas are composite
;
but even these are

regarded as continuous, and without any atomic struc-

ture. The Vedanta speaks of Anu (Paramanu) not as

an ultimate indivisible discrete constituent of matter,

but as the smallest conceivable quantum or measure of

matter. In the Sankhya doctrine the atomic structure

is ordinarily accepted. The Gunas are supposed to be

and w, bounded and indefinitely small in size

(except the Gu?zas giving rise to Akasa and Manas,

which are unlimited ^urftfsaw)
;
and hence the Tanmatras

and Paramamis must be conceived to have a discrete

structure.

As I have already noted in my account of the
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genesis of Tanmatras and Parama?2us, various schools

of Vedantists (e.g. the Ramanujists and the followers

of Nimbarka) combined, in the orthodox fashion of the

Smn'tis and the Puranas, the Vedantic theosophy with

the Sankhya cosmology, especially as regards Prakn’ti

and the order of creation and dissolution. For example,

the Vedanta-kaustubhaprabha, fortifying itself with

texts from the Vishnu Purana and the Subala and

Gopala Upanishads, contends that, at the cosmic disso-

lution (Pralaya), each Mahabhuta merges into the one

that preceded it in the order of creation by first

disintegrating into its own proper Tanmatric form

and that the Mahabhuta Akasa merges into

the original Tanmatras, which then lapse into Bhutadi,

the super - subtile rudiment - matter, proto - matter

(Chap. II., Pada III., Sutra 14).

Parmama — Evolutionary Process. — When the

Mahabhutas are once formed, the different kinds of

substance are derived from them by the evolutionary

process called Parinama ('qfiOTT*, transformation).

Matter is constantly undergoing change of state. The

effect is only the cause in a new collocation

«Fmy). Change is of two kind :

—

(1) Change by a spontaneous process, without

external influence, including isomeric change (^THTfspsF

^fw*). The Vedantists believe in spontaneous dis-

integration and reintegration. Action from without,

impressed force ab extra, is not, pace the Naiyayikas,

always a condition of change of state (whether of rest

or of motion)
;
nor is it necessary that more than one

substance should combine to generate another substance
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or variety of substance
(
e.g. the formation of curds

from milk, of ice from water, etc.). All this is directed

against the Eyaya doctrine (Arambhavada).

(2) Change due to combination with other sub-

stances Such combination may produce

(a) a compound substance possessing like qualities with

the constituents («HM*iriUihrqfir), or
(
b
)

unlike com-

pounds with new qualities, “ heteropathic effects
”

( fwTfrqtrfqfw). Any new quality thus evolved through

(chemical) combination is called Sa?fthata-bhuta-dharma

(^tTwmrw), e.g. the intoxicating power of the fermented

rice and molasses, which does not exist in the in-

gredients taken separately (jmrrirRt hkN? ^qt^r?rrfq

TT^TqTrqqT q^Tfqi: ). This Sambhuyakriya (^mprrarqT,

^r^r?f) corresponds to chemical combination, and the

^ edantists, like the Sankhyas, explain this only as the

evolution of the latent Energy (srf?, ^^|rnnf^i) in a

new collocation (*twth, ^rqqq-'^rfwqsT). But, unlike the

mediaeval Sankhya, the Vedanta freely recognises the

combination of heterogeneous Bhutas. Thus Earth,

Ap, Tejas, and Vayu freely combine in different pro-

portions and groupings to produce the variety of

substances in the world. For example, the animal

organism is a compound of all the five Bhutas (qn^-

nffTTofi). It is not merely the concomitant or efficient

causes that may be heterogeneous to the material cause,

as the Eaiyayikas contend, but several heterogeneous

substances (or Bhutas) may unite as “ material causes

to produce a new substance.

The Vedantists resolve all activity—physical, vital,

as well as psychical—into modes of motion, subtile
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cosmic motion —Sankara
; qnft:

XjfTtM^ I r*i «hr«lT7r
,—UHll^q qf<tH*rprM stir'lT^q XWcjS 3JT!q

nwf *R:*qf^iraTq*t—Sankara)
;
but they give a separate

substantive existence to tbe agents, the vital principle

(inqr), and the mind (jut:), though these are also

evolutionary transformations of the Sukshma Bhutas

(forms of subtile matter). What is common to the

Nyaya, the Vedanta, and the Sankhya is that Conscious-

ness or Intelligence (’truq) transcends Matter ; but the

Naiyayikas, as pluralists, hold that vital and psychical

activities are also immaterial and cannot be resolved

into motion (qfruu^). The Vedantists resolve these

activities into subtile motion, but ascribe them to a

substantive quasi-material Life Principle and Mind, the

all-mirroring Intelligence (’tirq) alone being immaterial

and transcendent
;
and the Sankhyas accept the sub-

stantive existence of the Mind Principle (jut:) as derived

co-ordinately with the Sukshma Bhutas or Tanmatras

from individualised Praknti (Ahankara), but resolve

Life into a mere resultant activity of the bodily organs,

viz. the organs of sense and movement and the psychic

principle (jut:).

:— fevT frvui t qq: i

TPS! ^THT JpATHT T^rUqRirrTJTTH^trUT qiTI!dqni7rqT

f^^TrTSRT^Tf Vrft TT^W ^fq rT^T I rl?uff q^qrTErTqTt
C \ M> \ C\ Nj V

^TTWT^f ^TsfruqTqff JfTRZirqfrT qt»urhi —
q#Vmfq VffTHt

qif^qqiTfuqUTt I ’HH^qiTTirrTTtH wfr XJITTfq

qq>fgur ^ fww TT^qTxftirq ^qqqiqqfqjqqq
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Ttfis i h ^ ^ TrTwrnjrro *jTT»?wTOrppi-

^HWfrfrT TT3} I ’HTWTR^q ^TH^TsPTTTS I FTiFTlftt FRTTTfTHT

^unTTOW^SMIrT I WriW WRt KrTRt T^TTO'«hW7=H ?f$i ri rTT rf

^TTTOTRTTO ^ I TTTOTrT nr# ^RTt TJT^HfffRifafrf I

—Yidvanmanoranjini.

H TTIfTT WRITTTrhm TTTTHW H THsMIH'IJjfafri RW TT% I

FFT IMTOi Mtll FT H «HK<LH'fRi%H^ 3T7T rtiil <J

TRTrrRrwrF i hitt ’Stotw H^rnrnr rtftstot i

\ V5

Tlli^gfiK*^T^?J
| Hrri

x
I TT^cFT R IRH I^lti FTWTTOTTHH' H rjailFR

?T^qri^ri I ^TTCR FT TRifcTWTirTRT* 2TrT WFT H TTT-

Trrprr»5 MJI*7 !rf i W^T J ^ -iHTUFR WTO HTFT«p

TOTTOrt i Fg fiirow tr# tTcfrt THi RiwcinjHiTvi i fsror?# ttt-

FRT SpUlV^rpRITT I 'H^CSIIFH THR TRofi FT TiTTFf TTRT

strut 3ttt i— Sankara, Sariraka - Bhashya, Sutra 7,

Pada III., Adhyaya 2.

The Atomic Theory of the Buddhists.

The Buddhists recognise four essentials of matter,

viz. extension (with hardness), cohesion (with fluidity),

heat, and pressure (with motion), and four sensibles,

viz. colour, taste, smell, and touch (vide Dhamma-

sahgani, Attha-salini, etc.).

The later Yaibhashikas hold that the Yayu-atoms

are touch-sensibles, having impact or pressure for

then characteristic property7
,

and by aggregation

form the element Yayu; the Tejas-atoms are colour-

and-touch-sensibles, having heat for their character-

istic, and by aggregation form the Tejas Bhuta
;
the

Ap-atoms are taste-colour-and-touch-sensibles with a

characteristic viscosity, and form the Ap-element by
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aggregation
;
and finally, the Earth-atoms are smell-

taste-colour-and-touch-sensibles possessing a character-

istic dryness or roughness (wtft), and by their aggre-

gation form the Earth-element. The Bhutas thus

originated combine to form aggregates, which are

classed as inorganic substances, organisms, and organs.

^fw ^rnfr,—also WWTftl).

The Atomic Theory of the Jainas.

Of the nine categories of the Jainas, that of Ajiva

(the not-soul or non-Ego) consists of five entities, four

of which are immaterial viz. merit, demerit,

space and time, and the fifth, material (ft, possessing

figure). The last is called Pudgala (Matter), and this

alone is the vehicle of Energy, which is essentially kinetic,

i.e. of the nature of motion. Everything in the world

of not-soul (the non-Ego) is either an entity (f^) or a

change of state in an entity (trtnt). Pudgala (Matter)

and its changes of state (tpirncr), whether of the nature

of subtile motion (xrftsq^) or of evolution (qrfa'THr), must

furnish the physical as opposed to the metaphysical

basis of all our explanations of Nature. Pudgala

(Matter) exists in two forms—Anu (atom) and Skandha

(aggregate). The Jainas begin with an absolutely

homogeneous mass of Pudgalas, which by differentiation

breaks up into several kinds of atoms qualita-

tively determined, and by differentiation, integration,

and differentiation in the integrated (tfrimf,

—Umasvati, Chap. V., Sutra 26), forms aggre-
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gates (Skandhas). An Ami has no parts, no beginning,

middle, or end. An Ami is not only infinitesimal, but

also eternal and ultimate. A Skandha may vary from

a binary aggregate (gr*p) to an infinitum

A binary Skandha is an aggregate of two Anus (atoms),

a tertiary Skandha is formed by the addition of an

atom (Ami) to the binary (ipjps), and so on ad infinitum.

The ascending grades are (1) what can be numbered

(2) indefinitely large (^re^ni), (3) infinity of the

first order (4) infinity of the second order

(-HHnriHnr), and so on.

General Properties of Matter .—The specific charac-

ters of the Pudgalas (Matter) are of two kinds,

(1) those which are found in atoms as well as in

aggregates, and (2) those wThicb are found only in

aggregates. Qualities of touch, taste, smell, and colour

come under the first head. The original Pudgalas

being homogeneous and indeterminate, all sensible

qualities, including the infra-sensible qualities of atoms,

are the result of evolution (trfwHT). Every atom thus

evolved possesses an infra-sensible (or potential) taste,

smell, and colour (one kind of each), and two infra-

sensible tactile qualities, e.g. a certain degree of

rouglmess or smoothness (or dryness and moistness ?)

and of beat or cold. Earth-atoms, Ap-atoms, etc., are

but differentiations of the originally homogeneous

Pudgalas. The tactile qualities (*rc, ^
appear first, but qualities of taste, smell, and colour are

involved in the possession of tactile qualities. An

aggregate (Skandha), whether binary, tertiary, or of a

higher order, possesses (in addition to touch, taste,
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smell, and colour) the following physical characters :

(1) sound, (2) atomic linking, or mutual attraction and

repulsion of atoms, (3) dimension, small or great,

(4) figure, (5) divisibility, (6) opacity and casting of

shadows, and (7) radiant heat-and-light.

Sensible Qualities .—Tactile qualities are of the

following kinds : hardness or softness, heaviness or

lightness (degrees of pressure), heat or cold, and

roughness or smoothness (or dryness and viscosity?).

Of these the atoms (A?zus) possess only temperature

and degrees of roughness or smoothness, but all the

four kinds of tactile qualities in different degrees and

combinations characterise aggregates of matter from

the binary molecule upwards. The Jainas appear to

have thought that gravity was developed in molecules

as the result of atomic linking. Simple tastes are of

five kinds—bitter, pungent, astringent, acid, and sweet.

Salt is supposed by some to be resolvable into sweet,

while others consider it as a compound taste. Smells

are either pleasant or unpleasant. Mallishena notes

some elementary varieties of unpleasant smell, e.g. the

smell of asafcetida, ordure, etc. The simple colours are

five—black, blue, red, yellow, and white. Sounds may

be classed as loud or faint, bass (thick) or treble

(hollow), clang, or articulate speech.

The most remarkable contribution of the Jainas to

the atomic theory relates to their analysis of atomic

linking, or the mutual attraction (or repulsion) of atoms

in the formation of molecules. The question is raised

in Umasvatfs Jaina Sutras (circa a.d. 40 ?)—what

constitutes atomic linking ? Is mere contact (or
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juxtaposition) of atoms sufficient to cause linking ? No
distinction is here made between the forces that bind

together atoms of the same Bhiita and the chemical

affinity of one Bhiita to another. The Jainas hold that

the different classes of elementary substances (Bhiitas)

are all evolved from the same primordial atoms. The

intra-atomic forces which lead to the formation of

chemical compounds do not therefore differ in kind

from those that explain the original linking of atoms to

form molecules.

Mere juxtaposition is insufficient; linking of

atoms or molecules must follow before a compound can

be produced. The linking takes place under different

conditions. Ordinarily speaking, one particle of matter

(v^) must be negative and the other positive

(fwypiry?.)
;
the two particles must have two peculiar

opposite qualities, roughness and smoothness and

or dryness and viscosity ?), to make the linking

possible. But no linking takes place where the

qualities, though opposed, are very defective or feeble

(sTv^mri). We have seen that, ordinarily speaking, two

homogeneous particles, i.e. both positive or both

negative, do not unite. This is the case where the

opposed qualities are equal in intensity. But if the

strength or intensity of the one is twice as great as

that of the other, or exceeds that proportion, then even

similar particles may be attracted towards each other.

In every case change of state in both the particles is

supposed to be the result of this linking, and the

physical characters of the aggregate depend on the

nature of this linking. When particles of equal
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intensity (negative and positive) modify each other

there is mutual action
;
in cases of unequal intensity

the higher intensity transforms the lower, it being

apparently thought that an influence proceeds from the

higher to the lower. All changes in the qualities of

atoms depend on this linking. A crude theory, this,

of chemical combination, very crude but immensely

suggestive, and possibly based on the observed electrifi-

cation of smooth and rough surfaces as the result of

rubbing. The interpretation of ^ and fani as dry

and viscous must be rejected in this connection as

untenable. The Tattvarthadhigama of Umasvdtf, which

expounds the theory, most probably dates back to the

first half of the first century a.d.

Cf. Umasvdtf-Tattvarthadhigama, Chap. V. :

—

wtwRi wrwr'stuCTjiicvr: i star’s i firrcurfai-

TnfH i vsT^r: t t fnfwnftrr ^ i

MrfctAhTCj f^iRnr: i (farafir i hirt

wnwt: i i hutt: i jsTcst: i

?nr ^ffs¥fRvi: wf^ft f%w: ^ ^frr i xw.

ojf|: ^ 1 i

wgrry: <pjft ^ffyiu wlw: 5JH »

refav: Tuft f^rnft tr: 3Tiyiff *rt HR^fir i ^hur: RiRra i ^
^ i sfiTTur^r rry^ fnwra wthrt: i fgR3i:

ctnajiAy,^ i if^TTtr^s^T: srt tr i WRRrRw
t wrrui^Trr ^TrnrHyrfyffT i wrum: ^hrrrnyftrrsii: i

tfWTT^ f5R^: I 1R ^tjrHT’TO^'qTHTJR'RTTHf

R I I TJT*TTO^rTWff

H WrTTfeffT I I f*» *ftfn*TRTR HWf HTfrT I WRfRyftfT

^rf^TTTR ^ftT I I *rfir ?Rm mUfTT HRrfffd I fern-

H
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r¥^: i h i ranv^in: tow
HTH7T7T I TiU'aiJI'IiiryjyMT IHRTOpt ^ IHHITUI HO \3 x

irmr i htht yjvi^mg^itrH i f«JURt u^hr ^srnni ^

*rjr HTifHw i ^ ptrmpn: fjprrq^nrnm tht i wtsht i

H I nWT^q I nwr^ HUT «<J3IHi H HTHT I rf^xpqi I

rfgi^r*jn^q ri^qjjcif'WJVfr wwtws^ jr^rnw^Tr tttt i *urr?

foF^q^ ^ffT t WT3TH l JHLNtlwi H^THTi HTTFT ^ffT I

vm^T f=*^W 3Rirr JUlMHwi «<| 9IMT T^T HTiftfiT I MrCl^ri I ufv-

omu;m<lii*iI TT llfWT^TTrrTTTT *i

^

31 1 «it T*^n HqTrf I 1 4 ^<ui€lf*l «ni <a j I

5«hik J Riiry<*4iw ^rffsnnf^t h h^ttt i wn irauum ^

$ yq^n î tottst v$ fw ri 1: Fg ^I^r^^uwrii ^tit 1 1

warefenngtT: i hk^htthu ^srzr% hut gro

q fcTrrm h^ht ^fn 1 w 1 wrfwr trrfwiiwr 1 ^mr

R*OU!J^IJ « J 1 <11 1 M i\<jj 1*1 «h I H^frT I ^rfv^PWt ^ThT^fiT I

The Nyaya-Valseshika Chemical Theory: a Brief

Summary.

I must content m)rself here with a brief and rapid

sketch of the chemistry of the Xyaya-Yaiseshika, which

I shall elaborate in connection with the mechanics and

physics of the ancient Hindus in a separate paper.

The relation of the specific characters of molecules

(and higher aggregates) to the original atomic qualities

is reduced in the Xyaya-Yaiseshika to the following

canons :
(a) grrwmrnph^ 1 (

b
) SHiHHifTiati^Mi:

'

5^n-

h nriTTTrrwim: (here ^ is used in a narrow tech-

nical sense, so as to exclude the quasi-compound

substances)
;

(c) -h h i * ^^ m tu j i^fq 91 mPu-hi^ cuh *

q

^U*bn : «* 1 u-ni^i-tLi m#sk 1:
1 (

d
)
^ iu^i

j

1^
1 j gnm |i si 5?^-
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WiiWfT: wn i No separate explanation is

necessary, as the canons are embodied in the following

exposition.

Theory of Atomic Combination .—Atoms are eternal,

ultimate, indivisible, and infinitesimal.

The four kinds of Atoms are Earth, Ap, Tejas, and

Vayu atoms, possessed of characteristic mass, numerical

unit, weight, fluidity (or its opposite), viscosity (or its

opposite), velocity (or quantity of impressed motion

—

Vega)
;
also characteristic potential colour, taste, smell,

or touch, not produced by the chemical operation

of heat

Aka.sa has no atomic structure (PrRW-i), and is absolutely

inert (f^rfwi), being posited only as the substratum of

sound, which is supposed to travel wave-like in the

manifesting medium or vehicle of Vayu (air). Only

the other four Bhutas unite (or disunite) in atomic

or molecular forms. The orthodox view is that the

presence of Earth-atoms is necessary whenever chemical

transformation under the operation of heat (Tu<=MifUife)

takes place.

Atoms cannot exist in an uncombined state in

creation (Sivaditya, Sapta-padarthi, vide commentary),

where, however, it is noted that still atmospheric air is

believed to be monatomic in structure, i.e. to consist of

masses of atoms in a loose uncombined state (fefavNT^

tHTTTOHfy ITT ’iHKq*!£<*i:).

The atoms may combine in one or other of the

following ways :

—

I. One Earth-atom, by an original tendency, unites

with another to form a binary molecule (inrofi). In

H 2
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the same way binary molecules of the other Bhutas

are formed. The atoms are possessed of an inherent

Parispanda (rotary or vibratory motion), and when

they unite in pairs, so long as there is no chemical

operation under the action of heat-corpuscles, the original

qualities of the atoms produce homogeneous qualities in

the binary molecules.

The question as to the existence of a triad, a tetrad,

a pentad, etc., of atoms is one of the moot points of

the Xyaya-Yaiseshika. The orthodox view is that the

primordial infinitesimal particles (atoms) start with an

incessant vibratory motion
(
^ Pirq

^

hihi yftfiuT

w

n -

Kaghunatha Siroma?n
;

Udayana, Kusumanjali) and an inherent impulse

that drives them to unite in pairs—a sort of “ mono-

valency,” as it were, exhausted with the formation of

a binary molecule. The binary molecules now combine

by threes, fours, fives, etc., to form larger aggregates

as well as the variety of elementary substances, the

particular collocation in any case being not only deter-

mined by physical causes, but also serving to satisfy

the ends of the moral law in creation (*r££, ofun).

-RTTffr, H ¥T«Tt I I ^ liVri

fTTHTTT^nT ?nT M -3 riTHTRWrf U"ff Prf

i TTwr inn w w
’STOTTfnn ^15^ i TTiHT^THt w: i—Sridhara,

Nyaya-Kandalf, i Cf. Yachaspati’s report,

Bhamatl, Chap. II., Pada II., Sutra 2. ^gwsjWTTHW

UK] rhthtw i

)
Pra.sastapada appears to have

originated this view (iitrosi^ —trrcaT ^rcpjrr-

—Pra.sastapada, but that another
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view was also maintained in the Vaiseshika school is

evident from the brief summary of Kawada’s system

given in Utpala’s commentary on the Ynhatsawhitd,
/

and this indeed also follows from Sridhara’s admissions

in the Kandali. On this view, also, atoms have an

inherent tendency to unite
;
but some unite in pairs,

others in triads, others in tetrads, etc. This may
happen in two ways—either by the atoms falling into

groups of threes, fours, etc., direct, or by the successive

addition of one atom to each preceding aggregate.

A triad (Tryamika), then, holds together three

atoms (Amis), not three binary molecules (Dvya?iukas),

as on the orthodox hypothesis. Similarly with tetrads,

pentads, etc. (^wftvn wthir: < ¥T«rt

* i4 wtrTTfw: <—Utpala, Chap. I., SIoka 7 ; cf. also

Sridhara’s admission, wtrtwt Wrfff^rn-

irznfti fm ^rcrpr^).

Sankara seems to speak of two binary molecules in the

Vaiseshika as forming a tetrad (xr^Tfn i srcHs

—Sarfraka-Bhashya, Chap. II., Pada XX., Sutra 2, where

the Bhamati gives a forced interpretation).

In Prasastapada’s view, these binary molecules are

grouped by threes, fours, fives, etc. ^httw«s)

to form different isomeric modifications. The variety

of Earth substances is due to differences in the

arrangements of the molecules
(
e.g . their greater or

less density, and, above all, their grouping or col-

location, atf, which account for the

specific characters (^rtrc^nfir) manifested by these

isomeric substances. *tt (Tjfenft) ^
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i
— Prasastapada, i wzj

i ^nfirsTTOF u far

i

ftotwrf wto-
HTFTO7 -.W^^3l!ri

x
FWf TTHT FFt ypg FFT TO FFTT^F WTOFTfHTT

^T5?TF i—SricLhara, Kandalf, ibid.

wsf fpZR'rfl MC^Icil^WIN^RTF FTTfT I ^^TlWTrfFWTFiiF

H^fF^TOCrfVrF^ I TOITOW: rfrf^ri^HMMSRI

*

HN3im: I «T ff ^,£'*11^ I

TOF^^^qfHTORTWF H^TrFTrr i—Udayana, Kiranavali, ibid.

These original differences in molecular grouping,

leading to distinctions of genera and species, however

mechanically or physically explained, come also under the

operation of moral and metaphysical causes (*r^?, fto),

i.e. of ideal ends in the moral o-overmnent of theO
Universe, which are superimposed upon the physical

order, but which do not come within the scope of

Natural Philosophy. An elementary substance thus

produced by primary atomic combination may, however,

suffer qualitative change under the influence of heat

(wrar5frfry%). The process is as follows :—(l) The impact

of heat-corpuscles decomposes the binary (tertiary, or

quaternary) molecules into homogeneous atoms pos-

sessing only the generic characters of the Bhuta

concerned
; (2) the impacts of heat-particles continue,

and transform the characters of the atoms, determining

them all in the same way
; (3) the heat-particles

continue to impinge, and reunite the atoms so trans-

formed to form binary (or other) molecules, in different

orders or arrangements, which account for the specific

characters or qualities finally produced. The Vai-seshika

holds that there is decomposition into homogeneous

atoms, transformation of atomic qualities, and finally
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re-combination, all under the influence of heat (ficR5'rr«ii).

The Nyaya, on the other hand, thinks that the molecules

and larger aggregates assume the new characters under

the influence of heat without decomposition into homo-

geneous atoms or change of atomic characters (ftreruRff)

.

TumupTRH fr?rm: i

w^r wnn wfjr-

5^1 NT HH f?RT

fw?fl frum: fwnri 1 wf^rr^rrT^ 5^1-

furrsT: 1

^
•f
gifrfrHRi i : tTRqt *55*1 nw^rrf^irawrr nrpm 1

TTqHrrPTpWR^ RP?Tf<^?ic5g ^ ^ ^TTO I TTClT wfa ^1%
WT ^qT^TTf^5 irfWRgVIvaii^ UTW
Trfri ^THTfT ^frT i (Jayanta, Nyayamanjari,

ww’Enra-^ijq^.) This is the Vaiseshika view, but Jayanta

himself inclines to the opposite view : H^fri^fMTrffhi

tY^tti^frt i ^ i ibid. The Nyaya

view : ^ TtsrpRurr^ ^unnTT*u^ra^r

^ ^^rROT HWT TRJITTHT

h ttt: ^fT^Rwirihs^TTf^HTwww i wmFTTKrrfff TtirrfH

HWliW TjffTWR? I TIWraiRJlf^m^^W opTT

TTURnT^ ^n%Ntjr^TSr wrmt ^rfair vnrfirr i ^
h wff

x
TTC^wiir «—Udyotakara, Chap. III.,

Ahnika 1, Sutra 4.

II. Chemical Combination (tfwqfwrrT, Hiurrarm).

—

Chemical combination takes place either between two or

more substances which are isomeric modifications of the

same Bhuta, or between substances which are modes of

different Bhutas.
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A. Mono-Bhautic Compounds.—The simplest com-

pounds are mono-Bhautic compounds, i.e. com-

pounds of different substances which are isomeric

modes of the same Bhuta.

(a) Mono-Bhautic compounds of the first order.

Under the impact or impulse or

of heat-corpuscles, the substances

in chemical contact (^rrr^rgr tfqm) break

up into their atoms. These atoms are

homogeneous, possessing only the original

physical and chemical characters of the

Bhuta concerned. As the specific dif-

ferences between isomeric substances arise

from the arrangement or collocation of

the atoms, the substances lose their

distinctive marks on decomposition into

the latter, (h ^ ffrak

Udyotakara, Chap. III., Ahnika 1, Sutra 4.

H ^ 3iwrbii'rtqrqi^t qifqqi^rfT-

—Srfdhara, Nyaya-Kandali, qfwtfir-

i) Under the continued impact (or,

it may be, impulse) of heat-particles (q/7=nn

hi^tth ^rfirqTnTiT tt—

J

ayanta),

these atoms take on new characters. It

is heat, and heat alone, that can cause

this transformation of the colours, tastes,

smells, etc., in these original Bhuta -

atoms. What particular colours, tastes,

smells, or physical characters will be

produced in the atoms depends (l) on the
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colours, etc.
,
of the constituent substances

in contact
; (2) the intensity or degree of

the heat (wz, qq, or *uqq qiq>) ;
and (3) the

species of Tejas-corpuscles that impinge

on the atoms, or the nature of the impact

•q^TW ^frqqqm'q 7PR q q: ^DUft

fq^qremq-^qTqr: ^uqqqm: qiru^ wylq
i Vide also Udyotakara, III.,

2, Sutra 14. Cf. also Vachaspati, I., 1,

Sutra 4. *ifq

^fNnmrcT^Ri q qf^:qqVpfq ^fwf^qsfoRt

qiTWRt fH^WTTftqT STTW JRRqTqRfr

^fir fairer: i)

Now when the atoms have all been

determined in the same way, they begin

to re-combine again under the impact (or

impulse) of the heat-particles iu binary

molecules (or tertiary, etc.), and these in

higher aggregates. It seems to be

generally held that at the final step one

or more atoms of one constituent sub-

stance unite with one or more atoms

of the other constituent substance or

substances to form a molecule of the

compound
;

but the question is not

of much significance for mono-Bhautic

compounds of the first order, as in these

cases the atoms have before this all lost

their distinctive characters and become
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homogeneously transformed. The com-

pound so produced will possess the new

characters of the transformed atoms, so

far as taste, colour, smell, etc., are con-

cerned, but as the molecular arrangement

or structure (^ry, may vary,

different compound substances may result

from the same components.

(
b
) Mono-Bhautic compounds of higher orders.

Again, mono-Bhautic compounds of the

first order may chemically combine to

form higher compounds, and as the

ultimate Bhiita substratum is the same,

the process of decomposition and re-com-

position will be essentially the same as

before. The only doubtful point is

whether in this case the component com-

pound substances are broken up only into

their constituent molecules, or into the

original homogeneous Bhuta-atoms. Some

of the later Vaiseshika scholiasts hold

that the latter happens in every case of

chemical composition, however complex,

but the earlier Vaiseshika conceived that

in the case of compounds of compounds the

decomposition does not proceed so far as

the original Bhuta-atoms, but that it is

the specifically determined atoms consti-

tuting the molecules of the component

compounds that are transformed under the

impact of the heat-corpuscles
;
and then
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one such transformed atom (one or more

according to another version) from the

molecule of one component unites with

one similarly transformed atom (one or

more according to the other version)

from the molecule of the other component.

Prasastapada, the great Vai-seshika doctor,

holds this view. When, for example,

in the fertilised ovum, the germ and the

sperm substances, which, in the Vaise-

shika view, are both isomeric modes of

Earth (with accompaniments of other

Bhiitas), unite, both are broken up into

homogeneous Earth-atoms, and it is these

that chemically combine under the animal

heat (and biomotor Enery, tpj) to

form the germ-plasm (c*^). But, next,

when the germ-plasm develops, deriving

its nutrition from the chyle (blood) of

the mother, the animal heat breaks up

the molecules of the germ-plasm into its

constituent atoms i.e.

into atoms specifically determined, which

by their grouping formed the germ-plasm,

and then these germ-plasm atoms as

radicles chemically combine with the

atoms of the food-constituents, and thus

produce cells and tissues. (Hnywru?^:

^dtt i ftra: hth: thTt:
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3lch$nrmriK**T<*g TRTTRV

HUT HWrf^-

lrawsr 5h'^^'3i'Oftrnifw: i ... inf HTjnr^RRT.

JTTW H^THffT THT

ohoic?ICf)T«F1H,II5('5 I sfi-H I (hHlUlT^'Ml <4«1 <*ic$c*3iOT

he HHinrereRFH: =3f$s3$iifl

^wnfsPi: ^tprtow; ^ *w[ ^iOt ihr-

HR*nr ^pit i—Sridhara, Kandalf,

xrfwrfH^Wt i) In this hypothesis (sjisani)

it is assumed that the atoms are similarly

transformed, i.e. become endowed with

the colour, taste, smell, etc., of the

product (the cell or tissue) the moment

before the chemical combination takes

place. Similarly, wThen milk is trans-

formed into curd, one view is that the

transformation takes place (under internal

heat) in the constituent atoms of the

milk-molecules, atoms specifically deter-

mined as milk, and not in the original

atoms of the Bhuta (or Bhutas) entering

into the composition of milk. (Cf. hh

JlfTRVTTWT#: VRH<?TRRT ^IR«rW I

^JTTwItT tRJTTOTH H '4 Hi (TR»U ^f?T f^»R I

Nyayabodhinf, on Annam BhaWa’s Tarka-

sangraha. Cf. Dinakari

—

to (^j:) i ) In these cases the

atomic contact is called constituent con-

tact (^rRWRjrwn), and all the atoms are

equally regarded as material causes (hh^th-

oi' HHTrftrarrcHr) of the compound.
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B. Hetero-Bhautic “ Quasi-compounds —TheNyaya-

Vaiseshika maintains that in the case of bi-

Bhautic (or poly-Bhautic) compounds, which are

only quasi-compounds, there is another kind of

contact between the heterogeneous atoms of the

different Bhutas, which may be called dynamic

contact, and is distinguished in its operations

as Upash^ambha, Vishiambha, or Avashiambha

f=nwr, or In some cases it so

happens that the atoms of different isomeric modes

of the same Bhuta do not chemically combine

under the mere application of heat ;
they require

to be surrounded (and “excited,” “energized ”)

by atoms of different Bhutas. For example, in

the case of the oils and fats, as well as of plant

saps and fruit juices, the Earth-atoms must be

dissolved in water (Ap), and it is only when the

water-atoms (Ap-atoms) congregate round the

former that dynamic intra-atomic forces are set

up, and the Earth-atoms (with the water-atoms

in dynamic contact) now take on peculiar infra-

sensible characters (colours, tastes, smells) under

the impact of the heat-corpuscles, and then,

under further impact, fall into groupings or

collocations (of a very peculiar nature, to be

presently explained) which determine the nature

of the composite substance thus produced. Here

it is the water-atoms that are dynamic (^nrewir),

and excite the Earth-atoms, and these substances,

oils and fats (t^Ht and ^rrw^), as well as acids

(w^t) are, because of the Earth-radicles, regarded
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as Earth compounds (or Earth substances).

(Tn^-TT^fww^rfT^qTf^rfk: y?n-

i ttv ^ firfaw rt iHm^ i: qrrr-

whitt: i i t^rsftTTT^R

crrfRTF^nrfir: i t^rq i—

U

da-

yana.) In the above instances, Ap (water) acts

as dynamic (Upaslkambhaka, but Tejas

and Vayu can also act in the same way on Earth-

particles. Conversely, Earth-particles may act

dynamically on the atoms of the other Bhutas.

For example, in the case of mercury and the

metals which are conceived in the Nyaya-

Yai-seshika to be igneous bodies (in fact, they

are supposed to be formed under the subterranean

heat, ^t«r»t), the Tejas-corpuscles are believed

to form the radicles, and the Earth-particles are

dynamic (^iiwi) • (*rwrf^ fVrwt wTTWJprfq H

i kwr xrvri

Tuf^fVHTu: pr^jpjR PRrnrifff, vtvrtttYht twttwt

"ippifT I PrH M I if?

^TTWrTH i—Udayana, Kiranavali, i Cf.

also *ftsfq knrqv ^rvih^

w: i)

It may be here noted that Gahgesa, the author

of the Tattvachintamam, conjectures that even

gold can be evaporated or made to disappear by

the application of intense heat : rjrijTrifKi^:

TTff^: HTWHT^TTfT (T^^TT HTqfiT I

But Mathuranatha notes here : i

But while every Bhuta can act dynamically
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as “ energizer/’ “ exciter,” it is the

Earth Bhiita alone which is capable of exercising

(1) the power of arrest or inhibition of molecular

motion, or the motion of particles due to gravity

as in fluids (VislAambha,
;

or (2) the

power of counteracting the tendency in a given

set of atoms to fall into a peculiar order or group

. (•?[ ^

fqwfe i—Udayana, Kirawavali, qfwl-

—Vardhamana, Kiranavalfprakasa, ibid.)

Oils, Fats, Milhs.—Bi-Bhautic quasi-compounds,

with Ap as energizer : Oleaginous substances (wr^t^T^:

are divided by Udayana into (l) oils derived from

vegetables, (2) butters derived from milk, and (3) fats

derived from animals. The medical schools, as we have

seen, recognise animal oils as distinguished from

vegetable oils. Vegetable fats (e.g. are also

mentioned. Vachaspati and Udayana contend that

among oils, fats, milks, etc., differences in flavour and

odour imply differences in kind (sufir) and in molecular

structure, since it is only a variation in such structure

that constitutes a variation in natural kind

navali). Mustard-oil, for example, has not the flavour

and smell characteristic of sesamum-oil (Taila), and is

classed with the latter only by reason of similarity

of specific qualities and structure. Judged by the flavour

test, Amiksha (the casein substance formed by mixing

milk curd with hot boiled milk) is to be classed with
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milk substances. So also Takra, whey
;
but Vajina,

the thin fluid that is left after the Amiksha (casein

substance) is separated, cannot be classed as milk. It

may be added that the milks and curds, as well as oils

and fats derived from different species of vegetables or

animals, are supposed to differ in their ultimate

structural arrangement, and therefore in kind but

^ allabha thinks that the ghees (clarified butters)

prepared from different kinds of milk are of the same

kind : in other words, the milks and curds are

“ polymeric,” the ghees (clarified butters) “isomeric."

using these terms, as before, in a loose general

sense, (. . . .

~
-ii^ Ph r^i w i winr? HTfds-

tcSP* w i—Udayana,

Kira»avali. i Yallabha notes that ghees

do not differ in kind as milks (and curds) do : wr
<nvr^TfT tTriuAu ^ i PrW^ rw i fa Tri ^ i—Valla-

bha, Lilavati Compare Vachaspati, II., 2, 65 :

Tfriw TTWH WT WH TT W I H

ztttt: i afRsmrfTfa i wirrriwnrr: i h h

TT hfHtq ITOI WHTTTFT wfWHIT ^ HTTTr^ l)

III. Mixtures like Solutions
,
etc.—A solution (of an

Earth substance in Ap or water) is a physical mixture

of a peculiar kind, from which evaporation (or pre-

cipitation) ordinarily sets the water free. Udyotakara

notices gruels, baths, and lyes (alkaline solutions)

as mixtures of this class (tfirH ii<*<*n”W'sfir=(^ohN!ijit.i^q:

xnprr :—Udyotakara). A soup is also a physical

mixture. When meat is boiled in water there is the
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application of heat with chemical changes in the meat,

but the combination of meat particles and water

particles in the soup is only physical combination and

not a chemical one. It is, of course, not a true

compound, neither is it a quasi-compound like milk (in

which the water particles are “ energizers ” of the

Earth particles). Milk, for example, retains its milky

substance when it coagulates or becomes solid (this, of

course, is also the case with mono-Bhautic substances

whether elementary or compound, e.g. water, which

becomes ice), but the substance we call a soup or

solution ceases to be a soup or solution the moment it

solidifies, (yfr hth TFprw^uTTHt

qfw tr: *nfm: h yq ffth

xrr«F9irrf^«Pf^q^rrwr^T^t: i—Udyotakara, Vartika,

Chap. I., Ahnika 1, Sutra 14. Vide also Vachaspati’s

comment : qrqwqrqRt nfqfq ftreqfafwTWTRt

*nnt h
qrjftfrr i h ^

fqrrmfwTHTT^i^rqTfT i HTfq ytnrnfhi wftrcnftfjr ^ -sfiTwhi-

fqqfrr i rfrqfqri qnfrsisfq i ^
h qrrf3«q h yqqf^nqq^fr ^fir qq 7ftqqfaxft|q ?fw

i h q qnprqftrg: wfA^firfuq;: i—Vachaspati,

Tatparyyatika, ibid. For earthy salts in sea-water,

vide Kiranavali : qy yrT*qfvftryrqipT ^pnf^rfq qrqq

qq^qq q ^ly^qrq^q qTf^Tf^ftqTfvqr: i qrq*nqqi qiqq

qHThmqw wf hvt qq i—Udayana, Kirawavali, sr^fcr-

^qqry i)

Chemical Action and Heat.—The operation of heat

is of course universally implied in chemical combina-

tions. Where the application of external heat is

I
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wanting, Vatsyayana, the great doctor of the Nyaya,

points to the operation of internal heat
(
e.g . qfqwnrrw:

nwihtt ntwttwt wm tw&q fwttqrw i

—

v ^ c y
A

Yatsyayana-Bhashya, Chap. IY., Ahnika 1, Sutra 47).

In the case of combustion we have seen Vijnana-

bhikshu explain the heat as latent in the Earth

substance, the fuel, from which it breaks forth.

Udayana points out that the solar heat is the source

of all the stores of heat required for chemical change

in the world. The change of colours in grasses, for

example, is due to Tejas in the form of latent (invisible)

heat, not in the form of Agni
;
and the cold in winter

cannot take away this store derived from the sun.

( iU[i i P<P^fri q hh4Tmwrwjwt wwwt

qrfN: I WT^T N NfqfirW TqWTWTW I W I

w tutr tntw: wrww i nn twttt

fqqraw: pn fdwww wqrrf^q n fwrtqt qnft wt i

nn ^qrf^qrrqiwqwq in: wqsnwrw i tun

•UlriJN? TVWrWTff ndi*ic=MSH TWqWOl'WrtUW

^Mg rqifl
x q i—Udayana, Kiranavali, wwwTTfqfvfwNWT i)

Similarly it is under this solar heat that the unripe

mango ripens, i.e. changes colour, taste, smell, etc.,

showing that there is chemical transformation or subtile

decomposition and recomposition going on
;
and this is

also the case with the rusting of the metals, which is a

combustion due to the solar heat (wtERTW?) even as the

conversion of food into chyle and of chyle into blood

are instances of chemical action due to the internal

animal heat (wwttwqS or wit:). But the kind of

contact wdth heat-corpuscles, in other words, the kind

of chemical action (qra?) vThich transforms colours, is
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supposed to differ from that which transforms flavour

and trre?), and this last from that which

produces a change of smell, or tactile quality, (tfrah

hth i h ^rrnrnffri: i fwwWrr:-

frrwta: i wrfrrft ^rfn itst i

TTT5JTT: WPZR<j5T5fW«T oh *(T: I W^nfrr

frrfrpuSHTft ^TITTc?

I

rffrM :TUftUTr^ ^HflURT

tftar^^THifw: < nfrnr ^i^fTW^iro^sfxi

fw^mitq^I^ifiT^^tjTcR^IT^ VWTHTTHTW^ *TVT-

THHTTHHTn^ I <+HH«hl fhc^Kj'ti UWJPT^it

fh <^> «i ei ^iK+uifrKH^fr ^uh f^TnfNprr-

<*'M5iiri
x

i ^qfh^cjrtsftr tu'sjunjny ^ikHwifrrrfr

H^HfrTHHTTK I WfUUI tjTf^wXRmW^TTfft^iisfxi TJT=PTfrW

fWTft^^m^TTHvrr: I W WCKflRF'H H# Kiru-

twttwtwv fw?r'H^i:#iitH^rnT
N
ipj^mf^niyw^T rupu?fr

<hn zrrpf wtw nrpr^ti ji^hi $im^^:miVrr wnw <

fKrlt rTTS^T^m^I TTpr^RT I

t«iw i rur: ^rwrf^wnr H^nnT^fir i—Nyayabodhinf on

Annam Bha^a’s Tarkasangraha.
)

Heat- and light-rays

are supposed to consist of indefinitely small particles

which dart forth or radiate in all directions rectilineally

with a sort of conical dispersion and with inconceivable

velocity. They may either (l) penetrate through

inter-atomic (or inter-molecular) spaces as in cases of

conduction of heat, which when applied under the pot

boils the water or fries the paddy, where there is no

chemical action in the pot, no decomposition and

recomposition of its atoms, no change in the molecular

collocation
;

or, as with light-rays in cases of trans-

lucency or transparency (^rsun), penetrate through the

inter-atomic spaces with Parispanda of the nature of

I 2
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deflection or refraction Udyotakara), in the

same way as when fluids penetrate through porous

bodies (tht wru ^ffi—Udyotakara,

commenting on Yatsyayana’s Sutra 47,

Ahnika 1, Chap. III.)
;
or (2) impinge on the atoms, and

rebound back—which explains reflection (f^r, fctiCUi fcugH

—Yarahamihira, —Yatsyayana), or otherwise

be obstructed by the atoms in their path, which would

explain degrees of opacity, the casting of shadows, etc.,

all these operations being also physical, and unattended

by decomposition and recomposition or alteration of

molecular grouping ;
or (3) lastly, strike the atoms in

a peculiar way, so as to break up their grouping, trans-

form the physico-chemical characters of the atoms, and

again recombine them, all by means of continual impact

with inconceivable velocity, an operation which explains

all cases of chemical combination. innn

wfirsni: *ny iVcjfrqO ^ hthtItt

cfrfa <* r?TR i—Udayana,

Kirawavali, taken from Yachaspati, Tat-

paryyatika, 1 Cf. also inr:

*Tf=nr?r kwrrr h sfriTsjH i—Yachaspati. Wri:

Will TTRTTyRt I rTW twA I ^PTRTT:

h hfhwivw h g^vtAer^ i

—ibid. Cf. ws^T^TTifT H«i^*nT?nn

irftwTTTryfr^WT i—Udayana, wwrf^wr,

in reply to the objection : ^ ufHmffHi

^qi%«jr5^r riwi<uin?^in: ttht h

linwi—Udayana, ibid. Definition of ^t^tt-

i wrscnf^ ^ xjr^sq TrwmsiTrfhrnrrTM—Udyo-
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takara, Chap. Ill, Ahnika 1, Sutra 38.

^sfwrrrFC—Sutra 47, where Udyotakara

notes : ^flsimfwTr:—

u

ttri ^?rrrwr.

msPimm ^fir » Vachaspati explains

*rc*r H#?Rrxrr^T^: h ^jynfr ^ufrq?j °h*i4b'M i

7TW 7n=q mmi^Tcrr?-

^rau')q^Tsfiremmt ^r: msniwiT: i Cf. Vatsya-

yana on Sutra 47, Ahnika 1, Chap. III. On the other

hand, in chemical combination, ^pfT.u^r. t

F?r WHTT T^TTrT ^fW7TTr( TT f^TT, fWift

fwHUT:, etc.—Jayanta, Manjari,

Hw^rRT^fq^ i For opacity, shadows, etc., vide h

kmwm!hiTTiw
x

>rf§mrT totot wmmcm^TTfsPiw i ^
*^^4 1 q <*!T 7T^ oaiMfn I P'Kc$fi’U^H'yTf»T «ti*+o P<ii isaiili

i *i*t h wt^t rrmwcmPH i

—

Udyotakara, Chap. IV., Ahnika 2, Sutra 25. For

reflection and its laws, I quote passages in my Paper

on Hindu Physics, to which the student of the history

of Optics is referred.)

Arrangement of Atoms in Space .—The Nyaya con-

ceives atomic magnitudes as Parimanrfalya, a term

which indicates a spherical shape. (fmtf

trruH Uii gqH— ASankaramisra). To conceive

position in space, Vachaspati takes three axes, one

proceeding from the point of sunrise in the horizon to

that of sunset, on any particular day (roughly speaking,

from the east to the west)
;
a second bisecting this

line at right angles on the horizontal plane (roughly

speaking, from the north to the south)
;
and the third

proceeding from the point of their section up to the

meridian position of the sun on that day (roughly
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speaking, up and down). The position of any point in

space, relatively to another point, may now be given

by measuring distances along these three directions, i.e.

by arranging in a numerical series the intervening

points of contact, the less magnitude or distance being

that which comes earlier in this series, and the greater

that which comes later. The position of any single

atom in space with reference to another may be

indicated in this way with reference to the three axes.

But this gives only a geometrical analysis of the con-

ception of three-dimensioned Space, though it must be

admitted in all fairness that by dint of clear thinking

it anticipates in a rudimentary manner the foundations

of solid (co-ordinate) geometry, (qqirqsfq

q: *

wrrcft: qftjq: rfr q vf’ifwr qwqr q:

q SUUTU? I qiqiq

*TTqqq ^fWrfr WT qpqW I qiqfV^T-

q —Yachaspati, Tatparyyatika, Chap. IV.,

Ahnika 2, Sutra 25.)

The original physical arrangement of atoms is also

given. Each (spherical) atom is in contact with six other

atoms. PH f^nsfq qqfTqT ^fq qq>TT qq UTUTt TUSq qTTTTWk

qz^q qnqyqrnT qfRinw^qi: h jttwwtto: i

—

ibid. Cf. also

the objection in the Buddhist Karika, q^sq qqqfqth

qT^rntrl: qf^nn i qqrt qqTq^q fqiq: qn^PTTqqr: n This

is the typical primordial arrangement, and variations in

the collocation of atoms and molecules (qy, qqqqqfqq?r),
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as we have seen, were conceived to account for the

variety of isomeric modes of the same Bhuta, as well

as of mono-Bhautic and poly-Bhautic compounds.

The molecular arrangement in the case of bi-Bhautie

compounds is very peculiar. Two substances, say Earth

and Ap (water), form a quasi-compound first, and each

substance breaks up into atoms
;
one atom of Earth

comes into contact with one of Ap. But the two do

not form a binary molecule. Instead, this contact of

heterogeneous atoms leads to a curious result. The atom

of Earth combines with a neighbouring atom of its own

class, and forms a binary molecule. Simultaneously

the atom of Ap combines with another Ap-atom, and

forms a binary molecule. Now the first binary molecule

links on to the atom of Ap, and similarly the second

binary molecule links on to the atom of Earth. The

moment after, the two binary molecules take on the

physico-chemical characters of Earth and Ap respec-

tively, and simultaneously with the assumption of these

physico-chemical characters, the binary molecules enter

into complex contact In all this process

work is done only in the first instant, in the contact of

an atom of Earth with one of Ap
;
the resulting contacts,

of atom with binary molecule and of the binary mole-

cules with each other, involve no further expenditure of

Energy. Thus we get a particle holding two binary

molecules (of Earth and Ap respectively) in complex

contact, and such particles continue to be formed. In

this way the particles of the two substances arrange

themselves, and the peculiarity of this molecular arrange-

ment explains the resulting mixed or compound qualities
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of this class of quasi-compounds. (fftrhnrcg (tfro:)

TiTH'SWITO MPITO VT fHf^TO ^TWT-

^T^T^muTr: ffro: i . . . vwrrg i

i ^ i^41 pint: tfiftn *fw htFS^t trrfqro

wtw ^ witpi HTrreup 7n«it wmi«rt Tnf^TOigRip

i infr qfiro
x
=ft^ ^<*41: ^irr^f%:

ffrot ^mqrosra i ffs wnrm i wGroftfw fy wttt^r 3Rr§i

^fw tto: i w: ^Tw^ftfw ^tto

WHT TT^THTTr I WtPTfa qTf'HHrfiT—Pra-

sastapada-Bhashya, jpnro

The whole process may be graphically represented

as iollows :

—

Molecules of a bi-Bhautic Quasi-compound :

Graphic formula of complex contact.

E = an atom of Earth.

a binary molecule of

Earth.

W = an atom of water (Ap).

a binary molecule of

water (Ap).

I will conclude this account of ancient (and

mediaeval) Hindu chemistry with a note on the con-

ception of molecular (atomic) motion, Parispanda, and

the different varieties of such motion which were

conceived to account for the physical phenomena of

sound, light, and heat. Any attempt to differentiate
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rigidly between Mechanics and Physics on the one hand

and Chemistry on the other at this primitive stage

would be an idle affectation. My Paper on Hindu

Mechanics and Physics will give a detailed exposition in

a separate treatise.

Parispanda :—Resolution of all Physical

Action into Motion.

Parispanda sometimes stands for motion molar as

well as molecular, but more often for the subtile motion

of atoms or molecules. The radical meaning of the

term is whirling or rotary motion, a circling motion,

but it may also include simple harmonic motion
(
e.g

.

vibration). All action, operation, work (farcr, ^Ttrre;) is

ultimately traced to this form of subtile motion lodged

in the atoms or in the matter-stuff. The Vedanta,

for example, speaks of a cosmic vibratory motion

—/Sankara). Aka.sa, in the Vedanta,

as we have seen, is the first stadium in the evolution of

Matter, which gives off Vayu, which gives off Tejas, and

so on
;
but Aka.sa (ether) itself passes through two

stages before the emanation of the Sukshma-bhuta

Vayu : (1) the motionless ubiquitous primordial

matter-stuff (answering to the Sankhya Bhiitadi) called

Puranam Kham (grTO ^) ;
and (2) a subtile integration,

the pure un-quintuplicated Sukshma Bhuta called

Vayuram Kham (TPjt ^), answering to the Sankhya

Tanmatra stage. It is this subtile Abasa, in its

Tanmatrie integration, i.e. in the derivative form,

which is subject to an incessant Parispanda. The

gaseous stage of matter (the Vedantic Vayu) is indeed
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matter in a state of Parispandic motion (ttot:

—/Sankara). So also the biomotor and sensori-

motor principles apart from the directive intelligence of

the Self (urcreq i c* hsm$v—-yyiim Tnrai

—/Sankara). The Sankhya also conceives

this Parispanda to characterise every process and

phenomenon of cosmic evolution —
Yachaspati, Kaumudi). Bhutas, organisms, mental

organs, as modes of Prakn'ti (considered apart from the

Intelligence of Purusha) are all subject to this Pari-

spanda (vsnsYr yy yfir qfrwpy: i

Srcfr^fsraiT^fat ^ ^ i—Yachaspati on Ka-

rika 10). On the other hand, Prakn'ti as the Avyakta,

the a-cosmic, the un-manifest ground, with resolution

only of like to like (^rpiyiriirra), is devoid of all Pari-

spandic motion (vsrfq afTu t hpu, iw 1?

trft«n^T i

—

ibid, on Karika 10). The Nyaya-Yaise-

shika finds Parispanda in all forms of matter, except

Akasa, which in that system is non-atomic and in-

capable of any change or activity (ivrfepr). But all

atoms, from those of Yayu downwards, are in incessant

motion. The world at bottom is an infinitude of con-

tinually whirling (or vibratory) particles (^rHvnTvfe^-

^ryrqftfkirq7-
)

— Raghunatha
;

compare also

Udayana-Kusumanjali, Stavaka Y.—wnw. fy nnr^ft-

^nynr tnnnmr^TT: xnHrflfrT i). All physical action consists

in motion. The Nyaya-Yaiseshika rejects force, power,

operation (^ifyi) except as modes of motion. Jayanta,

indeed, states : We do not acknowledge any mysterious

power or operation which the senses do not and cannot

report to us. But this denial of Force ($rfyi) and of
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unperceivecl and unperceivable operation (wrrtr^qaiHiTT)

is put forward as a philosophical (epistemological and

metaphysical) proposition to justify the Nyaya analysis

of the causal nexus into mere invariable and uncon-

ditional antecedence among phenomena without pro-

ductive power or efficiency (^r^Tfaf^Rreq fHWpHf&rrr

—

Bhasha-Parichchheda). It is not, of course, intended

to question the existence of Parispanda, which is of the

nature of motion, and which, though subtile and there-

fore infra-sensible (hwt and not rft%y)
,
is the

ultimate form of all physical activity. FW

WBwr i HT^rffw sroi \ . . .

TIWiT ^cyrTT I H ^TUTR

i—Jayanta, Nyayamanjarf, Ahnika 1.) The

effect (no less than the action) is, in all cases of material

causation, the resultant of the combined motions of the

various (material and efficient) causes involved
(
e.g . in

the case of fwf?i-

i . . . ^ ^-rr nf: W i

f=R W- ffuy i—Jayanta, Nyaya-

manjarf, Ahnika 1.)

But, in the Nyaya-Vaiseshika, though all action of

matter on matter is thus resolved into motion, con-

scious activity is sharply distinguished from all forms

of motion, as against the Sankhya-Vedanta, which, as

we have seen, considered everything other than Intelli-

gence, the Purusha or the transcendental Self, to arise

in the course of cosmic evolution, and therefore to be

subject to Parispandic motion. (ffircrffmT VTR rrrT

yanta’s Nyayamanjarf, Ahnika 4.)
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ADDENDA.

Empirical Recipes from Varahamihira
(
circa 550 a.d.)

RELATING TO CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY.

A. Searing of hard rocks to enable them to be cut

(or pulverised)

Sprinkle on the rock taken red-hot from the fire of

Palasa and Tinduka wood (Butea Frondosa and

Diospyros Embryopteris) :

—

(a) diluted milk, or
(
b
)
a

solution of wood ashes (the ashes of the Mokshaka

mixed with those of reeds), or
(
c

)

a decoction of (the

fruit of) the jujube (Zizyphus Jujuba) kept standing for

seven nights in a mixture of whey, vinegar, and spirits,

in which Kulattha (Dolichos Uniflorus or Biflorus) has

been steeped, or
(
d

)

a solution of the ashes of the

Neema bark and leaves (Azadirachta Indica), the

sesame-pod, the resinous fruit of the Diospyros

Embryopteris, and the Guduchi (Tinospora Cordifolia),

with cow’s urine. Repeat the process seven times (in

the last case six times).—(Varahamihira, Vrdiat Samhita,

Chap. XXXIII., Slokas 112-117.)

B. Hardening of steel (^rertrTH).

(1) Plunge the steel red-hot into a solution of

plantain ashes in whey, kept standing for twenty-four

hours
;
then sharpen on the lathe.

(2) Make a paste with the juice of the Arka

(Calotropis Gigantea), the gelatine from the horn of the

sheep, and the dung of the pigeon and the mouse

;
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apply it to the steel after rubbing the latter well with

(sesame) oil. Plunge the steel thus treated into fire

;

and when it is red-hot, sprinkle on it water, or the milk

of the horse (or the camel or the goat), or ghee

(clarified butter), or blood, or fat or bile. Then

sharpen on the lathe.— (Varahamihira, ,

Chap. XLIX., Slokas 23-26.)

C. Preparation of cements (for rocks, metals, etc.)

(^ra^u).

Varahamihira gives the following recipes among

others :

—

(1) First, prepare a levigated powder with lac,

the resinous exudation of the Pinus Devadara, the

Balsamodendron Mukal, the Feronia Elephantum, the

kernel of the fruit of the iEgle Marmelos (the bel), the

Diospyros Embryopteris, the Neem (Azadirachta Indica),

the Mhow (Bassia Latifolia), the Indian madder (Rubia

Manjistha), the Phyllanthus Emblica, and the resin

of the Sala tree (Shorea Robusta)
;

then make a

decoction of this in 256 Palas of water reduced by

boiling to 32 Palas, and apply the decoction hot.

(2) The horns of cows, buffaloes, and goats, asses’

hair, buffaloes’ skin, with gavya (cow’s urine, etc.), the

Neem (Azadirachta Indica), and the Feronia Elephan-

tum, similarly treated.

(3) A mixture of eight parts of lead, two of
“
bell-

metal,” and one of brass, melted and poured hot

(Maya’s cement).

The first, it will be seen, has lac, gum, and turpen-

tine as principal ingredients
;
the second makes use of

gelatine
;
and the third is a metallic cement.
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D. ^Nourishment of Plants (from Yarahamihira

.

Chap. LIY., on

The most suitable ground to plant in is soft soil

that has been sown wirli the Sesamum Indic-um. and due;

up or trodden over with the sesame in flower. Grafts

should be smeared with cow-dung. For transplanting,

the plants should be smeared with ghee (clarified

butter), sesame oil, the honey of the Kshudra variety

of the bee. the oil of the Usira (Andronogon Laniger or

Andropogon Citrarum), the Yidanga (Embelia Pdbes),

milk, and cow-dung. Trees should be planted at

intervals of 20 or 16 cubits.

As a sort of general prophylactic, mud kneaded

with ghee (clarified butter) and Yidanga (Embelia

Eibes) should be applied to the roots, after which milk

diluted with water should be poured. As a remedy

against barrenness a hot decoction should be made

of Kulattha (Dolichos Uniflorus or Biflorus), Masha

(Phaseolus Boxburghii), Mudga (Phaseolus Mungo),

Tila (Sesamum Indicum), and Yava (barley), which,

when cooled, should be poured round the roots.

To promote inflorescence and fructification, a

mixture of one Adhaka (64 Palas) of sesame, two

Adhakas (128 Palas) of the excreta of goat or sheep,

one Prastha (16 Palas) of barley powder, one Tula

(100 Palas) of beef, thrown into one Drona (256 Palas)

of water, and standing over for seven nights, should be

poured round the roots of the plant. The measures

given are for one plant.

To ensure inflorescence, etc., the seed before being

sown should be treated as follows :—The seeds should
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be taken up in the palm greased with ghee (clarified

butter) and thrown into milk
;
on the day following

the seeds should be taken out of the milk with greased

fingers and the mass separated into single seeds. This

process is to be repeated on ten successive days. Then

the seeds are to be carefully rubbed with cow-dung, and

afterwards steamed in a vessel containing the flesh of

hogs or deer. Then the seeds are to be sown with the

flesh, with the fat of hogs added, in a soil previously

prepared by being sown with sesame and dug up or

trodden down.

To ensure the formation of Ballaris
(
i.e

.

sprouting

and the growth of luxuriant stems and foliage), the

seeds should be properly soaked in an infusion of

powdered paddy, Masha (bean), sesame, and barley,

mixed with decomposing flesh, and then steamed with

Haridra (turmeric). This process will succeed even with

the Tintidi (Tamarindus Indica). For the Kapittha

(Feronia Elephantum), the seeds should be soaked for

about two minutes {lit. such length of time as it would

take one to make a hundred rhythmic claps with the

palms—w!<7$P^) in a decoction of eight roots (Asphota,

Amalaki, Dhava, Vasika, Vetasa, Suryyavalli, Syama,

and Atimukta, i.e. the jasmine, the myrobalan, the

Grislea Tomentosa, the Justicia Ganderussa, the Calamus

Eotang, the Gymandropsis Pentaphylla, the Echites

Frutescens, and the Dalbergia Oujeinensis) boiled in

milk. The seeds should then be dried in the sun.

This process should be repeated for thirty days. A
circular hole should be dug in the ground, a cubit in

diameter and two cubits deep, and this should be filled
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with the milky decoction. When the hole dries up, it

should he burnt with fire, and then pasted over with

ashes mixed with ghee and honey. Three inches of

soil should now be thrown in, then the powder of bean,

sesame, and barley, then again three inches of soil.

Finally, washings of fish should be sprinkled, and the

mud should be beaten and reduced to a thick consistency,

then the seed previously prepared should be placed in

the hole under three inches of soil, and fish-washings

poured. This will lead to luxuriant ramification and

foliage, which will excite wonder. The Agnipurana

adds that the mango is specially benefited by cold

fish-washings ( n Hwifijobr sfftrH —ysrnpPo

Agnipurana). It will be seen that these elaborate

recipes are empirical contrivances for supplying the

requisite nitrogen compounds, phosphates, etc., these

being potentially contained in the mixtures and

infusions prescribed.
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CHAPTER II.

HINDU IDEAS ON MECHANICS (KINETICS).

Section 1.

ANALYSIS OF MOTION.

In his Bhasya 1 on the Vaisesika 1 Aphorisms, written

probably in the third or fourth century of the Christian

era, if not earlier, Prasastapada begins the Section

on Motion (qrwcpq) with the definition of karma

(motion, lit. work) as the unconditional cause of con-

junction and disjunction, i.e. of change of place in

a particle He regards karma

(motion) as instantaneous (^finojr) in its simplest form,

distinguishing it from vega (impressed motion,

momentum), which is a persistent tendency, Sanskara,

and implies a series of motions. Accordingly in one

and the same particle there can be only one motion

{karma) at any given moment, since its change of place

at that moment is one and definite (*?cf?^T qqriw ^
vsRq qnh i qw q^rqfq^qtf). The

supposition of two (instantaneous) motions in the same

particle is superfluous. They may be so opposed as to

neutralise each other, in which case the particle would

be at rest. If they are not so opposed, and motion

{i.e. an instantaneous change of place) follows, then,

since this change of place is a definite change, one

1 The system of transliteration adopted in Chapters 1 1.-VI.

differs from that adopted in Chapter I. and Chapter VII.

X
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motion would be sufficient to account for it, and the

hypothesis of two motions would be meaningless

Tqqq: fsTTrtqqi'^RTtq^

—Prasastapada). One and the same motion can effect

only one particle, as the changes of place of different

particles must be different (q# qrwr it qffw

—

Ibid.).

Now motion is always marked by a certain direction

fq^q:).

(i) The successive motions of a particle may be in

the same direction (rectilinear), e.g. (a) upward or

downward vertical motion, as in throwing upwards or

downwards in the case of objects moved by volition

directly or indirectly or
(
b
)

other

forms of rectilinear motion, contraction, dilation (^tt

xmrcqr)
;
or

(ii) the directions of the successive motions may

be different, as in curvilinear motion (q^fHqTrf^q^r-

e.g. *qqr (rotatory motion),

(vibratory motion), etc. All these are varieties of

Gamana (q*nr, curvilinear motion). Tffqjqqnf^r^:

wqrrurq qrwq,

—

Ibid.

;

cf. Sankara Misra, jtohr ^ jnfrrfq^q:

if$ r| Hqffiqqqif^qfq. In another sense, all kinds of

motion in material (inanimate) objects, whether recti-

linear or curvilinear, are called Gamana (qqq).

(qrnr wfavqfq ?irfcTqqqq qr tth qjqiq hw q<qq

uwq qr » qn ^ruiqqiiq wq ^;qq 'q wq nqqfqfw Prasasta-

pada, qfwrnsi) i

Single particles, then, may have a serial motion.

When particles (^qqqu) combine to form a body (^qqqV),

they may move continuously in a straight line, in
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which case the body is said to move in that direction

(^^fafgroTtrT the action of a com-

posite whole is determined by the action of the

constituent parts taken together). But different

particles may move in different directions, or again,

the particles may have a curvilinear motion, and in

such cases it appears as if different motions are impressed

on the body, e.g. the falling leaf driven by the wind

may have a rotatory or vibratory motion («*wrr,

and a vertical downward motion (thr) at the same time.

Here each particle of the leaf taken separately has only

one motion or change of place at the same moment, but

from the point of view of the observer j^t, the particles

have a rotatory or vibratory motion in one relation, and

the leaf as a whole has a downward motion in another

relation. The motion at any instant is really one, but

for convenience of analysis we consider the rotatory

change of place as separate from the change of place in

the downward direction.

WqVrfaHTRRt —Ibid.

Section 2.

MOTION CONSIDERED IN RELATION TO ITS CAUSES

Various kinds of motion are observed :
—

I. Movements which are not caused by contact with

matter :

—

(1) Movements caused by volition (xjxrFi), e.g. the

movement of the hand.

(2) Movement as of a falling body. This is caused

k 2
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by gravity (n^?g), which in tlie astronomical treatises

of Aryabhata, Brahmagupta, ancl Bhaskara is ascribed

to the attraction (^rgrtrrr, pulling force) exercised by the

earth on a material body. The force of gravity may
be counteracted by volition (fwTahnaw), as in holding

up the hand, or by contact, as when a body rests on a

support, or by Vega (w\), impressed motion, as in the

flying arrow which is kept from falling by the motion

impressed on it.

(3) Motion of fluids, as the downward flow in a

stream This is due to fluidity (^r?). which is a

characteristic property of certain kinds of atoms, in

some cases original, in others produced by the contact

of these atoms with the atomic particles of heat
(
e.g . in

the fire). But Sankara Misra points out that this

property, fluidity, is only a concomitant condition

foreran) ;
the efficient cause(Mfay<**R<y) is even in

this case gravity (j^) in the particles of the fluid.

*WT33HT
j sptr^TiT *«*Hlfa<*K*DTrfv 3^r?ITT

fHfwssTWTff w3-3rrfwrxfi| (Sankara Misra, Upaskara,

on Sutra 4, Ahnika 2, Chap. V., of the Vaisesika

Sutras).

(4) Certain motions, not due to material contact,

of which the mechanical causes are unknown, and which

may be ascribed to the universal final cause, Adrista

(^i?), e.g. the first motion in atoms at the beginning

of Creation, the upward motion of fiery particles or

atoms, and the oblique motion of gaseous particles,

vayu (ttj), the movement of iron towards the magnet,

capillary motion (wnnflfir) as of liquid particles from the

root to the stem of a plant. The upward motions
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of water-particles in evaporation and in

boiling do not require the hypothesis of Adrista, as

these are caused by the pressure of heat-corpuscles

(h3U mini) and the contact with air-particles

m^rrrfinw—Vaisesika Sutra, Chap. V., Ahnika 2).

MEANING OF ADRISTA Of?).

Adrista {lit. unseen) stands for
“ unknown cause

”

or “ unexplained Nature ” in the earlier Vaisesika

writers. Several classes of cases falling under Adrista

are distinguished, e.g .

—

(1) The operation of merit and demerit and

sniw), a transcendental cause, which has to be posited

in explaining the conjunctions and disjunctions of souls

with their organic vehicles (bodies), which cannot be

ascribed to natural causes, but presuppose the law of

Karma, or the operation of moral causation, as super-

imposed on the natural order.

(2) Various kinds of motion in the different classes

of elements, e.g. their natural modes of operation, such

as the dispersion of vayu (air, gas), the upward motion

of fire, the attraction of the needle by the magnet, etc.,

motions which serve the ends of Creation and of created

beings (Tq^rrr^ ^urarrT^)- Such natural properties must

be ascribed to Adrista, final causality (wsRKTtRiTTH^xf

^E«RTfTi*), provided the cause cannot be ascertained by

observation or inference.

1. vwtvwtwtt*^ —Ibid.

etc.

2. iwr-

TDDfrrrm^ ^ —Ibid.
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Jayanta in the Nyaya-Manjari notes that Adrista is

resorted to in explanation of observed phenomena only

when these cannot be derived in any way from the

operation of known causes—nf^ i# h ftrsrfir

hrojwth wn wfa* Trerprrt ns i

fFnrsrrrTR i ajmnyO—Ahnika 1.

Similarly, Jayanta notes that, when anything is put

down as natural (hjthtrh;), we may mean either that it

has no cause or no uniform cause, or no known cause.

Of these the first two alternatives must always be dis-

missed ; and “ natural ” can only mean something of

which the cause has not yet been ascertained (^TTHTfns HR
TeRHJrt faqging ?T!Hs?T5T^i* TT \ H HTTR

H»RfrT HTTH HTTR ~ -

HTHTHRrrfHTTH l)

This sound interpretation of Adrista was afterwards

obscured. In modern writers of the hsyaya-Yaisesika

school, physical and mechanical ideas have suffered a

set-back, and even the formation of the hail-stone is

ascribed to the operation of moral causes (vrtvr).

II. We come now to motions produced by contact

(hhr) . Such motions may be classed as follows, according

to the nature of the contact originating them :

—

( 1 )
Motion due to direct contact with a body exer-

cising continued pressure (hthh), e.g. the motion of an

object pushed or pulled by the hand, the motion of the

mud under heavy stones, the motion of the arrow due

to the pressure exercised by the bow-string, the motion

of the bow-string due to the pressure of the elastic bow

as it recovers its original shape, the motion of clouds,

of volumes of dust, of balloons, sailing vessels and other
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vehicles under the impelling force (pressure, rn^)

of the wind, etc. Prasasta-

pada, ^urt
*S *N

^

imHTJrrp^Tw
x

i Sndhara UNT^ffir ^rrf^^^Tw finum-

(balloons in the sky) ^ TTRirnrotsiTre^T^Ht

ufruy: (Udayana, Kiranavali, WTjfH^RHO.

N.B.—Udayana makes a similar reference to balloons

filled with gas or smoke (w^friT^g^) in discussing

the opinion that air has weight (Kiranavali,

^tjipr). These passages show that balloons were known

in Udayana’s time (970 a.d.—vide Laksanavali).

(2) Motion due to direct contact for an instant with

a body that strikes and produces an impact (^farsnw),

e.g. in the cases of a stone falling against a hard object

(mmwTfkg ^fatrfrrku—Sridhara), the potter’s

rod striking the wheel, the mortar struck against the

pestle. Instantaneous disjunction is necessary to

impact. If there is continued contact, the result is

pressure (hI^h). In some cases there may be disjunc-

tion {i.e. a rebound) after continued pressure (xr

IT3* ^tnrffr— ^rra^^).

(3) Motion due to direct contact with an elastic

body which exercises a moving force by means of its

elasticity (fRfwwnRr?) in the act of restitution of the

original form (*RTfRH wPRfw), e.g. the motion of the

bow-string due to the force exercised by the piece of

bamboo (the bent bow). This force of restitution in

an elastic body is a kind of sanskdra, i.e. persistent

tendency HTTRRffnu f^rfrTwr-

TRnsrarror —hwwhtoi, bows, twigs, tooth-bones,

horn, thread, cloth, etc., are noted as elastic).
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(4) Motion due to contact with a body which is

itself in contact with another which possesses Vega

(impressed motion or momentum)

This is the fact of the transmission of pressure or

moving force, and the consequent production or com-

munication of motion, as, for example, in the pulling of

an object by means of a string, the pushing of the

potter’s wheel by the potter’s rod, etc.

Section 3.

CAUSE OE MOTION, OR FORCE.

Force is of the following kinds :

—

1. Continued pressure (rh^r).

2. Impact (^^rfvrxrrTr)

.

3. Persistent tendency of which there are

two kinds : (a) Vega (^ft, impressed motion, momentum),

the persistent tendency to motion in a moving body,

and (b) the tendency to restitution of shape in an

elastic body (fwfsrwrq^WR:).

N.B .—The psychical sanskara (hptftt) is here

omitted.

4. Transmitted force, as in pulling by a string,

pushing by a rod, etc.

5. Gravity.

6. Fluidity.

7. Volition.

8. Adrista, comprising various unknown agencies.

In every case of motion produced by contact, Vega is

a contributory cause, as the body originating the motion

must possess Vega (impressed motion, momentum).
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The Concept of Vega

A motion {karma) being conceived as a change of

place in a particle is held to be incapable of producing

another motion
;

but the pressure, impact, or other

force which produces the first motion produces through

that motion a sanskdra or persistent tendency to motion

(Yega), which is the cause of continued motion in a

straight line, i.e. in the direction of the first motion

fararcrerTTOi tgftfrr—sfhrr, tfwT-

The Vaisesikas accept one sanskdra (impressed

motion, momentum) lasting till the cessation of the

motion. Udyotakara and other writers of the Nyaya

school suppose a series of sanskaras, each generating

the one that succeeds it.

—
$ri?tf»P5T i) It will be seen that the Nyaya view is

adequate to explain acceleration, which it logically

implies. The force of sanskdra (^if^i) diminishes by

doing work (^t^orww) against a counteracting force,

and when the sanskdra is in this way entirely destroyed,

the moving body comes to rest (weRTUf i

w ^t^Nww irzn tt^t ^T*zb^wTrrmf^-

^Tsfhn;— Vega, it will be

seen, corresponds to inertia in some respects, and to

momentum (impressed motion) in others. This is the

nearest approach to Newton’s First Law of Motion in

the Vaisesika theory of motion.
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Vega (impressed motion), or tliis tendency to move

on in a straight line, is counteracted by contact with

tangible objects (HT^cpj^iddhT), e.g. by impact or friction,

including friction with the still atmosphere (fafnaqrg),

as in the case of the arrow.

Vega (momentum) produces work in opposition to

the resisting force, and thereby becomes weaker and

weaker *p^wh) until it comes to an end (tt? ddt

Prasastapada, d^STT-

^dk TOfa'flTra-JUrr^pi^i—dhn;, dwrTfwmrpO-

Causes of Pressure (dt»n) and of Impact (^httht).

Pressure is produced by contact acting in conjunc-

tion with Vega (impressed motion), elasticity, gravity,

fluidity or volition, e.g. the Vega of the wind produces

pressure (d^n) on the grass, that of a current of water

on the reed, that of the bow-string on the arrow.

Gravity with contact produces pressure, as when the

earth sinks under a heavy load.

Impact is produced by contact with a body possessing

Vega (impressed motion) where the contact is instantly

followed by disjunction (or rebounding). If the contact

continues, the result is pressure (df^r). (tr dt^H

m dxfhT-f^m: dM
^fTHTU-irH: ^trt tthutt ^rfq

wWt n: ddhr-fd^nr:

cpTTtrr h ^Htrnr *Rfd— 1)

It is expressly noted that the four elements, earth,
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water, air, and fire, are all subject to the forces of

pressure and impact. Pressure and impact may be of

different degrees (iftem^f^). So also Vega (impressed

motion, momentum).

Illustrations of Combination of Forces.

(
1

)
Pressure acting concurrently with impressed

motion or Vega, as when the moving hand possessing

Vega throws the quoit or a projectile.

UHHudN:) (tttt: irunr

2frT— l)

Similarly, in the case of the bow-string impelling the

arrow, or the potter’s wheel impelled by the rod, the

first motion is due to pressure and results in a

sansMra (persistent tendency to motion, impressed

motion or momentum), but the subsequent motions are

produced by the pressure acting concurrently with the

sansMra (impressed motion), (inwr^

fTT^nr jttttt 2gi*iT-fa>TFT:—jqrer-Tn^, —
U’SJif ^Tftrr

H^iTTTTT ^ H ^

^KT^T I WhlT, ^rrq-cK^V oFwfowr l)

(
2

)
Impact faftnimj with impressed motion (^tt),

as when the mortar thrown by the hand rebounds after

striking the pestle (d^iuth^ ^firoTirn^ 3*35

— ntbi).

(3) Pressure (h^h) acting concurrently with impact

(^Htmr), as when the mud sinks when we strike against

the ground with the feet. Here, if the feet be not in

contact with the mud, but only with the surrounding

ground, there is transmitted force (tfg^Kfrffir).
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=rr wRrrvt vh *nft-

RT * tftpravbT: I TTFTnffq

vf^^TT^v Rnk httfi i—Prasastapada.)

(4) Gravity concurrently with sanskdra or persis-

tent tendency, as in the case of a falling body in the

second and following instants. Also the case of a stone

thrown against the mud, where gravity (the weight of

the stone) combines with the Vega of the stone to

produce motion in the mud (Prasastapada).

sj Prf I oRWUT T 3^ C ch +*i

|

n^R*P3rrcT«n wrvir I’tfrvfh ^dfRvnsrrrff—’srhrr,

^rrc-ofr^eVf i) This case will be

further noticed below.

Udyotakara, the commentator on the Nyaya-Bhasya,

states that a heavier body falls to the ground with

greater Vega (and velocity) than one that is lighter.

Udyotakara also holds, and Sridhara agrees with him,

that the gravity (r^r) of a body (w*it1) as a whole

composed of particles (wrfi:) is not the same as the sum

of the gravities of the particles. There is a difference

in amount which is, however, so small as to be im-

perceptible. The concept of mass in the New Mechanics

of Lorenz may lend some countenance to this curious
/ .

metaphysical speculation. (Sridhara, mrrcpR, n^rarfaw^i)

(5) Volition acting concurrently with gravity, as in

lifting up the hand. This is accompanied by transmission

when an object, e.g. the quoit, is lifted by the hand.

Sanskara (impressed motion, momentum), with or

without pressure (fff^H) or impact (wfHRTw), may be

transmitted ^^Pi^c^rwrrftsr TnsTTTw

^•qUji ffRiTTnr i—Sridhara).
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Composition of Gravity with Vega [Momentum).

When a body is let go and falls to the ground, the

force acting on it is gravity (n^), which the astronomers

ascribe to the attraction of the earth. Motion is pro-

duced in the first instance by gravity alone, and this

leads to a sanskara (impressed motion) in the same

direction. But the force of gravity continues to operate,

so that, in the moments following the first, the motion

is due to gravity as well as sanskara. The resultant

motion is one, but both the causes must be conceived

as contributing to the resultant. The reason for

supposing this combined action is that both gravity and

sanskara (impressed motion or momentum) are seen

elsewhere to produce motion separately.

In the case of the falling body, therefore, there is

the composition of the two, gravity and Vega, acting in

the same direction (thwttwsk) from the second instant

onwards. It is as if two motions coalesced and resulted

in one.

Here a good foundation is laid for the explanation

of the accelerated motion of falling bodies, but Galileo’s

discovery was not anticipated, as Galileo’s observations

and measurements of motion were wanting, ('srrti

HTfiT WH HRiTT: fsfiim rT^Rt

sfPIR UfN —
^srhn:, —mr 3

But in the case of the flying arrow or other projectile,

the impulsive force which produces Vega counteracts

the force of gravity
;
in the end, this Vega is lost through
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friction with air, and then gravity (n^) brings the

arrow to the ground. The meaning of this “ counter-

action ” is not clear. Is it intended that the action of

gravity is suspended as long as the Yega continues?

We have seen that, in the case of a body let fall,

Prasastapada expressly states that gravity (3^) and

sanskdra (Yega, momentum) both act in the second and

following instants. Prasastapada seems to have thought

that some sanskdras
(
e.g . the Yega of an arrow or other

projectile) suspend the action of gravity (3^3 sfcfhnnFT

Prasastapada, 1 ufiPFVTW

I fill

^TTT^rrtnFnf^frr Prasastapada, ^twbcF*?). Other san-

skdras [e.g. in the case of a falling body) coalesce

with gravity to produce a single resultant motion.

The later commentators (from Sridhara downwards)

certainly interpret the Vaisesika Sutras in this sense.

Motion of a Particle in the Case of a Composition of

Forces.

Any number of motions or Yegas may be impressed

on a particle, but so long as these are in a uniform

direction the resultant motion or Yega

is in a straight line, and may be conceived as one

Prasastapada, orthzf*i). It is only

when we come to Gamana (curvilinear motion) and its

causes that the question of composition assumes a real

significance. In all such cases, each separate particle

has only one Vega (impressed motion) in a definite

direction (f^wf^nfinpiT) at any given instant, but the

composition of the successive motions and Yegas in the
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same particle produces the curvilinear motion (*pr),

e.g. the rotation of each constituent particle of the

potter’s wheel. The motion of the body (’sunuff, e.g.

the wheel) results from the combined motions of the

particles (’srzrt:). If pressure or impact produces

motion in an opposite direction to the Vega already

impressed on the body, the original direction would be

changed, as is seen in the case of rebounding (TirqTR)

after impact (^rfWw). The mortar rebounding after

striking the pestle is a typical instance of such change

of direction in Vega or motion. The impressed force,

e.g. impact (wh^tti), produces a changed motion in a

different direction. One view is that the original Yega

(momentum) is destroyed before a new motion and a

new Yega are produced by the impact. Others hold

that the impact does not destroy the original Yega

(momentum), but conjointly with it produces the

changed motion and, through such motion, a changed

Yega in a new direction.

fqHVt ff’qifq ffqVu Md rfM rTR ff^iTTTTW-

HTfw JR wfarrnrnr

^qfRrr ^fw et seq., Prasastapada, i)

Typical Cases of Curvilinear Motion
(
Garnana).

Vortical Motion .—This is due to the contact of two

bodies moving in opposite directions with a like or

equal Yega, e.g. two currents of air or water meeting

from opposite directions. The change of direction is

seen in the fact that water which flows downwards, or

air which moves obliquely, may receive an upward
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motion as tlie result of such collision. fofrfacf

hth i (wRrarrol:)

Prasastapada, The scholiast Udayana adds :

STShfiftftfiT H ( «TVT W ^TRT-
W^frTrT ^stwi
Sridhara notes : fwjtrrTfTT^HT^-^^t^sInfrTFrT^ ^T^rcTfW^ir-

^ranR^rn^ ^ Hwfrr ’sw^t

ftnunTT—Sridhara.

)

Vibratory Motion (^hr,

This will be analysed in the chapter on Acoustics.

Rotatary Motion (wgr).

Each particle of the rotating body, e.g. the potter’s

wheel (^), has, at any given instant, a motion in a

definite direction. The rotatory motion of the body

results from the separate motions of the particles and

their persistent tendencies (s^rto), joined with the fact

of the rigid conjunction of the particles. When the rod

strikes one part of the wheel, the motion in the part

struck is in the first instant produced by impact

(^fa^rnr) ;
while the other parts move through the

transmission of force due to the rigid cohesion of parts.

The subsequent motions in the part struck are due to

continued pressure and the persistent tendency

set up by the first motion
;
while the subsequent

motions in the other parts are explained by their own

persistent tendencies and the transmission due to rigid

cohesion. When the rod is disjoined from the wheel

the rotatory motion continues, being due merely to the
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persistent tendencies in the constituent parts and the

resultant persistent tendency in the whole.

Other varieties of curvilinear motion in bodies are

to be similarly explained
(
i.e

.

by the composition of

Vegas) (ttvit TTffffcpnrf^ST^W^HT-

wgfafiT > jpref^frn:—Prasastapada ,—

\

WfTN *TT?T I ^PPPTTOTg ^

^ I ^fiTinr ^ ^JJffspPTiT ^

inrm^xft totMutt:—

S

ridhara).

Section 4.

MOTION OF FLUIDS.

Current motion (^tp^r, downward flow in a stream),

upward motion e.g. evaporation, boiling, etc.),

and capillary motion (wf*row, as in plants and porous

vessels) are three varieties of fluid motion which require

explanation. To this may be added vortical motion

(tfffltn), and wave motion, which will be noticed

in the chapter on Acoustics.

1. Current Motion (pp^h)

This is conditioned by fluidity in particles, but

Sankara Misra notes that in the downward flow of

water, gravity in the fluid-particles is the efficient cause

(n^TTT — Sankara Misra,

TOR), When the water is enclosed on all sides, as in

a vessel, the downward flow (^^pr) is counteracted.

Here the fluidity does not produce motion, because, in

the case of the particles in contact with the enclosing

L
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body, there is the resistance of the latter, which

is transmitted to the other particles, and this counter-

acts the fluidity. xnr wh

•^wnr tfthtTttt ttv: fivrffpr

TrffT^TfH— Prasastapada,

i)

2. Upward Motion (^rrcffpfr, e.g. evaporation).

In evaporation the fluid-particles are rarefied, and

remain in a fine state of suspension
;
the rarefaction is

due to the impulse or impact of the heat-

particles in the sun’s rays, and the upward movement

is due to their contact with the air under this impulse

or impact. Sankara Misra notes that in boiling there is

a similar upward movement of water-particles under the

impact of heat-rays, (htth ^rncT^rtf

^ i Sutras 5 and 6, Almika 2, Chap. 5, Vaise-

sika Aphorism. wr linprRT: VTVH^rf^-

—Sankara Misra, TcnsTT i)

N.B.—These two Sutras of Kanada have been inter-

preted by the late Gangadhara Kaviratna in his com-

mentary to refer to the upward conduction of water in

pipes by the pressure of air.

The mention of the transmitted pressure

of the air seems to lend some countenance to Ganga-

dhara’s view, and the word Nadi (wret:) offers no difficulty,

being taken in its usual sense, “ pipe ” (rTT%«FP Nalika),

while the current interpretation does violence to the

common acceptation of the word.

3. Capillary Motion

Two instances are given—the ascent of the sap in

plants from the root to the stem wj
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Hunt ^—Sankara Misra), and the penetrative diffusion

of liquids in porous vessels, e.g. of the oil or ghee in

an earthen jar wfHffWUTt '3HFU?)-

Heat-partieles have a like penetrative power

w*ur: ^ fnfkwiTHt ^nart
/\—Jayanta, Ahnika 8, ^rjTW!rt

OTTq^ftrSpO.

This is ascribed to adrista, as the cause cannot be

ascertained by either perception or inference (including

hypothesis) (xn^TfRTHTwrt —Sridhara).

Section 5.

INTERESTING EXAMPLES OF MOTION ASCRIBED TO
ADRISTA (UNKNOWN CAUSE, UNEXPLAINED

NATURE, FINAL CAUSE).

The first motions in primordial atoms at the

beginning of Creation are attributed to adrista.

Among movements in masses of matter so caused are

noted the motion of the globe of the earth and similar

other bodies (*^T£frRt nsfTHd ^r«r^—

P

rasa-

stap&da with Sridhara’s commentary, cRwhu^i). Most
A

probably this means earthquakes, tides, etc. Aryabhata

and his school would no doubt bring under this head

the diurnal motion of the earth. It is interesting to

note in this connection that Bhaskara refutes the

Buddhist hypothesis of the earth falling perpetually

in vacuo by arguing that the earth must remain

balanced in space as there is nothing outside to

attract it.

The movement of the needle (iron in general, as

Sankara Misra notes) towards the magnet is another

L 2
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example of unexplained motion in matter. Cleaning

and right-placing of the magnet (#rr#^, are

necessary (^f^rtet i <* i h i

—Sankara Misra).

Similarly, amber attracts grass, straw, etc. ((TTrr^rRn?-

inn^TFRt wmT?rt —Sankara Misra, on Sutra 15,

Almika 1, Chap. Y.).

Involuntary movements of the hand under the

influence of the hypnotist’s mantras (incantations) are

also attributed to adrista.
‘

Section 6.

MEASUREMENT OF MOTION.—UNITS OF SPACE
AND TIME.

The solar day was taken as a natural measure or

division of time. In the Nyaya-Yaisesika school the

day of twenty-four hours (solar) is stated to contain

30x30x30x18x2x2 units of time (ksanas). The

Nyaya unit of time therefore measures ^of a second.

The smallest measure of time mentioned by the astrono-

mers is the Truti, which is g-
3
1
5 0 of a second.

The natural measure of length was the cubit (Hasta),

of which there were two fixed standards, the greater

and the lesser cubit. The smallest measure of length

mentioned in the Silpa-sastra (Technology) is the

Paramanu, which is about y^-9
x

5 2 5 of an inch. This is

the same as the Trasarenu of the Xyaya-Yaisesika

school, which stands for the thickness of the minimum

visibile (the finest mote perceptible in the sunbeam as

it comes slanting into a dark room through a chink).
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Average velocity —Bhaskara) was measured

s
in accordance with the formula v = but no unit of

t

velocity appears to have been fixed upon. There was

no idea of acceleration, and of course no measurement

of force. Mahaviracharyya gives formulae for com-

puting the space travelled over in cases of Sankalita-

gati (velocity with regular increment at stated

intervals), but this does not amount to accelera-

tion, as the intervals are not indefinitely small.

Where the velocity is uniform, the interval of time

may be of any amount (^rs'srtc?), but where the

velocity is variable (ufirspj wnfir:

—

Bhaskara), an

indefinitely small quantity of time (^tpwTcs) must be

taken
;
in other words, the positions of the particle in

two successive instants must be considered, and the

velocity must be supposed to be uniform during this

interval (conceived as indefinitely small, ^^r). It was

in this way that Bhaskara determined the instantaneous

motion of a planet OrrtnKTfc?«»ft nfw).

Component of Velocity.

The astronomers measured the motion of a heavenly

body in different directions (longitude, right ascension,

etc.), and calculated separately the components of

motion (irfir^T:) in these directions, and they adopted

the device of transferring such component velocities

from one body to another in the computation of

relative motion (e.g. ^ wfw ^rsnrcfi

nfspn:—Bh&skara, Siddhanta-Siromani,

Ganitadhyaya, Ghatisphuti-prakarana).
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Section 7.

NOTION OF THREE AXES.

Motion, we have seen, was defined as the change of

position of a particle in space. To conceive position in

space, Vachaspati takes three axes, and the position in

space of one particle relatively to another may be

indicated by distances measured along these three axes.

This remarkable analysis
(
circa 842 a.d. : TOfpppircrc,

Vachaspati, Nyayasuchinibandha) anticipates in a rudi-

mentary manner the foundations of solid (co-ordinate)

geometry, eight centuries before Descartes (vide p. 118,

supra).

The Principle of the Differential Calculus applied to the

Computation of Motion
(
Variable Motion ).

Bhaskara (1150 a.d.), in computing what he calls

the “ instantaneous ” motion (wTHoirrf^^fl' nfir) of a planet,

compares its successive positions in two successive

instants, and regards the motion as constant during

the interval, which he conceives to be indefinitely small

(^ToFT^r). This is equivalent to the determination of

the differential of the planet’s longitude, and the process

bears “ a strong analogy ” (to quote the words of

Mr. Spottiswoode, the Astronomer Royal) “ to the

corresponding process in modern mathematical astro-

nomy.” I have elsewhere shown that Bhaskara’s process

was not merely analogous to, but virtually identical

with, that of the Differential Calculus, Mr. Spottiswoode’s

cautious reservation having been due to his want of

acquaintance with the original and the insufficiency of

the materials placed before him (vide pp. 78-79 supra).
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Section 8.

RELATIVE MOTION.

The phenomenon is noticed among the hallucinations

of sense arana
-

: AnnHfcr wth

—Kumarila, Sloka-Vartika, p. 520). Astronomers like

Aryabhata and Lalla, who believed in the diurnal

revolution of the earth from the west to the east,

explained the apparent revolution of the starry heavens

in the opposite direction by the principle of relative

motion.

Section 9.

SERIAL MOTION.

Several Santanas (series) of motions are incidentally

noticed, e.g. vibration ^tortr), wave motion

(tH^tt^), current motion (^h).
In an interesting passage, Charaka notes three

instances of serial motion, viz. those of water, sound,

and light and ^rft:wra), to which he

compares the course (*rtr) of chyle (or chyle-blood) in

the Dhamams (veins) and other ducts of the body.

Dalvana thinks that downward, oblique, and upward

currents of chyle are respectively intended by the three

illustrations
; but Ohakrapani points out that the

Santana (wave) of sound travels in all directions (the

same is of course true also of light), and that differences

in speed (and not in direction) are here meant. In

other words, a Santana of sound travels more rapidly

than that of water, and less rapidly than one of light

(^srftj^rFr), and Charaka’s meaning is that the metabolic
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course may complete its circuit with greater or less

speed. Whether, in this passage, the three Santanas

are viewed as waves or currents, is not specified
; but

the difference between a wave (Tffa) and a current

was well known.

A current of water downward flow) consists

of particles moving in an uninterrupted series under

the action of gravity and fluidity and 'jWrsr,

Sankara Misra). A wave on the other hand,

is constituted by the transmission of vibratory motion

in the water-particles (e.g. Jayanta,

vrf? f ?iwtw—Nyaya-Manjari, Ahnika 2).

A ray of light, on the other hand, was supposed to

imply the rectilinear propagation of indefinitely minute

corpuscles in all directions, with inconceivable velocity,

and a sort of conical dispersion wffrsnr: wsr:

TrettfrT —Udyotakara, Vachaspati).
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CHAPTER III.

HINDU IDEAS ON ACOUSTICS.

Section 1.

ANALYSIS OF SOUND.

The Mimamsakas .—In their analysis of Sound, the

Mimamsakas distinguish between three elements
: ( 1

)

Nada, a quality of Vayu (air), which is the physical

basis of audible sound
; (2) Dhvani, sound as heard,

audible sound
;
and (3) in the case of significant sound,

Sphota, “transcendental” or “intelligible” sound,

representing the Platonic ideas or logoi, which are

eternal ubiquitous and noumenal (fiTTTW,

lit., without substrate or ground—Kumarila). The

Sphotas are manifested by the Dhvanis (audible

sounds), of course only in the case of words (^r^, w)-
Upavarsa, the teacher of Panini, rejected the Sphotas in

favour of the Yarnas, which were conceived to be

“phonetic moulds” with natural significance.

As regards sound in its physical aspect and the

mode of its propagation, some of the Mimamsakas

content themselves with saying that Vayu (air) has a

special quality (Nada) which causes audible sound

(wr^T Wpn: TT^T —Kumarila, Sloka-Vartika

;

^
— Partha - Sarathi Misra, Nyayaratnakara).
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Others, including the teachers of the Siksa (Vedic

chanting), hold that the physical basis of sound is a

series of air movements cf. Udyotakara’s and

Vachaspati’s reports)
;
in other words, the air-particles

themselves flow in a current in all directions, being

obstructed in their path by the impact of tangible

objects
(
i.e

.

material bodies), and the movement ceases,

as in the arrow, when the moving force is thus

exhausted {e.g. * ^KwffTrfatir: sitt*

H 'qq«iirn«*HW

—Jayanta, Nyaya-Manjari). But the orthodox Mimamsa

view is that of the Mimamsa doctor, Sahara Sv&mi, who

holds that Nada (the physical basis of sound) is a wave-

motion of air, being the transmission of conjunctions

and disjunctions in the minute particles of air, the wave

originating in the first impact, and being continued by

the successive impacts of the minute particles {e.g.

(17-1-1) ’hAiwh ff sfnn mutoti IVi

HfrTVT^JTR: ^n^xrfjfT

^MTtnrt.7^ I 7T ^ TRtTUFr^rTTFT I

^ F| 5!^ I VTrT^^ ^ ’FTfTTH yTTTT

an^«nr — Sabara-Bhasya, Sutra 13, Pada 1,

Adhyaya l). In this view, the particles of air

(gn<rew:) are subject to a vibratory motion (a sort of

parispando

)

in the production of sound

—Jayanta, Nyaya-Manjari). The Vakyapadiya describes

articulate sounds
(
varnas ), and indeed all sounds

(sabclas), as only forms of air set in motion, with rare-

faction and condensation (mni), and capable of variations

of velocity and configuration (^nrfaro: irfr
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qffRT qra nffftr^ > w^q qnwqTqstffir

TTfqqnnw fwnispff mrqmsfq *ptq: 1 Vakya-

padiya, Kanda 1, Sloka 109).

Nydya- Vaisesika.—The early Nyaya writers hold

that the sound-wave has its substrate in

Ak&sa (ether) and not Vayu (air). Later writers
(
e.g .

Vachaspati in the Tattvavindu) add that sound itself as

a phenomenon is not to be conceived as a mode of

motion {parispanda), for Akasa, the substrate, is, in

the Nyaya view, incapable of motion (h ffunr trfc^qr^req

^q fqnfq fqwjqr nt 51^ —
Tattvavindu). At the same time the propagation of

sound must be conceived on the analogy of waves in

water (q'tfqiRl^nq). Udyotakara in the Vartika,

Vachaspati in the T4tparyyatika, and Jayanta in the

Nyaya-Manjan controvert the three views current in

the Mimamsa school—(l) that Nada, the physical basis

of audible sound, is a specific quality of V&yu (air),

(2) that sound, in its physical aspect, is constituted by

a series of air movements of the nature of a current

(qurcurrur), and (3) that it is not air-currents but air-

waves, series of conjunctions and disjunctions of the

air-particles or molecules (qrcqqw:, qnjq^mqrq:), that

constitute the Nada, the sound physical, to which, in

the case of significant sounds, the Mimamsakas assign

the function of manifesting the Sphota, “ transcendental
”

or “ intelligible ” sound {logos, the word). Vide

Udyotakara Vartika, Adhyaya 2, Ahnika 2, Sutra 14 ;

also Tatparyyatika, qigwnft jit q
sq^qr; qTqqiqTFT irqVTfqH lJ l^chT Hqfqr ^mr*TT^, etc.,

loc. cit. Against these views the early Nyaya doctors
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maintain that sound is a specific quality of Akasa

(ether) and not of Yayu (air). At the same time

they admit that the impact which originates the sound

phenomenon ffrjhyii) in Akasa

does so by setting up a vibration in the molecules of

the object struck
(
e.g . a bell), and that these vibrating

molecules impinge against the air-molecules in contact

^rmnfw^iy:). In other words, though

Akasa is the substrate (^rrsro), the efficient cause of

sound (fwmw^rR^) is to be found in the mechanical

impact (wfit^nr) of vibrating molecules of sonorous

bodies against contiguous molecules of air. As to the

propagation of sound, the early Nyaya-Yaisesika writers

content themselves with stating that the first sound

thus produced in the substrate Akasa by the impact of

the vibrating molecules
(
e.g. of a bell) against the

contiguous molecules of air, produces a second sound in
/s.

the contiguous Akasa, and the second sound a third,

and so on, in the same way as waves are generated in

water, until the last sound sets up a vibration in the

ear-drum («F#^r«f%). Of course, this propagation of

sound-wave in Akasa (ether) is effected by means of the

air-wave as its vehicle. This is the Xyaya-Yaisesika

hypothesis (9i5Hi) of an independent sound-wave

(?ra;-*PfrR). Akasa (ether) is motionless, but the air-

wave would not be transmitted if the air-molecules
A

were not interconnected by Akasa, Prasastapada, the

Yaisesika doctor, for example, describes the first sound

as giving off a second, the second a third, and so on,
A

expanding in Akasa, in the same way as waves are

supposed to propagate themselves in the ocean.
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wrm^T^rcfifruTTT wrwfa: »

if^^T^-qVffiT T^STTr I ^X^fwHPTTfT ^^TT^rF^f^HTnT^ ^RTW

ST^TW fiAmfwm^^TTT ^fTOSiTR^ W’fTT^ 0'tTT^*?

^Vgn^^iurnTT^ g^GP^i Prasastapada, w
^ ^^Prrtg^niir inftsupqH TnfN^if^w^^T sSTO

HWfrT HVn fSRTIT H^ffT » Tf^htT ^i^RT fHt ffcsnfton^

etc. (Sridhara, ibid.). On this hypothesis the locus of

the sound at any moment forms a circle in Akasa, and

the propagation is carried on in the air by means of

ever-expanding circles, as in the case of waves in water.

But this analogy is rejected by some
(
e.g. Udyotakara),

who hold that the first sound gives off not one sound

in a circle, but an indefinite number of sounds in all

directions, and each of these again gives off another,

and so on, so that sound may be said to expand by

successive concentric spherical layers, even as the

Kadambakoraka (the so-called bud of the Nauclea

Kadamba

)

expands by successive concentric spherical

layers of filaments which shoot forth from one another.

On the first of these two hypotheses, the air-wave

implied in the transmission of sound is of the nature of

what we call transverse waves
; on the second, of the

nature apparently of longitudinal waves. In any case, it

is clear that the orthodox Mimamsa view of Sabara Svami,

that the air-wave constituting physical sound means

a series of mere conjunctions and disjunctions of air-

particles with rarefaction and condensation {e.g .

,

Sahara, inrc, Vakyapadiya), implies

longitudinal waves, TlfiwTrcw^lTR rrewf?ng 'gftfirTT oii^Seirh:^?

(Visvanatha, Bhasha Parichheda,
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Sloka 165) ; nfc^rrf i Tnnsr: $r: suffix-fwu-
l 7T9XT5T SRTnTTTfrT I ffWf:

sir: JR7rrwmf^HffiHT^VTm7TW^^Tuffi*TH: wnrrfFr i

Tnfts^qTfimr^rTrT :— wr bn uffR^n??

Hwfw (Udyotakara, II., 2, 14). As the momentum of

the impact series (wkicli constitutes the efficient cause

of the sound-wave) grows feebler and feebler in the

course of transmission through the air-particles, the

sound at last dies away. Gangesa, in the Chintamani,

holds that the propagation is not from molecule to

molecule, but travels in ever-expanding circles as in

water-waves, perhaps in spherical layers by compression

of masses of air
;
and these air-waves, the vehicles of

sound, are exceedingly swift. This explains the velocity

of sound. ^ H STRTWT

TRTffi ^t ,

«fijiTf?iwnRsfcr h wnr i

^7T>nffi-»T? i^i *nf

3tr: thitir JTFRmnn ^ftwfkFR

JTVr'TT^rPTTf^’gi^ *RTf^Rfalfw: W ^TTS' 5TRH

^5T?RT ^tttwr wr ^$tt*r ^ffT (Gangesa,

Tattva Chintamani).

But how does the first sound produce the second,

the second the third, and so on ? At every step the

efficient cause, the impact of some vibrating molecule

against a contiguous molecule of air, must be posited,

and this is equally applicable to a sound produced by

a sound (^r^r) as to one produced by conjunction

and disjunction (tf*ftn»T or ffiHPT»r). In other words, the

sound-wave (3R*rwt) in Akasa necessarily implies an
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air-wave. The Mimamsaka view, then, that explains

the propagation of sound by the transmission of the

original oscillatory motion through the successive layers

of aii- by means of successive impacts or pressures

producing conjunction and disjunction of air-molecules

(<*TCtNt: *nfmfWHPTT:—Sabarabhasya), or rarefaction and

condensation (n^nr—Vakyapadiya), is also implied in

the Nyaya-Vaisesika doctrine of the sound-wave

(^T^niTUT), the difference being that in the latter the

air-wave, which is conceived as a mode of serial motion

(jlfir-wnT), is only the vehicle or medium of propagation

of a so-called sound-wave in Akasa, which is not itself

a mode of motion. This is what we find expressly and

elaborately formulated in the later Ny&ya-Vaisesika

(vide Gangesa, Chintamani, supra).

Section 2.

ANALYSIS OF VIBRATORY MOTION, e.g. OF A BELL
(IN AIR).

The molecules of a bell vibrate when the bell is

struck. The question is—what is the nature of this

vibratory movement? Vatsyayana and Udyotakara

answer that, when the hand strikes the bell, some of the

molecules are displaced (from their stable position

—

i.e.

there is karma in the molecules), and thus a Sanskara

(here a kinetic Sanskara, momentum) is generated

(3wt, oR«!WTrr^iTr—Vatsyayana and Vachaspati), and

the molecules swing forward under the action of this

Sansk&ra until they strike the contiguous molecules of

air. This now is a case of mutual impact, which divides
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the momentum between the colliding masses, and the

bell-molecules begin to swing backward, the motion

continuing under the action of the diminished Sanskara

until they come in collision again with other air-

molecules
;
and then the process is repeated, and the

bell-molecules begin to swung forward and backward

until the original energy which is parted with in some

measure at each impact becomes so feeble as to be

unable to produce any kinetic disturbance (^h).

Similarly, the air-molecules themselves are set vibrating

by means of these impacts, and the transmission of the

motion wTould form the wave of air, which the later

Nyaya-Vaisesika expressly posit as the vehicle of the

sound-wave. But Udyotakara never conceived vibration

in vacuo, nor does it appear if he meant to include the

second species of Sanskara (elasticity, Sthitisthapaka-

sanskara) as converted from its potential state (wH*5*nn)

into kinetic energy, and thus contributing to the

momentum (vega). He uses the generic term Sanskara,

which comprehends elasticity as well as momentum due

to impressed force. His commentator, V&chaspati, does

not go into details, and does not analyse the momentum.

Later writers, however, expressly state that elasticity

(Sthitisthapaka-sanskara) is one of the causes of vibration,

and that elasticity resides not only in the element of

earth, but also in air, water, and tejas (cf. Visvanatha).

HRSHTUd ^fiT 'gfrTH^TWT'TT-

(Vatsyayana, II., 2, 3, 6) mfwinr-

Ui $ HTfT VTfJIfn'rT^nT^^TTT VIHTVT

TTrTcFWi funUTfR I ¥T

^ TrjHTfa^?rr gn: ^rc¥<T i
•
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•nr: ^tt: gu: g^Ttunif spfamflprnhf

I THt ^^R5[TfTTHT^TfTWT^t JT^TfrT^iT^WTHT^:

Turr mr.^RTT^r ^fw (1) Udyotakara Vartika,

Adhyaya 2, Aknika 2, Sutra 36. (wTrT^wm^KT

’fTgtpOTiR ^ ^Tunforert ^ng:—Vachaspati, Tatparyyatika,

loc. cit., also h^rtt sFTYfrr). But cf. Visvanatka,

I ^W*T% U3TH «R*R3Tt

fifair i fwfwwTti^H^RTT: ^fsrarjsffq I

nf^iT «rtt^—

B

hasha-parichchheda, Slokas 157—

159.

As tke air-wave forms tke vekicle of tke sound-

wave, if it does not constitute tke sound-wave itself,

tke favourable or retarding influence of currents of wind

is easily explained. Tke presence or absence of water

(and otker intervening objects) offering greater or less

resistance to tke transmission of tke wave-motion also

easily accounts for tke greater or less distance to wkicli

tke sound is carried.

Section 3.

ECHO.

nffrarftT (Ecko) was supposed to be a reflection of

sound. Some consider it to be an after-sound, a sound

generated by sound. Others suppose it to be due to

tke reflection of sound in tke same way as an image in

water or in a mirror (nfirfoR) is due to tke reflection of

light. There is an element of hallucination in either

case —tke image in water is not a real

image, neither is tke ecko tke real sound it is taken to be.

^ h *Tnranr. Trfwsafa^JTfTTf^ssr

M
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^THTrf l ^ ^ ^TH'S^T^T'IXT'H' TT-tl) 1 1 i

i ufiToiy'g

^S<=t ^<111*1 Pq ^ml f«J«i«nKi »ic50 c Jm ?frT *i *H =M*^ I—A l]nana-

bhiksu, Pravachana-Bhasya, Chap. I., Sutra 87 .)

Section 4.

PITCH, INTENSITY, AND TEVIBRE.

Sounds differ from one another by their pitch

(fUDKTf^), by their intensity and by

their quality or timbre v^h). TYhen a bell is

struck, an indefinite number of notes (^mbicr. tones and

overtones) are emitted, of varying pitches
;
and the

notes die awav. becoming less and less intense. Yow,

we know that the molecules swing to and fro. and that

the Sanskara (momentum, vega) of the vibrations

)
grows feebler and feebler. The differ-

ences in pitch (tones and overtones) as well as in inten-

sity must be due to variations in the Sanskaras of the

vibrations. The distinguishable pitches (called Srutis,

wh?) as well as the degrees of intensity (TTfinr^m?)

must be ascribed to variations in the vega (momen-

tum), and, by implication, the frequency, etc., of the

vibrations.

Cf. Yatsyayana, II., 2, 36—wtfs
TJTJTSgffrfrT ^T^PtTRTgTfw:

~t also b dyoiakaia j

analysis of vibration based on A atsyayana :

f^^^TWPTT WKWHrfTT ?T7T ^frTH^TWT *iT5I ^4 « -rt I *-fT f?

utett sgqrf I «*ri!«l <*irlrqln ^ ftl r^n ^ I H- i I jiVyTNH
~

\» c ' _

ttw —L dyotakara, A artika,
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Adhyaya 2, Ahnika 2, Sutra 36. RRTRRfRRT RiTWr

—

V

achaspati, Tatparyyatika, loc. cit.

Sounds also differ from one another in volume or

massiveness in the case of coalescence (RRrRRTcffailRRR).

A sound both loud and massive is called r^tr (large)

—

RR SrRRRTTR RT WTU ^r«pjR RRHufRT WHRTWlRhRRR:

R RRTRfR RSTH*: I ^TR*fR 7TRT ^frT RRTfR^W
Vachaspati, II., 2, 36.

Sahara, the Mimamsa doctor, explains massiveness

(r^) as due to RT^ffe, the coalescence of different air-

waves, which by their simultaneous impact affect a

comparatively large tract of the ear-drum (riiwr

srRR^TTRfkR^TR spr rr^«tr \ r r|k

WZl I H^TRiR R^fR^WRRRTRF RURR ^TTfRr q^R^^I
RRt RUT RTTTftfk: RTRoR^fr RRRTTrT RfTR ^R

^RRRRTfRR RR^*TR I RRWRRTRTRTRHRRr fjRRRTRTT: ^RR^TR^Rff

rt^ST^Rtrtt: i RR RT^irrt Rfe: r 3iRiVR—Sahara on Jaimini,

Sutra 17, Adhyaya 1, Pada 1). The Mimamsakas, who
resolve sounds into air-waves, attribute all differences,

whether of pitch, intensity, or massiveness, to differences

in the series of conjunctions and disjunctions of air-

particles that form the waves (vide Vachaspati’s report,

5TRRRT H rrWrhtrrtrIrt rrh?: ; cf. also the

later Nyaya-Vaisesika, which accepts air-waves as

vehicles of sound-waves : rtrItr R^TRRTf^RiRRr R^Tf^-

^^VagtfR:—Gangesa, Tattva Chintamani). It may be

noted that the terms rIr and rt^ are occasionally used

in a general sense, and applied to express higher and

lower degrees of pitch as well as of intensity.

There are also differences of quality

rrtrtwu^:). The same sound ga (r), of the same pitch

m 2
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and intensity, uttered by men and parrots, can be

distinguished
;
so also the sounds, even the same notes

of the scale, given out by a wind instrument like the

venu and a stringed instrument like the vina. Similarly,

there are sexual and even individual differences of voice

(*TT% FJtTrTT:

i ft t—

Y

achaspati, Tat-

paryyatika, II., 2, 14. tIftt Tim ttf: T'krTT^si^rff:-

^rrvmrrt —Udyotakara, II., 1
,
15. T^Thinf^lTf^iiHTT

—Gangesa and Ma-

thuranatha). The sounds emitted by impact of the

different Bhutas (echo from Akasa, hissing from the

wind, puffing from fire, bubbling from water, and

splitting or cracking from earth) are characteristic

examples of such differences of timbre (vide Pan-

chadasi, Bhutaviveka, Sloka 3).

The Vakya-padiya (Kanda I, Sloka 109), as we have

seen, ascribes all differences (whether of pitch, volume,

or timbre) to the characteristic forms of the air-waves,

which differ from one another by their configuration

(*tfTmnr fTHjT'fT wwt:), and are capable of variations

of velocity (momentum, vega
)
as well as of rarefaction

and condensation (TTOrrarnztnr) jmrrfwffrr:

There are passing references to the obscuration

(’sfanr) of sounds in Vatsyayana, Udyotakara and

Vachaspati, but the subject is treated more from a

psychological than from a physical point of view.

TTrW ^hr-TUrPFTfTHTTT 37^Fq TTtffirT TTFI

—Vatsyayana, II., 2, 14 ;
vide Udyotakara and Vacha-

spati, loc. cit. Here wba = loud, and = low.)
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Section 5.

MUSICAL SOUNDS.

6Irutis and Svaras.—We have already seen that

the distinguishable pitches are called Srutis, and they

are proportioned to the vega (momentum) of the kampa-

santana (vibration). Now the ratio of a note to its

octave (in respect of pitch) is given as 1:2; we may

therefore conclude that the vega of the vibration in the

latter case was considered to be twice as great as in the

former. An indefinite number of Srutis could be inter-

posed between a note and its octave ^

cf. wlwftsrrw i *$rrr:—tfrrfipiT-

ft^TTir, Sloka 40). Twenty-two such are named and

recognised for musical purposes. But a Sruti as such

cannot constitute a musical tone (Svara). A Sruti is a

simple (unmixed) and fundamental tone of a certain

pitch, whereas an ordinary musical tone (Svara) is

really composed of a fundamental tone (Sruti) and

certain partial tones (harmonics, Anurananas,

The musical tones (Svaras), vocal or instrumental, are

therefore of the nature of what we call clangs, because,

either accompanying or following the Srutis or simple

fundamental tones ( ^nf^fur), are always found certain

partial tones (^w^r) . rhTw *n?ftsf»wrhra i

^ nwt (tfrfhrOTSF*:)

*rft ttk i flRTj: —Damodara, Sangita-

darpana, Chap. I., Sloka 49. *r: ftrnftsjpsrr-

vfTr’Rop: i * *?rr. —Sangita-ratnakara. *i:
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i ^ qq fknqft qm: q*nuw*^ t * qq

TrRtWT^nqTrT fqjRtqwnr—Sangita Samaya Sara, 1. Hurra

’gqq'l q^qT^q: hht: i q'qq’qqqrra^: ^qq f^RTqqf:

ht ^frr: Hrcrqqq^qrT i

fqHT i ^firfr^ri—Damodara, Sangfta-darpana, Chap. I.,

Sloka 51. The relation between a Sruti and a Svara

is variously conceived as (1) qfwra modal change; (2)

*qqq manifestation
; (3) WT^TiJqq; HTfrnqifTq the relation

of genus and species
; (4) fqqfq (373 q^ fqqfIn)

reflection
; (5) qrnqqrrwiTq, the relation of cause and

effect
; cf. tfifhnnfcsnir by Ahobala, qprqqr hitt faqu

i HTqfw^fiT i

—

wtq-

qTftranT, Sloka 38.

Section 6.

THE NOTES OF THE DIATONIC SCALE : DETERMINA-
TION OF THEIR RELATIVE PITCH.

The pitch of a note is inversely proportional to

the length of the wire (rH^fbnjprct irq: frfvMwrecT:

—Srwtevnfl, quoted by Mr. Devala in his “ Hindu

Musical Scale”).

The pitch of the fundamental note to that of its

octave is as 1:2 (qiqwrqFr. qqq: fejjqrw. — THTfqqTq,

quoted by Mr. Devala).

The pitch of the fourth note (F) to that of the

fundamental (C) is as 4 : 3 (qwt: qqqq>udi rr«u? ^ur^is—
qrfhTqTiwq, quoted by Mr. Devala).

The vibrations of the fifth note (G) to those of the

fundamental (C) are as 3 : 2 (fqHTnTqrqqlqrTqt PRq-

i—qufwqTfTW, quoted by Mr. Devala).

Concord (q*qTf^;q) is either perfect or imperfect. The
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ratio of perfect concord is 3:2; that of imperfect

concord, 4 : 3 (n-q-H-q ^itt: sqrsterqT: nm:

—TTTTfqqtv, quoted by Mr. Devala)
; e.g. if D be the Vadl,

A would be a Samvadi
;

if E be the Yadi, B would be a

SamvMi : in each case a perfect concord. The pitch of

D is determined from that of G, and the pitch of A from

that of D, in each case, by the rule of perfect concord.

Determination of the pitches of E and B (after

Mr. Devala). This may be done in either of the

following ways :

—

( 1 )
E may be determined from A, and B from E, by

the rule of perfect concord. This would give 303f as

the value of the pitch of E, and 455f as that of the

pitch of B, if the pitch of C be taken as 240 ;
or

(2) E may be determined from C by reduction of

the fifth harmonic by two octaves, a sort of imperfect

concord
;
and then B may be determined from E by

the rule of perfect concord. This would give 300

for E, and 450 for B, if C be taken as 240.

Mr. Devala, in his investigations with the “ Sono-

chord,” finds that Hindu musicians (and Sanskrit

writers on music) adopted the latter values for E and B,

as they tested their notes by harmonics (q^HFr^qM^rr;-

^qroupfir— ruifqqVq, quoted by Mr. Devala). The

Hindus therefore followed just intonation.

Section 7.

MUSICAL INTERVALS.

Musical tones are related to one another in four

ways as Yadis, Samvadis, Vivadis, and Anuvadis. The
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mediaeval compilations explain tliese in reference to

melody, and harmony is altogether unknown, but the

terms might be used to indicate relations of harmony

as well. The Yadi might in that case answer to the

key-note (or tonic), and the Samvadis to the two

consonances, the fifth (2 : 3), and the fourth (3:4).

The rule given for the determination of a Samvadi is

12 or 8 Srutis intervening, the intervals being, therefore,

13 and 9 Srutis respectively (giving the ratios f-
and ^).

C being the Yadi, G and F are stated to be the

Samvadis.

In the same way, it is stated that if D be the Yadi,

A would be a Samvadi. If E be the Yadi, B is given

as a Samvadi.

On the other hand, a two-Sruti interval (i.e. a

difference of a semitone) gives a Yivadi, which would

thus answer to a dissonance. This is given as a general

rule ( Matanga). Other cases are

also noticed, e.g. E is a Yivadi to D, and B to A, and

vice versa (ratio of 9 : 10).

The notes that do not come under these heads are

Anuvadis (e.g. the sixth)
; cf. Bharata, Natya-Sastra,

Chap. XXYIII., Slokas 23-24.

Also Sangita-ratnakara :

—

f^nrrsrfti i WT^br rnftn

^Ferenc: FT FVTTTfTWtFTT: f*TF: S^TT^ff 7TT FTf

fWF^rfVFTf?^ft I TTWTF FT WiTt nT FFTFTTCTUTFfF I ^TFTWT-

»T^FTf^^l .
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CHAPTER IV.

HINDU IDEAS ABOUT PLANTS AND
PLANT-LIFE.

Section 1.

CLASSIFICATION OF PLANTS.

Charaka :—Plants according to Charaka are divisible

into (l) Vanaspatis, trees bearing fruit without flowers
;

(2) Vdnaspatyas
,
trees bearing flowers as well as fruits

;

(3) Ausadhis, herbs that wither after fructification

;

and (4) Virudhs, other herbs with spreading stems.

Chakrapani notes in his commentary on Charaka :

The Virudhs comprise two classes, (l) Latds, creepers
;

(2) Gulmas, herbs with succulent (or cactaceous)

stems and shrubs. The Ausadhis are sub-divided into

(1) annuals or perennials, bearing fruit, and (2) plants

that wither away after maturing and without fructifica-

tion, e.g. grasses like the Durvd (Cynodon dactylon).

Susruta :—Susruta’s division is identical with

Charaka’s. Dalvana, the commentator, gives some

details. The Plaksa (Ficus infectoria) and the

Udumvara (Ficus glomerata) are given as instances

of trees bearing fruits without flowers
(
Vanaspatis). It

appears that plants with naked and incomplete flowers

(achlamydeous plants) were considered as flowerless, as

also trees whose flowers, like those of the fig, are placed
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on tlie internal walls of a common receptacle. Of the

Briksas, flower- and fruit-bearing trees, the mango-tree,

the Jambu-xvee (Eugenia jarabolana), etc., are given as

examples. The Virudhs are of two classes, (1) creepers

with stems spreading on the ground (tntnms:), and

(2) herbs with succulent (or cactaceous) stems (mwsr.

or gi iVs) : ^jjgg h t PfrTtf

s

rgT: ). Ausadhis are those that

wither away after fructification, e.g. wheat, barley, etc.

mvHiss:). Some divide Ausadhis into two

classes, (1) those that wither after bearing fruit,

e.g. paddy, linseed, pulses, etc., and (2) plants that

wither after maturity, and bear neither flowers nor

fruits, e.g. the mushroom, etc.

Prasastapada :—Prasastapada, the Yaisesika doctor,

classifies plants as follows:—(l) Trinas
,

grasses;

(2) Ausadhis, herbs that wither after fructification
;

(3) Lata s, spreading and creeping herbs
; (4) Avatdnas,

arboraceous plants and shrubs; (5) Briksas
,

trees

bearing flowers and fruits
;
and (6) Vanaspatis, trees

bearing fruits without flowers.

Sndhara in the Kandali gives Ulapa as an example

of a grass, wheat as an example of Ausadhi (annual),

the Ketak

\

(Pandanus odoratissimus) and the Yijapura

(Citrus medica) as examples of Avatdnas (Vitapas,

arboraceous plants), the Koviddra (Bauhinia) as an

example of flower- and fruit-bearing tree, and the

Udumvara (Ficus glomerata) as an example of a

VanaspcUi (flowerless fruit-bearing tree).

Udayo.no. in the Kiranamll notes the Kusmdnda (a

species of Cueurbita) as an instance of a creeper
(
Lata ). and

the palms as modifications of the grasses
(
Trinas).
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Amara :—Amara, the lexicographer, in the Vanausa-

dhivarga and the Vaisyavarga (enumeration of wild plants

and of food-grains) gives some interesting particulars,

(l) The trees (the flowering Briksas and the flowerless

Vanaspatis
)
are fruit-bearing, and possess woody stems

or trunks (n^ns—uwnos: ^T^TfwTt).

Next come (2) arboraceous plants and shrubs (^r,

I^TTwrf^nfi: •sro:) bearing flowers as well as fruits. (3) The

Latds are next noticed, flowering plants with herbaceous

stems, some of them creeping on the ground (UTnf^pft),

others succulent (»jf^ntf), others twining or voluble

(^rgnrmu ^ttt, — Amara, cf. Mukuta,

•T^T^TrT TMTfT U7TT ^WTfq Others

call this f^pjrr). Cf. Susruta—

^

wt: mnHWW:

(4) Next come the Ausadhis (in the narrower sense),

herbaceous plants bearing fruit with or without flowers,

and dying or withering away after fructification. Some

instances of Kandasdka (tubers, rhizomes, corms) are

noticed, e.g. the Paldndu (the onion, T^T?j§5r the

Lasuna (garlic, 9^), etc. But the graminaceae

enumerated in the Vaisyavarga are the chief instances

of the Ausadhis—plants that die after fructification.

These are cultivated Ausadhis, but their affinities with

the next class, the grasses
(
Trinas ), are also noted

(e.g. mtr srtf? wNttt: \

R ^nktstr). Next are enumerated (5) the Trinas,

grasses, of which the characteristic is the formation of

gulmas (culms of grasses with annular knots from which

leaves spring—srah nvu TOT^ffiDreuii^H^vk). It is

worthy of note that, in the enumeration of the grasses,

the bamboo is considered as a sort of giant grasso o
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(irctrunr, grass flag, Mrs snr fn). The reeds (h^Rh:) are

also placed among the grasses i

nfaRrar:). (6) Finally, the Palmacese (includ-

ing the cocoanut, date, areca, and other palms) are

classed as Tree-grasses, probably because, like the

grasses, they are endogens characterised by spikes and

parallel veins, i (w^rrsTTgrwT^: htt^Rt

etc., pit h fyin^Hi^ffT^ii: Rtr: Hest tttqS'T rwtt ^
—

cf. also the Rajanighantu).

I may add that Amara places parasitical plants

among the Latds (h^t t » ^rNfastafin).

They climb trees and feed upon them. These are to be

distinguished from climbing plants, like the Gucluchi

(Tinospora cordifolia), which have separate roots of their

own. They are also to be distinguished from the

adventitious roots descending from the branches of trees,

like the Ficus religiosa, which are usually termed

avarohas (’JhcI?i:). The name sipha is ordinarily

applied to the rootlets and suckers by which the

tendrils of various creepers are attached to the soil.

(mRTRiPfT ’snrdf: ptrnr \ sttptrt: %Prr i

Hitt rttt i httt q?itt wnr
s
—Amara with

Bhanuji Diksita’s commentary. But the Mukuta

notes :
—tth'strttt irffir h^twh^hitt ^insn? isrsrrt?: t)

The GuducM is also called httht^ht, i

' A
The Hindu Materia Medica mentions AJcdsavalU,

lit. sky-creeper, a name which seems to have been

originally intended for some orchids
;

also Plava

(lit. floating), weeds that float in stagnant ponds, and

Saivdla, mosses and lichens
(
e.g

.

straps whit

tftt spRtryr— Chakrapani - Samgraha, also Bhdva-
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Prakdsd ). These are not classified, but like the mush-

rooms must come under the Pdkanistha ausadhis,

Ausadhis that die after maturing, without bringing

forth flowers or fruits.

Section 2.

ELEMENTARY IDEAS OF PLANT PHYSIOLOGY.

Characteristics of Plant-Life.

The Nydya-vindu-tikd of Dharmottara, the Buddhist

scholiast, notices the phenomenon of sleep (contraction

of leaves in the night) in certain plants (^mi: TTTt

Tnreijbsf:).

Udayana notices in plants the phenomena of life,

death, sleep, waking, disease, drugging, transmission of

specific characters by means of ova, movement towards

what is favourable and away from what is unfavourable

Udayana, I may add that metaphors

drawn from the heliotropic movements of the Suryya-

mukhi-ft.ower are among the stock-in-trade of Sanskrit

poetry and belles-lettres.

The Jaina writer Gunaratna, in his commentary on

the Saddarsana-Samuchchaya (circa 1350 a.d.), enu-

merates the following characteristics of the plant-life :

(1) stages of infancy, youth and age
; (2) regular

growth
; (3) various kinds of movement or action

connected with sleep, waking, expansion and contraction

in response to touch, also movement towards a support

or prop
; (4) withering on wound or laceration of
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organs
; (5) assimilation of food according to the nature

of the soil
; (6) growth or decay by assimilation of

suitable or unsuitable food as prescribed in the science

of the diseases of plants and their treatment
5

(7) disease
; (8) recovery from diseases or wounds by

the application of drugs
; (9) dryness or the opposite,

due to the sap which answers to the chyle (t*t) in

animals
;
and (10) special food favourable to impreg-

nation. ttvtt

TnrqT^TfT

i) Even the Vanaspatis (flowerless, but

fruit-bearing trees) may be made to flower (cf. Varaha-

mihira’s recipes for the treatment of plants for similar

purposes
; cf. Gunaratna, TarkarahasyadipiJcd, Jaina-

mdta, Sloka 49).

Sankara Misra in the Upaskara notes as an addi-

tional characteristic the growth of organs (or tissues)

by natural recuperation after wound or laceration

(uTq"Ej7THiil*U!T UpasMra, Chap. IV., Ahnika 2, Sutra 5,

S. B. H., Vol. VI.).

Gunaratna gives a list of plants that exhibit the

phenomena of sleep and waking

^uTWTmFrT^^wfrTWrrdHt ibid. ). He also notices

the sensitiveness to touch of plants like the Mimosa

pudica, ^wnnrt ^ttt, which show a manifest reaction in

the form of contraction, w
(ibid.).

Sexuality.

Very vague ideas were entertained as to the sexual

characters of plants. The pollen is called Rajas
,
puspa,
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prasuna—names which, are also applied to the female

menstruum—and Amara expressly states that for

females and flowers these elements (and the terms

signifying them) are the same (wM WJunu to ttoh —
Am ara, Vanausadhivarga). Charaka

(
Dridhavala ), in-

deed, distinguishes between the male and the female

vatsa (or hutaja), considering the variety that bears

white flowers and large fruits as male (^H^^Tproh

jhh, Holarrhena antidysenterica), and that which bears

red or yellow flowers and small fruits as female

(svTTrwT'Ppfl —^fWofiTiT, Wrightia tinctoria
;
Cha-

raka, Kalpasthanci, Chap. V.
;
but this is hopelessly

wrong. Even these vague ideas were afterwards com-

pletely lost, and the Rajanighantu tells us of a grotesque

division of plants into male, female, and hermaphrodite,

based on the slender or stout, the soft or hard, the long

or short, the simple or mixed character of the stems

and flowers
! (

Rajanighantu
,

tfavr etc.).

Consciousness.

The Hindu Scriptures teach that plants have a sort

of dormant or latent consciousness, and are capable of

pleasure and pain (^r.BsTT Cha-

krapani notes in the Bhanumati that the consciousness

of plants is a sort of stupefied (darkened or comatose)

consciousness (=pjT*r

fawr 5A).

Udayana also notes that plants have a dormant

unmanifested consciousness which is extremely dull

(^um^ur.Hfsrfnn, etc.).
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The Mahdbharata adds that plants are sensitive to

heat and cold, to the sound of thunder, etc., as well as

to odours both pleasant and unpleasant :

—

pnm w rTS ^ I

JHTW ^Tftl fTOW II

3^ fw^fhqw l

!JT fa l

TSJ 5R%fHN wf(T »

JTTjffsrer nwm titbit: ii

TjTniTTJiWWSIl fafovrftr 1

gfanTT: ^rf^fT rrHrmsrfa tn^Trr: u

mf: H%^--qTHTW ^nffaT^lfq ^tHTW l

^TfvHfrTf^TIr?T^ T?nt II

^115 »T<j5*TT^<f?T I

tt^tt inf: ftrcjfw u

^r^wnr ^ facf^rrTH 1

3fhr TT^rrf*? ^WTnurtrrs} h ftrem n srrfcrqf, jt^thtcw :
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CHAPTER V.

HINDU CLASSIFICATION OF ANIMALS.

Section 1.

CLASSIFICATION OF ANIMALS.

Charaka.

Ckaraka mentions four primary divisions :

—

(1) Jarayuja, born from the uterus, or, rather,

placentalia, viviparous (no a-placental mammals were

known), e.g. man, the quadrupeds, etc.

(2) Andaja, born of an ovum (egg), comprising

fishes, reptiles, and birds.

(3) Svedaja (or Usmaja ), born of moisture and heat,

spontaneously or a-sexually generated, e.g. worms, mos-

quitoes, etc.

(4) Udvijja, born of vegetable organisms (uttthI

wnun TrfVfHwfH srenEWgigftfey—tiartrasthana
,
Chap. III.

NTTT»n*TT^fwf^^r^T

—Ibid.).

Prasastapada.

Prasastapada begins with two great divisions
:

( 1

)

Ayonija, animals that are a-sexually generated, of small

dimensions (^3F3) ; (2) Yonija, sexually generated,

i.e. from the union of a sperm and a germ element.

The latter are subdivided into (a) Jarayuja, lit. placen-

N
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talia, viviparous (no a-placental mammals were known),

and
(
b
)

Andaja, oviparous. Man, the quadrupeds

(domesticated and wild), etc., are given as examples of

viviparous animals, and birds, Sarisripas (reptiles, etc.)

of oviparous animals. Udayana in the Kiranavali notes

that Jardyu means the placenta sirrs:,

cf. Sridhara in the Kandalt, kn

Tnrfr jmrff Udayana adds that the term

Sarisi'ipa includes insects and fishes as well as reptiles,

these being all oviparous trror: rrew^f^rr:

Patanjali.

The a-sexuaily generated animals, as we have seen,

are also called Ksudrajantus (lit. small animals).

Patanjali in the Mahabhasya gives several alternative

definitions (or descriptions) of this class of animals.

They are defined (l) as animals without bones, ^nnwcirr:

;
or (2) as animals that do not possess any

blood of their own, w sfrnrrw £ sy rjvww.

;

or (3)

as numbering more than a thousand in a palmful, i.e.

minute in size
; or (4) as not easily crushed ; or (5) as

comprehending all animals up to the ichneumon (in the

animal series), *rwr *$a qab;n: —Mahabhasya
,

2-4-1.

Susruta.

Susruta mentions four great divisions: (l) San-

svedaja, born of moisture and heat : this division is

mentioned first, as Dalvana notes, because moisture

and heat are essential factors in the generation of all

forms of animal life, including the classes that follow

;
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(2) Jarayuja, viviparous or placental
; (3) Andaja,

oviparous
;
and (4) Udvijja, bursting forth (from the

ground, or perhaps from some previous unmanifest

shape, e.g. frogs, coccidse, etc.). The second, third, and

fourth classes are mentioned in the order of their

importance. Subsequently the order of enumeration is

changed
: (1) Jarayuja

, (2) Andaja, (3) Svedaja, (4)

Udvijja. One reading gives the order
: (1) Svedaja,

(2) Andaja, (3) Udvijja, and (4) Jarayuja. Some
commentators point out that the order in the text

(whatever that may be) is intended to indicate the order

of creation by Brahma.

Susruta mentions man, Vyala (carnivorous quad-

rupeds), and Pasu (herbivorous quadrupeds) as examples

of the viviparous
;

birds, snakes, and Sarisripas as

examples of the oviparous
;
Krimis, Kitas, and PipUiMs

(worms, insects, ants, etc.) as examples of the moisture-

born
;
and frogs and the coccidse (the coccinella) as

examples of the animals that “ burst forth ” (eruptive

or metamorphic?). Dalvana notes that the divisions

are really cross-divisions ffifc^UK), and intended to be

such, as the natural divisions of Jiva and species

are not all exclusively oviparous or exclusively vivi-

parous. For example, among birds (tif^r:, winged

animals), bats and Valakds are viviparous (^stsRT

srprr^i: ^rcupn:) ;
indeed, Valakds are some of them

oviparous and some viviparous (trf^v <^ i ctn sn-ppn

Among snakes, the Ahipatdkds, a species

of non-venomous colubrines snakes, are viviparous

(ovo-viviparous ?). Among the moisture-born, there

are some kinds of ants (ftntff^iiT:) which also lay
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eggs or burst forth (from the ground, or perhaps from

some previous unmanifest shape) ^rrfw

is nil Q5«tU <(S T( |

The oviparous animals are divided by Susruta into

birds, snakes, Sarisripas, etc. Dalvana notes that the

Sarisriptas include fishes and Makaras (sea-fish with

fierce teeth, f^ga i:), and the “ et cetera ” comprehends

tortoises and crocodiles (^Err^tn: siliH ii fin :

TT TPf frRTtUH H 41^*) ! The
“
moisture-born ” are due to the moisture and heat

either of the earth or of organisms
(
*3*^ 1 : >nr: ^

gr'Rw: wt:). Of these, the Krimis (worms) arise

from the moisture of the faeces in the bowels («fi*rq:

Qj

^

tit:—

D

alvana)

;

from putrefying dead

bodies ($r—

S

usruta
; cf. srrfi ftjnP? *mrW?rt

ctiwj i^t cfpg —Gunaratna, Tarka-rahasya-dipika

(
Jainamatam

)

;
from decomposing curd or milk

(
e.g

.

tIth ^ ^Tf^rr ^rfrnr^Tlw^ tht

?~q'c6^>ri—Jayanta, Nyaya-Manjari, Ahnika

The second class, Kitas, noticed among the moisture-

born, include the scorpions, the six-spotted venomous

insect .sadvindu, etc. (^fteT uhtht.—

D

alvana).

Of these the scorpions arise from cow-dung, excreta of

snakes, rotten wood (^ntf iforon? wnm—Patanjali,

Mahabhasya, 1-4-3) ; cf. also Susruta, Kalpasthdna,

Chap. VII.

The third class, PipiliJcas, ants and the like insects,

Dalvana notes, are born of moisture and heat, as well

as of eggs, and sometimes burst forth from the ground

(H^fWsr 5rnn —Dalvana). The gnats and mos-
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quitoes (^R^ran^:) are also usually placed among the

moisture-born. An anda (egg) is described as oval, of

the form of a pesi —Dalvana
; cf.

Sridhara, Kandali, urw wh

Chhandogya and Sankara.

It may be noted that the Chhandogya Upanisad

classifies animals on the basis of their vija (ovum or

seed) as three-fold :—(l) Andaja, born of eggs
; (2)

Jivaja, viviparous
;
and (3) Udvijja. Sankara explains

that the udvijja animals arise from vegetable organisms

wnrt run *tttr which is also Charaka’s

view, as we have seen
;
but unlike Charaka, Sankara

holds that the svedaja animals must be included partly

under the oviparous, and partly under the udvijja

(vegetable-born) class —
Chhandogya, Prapathaka 6, part 3).

Evidently the idea is, that though vegetable

organisms may pass off into animal, there cannot be

generation without vija (seed or ovum), and inorganic

matter without vija (seed or ovum) cannot give rise to

animal life. Patanjali, in the Mahabhdsya {circa

150 b.c.), mentions the opposed view, which holds that

not only animal organisms but also vegetable organisms,

e.g. grasses, grow from inorganic matter. The Durv&

grass, for example, can grow from deposits of the hair

of goats and cows, just as scorpions are seen to develop

out of cow-dung. Patanjali notes the orthodox S&nkhya-

Yedanta explanation that these are not cases of growth

(or transformation) but merely of coming out (grtraRfitr),
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ojrsi stpiw nf^brrf^tiiw?: <t%t tttw ^frr

wt —Mahdbliasya, 1-4-3.

The Dietary Animals in CharaJca and Susruta.

In noticing different kinds of meat for dietary-

purposes, Ckaraka gives a classification of animals

(mammals and birds) which has only a practical (thera-

peutic) significance.

The dietic value of the flesh of any animal was

conceived to depend mainly on its habitat and mode of

life. Dietary animals (mammals and birds) were accord-

ingly divided into eight classes (*rcfw :

—

(1) Prasaha, carnivorous as well as non-carnivorous

(Chakrapani), comprehending land quadrupeds and birds

that fall on their food with force.

(2) Aniipa, animals that live in marshy or water-

logged lands or graze on river-banks.

(3) BMsaya or Vilesaya, animals that live in under-

ground holes.

(4) Vdrisaya, aquatic animals, both fresh-water and

oceanic.

(5) Jalachara, amphibious animals.

(6) Jangala, animals that live in dry and elevated

(hilly) jungle lands, mostly species of deer.

(7) Viskira, birds that scatter their food in picking

up ;
and

(8) Pratuda, birds that pierce or torment their food

(worms and fruits) with the beak.

In the chapter on articles of diet, Susruta gives a

practical classification of (vertebrate) animals for dietary
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purposes. Animals that find a place in this dietary are

first divided into two classes
: (1) Anupa, animals that

live in marshy or water-logged land (or in water) ;

(2) Jangala, animals that live in dry (hilly) jungle land.

The Jangalas are divided into five classes, and the

Anupas into eight. The thirteen classes are based on

real and natural distinctions of food and habitat
;
they are

for dietary purposes arranged under six conventional (or

artificial) classes i hwhh
xiphoid qt xTTJjyirR fh xnpuh fwT^r—Dalvana,

Sutrasthana, Chap. XXVII.). These thirteen classes of

dietary animals may be enumerated as follows :

—

I. Jangala animals

—

Janghdla, Viskira, Pratuda,

Guhdsaya, Prasaha, Parnamriga, Vilesaya and

Gramya, and

II. Anupa animals

—

Kulechara, Plava, Kosastha,

Pddina, and Matsya.

Of these, the Matsyas (fishes) are divided into two

groups—fresh-water (lit. river-water) and sea-water

fishes. Among the sea fishes, the timi and the timin-

gala (whales ? w. —
Dalvana) find a place, as also the makara (shark,

—Dalvana).

The Kosastha (living in shells—mollusca) are dis-

tinguished from the Matsyas (fishes). In this class

are enumerated sankhas (Conchifera), sankhana (smaller

Conchifera), sukti (pearl-mussels), sambuka (Helix) with

spiral shell (^uNNrr^i:—Dalvana), valluka (a species of

Helix, according to some, ’'nq —Dalvana), etc.

Dalvana adds vodika, jalasukti, and various species of

Helix n^).
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The PMinas, aquatic animals having pedal (or long

dorsal) appendages, comprise kurmas (oval or oblong-

shaped tortoises, turtles), the kumbhiras (crocodiles,

Emydosauria, Reptilia), karkatas (white and black crabs,

Crustacea), the sisumara (a species of the Delphinidte

cetacea), muscular, with a sharp protruding snout,

breathing with the blow-hole out of the water, probably

a dolphin, as the long dorsal fin was taken for a sort of

pedal appendage (^i^Tvlfwif: *frsfa frfrv:

—Dalvana). The Pddinas do not represent

any natural division.

Of the other Anapa animals (aquatic or amphibious

animals), the plavas [lit. floating on the water) represent

a class of birds (the Natatores and the Grallatores)

exemplified by geese, ducks, cranes, etc.

The Kulecliaras are herbivorous quadrupeds that

frequent the banks of rivers and ponds, and comprise

the elephant, the rhinoceros, the Gdvaya ( Bos gavceus),

the buffalo, various species of deer, etc.

Of the land animals
(
Jangala), three of the sub-

divisions represent birds, and five, mammals. The

land birds are
: ( 1 )

the Prasaha birds, birds of prey

proper (Raptores), comprising the vulture, kites, hawks,

owls, etc. (Charaka’s Prasaha is a much wider class)

;

(2) the Viskiras, birds that scatter their food in

picking up; and (3) the Pratudas, birds that pierce or

torment their food (fruits or worms) with the beak.

The last two classes comprehend between them the

Passeres (proper and so-called), the Scansores, the

Rasores and the Columbse.

The remaining five classes of Jangala animals are
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mammals, with, the exception of several species of

Vilesayas
,

which are reptiles. The Parnamrigas

(arboreal animals) comprise the apes, sloths, squirrels,

as also some of the reptiles and carnivora. Among the

Parnamrigas
,

the Putighasa is a kind of tree-cat

giving out a pungent odour
;
the Madgumustka and

the Briksasayika are arboreal rodents
;

and the

Avakusa is a species of cow-tailed monkey (vide

Dalvana). The Janghalas are wild animals, herbivorous

quadrupeds that are strong-legged and quick-footed,

comprising various species of deer and antelopes.

The Grdmyas (lit. living in or about villages,

domesticated quadrupeds) comprise the horse, the

mule, the ass, the camel, the goat, the sheep, etc.

They are non-carnivorous, being distinguished from

the carnivorous quadrupeds (mt^—

S

usruta, —
Charaka). Some are Ekasapha (animals whose hoofs

are not cloven) ^ ^
—Dalvana).

The Guhasayas are carnivorous quadrupeds (g^T^r.)

living in natural caves or hollows. They comprise the

lion, the tiger, the wolf, tho hyena, the bear, the

panther, the cat, the jackal, the mrigevaru, etc.

The vrika (wolf) is defined as a dog-like animal,

small-sized (in comparison with the lion and the

tiger). By the cat, here, wild-cats are meant. The

mrigevaru is described as a jackal-like animal that

kills deer.

Finally come the Vilesayas, animals that live in

holes or burrows, comprising various species of Rodents

and Insectivora, and several species of Reptiles.
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Snakes in Susruta-Ndgdrjuna.

The Snakes (Ophidse) are especially noticed by

Susruta-Nagarjuna in the chapters relating to Toxi-

cology
(
Kalpasthdna

,
Chap. IV.). Five different genera

or families are noticed, of which one is non-venomous

and four venomous, including one hybrid and three pure

or unmixed families. Of the last, (1) the Darvikaras

—Naia Tripudians,

Naia Bungarus) are hooded, swift in their movements,

diurnal in their habits, and bear on their hoods

or their bodies the marks of chariot-wheels, ploughs,

umbrellas, rhombs or cross-bands, goads, etc. (2) The

Mandalzs (Vipera, Viperidse ?) are thick (wu), slow-

moving, nocturnal in their habits, and bear circles or

rings on the body (*rr^bnpr^). Charaka adds that they

are without hoods. (3) Rajimats also are without

hoods, and nocturnal, and bear series of dots or

marks, and are often of variegated colours on the

upper parts and sides. Twenty-six varieties are

named of the first, two of the second, and ten of

the third.

Of the Nirvisas, non-venomous snakes, twelve

varieties are mentioned, including Boidse (^rpr) and the

Colubrine Dendrophis Of the Vaikaranja

(hybrid) snakes, there are ten varieties, of which three

are produced by the union of certain venomous species,

and seven are secondary derivative forms.

The Darvikaras are most deadly when young, the

Mandalzs when middle-aged, the Rajimats when aged.

Their poisons act differently, and an elaborate descrip-
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tion is given of the action of the venom of each of the

three venomous families.

Snakes in the Puranas.

The Bhavisya Purana gives the following addi-

tional information. The Nagas (Naise) copulate in
A

the month of Jyaistha or Asadha (May or June),

gestate during the rainy months that follow, and bring

forth about two hundred and forty eggs in the month

of Kdrtika (November). Most of these are devoured

by the parents, but those that are left break forth

from the shell in about two months (or one month,

according to the Agni Purana).

Eggs of a golden hue like that of the (red) flowers

of the Calotropis gigantea (jjwtwntiHhh) produce male

young ones, those somewhat paler and of an elongated

ovoid shape ^^T^wnfwy) bring forth

female snakes, and those of the hue of the Sirisa-

blossom hermaphrodite ones. By the seventh day the

young snakes turn dark
;
in a fortnight (or twenty

days, according to another account) the teeth come out.

The poison is formed in the fangs t^) in three weeks,

and becomes deadly in the twenty -fifth night. In six

months Ndgas shed the skin (ot^sr).

In moving on the ground, the folds of the skin on

the under surface alternately expand and contract,

appearing to put out and draw in fine filament-like

legs, about two hundred and forty in number. The

joints on the skin (scales or scutes—w^rq:) are two

hundred and forty in number (perhaps the sub-caudals

were not counted).
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Snakes are killed by men, mongooses, peacocks,

Chakoras (a kind of partridge), scorpions, boars, cats, and

the hoofs of oxen. Escaping death from these enemies,

a Ndga may live for a hundred and twenty years. The

term of life of the non-venomous snake is shorter, about

seventy-five years
(
Bhavisya Parana, q^re,^ ).

The Agni Purana gives the total number of teeth (of

a Naga
)

as thirty-two, of which four (two on either

side) are venomous, viz. Kdlardtri and Yamadutikd,

which appear to be the names of the fangs, and Kardli

and Makari, which seem to stand for two hard (maxillary)

teeth accompanying the two fangs
(cf. also Charaka

—

Dridhavala, Chikitsasthana, XXIII.,

Umdsvati’s Classification of Animals.

A more thorough classification of animals is found

in the ancient Jaina work, the Tattvdrthddhigama of

Umasvati, which the Jaina chronological lists enable us

to assign with great probability to the fourth or fifth

decennium after Christ (circa 40 a.d.). Umasvati’s

classification is a good instance of classification by

series, the number of senses possessed by the animal

being taken to determine its place in the series. Perhaps

only senses actively determining the life-habits were

counted.

I. First come animals with two senses, viz. touch

(as evidenced by contractility of tissue) and taste (as

involved in the selection and rejection of food). This

division comprises

—

(a) Apadika (Vermes without lateral appendages,

Scolecids).
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(b) Nitpuraka (ring-like, with pendants, Vermes

with unsegmented lateral appendages, Annelids).

(c) Gandupada (knotty-legged, Arthropoda, in-

cluding Crustacea, Myriapoda, etc.).

(d) Some forms of Mollusca, e.g. Sankha (Conchifera,

Lamelli - branchiata), Suktika (Pearl - mussel,

Lamelli-branchiata), and Sambuka (Helix).

(e) Jaliikd, Leeches (Annelids).

II. Next come the animals with three senses, namely

smell in addition to the primordial senses of touch and taste

involved in the contraction of tissues and the appropria-

tion of food. Here also well-developed and active senses

alone were perhaps intended
;
rudimentary or dormant

senses were not reckoned. This division comprises

—

(a) PipUika, Ants (Formicidse, Hymenoptera).

(b) Rohinikci, Red-ants (Formicidse, Hymenoptera).

(c) Upachika, Kunthu, Tuburaka, Bugs and Fleas

(Hemiptera, Hemimetabola).

(d) Trapusavija and Karpasasthika, Cucumber- and

Cotton-weevils and Lice (Aptera, Ametabola).

(e) Satapadi and Utpataka
,

Spring-tails (Aptera-

Ametabola).

(/) Trinapatra, Plant-Lice.

(g) Kastha-haraka, Termites, White ants (Neuro-

ptera, Hemimetabola).

III. Then come the animals with four w^ell-

developed and active senses, i.e. sight, smell, taste,

and touch. This division comprises

—

(a) Bhramara, Varata, and Sdranga, Bees, Wasps,

and Hornets (Hymenoptera, Holometabola).
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(b) Maksikd, Puttikd, JDansa, and Masaka
,

Flies,

Gnats, Gad-flies, and Mosquitoes (Diptera, Holo-

metabola).

(c) Vrischika and Nandyavarta
,

Scorpions and

Spiders (Arachnida, Arthropoda).

(d) Kita
,

Butterflies and Moths (Lepidoptera,

Holometabola), and

(
e
)
Patanya, Grasshoppers and Locusts (Orthopteral

Hemimetabola).

IV. Finally come the animals (man and the Tiryyak-

yonis) with five well-developed and active senses.

Omitting man, this division comprises

—

(a) Matsya, Fishes.

(b) CJraga.

(c) Bhujanga.

(
d

)
Paksi, Birds, and

( e) Chatu.spada, Quadrupeds.

Uraga and Bhujanga in popular use mean reptiles

;

but here evidently Bhujanga is taken to mean oviparous

limbed animals (limbed reptiles and Batrachians) and

not creatures whose movements are crooked or in the

form of a bent bow
;
and Uraga stands for apodal

reptiles, including snakes (Ophidse).

It will be seen that the first three divisions fall

under the Invertebrata, and the fourth is identical with

the Vertebrata.

This last division (the Vertebrata) is sub-divided on

a different basis, viz. the mode of reproduction. The

sub-divisions are three :

—

A.

—

Andaja
,
oviparous (Pisces, Reptilia, and Batra-
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chia), e.g. Sarpa (Snakes, Ophidia, Reptilia), Godha

(Varanidse Lizards, Reptilia), Krikalasa (Chameleons,

Reptilia), Grihagolika (Common Lizards, Lacertilia),

Matsya (Pisces), Kurma (Tortoises, Chelonia, Reptilia),

Nakra (Crocodiles, Reptilia), &isumara (Dolphin or

Porpoise, Cetacea), and Birds proper with feather wings

—

the Lomapaksa paksis.

Porpoises are erroneously put here, being really

viviparous like other Cetacea. Frogs are not mentioned

in this list. The omission is strange. Perhaps (as in

Susruta) frogs were believed to be Udvijja (eruptive or

metamorphic) and not Andaja (oviparous). But Susruta

mentions the frogs after the quadrupedal and centipedal

Reptilia
(
Kanava

,
Godheraka, Galagolika, and Satapadi).

B.—Jarayuja
,
mammals born with placenta, including

all mammals other than the Potaja (here Jarayuja

is used in a restricted sense)
:

(l) Man, (2) Cow,

(3) Buffalo, (4) Goat and Sheep, (5) Horse, (6) Ass,

(7) Camel, (8) Deer, (9) Yak
(
Chamara), (10) Hog,

(11) Bos Gavgeus
(
Gavaya

)

—Ungulata, (12) Lion,

(13) Tiger, (14) Bear, (15) Panther, (16) Dog, (17) Jackal,

(18) Cat (Carnivora), etc.

The Apes, though not expressly mentioned, are also

to be included.

C.—Potaja, a class of placental mammals comprising

the Deciduata with the exception of Man, the Apes, and

the Carnivora, e.g. Sallaka (Porcupine, Rodentia),

Hasti (Elephant, Proboscidea), Svavit and Ldpaka

(Hedgehogs and other creatures that lap up, Insectivora),

Sasa and Sayika (Hare, Rabbit, and Squirrel, Rodentia),

Nakula (Ichneumon, which though carnivorous is
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supposed to come under the Deciduata), Jfusil: (Mice,

Rodentia), and the Charma-paksa Pahsis, so-called birds

with leathern wings (Bats, Chiroptera) e.g. Valguli

(Flying-Fox), PaJcsivirdla (Flying-Cat, Micro-Chiroptera)

and Jalukd (apparently meaning blood-suckiug Bats or

Vampires, though these are scarcely found in the Old

World).

The Potaja class thus comprises the following

Deciduata : Proboscidea, Rodentia, Insectivora, and

Chiroptera.

The term Potaja is intended to signify that these

animals are born without the placenta which is thrown

off as an afterbirth, whereas such of the Jardyujas as

are not Potajas are born with the placenta attached to

the embryo. But it is not easy to explain why Man,

the Apes, and the Carnivora should not also be reckoned

among the Potajas. An explanation is suggested

below (p. 200).

inpimfbTt ^

ti^tT7r^-rurr^^-=frTvyTT^-iiH?flHt Tlftn w^rv^nnrRrTfjT • hjtt-o \ c c ^

^XZ -HUf - Hf^Tgf%cPT-^T - - Wfz -

^nTrft I W^Tf ^ WTTUH-

^ Trrc^T^ivit i (Uma-

svati, Tattvarthddhigana, Chap. II., Sutra 24).

wrraHMt -wq-

f^--aiTTI^-Tlfq-'^-'I^m^-*TT#TTT^hTT^I W^TTHt ^-3TlVT-i*<*^l«-
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W^t ^T^rT-^n%-HTw- tr%firTT^T<fhfi hvrph i (Umasvati,

ibid.
,
Chap. II., Sutra 34).

Section 2.

RECAPITULATION.

The ancient Hindu classification of animals, as

gathered from the authorities mentioned above, may
be briefly summarised thus :

—

A.

—

Ksudrajantus, boneless and without (red) blood.

Invertebrata, divided, into

—

(u) Ayonija
,
a-sexually generated, e.g. the Svedaja,

born of moisture and heat, and the Udvijja

(eruptive or metamorphic, e.g. the coccinella)
;
and

(b) Yonija, sexually generated, e.g. the Andaja,

oviparous.

But some are both a-sexually and sexually gene-

rated, being both Svedajas and Andajas, or Udvijjas

and Andajas.

The Ksudrajantus (Invertebrata) comprise

—

(I.) The Krimis, Vermes
:
(a) Apddikas without

lateral appendages (cf. Scolecids), (b) Nupurakas
,

Annelids (a section),
(
c
) Gandupadas, Arthro-

poda (a section).

(II.) The Jalukas, Leeches, of which twelve species

are described, six venomous and six innocuous

(cf. Susruta’s careful description, Sutrasththdna,

Chap. XIII.).

(III.) Kosasthas, Shelled Animals, some forms of

Mollusca, e.g. the Sankhas (Conchifera), the

o
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Suktikas (pearl-mussels), tlie Sambukas (spiral-

shelled Helix), the Vodikas, etc.

(IV.) Then the Insects, typified by the Ants,

comprising—

(a) PipUikd, Rohinikd (ants, Hymenoptera).

(b) Upachikd, Kuntliu, Tuburaka (bugs and

flies, Hemiptera).

(c) Cucumber- and cotton-lice (Aptera).

(c?) Satapadi, Utpataka (spring-tails, Aptera).

(e) Trinapatra, grass- or plant-lice (Aptera).

(/) Termites (Neuroptera).

(V.) Insects typified by the Hexopoda, comprising

—

(a) Bhramara, Varata, Sdranga, bees, wasps,

and hornets.

(b) Mak.sikd, Puttikd, Pansa, Masaka, flies,

gnats, gadflies, and mosquitoes.

(
c
)

Vrischika and Nandydvarta, scorpions and

spiders (Arachnida, Arthropoda).

(d) Kita, butterflies and moths
;
and

{
e )

Patanga, grasshoppers and locusts.

Susruta-Nagarjuna names six varieties of ants, six

varieties of flies, five of mosquitoes (including one

marine and one mountain kind), eight varieties of

Satapadis (centipedes), thirty varieties of scorpions, and

sixteen of spiders
(
Lutds ). Of the Kitas, the glow-

worm and the Tailakita (lit. oil-worm) are said to be

luminous (phosphorescent, cf. Rajanighantu

B.—The Tiryyakyoni animals, sexually generated

animals other than such of the Ovipara as are included

under the Ksudrajantu, in other words, sexually generated
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animals possessing bones and blood—corresponding to

the Vertebrata—comprise the following classes :

—

L Andaja, oviparous

—

(a) The Matsyas, fishes, divided into river-water

fishes and sea fishes. Susruta names eleven

species of the latter. The Timi (whale ?) is

reckoned as a sea-fish. The Makara (shark) is

also mentioned, but the Kurmas, KumbMras,
and Siswndras (tortoises, crocodiles, and dol-

phins) are excluded from the class, as also the

so-called shell-fish, being placed among the

Pddinas and the Kosasthas respectively.

(b) The Uragas, apodal reptiles, including the Sarpas

(snakes, Ophidia). Five classes of snakes are

mentioned, one non-venomous, three venomous,

and one hybrid. Eighty varieties of snakes are

named, but the classification is based on super-

ficial characters, e.g. markings on the scales, etc.,

and do not touch any anatomical peculiarities.

The pathological observations regarding the

distinct action of the poisons of different orders

seem to be good.

(c) Bhujangas, oviparous animals with lateral, pedal

appendages, both Reptiles and Batrachians.

Many of these are quadrupedal and five-clawed

(^gtqi^i: ojrfei: wwi :—Dalvana).

The Bhujangas include :

—

1 . Godha, Grihagolikaand Krikaldsa (Varantas

lizards, common lizards, and chameleons).

Susruta names four varieties of the

o 2
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Kanava, a species of chameleon-like

lizards (cf. Lddyayana quoted by Dalvana,

Kalpasthana, Chap. VIII.), also six varie-

ties of Galagolika (a species of lizards),

and five varieties of GodheraJca, Varanus-

like lizards, but smaller in size.

Susruta mentions the frogs
(
Udvijja

,

eruptive or metamorphic ?) after the

quadrupedal and centipedal Reptilia

[Kanava, GodheraJca, Galagolika, and

Satapadi). Eight species of frogs are

named. The frogs are explained by the

mythologist to have arisen from dirty

water in the rainy season . . . ttrtoMc* wh:

(i.e. srnrr: (cf. Dalvana,

Kalpasthana, Chap. VIII.).

2. Kurmas and Nakras, tortoises and croco-

diles (Chelonia and Emydosauria, Rep-

tilia). Some species of the former are

oval, others elongated

3. Sisuinaras, the Delphinidse (Odontocete

cetacea).

Susruta’s Padinas (aquatic animals

having pedal or long dorsal appendages)

are a conventional class formed for

practical dietary purposes, and include (2)

and (3) and also the Karkatas, crabs

(Crustacea). Umasvati’s Bhujanga class,

being a natural sub-division of Vertebrates,

does not include Crustacea, which are

rightly placed among the Invertebrates.
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(d) Lomapaksa paksi, winged animals with feathery-

wings, birds proper. These are oviparous,

while the winged animals with leather wings

(^q^qfgfqrr:) are placentalia of the Deciduata

class (qftnn:).

The Birds proper are divided into four classes :

—

(1) Plavas, aquatic or amphibious birds, comprising

the Natatores and the Grallatores. Various

species are described.

(2) Viskiras, those that scatter their food in

picking up.

(3) Pratudas, those that pierce or torment their

food (fruits or grains).

The enumeration of the species under (2) and

(3) shows that these two classes included

the Passeres (verse and so-called), the Scan-

sores, the Rasores, and the Columbse.

(4) Prasahas, birds of prey proper (Raptores).

Dalvana’s descriptions of deer and birds are precise,

turning upon coloration, habits of life, etc., e.g. the

descriptions of the Ruru, the Karandava, and the

Kanka, expressly quoted from some (unnamed) hand-

books :

—

^ • risl «Rl —
“

^fcricrirfz’qfwrr fhfcnr: i

wnfiT ^ rtf* -^raT uu: ^fnr i

quww: i

“
qrroijq: ^rrsfr-

i ^ c

qr^wnr wn-

qwTwr i wv: t

”

i
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The sources from which Dalvana derives detailed

information about these varied forms of animal life are

now unavailable, but these extracts abundantly testify

to the minute Xature study of the Hindus.

The Hindus had of course no idea of an anatomical

classification of birds.

The ancient writer Ladyayana had a much better

idea of zoological description in reference to the Kitas

(insects and reptiles, vide infra).

II .—Jarayujas (viviparous, lit. placentalia) in the

usual wider sense, comprising

—

(a) Charmapaksa paksis, leather-winged animals,

which are Deciduata
(
Potaja ). Charaka calls

them Mrigapaksina (mammal birds), and distin-

guishes them from the birds of prey proper, in

his enumeration of the Prasahas
(
Sutrasthana

,

Chap. XXVII.). The Bats mentioned are :

—

(1) Valguli (flying-fox).

(2) The Paksi Virdla (flying-cat, micro-

Chiroptera).

(3) The Bharanda (a species of micro-Chiro-

ptera, the horse-shoe bat ?).

(4) The Jaluka (lit. aquatic or amphibious, or

more probably leech, bat, blood-sucking

or vampire bat?). These are placed

anions' carnivorous animals.O

(b) The Vilesaya Jarayujas, mammals that live in

holes or burrows, including various species of

Rodents and Insectivora, which are named.
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Eighteen different varieties of mice are specified

(Susruta, Kalpasthdna, Chap. VI.).

(c) Parnamrigas, arboreal mammals, comprising

some Rodents (squirrels, etc.), a wild-cat, the

sloths, and the apes

(
d

)
Non-carnivorous quadrupeds (^reran^T:) :

—

(1) Janghdlas (lit. strong-legged quadrupeds,

frequenting hilly and jungly tracts), com-

prising various species of deer (non-

carnivorous wild animals, ^a ,

<sMT^)-

(2) Kulechara, mammals grazing on the

banks of rivers, and frequenting marshy

places, comprising the elephant, the

rhinoceros, the gaveya (Bos gavseus), the

buffalo, the hog, and also several species

of deer (which live in well-watered lands).

These are also non-carnivorous (^ra^n^)-

(3) Grdmyas (lit. living in or near villages),

non-carnivorous, domesticated quadru-

peds, some with undivided hoof, others

with cloven hoof, comprising the horse,

the mule, the ass, the camel, the cow, the

goat, the sheep, etc. These are all non-

carnivorous. The dog and the cat are

not mentioned in the list.

(e) Carnivorous quadrupeds, Guhasaya (living in

natural caves or hollows, carnivorous Kravydda),

comprising the lion, the tiger, the wolf (of the

dog class), the hyena, the bear, the panther, the

cat, the jackal, etc. The Carnivora were termed
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Vl!alas or Kravyadas, and the Herbivora Pasus

(in a wider sense).

(/) Man.

The term Jarayuja, in a wider sense, came to mean

viviparous,'
;

and included the above orders of animals.

But the Jainas used the term Jarayuja in a narrower

sense to mean only those viviparous animals which

come out at birth with the placenta (a-deciduata). The

Deciduata (including the Proboscides, the Rodentia, the

Insectivora, the Chiroptera, etc.) were termed Potaja,

lit. viviparous animals born without placenta. Man,

the apes, and the Carnivora are, however, reckoned with

the Jarayuja (viviparous, born with placenta). Perhaps

the afterbirth was observed in these cases, whereas the

Potajas (Deciduata) may have been erroneously con-

ceived to throw off no placenta (w inw, supra).

Ladyayana appears to have made a special study

of the classification of Kitas (Insects and Reptiles),

and is quoted by Dalvana as a great authority on

the subject.

The various forms (wv) of Kitas are to be distin-

guished from one another by peculiarities in the

following marks :

—

(1) Dottings or markings, (2) wings, (3) pedal

appendages, (4) mouth, with antennas or nippers

—Dalvana), (5) claws, (6) sharp, pointed hairs

or filaments, (7) stings in the tail, (8) hymenopterous

character (*n%t: v nitin fk :), (9) humming or other noise,

(10) size, (11) structure of the body, (12) sexual organs

(this is how I interpret linga here), and (13) poison and

its action on bodies.
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Cf. w. xnf: to: to:

51#: ohii«ioh(jilJi^: %t: TOTurfu: i

^Ht: wrcr: toith ul^sgiftr

faroHro ^rteRt ftTOqw ii

(Quoted from Ladyayana by Dalvana, Kalpasthdna,

Chap. VIII.)
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CHAPTER VI.

HINDU PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOLOGY.

Section 1.

METABOLISM.

The food that we eat contains five classes of organic

compounds. From their radicles or predominant

elements, the substances are named Earth-compounds,

Ap-compounds, Tejas-compounds, Vayu-compounds, and

Akasa-compounds. The Earth-compounds supply the

hard, formed matter of the body, the Tejas-compounds

give the animal heat (or the metabolic heat), the V&yu-

compounds are the sources of the motor-force in the

organism, the Ap-compounds furnish the watery parts

of the organic fluids, and the Akasa-compounds con-

tribute to the finer etheric essence which is the vehicle

of the conscious life

Roughly speaking, the Earth-compounds answer to

the nitrogen compounds in the food, the Tejas-com-

pounds to the hydro-carbons (heating-producing), and

the Vayu-compounds to the carbo-hydrates (dynamic).

The Ap-compounds are the watery parts of food and

drink. The flesh, for example, is a tissue composed

principally of the Earth-compounds
;
the fat, of the Earth -

and Ap-compounds
;
the bones, of Earth-, Vayu-, and

Tejas-compounds. Different operations of the metabolic
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heat (perhaps different digestive fluids are also meant) are

required to digest the different substances in the food.

The course of metabolism is described as follows.

The entire alimentary canal is called the Mahasrotas

(the great channel).

The food goes down the gullet by the action of the

bio-motor force, the Prana Vdyu.

In the stomach (^mT^ra) the food becomes mixed up,

first with a gelatinous mucus (wfatf ^rtf) which has a

saccharine taste, and then gets acidulated by the further

chemical action of a digestive juice
(
n^rg icffiyfl hit:,

evidently the gastric juice is meant). Then the bio-

motor force, the Samana Vdyu, begins to act, and

drives down the chyme, by means of the Grahani Nadi,

to the Pittasaya (duodenum, lit. bile-receptacle), and

thence to the small intestines (the ^rww^nr)- Id these,

the bile (or rather the digestive substance in the bile, as

opposed to the colouring element) acts on the chyme

and converts the latter into chyle (x^r), which has at

first a katu taste (pungency). This chyle contains in

a decomposed and metamorphosed condition all the

organic compounds, viz. tissue-producing Earth-com-

pounds, water-parts or Ap-compounds, heat-producing

Tejas-compounds, force-producing Vayu-compounds, and

lastly, finer etheric constituents which serve as the

vehicle of consciousness. The essence of chyle (^wpt)

from the small intestines is driven by the bio-motor

force, the Prana Vdyu, along a Dhamani trunk (cf. the

thoracic duct), first to the heart (which is a great

receptacle of chyle), and thence to the liver (and the

spleen)
;
and in the liver the colouring substance in
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the bile acts on the essence of chyle, especially on the

Tejas-substance therein, and imparts to it a red pigment,

transforming it into blood
;
but the grosser part of chyle

proceeds along the Dhamanis, being driven

by the bio-motor force, the Vydna Vayu, all over the

body.

When the blood has been formed, the essence of

chyle in the blood, acted on by Vayu (bio-motor force)

and Mamsagni (the flesh-forming metabolic heat), forms

the flesh-tissue, the Earth-compound of the food-

substance especially contributing to this tissue. Of the

flesh-tissue thus formed, the grosser part goes to feed or

replenish the flesh-tissue all over the body. The finer

essence of flesh in the blood in the chyle, acted on again

by Vayu (bio-motor current) and the fat-forming

metabolic heat (jf^tsfhr) in the menstruum of lymph

(eFtfi wftp), receives viscosity and whiteness, and

produces the fatty tissue, the Earth-compounds and

Ap-compounds of the food specially contributing to the

product. This fat in the chyle (or blood), or rather the

grosser part of it, replenishes the fatty tissue of

the body, but the finer essence of fat in the flesh in

the blood in the chyle, acted on by Vayu (bio-motor

current) and the marrow-forming metabolic heat, in the

menstruum of lymph (^wirNrii), becomes hard (crystal-

line) and forms bone, the Earth-, Vayu-, and Tejas-

compounds contributing principally to the product. The

essence of the fat fills the hollow channels of the bones,

and acted on again by bio-motor Vayu and metabolic

heat, becomes transformed into marrow. The marrow

is similarly transformed into the semen, which is con-
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veyed down by means of a pair of Dhamcmis or ducts

(i
1

sprai), lodged in its receptacles (spran—wwt), and

discharged by means of another pair of ducts (irfwirir).

The semen, or rather all the elements in their finer

essence, give off ojas, which returns to the heart,

the receptacle of chyle and blood, and again floods

the body and sustains the tissues, thus completing the

wheel or self-returning circle of metabolism

^sfisnr, cf. Charaka and Vagbhata).

It is to be noted that, throughout, the fluid in the

chyle or blood acts as the menstruum, though occasion-

ally the lymph, which is itself a derivative from the

chyle, is added, as in the case of the fatty tissue and

the bones
;
and that each preceding element or con-

stituent of the body (vttt— >115) takes up the

proper organic compounds from the food chyle to form

the next element or tissue. Throughout, also, the

chemical changes are due to the metabolic heat which

breaks up the compounds and recombines, but the

operations, and even the vehicles perhaps, of this heat

are different. For example, these heat-corpuscles in

the biliary ducts produce the bile, but the bile-secretion

is supposed to contain two distinct substances: (1) a

digestive fluid in the duodenum which acts on

the chyme to produce the chyle fqw)

;

and (2) a colouring bile-substance in the liver, which

adds a red pigment to the chyle and transforms it into

blood f^nr). Besides, there are three other biles,

of which the aqueous humour in the eye is supposed to

be one ftr#), helping in the formation of visual

images (wwrr^). This is the view of Dhanvantari and
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his school, but Atreya holds there is no evidence that

the bile really performs the first (digestive) function,

for this can be accounted for by the animal heat arising

from the working of the whole bodily machine.

There are three different hypotheses regarding the

course of metabolism and the successive transformations

of the chyle
(

—^^qiffan^tiT tt*jt

VTH'qiwaw:—Chakrapani, Bkanumati, Sutrastkana, XIV.,

10 ;
also his commentary on Charaka, Sutrastkana,

XXVIII.), but my account is based on the second hypo-

thesis, which has the preference of Chakrapani (^nsr:).

It may be added as a curiosity that each element of the

body (vut) under the metabolic heat is supposed to give

off a finer essence (ij^wft), which serves as the material

of the next succeeding element, and a dross (jt^), which

forms some of the excreta in the body (including the

nails, the hair, etc.), besides retaining its own substance

(the gross or main part), which is driven along by the

Vdyus (bio-motor or vital currents), or by the Srotas,

to its destination in the body.

Some idea of circulation appears to have been

entertained, for the heart which receives, and then sends

down the chyle through the Dhamanis, gets it back

transformed into blood, and the ojas also proceeds from

the heart and returns to it along with the chyle and

the blood.

( Cf. Vagbhata, wt: %tt: »

I ^TTVTTt I fhwjfit

i—Susruta, Sutrastkana, Ch. XLVI.
; cf. also

H4riqq -?raTHT«Tf qfejroftfrT *TT^W: I 7R I

—Ibid,, Ch. XLI. t: i wrfT -
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TmmH i w^r k ^ jwuri w
HTTHTTUT I TTrfw: tJTfWH^ W: > ^THrfu^T

HUTT 5 HTfw: I q^qqt HWfts?T q Pq^q fW qb^W] I

—

Charaka quoted by Dalvana. ^ft v^TWirq

wtoi ^rxfi ^Tri f^Tir^Trt tttt: i yranr wht^th u?urfN fWrhik i

Wt fhlJVTT HTH ^T «F^T Xjf^ftTH I ^nHWW^TlWT^
OTsfHvW I W^fWTHHSIFI ^T^sft HTTT I ^T
ht f^urra? hw*i: < rwrht i . .

. ^
fniPtT trr^oirr^T ^rfrim i < • . .

WsfkWRt *WH«mTHT fq#^TOT HTHTO T*ft I

^ vj C

TryTfrHW^nrr t# HTfMHT&fw i inirusr ^ wrrfwr h!h ^Ti^fhr-

Hjrur, fwot nuq sfbr^i ^ ^sfVnrnrff I

7UFi{lrf: ITTf^ U^JUfaT^l aiiqriS'fel THU HWT^ I 7T^

^ftfyyJT^Tt wtair: i fi^rr infH ^t jiw hw: wit: i

ttotp^w^t w. w: 3i^i wrck tut: i—

C

haraka-Dridhavala
' o

Samhita quoted by Aruna in his commentary on

Vagbhata.)

jjRn =pqr^ imTwt ^^TufarrJnTqfiT 1 rr^rr th i?t

wt srnrqffi 1 mi twt^4 ^rg-

H^UT I T# ^ ism^l ^ tftmiffl I rlfft T^HTSTaj

HtimrsrmfTT, Tr^dwrvnig; THmr ?r^jfi
1

(Chakradatta,

Bhanumati). This passage shows that the
“ venous

blood ” was conceived to be chyle-essence mixed with

blood, and that the circulation of the chyle, so far as it

was held to contribute its quota to the constituent

elements and tissues of the body, was really supposed

to be identical with the circulation of the blood (infr

T3WT3TT^i »rtwrsrnniffT). This will be abundantly clear

from the following account of the course of the chyle

and the blood :

—

tut: Hnmr^iTyTTT?HSf mut mm: i . . . wn:
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TTniRT^T^TTrft V^RR*! 3TrtvrTR3FR T^q WR
Wri-sr^q Hr^T F?r i ww: qiaHt^qrrft *r

frfSfrT I . . . rnr: RRH7TR ^TRTTTRR fft HTrft VRIU I Wc5: TRfTg I

HTrfr C^'cfi'IMH fi^R STTfUTR^ Tlfi ffTWT ^IR-

^npTT mTrftVJR^fk: WUT >H =ti cri 51 OTUfTTR ^fvTCTftj VWTflT I TTrT:

fRTHR: ^IRWRVTRfbfr UJRIr: f^RTR^ ^TrtTTT^wrftrr RftTTiR

RTfiT i et seq.

This finer essence of chyle which nourishes the flesh

is also carried in the blood, on the irrigation channel

hypothesis (^Tl-fwarro).

Section 2.

THE CIRCULATORY SYSTEM.

The standing puzzle of Hindu anatomy and physio-

logy is the classification of the Siras, Dhamanis, and

Srotas, the channels, passages, and ducts in the body

including the arteries, veins, nerves, lymphatic vessels, etc.

The difficulty was felt by the ancient observers them-

selves. Some were of opinion that the Dhamanis and

Srotas are only modifications of the Siras, and that the

division is artificial. Susruta, however, contends that

they are distinct, because they can be traced to different

roots and have different functions
;
they are apt to be

confounded only because they are minute, juxtaposed,

and similar in function (Susruta, Sarirasthdna,

Chapter IX.). Charaka also accepts the established

division, but points out that the numbers as estimated

are conjectural Sarirasthdna,

Chapter VII.).

The Siras, Dhamanis, and Srotas form networks
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(sn^rfa) of cords, fibres, passages, which in the foetus

take their rise from the umbilical cord, and proceed

upwards to the heart and head, downwards to the

kidneys and rectum, and outwards to the trunk and

limbs. These three classes comprise all the vehicles or

conductors of the fluids, secretions, and currents in the

bodily system.

The Srotas (currents). This is a peculiarity of

Hindu physiology. The chyle, the blood, the Vayu,

the metabolic fluid (fxnr), the lymph, the fat, the marrow,

in every part of the body, is supposed to be connected

by means of subtle currents (Srotas) with the same

kind of fluid (or tissue) in every other part. Without

supposing such special connections, many pathological

phenomena cannot be explained.

The Sirds are divided into four groups
:

(l) the

arteries for conducting the blood, (2) the lymphatics

for conducting the lymph, (3) a class of bile-ducts, and

(4) a class of ducts for the Vayus, the currents which

work the automatic and reflex machinery of the living

organism. In each group there are 10 trunk Birds,

which sub-divide into 175 cords, and further ramify

minutely all over the body, even as a network of

minute fibrils covers the leaf of a tree.

The functions of the different groups of Birds are to

conduct or transmit the (arterial) blood, the lymph, the

bile, and the (vital) Vdyu currents respectively to the

different parts of the body. The Sirds are compared to

the conduits of the flowing water in a pleasure-house (a

garden), or the channels of irrigation that flood a field.

The conduction (or transmission) of the fluids and

p
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currents is effected by an alternate dilation and con-

traction of the vessels, the systolic movement differing

according to the nature of the fluid propelled :

mi f$K i $id i
(V( mrfcr ^

^ ^ ^TT^r^wrwrf^ffrf^R: i

rfiei nmMTt • WTUt •TTTM^cS TfrT^ ’Ty-

^ i wmt ^rsfii’yHiR^iri i yrfNn'V'afr fcnm-

fysft eFiprTf^afr rwf^i:—Susruta, Sarlrasthana,

Chap. YII.

The Dliamams in the foetus take their rise from the

umbilical cord, thus bringing nourishment from the

mother. They are divided into three groups
(
a

)

ten

trunks or cords going up to the heart, and thence to the

head,
(
b

)

ten going down to the intestines, kidneys, and

rectum, and
(
c

)

four branching obliquely or . sidewise,

and ramifying over the whole body. In a general way,

it may be stated that the Dhamams comprise (1) the

veins, (2) the nerves (including the sympathetic system),

(3) the chyle-ducts (including the thoracic duct?) as

distinguished from the other lymphatics, which are

mostly classed as &iras, (4) the ducts for urine, sweat,

and other secretions, and (5) lastly, certain classes of

bile-ducts and conductors of Vayu currents, possibly

those connected with the venous system and the chyle-

ducts.

The first group of Dhamams :—Special features

:

Each of the ten ascending Dliamams
, on reaching the

heart, trifurcates, and proceeds to the head. Of these

fibres, one pair is engaged in conducting each of the

four sensory currents (those of sound, colour, taste, and

smell) from the sense-organs, as Charaka and Susruta
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must have supposed
,
to the heart, which is for them the

seat of consciousness (|y4 Susruta,

Sdnrasthdna, Chap. IV.
; ?<pi Charaka,

Sdrirasthdna, Chap. VIII.). Other Dhamanis, also in

pairs, are engaged in conducting automatic (or voluntary)

motor currents
(
e.g . the currents concerned in respira-

tion, yawning, sleeping and waking), or the secretions

of the lachrymal and mammary glands.

The second group of Dhamanis :—Special functions :

The descending Dhamanis go down to the intestines,

kidneys, bladder, and rectum, and their special function

is to cohvey, in pairs as before, urine and other secre-

tions and excreta. They also convey the chyle from

the small intestines to the ascending as well as the

ramifying Dhamanis. In addition, some of them

convey sweat to the ramifying Dhamanis.

The third group :—Special functions : The remaining

four Dhamanis ramify obliquely over the body into

millions of fibres and fibrillse, which terminate in the

pores of the skin. From all parts of the periphery

they conduct the sensory currents of touch to the

central organ of the heart (including the internal

organic sensations). Being connected with the pores

of the skin, they conduct sweat outwards, and the

influences of baths, embrocations, and fomentations

inwards.

Other Dhamanis serving as chyle-ducts and as

(venous) blood-vessels.—Besides the special functions

performed by the three groups, there are two character-

istic functions common to certain classes of Dhamanis

which are found in all the three groups, viz. the conduc-

P 2
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tion of chyle and of (venous) blood, i.e. of impure blood

before it gets its red pigment from the liver. It may
also be added that the three principal elements of the

body

—

Vayu (vital current), Pitta (bile, or rather the fluid

animal heat which produces metabolism, tjtoF, and flows

to all the parts of the body by means of connective

passages), and Kapha (lymph)—make use of the

Dhamams as well as the Siras and Srotas, i.e. of all

manner of conductors in the organism (cf. Charaka,

sUrtfuy vh: fa HTrrtffa —
^ C\

Vimanasthana, Chapter V.).

The functions of the Siras may therefore be stated

as follows :

—

(1) The conduction of blood from the liver and

spleen, red blood (what may be called the arterial blood

of this system of physiology), to the heart, head,

trunk, limbs, etc.

(2) Common functions of all connective passages,

viz. the conduction of Vayu (vital current), Pitta

(metabolic fluid), and Kapha (lymph).

The different classes of Dhamams, with their

functions, are :

—

(1) The nerves: (a) eight sensory (central) nerves

for the four special senses other than touch
; (

b
)
twelve

motor nerves partly for voluntary and partly for

automatic movements
;
and

(
c
)
the nerves of touch and

organic sensation, including the sympathetic nerves.

(2) and (3) The chyle-ducts and the conductors of

(venous) blood before it is transformed into blood in

the liver (and the spleen).

(4) The classes of Dhamams, which, in common
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with the Siras and Srotas, conduct Vayu, Pitta, and

Kapha, the prime movers of the organic life.

The Vascular System.

The anatomical arrangement of the thirds and

Dliamariis in Charaka and Susruta is so obscure that

only a rough outline of its general features can be

attempted. In fact, Charaka contents himself with

giving the number of Sird cords as 700, and of

Dhamani cords as 200. He also estimates the rami-

fications as numbering 3,056,900.

The carriage of the blood and the lymph is

accomplished by two sets of vessels, Sirds and Dhamanis,

the first standing for “ arteries ” (with capillaries)

and lymphatics (other than chyle-ducts), and the

second for “ veins ” and chyle-ducts (as well as certain

passages for sweat, etc.).

The navel in the foetus is taken to be the source

and origin of the entire vascular system, whether for

the blood or the lymph. Vagbhata takes the heart to

be the origin of the Sirds.

From this central alimentary tract two sets of

vessels (Siras and Dhamanis—Rasavdhinyah
)
issue for

the flow of the chyle and other lymph, and two sets

(Sirds and Dhamanis, “
arteries ” and “ veins ”—

Raktavdhinyali) for the flow of the blood.

The Lymph (and Chyle) : Distribution.—The chyle

is conducted by the chyle-bearing Dhamanis (Rasa-

vdliinyah
), and the lymph (other than chyle) by the

lymph-bearing Sirds and Dhamanis
(
Kaphavdhinyali).
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The lymph-bearing Siras comprise 10 branches at the

origin, and ramify into 175—viz., 25 in each leg,

25 in each arm, 8 in the pelvic cavity, coccyx, penis,

etc., 2 in each side, 6 in the back, 6 in the abdomen,

10 in the breast, 14 in the neck, 2 in the ears,

9 in the tongue, 6 in the nose, and 10 in the

eyes.

The chyle is carried by another system of vessels

(Rasavdhinyah Dhamanyah). The chyle-ducts issue

from the Navi (possibly the receptaculum chyli in this

case). A Dliamani trunk descends to the small

intestine, and, taking up the chyle, proceeds upwards

towards the heart (thoracic duct ?). Two chyle-ducts

as well as two lymph-ducts
(
Dhamams—Rasavdhinyah

and Kaphavdhinyah) proceed from the heart, and

ramify over the head and trunk. Similarly two

chyle-ducts and two lymph-ducts proceed from the

intestinal tract and ramify over the pelvic region.

Four obliquely branching Dhamanis (bearing chyle,

sweat, and internal secretions) also spread from the

central tract, and ramify in numberless minute

channels over the limbs and the body.

The Blood-vascular System.—There are two classes

of blood conductors : (l) &irds, which break up into

capillaries
(
Pratdn

)
and distribute “pure” blood from

the liver (and spleen) to the heart, and from the heart

to the rest of the body
(
asrigvahdscha rohinyak sirdh

ndtyusnasitaldh,—Susruta, Sarirasthana, Chap. VII.

;

cf. Vagbhata : dasa mulasirdh hritsthah, Chap. III.,

Sarirasthana), and (2) Dhamanis (Raktavahinyah ),

which proceed, two from the intestinal tract (portal
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vein and inferior vena cava), and two from the heart

(superior vena cava and pulmonary artery ?).

The “ venous ” blood (chyle-mixed blood) proceeds

from the alimentary tract (gastric and intestinal

vessels), along a Dliamani trunk (portal vein ?) to the

liver (and spleen), where the chyle gets a red pigment

and is turned into (pure) blood. From the liver and

spleen, Siras (“ arteries ”) proceed to the heart. The

liver (and spleen, a minor blood-vascular gland) and

the heart are the centres of origin of the Siras

(“ arteries ”), and distribute pure blood by their means

over the entire body.

Arrangement of the blood-bearing Siras and

Dliamanis. — Two blood - bearing Dliamani trunks

(“ veins ”) proceed from the heart (superior vena cava

and pulmonary artery ?), and two proceed from different

regions of the alimentary tract (portal vein and inferior

vena cava ?). Ten Siras bearing pure blood proceed

from the alimentary tract to the liver and spleen,

which are joined on to the heart by means of both

Sircis and Dliamanis. The ten Siras are subdivided

into 175 branches, which are distributed over the

body in the same way as the lymph-bearing Siras

(vide supra).

It is clear that Charaka and Susruta had no idea of

the part played by the lungs in the purification of the

blood. The liver converts the “ venous ” blood in this

system into true (“arterial”) blood, and along with the

spleen serves as a basis of discrimination between a

Sird and a Dliamani, thus illustrating Susruta’s

statement that the distinction between these two kinds
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of blood-vessels must be accepted as real, inasmuch

as they have different sources and different functions.

riiyi*5 «TTf»nW«Or|| <^T ^TVHTTHT^I^rT-

Hfk^rn: qresqqirj ^wfWirwr %pn i qnhqmrq Pnqi$m-

fqqsj qrtwini^ fqrqqTq: ^rfWw^w:

srchi wqqfqr qT^stqirrqt fkwr<nqt tw^i^PHT^qffq (Susruta,

Sarirasthana, Chap. IX.). qq qtqqVnrrqRq quqnsq qrqq

mtrntq qwwq: qrc. to3^: q IR i qq? q wrqq i

* qqqfagqfq^ q^slm ’^nki^ri -

hPh^j '

i i : sitHc i qqj ^T^vrqrOs^R^
TTM^M^tV^I I q ^r^pnta: qchrtill^M^ UTO TTqqqfq i (Ibid.,

Chap. IV.). trwqnrqrqqrq: ^fqqi T^nuqwvW i

(Ibid., Sutrasthana, Chap. XIV.). qqpgKi^q T pq qqffq i

$rcft;q ^ttht ^q sreg i Puul fa: <^tt ^q $H=q ifa^qfaqre

i 7n«rt qfr P^^iqn : qvr*qfrri qqqrq: i

qrqt f^rcrc qRifit sinwi qnrqrfq^ft fqqqi foql qrtfiqT-

ffsfr ^tT q i (Ttot^ qnwP^q'V.d qrq qsnqqqiqt

•q^TryT ur^iTT qqfk i vqqTf^ns q^rnft^TTq i qq ^ i iHiPgai: ftrcr:

^°hPwq qqffsq qqf^fq: i qqq ftnqrafw| q snugma t i P^qqqr

qni qq qt^i q^ffr wpr. i qq v^qiu: qnfiqgra i wqt
qqf H^H^iqq i qrr: %tt: ^ilnqrqR qqnqfq

(Sarirasthana, Chap. VIII.). fgrrfrn (qr^T) TqnRT tr i

qqtf ^nnrni %mg qqq sfl^sr qqfq (Ibid., Chap. IV.).

qrt (qf^T) fqqvrr HR I qq pfqqqqTHHqg^Rl^ qi'iT 3T^TT q^-
qtqiw?T vrcqfq i fq^q fwqqqlqf#?! i . . . qrfq (qtatfq)

Hiqnq l^qtqc^lqq^gqqOq^iqiTlqq^ i PH i qq Trrqrqq q i qqrf^

f^q Twriq^rq qqq: i q^qrqq i i wqrf^ wt^ #q (Kloma

,

gall-bladder) q i qq fqgqi fqqraT i qqqq q i qqrf^s ^Ri^rq:

i qqqq i i qqrf^ gqq uHif^qyy wq: »

rqqq i i qqTft* qqqsrfqrql- Tqrrrfqqq qqq: i qfqqq £ t

qqtf^ qrnpq^ c^iP^'a qqq: i
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Section 3.

THE NERVOUS SYSTEM IN CHARAKA.

The Nerves .—Dhamants as nerves : The anatomy of

the nervous system in Charaka and Susruta can be

more clearly and confidently restored. The Dhamants

that ascend from the heart divide into thirty cords, of

which twenty, i.e. ten pairs, are cranial nerves, and

the other ten, or five pairs, are engaged in convey-

ing vital currents, metabolic fluid, lymph, blood, and

chyle.

The cranial nerves are
:

( 1 )
four pairs of sensory

nerves carrying sensory impulses from the sense-organs

to the heart, viz. the optic, auditory, olfactory, and

gustatory nerves, and (2) six pairs of motor (or mixed

nerves), e.g. three pairs of motor nerves for the eye

(Motores oculorum, Pathetic and Abducentes) working

the Levator Palpebrse and other muscles of the orbit

;

one pair of motor nerves for articulation (the Hypo-

glossal)
;
one pair of motor nerves for the larynx (the

Pneumo-gastric), and another pair connected with

mammae and (in the case of the male) the seminal duct.

It is further stated that other motor or sensori-motor

impulses are carried by some of these cranial nerves,

viz. those which produce sighs and sobs, yawning,

laughter, and hunger. Evidently some of the functions

of the pneumogastric and the spinal accessory nerves

are intended, as also of the phrenic and other nerves of

the cervical plexus.

Of the thirty descending Dhamanh
,
ten (or five

pairs) are conductors of blood, chyle, vital current,
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metabolic fluid, and lymph, and the remaining twenty

are spinal nerves (specially the nerves of the sacro-

coccygeal and sacral plexuses, if not also of the lumbar

plexus). The obliquely branching Dhamanis, so far as

they are nerves, comprise the brachial and the lumbar

plexus, and divide and sub-divide hundred-fold, thousand-

fold, till they ramify into fibrillse round the pores of

the skin. They carry to the heart cutaneous sensations,

external as well as internal. A fibril (^ssRTft) is said

to be as minute as the thousandth part of a hair

(efts: n^Krtro:

—

Panchadasi).

^#TT.

^rrrf vnvfirf i wrej iro
i ^TTrftr^F^fwwR # ir 5^1 i

i ir«it i i7«it vtv wfffrT i irwrt

| ^T«it TrfwVW I i ^ ^TWrf^ft I ¥ I K V3

51^ i

\5

ffTOuuTHHg w?ft?rt *r#«fnr stttvt

Trre^mT: i

runifr^ ^rett hwt%h wmt hutth i t:

^PtUPlfifT I

wt^R'kHfininTTiw i fvwR tri

JWt TT U^llPri I WT¥ Wfifim FPTHFTT ^TWrU: I

(Susruta, Sarirasthana, Chap. IX.).

Section 4.

THE NERVOUS SYSTEM AFTER THE TANTRAS—
PSYCHO-PHYSIOLOGY.

In Charaka and Susruta (as in Aristotle) the heart

is the central organ and seat of consciousness
;
but in
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the Tantric writings (as in Galen) the seat of conscious-

ness is transferred to the brain or rather the cerebro-

spinal system. The soul (the Jiva) has its special seat

within the Brahmarandhra above the foramen of Monro

and the middle commissure, but traverses the whole

cerebro-spinal axis, up and down, along the Susumria

(the central passage of the spinal cord). The Brahma-

danda (vertebral column) contains the Susumna, the

Brahma Nadi, and the Manovahd Nadi. The cerebro-

spinal axis with the connected sympathetic system

contains a number of ganglionic centres and plexuses

(
Chakras

,
Padmas) from which nerves (Nadfs, thirds,

and Dhamanis

)

1
radiate over the head, trunk, and

limbs.

Section 5.

GANGLIONIC CENTRES AND PLEXUSES
(SYMPATHETIC-SPINAL SYSTEM).

Beginning with the lower extremity, the centres

and plexuses of the connected spinal and sympathetic

systems may be described as follows :

—

(l) The Adhdra Chakra, the sacro-coccygeal plexus,

with four branches, eleven angulis (about nine inches)

below the solar plexus (Kanda, Bralimagranthi) ;
the

source of a massive pleasurable sesthesia, voluminous

organic sensations of repose. An inch and a half above

1 The writers of the Yoga and Tantra schools use the term

Nadi, by preference, for nerves. They also mean cranial nerves

when they speak of Siras, never using the latter term for arteries,

as in the older medical literature.
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it, and the same distance below the membrum virile

(Mehana ), is a minor centre called the Agni-sikha.

(2) The Svddhisthana Chakra, the sacral plexus

with six branches (tr^Tftrr, —leaves), concerned in

the excitation of sexual feelings with the accompani-

ments of lassitude, stupor, cruelty, suspicion, contempt.

(3) The Navikanda (corresponding to the solar

plexus, Bhanubhavanam), which forms the great

junction of the right and left sympathetic chains

(Pingald and Icld) with the cerebro-spinal axis.

Connected with this is the Manipuraka, the lumbar

plexus with connected sympathetic nerves, the ten

branches of which are concerned in the production of

sleep and thirst, and the expressions of passions like

jealousy, shame, fear, stupefaction.

(4) The Anahata Chakra, the cardiac plexus of the

sympathetic chain, with twelve branches, connected

with the heart, the seat of the egoistic sentiments,

hope, anxiety, doubt, remorse, conceit, egoism, etc.

(5) The Blidratisthana, the junction of the spinal

cord with the medulla oblongata, which, by means of

nerves like the pneumo-gastric, etc., regulates the larynx

and other organs of articulation. This also comprises

the laryngeal and pharyngeal plexuses.

(6) The Lalana Chakra, opposite the uvula, which

has twelve leaves (or lobes), supposed to be the tract

affected in the production of ego-altruistic sentiments

and affections like self-regard, pride, affection, grief,

regret, respect, reverence, contentment, etc.

(7) The sensori-motor tract, comprising two Chakras,

(a) the Ajna Chakra, lit. the circle of command (over
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movements), with its two lobes, and
(
b
)
the Manaschakra,

the sensorium, with its six lobes (five special sensory

for peripherally initiated sensations, and one common

sensory for centrally initiated sensations, as in dreams

and hallucinations).

The Ajnavaha Nadis, efferent or motor nerves,

communicate motor impulses to the periphery from this

Ajnd Chakra, this centre of command over movements
;

and the afferent or sensory nerves of the special senses,

in pairs, the Gandhavaha Nadi (olfactory sensory), the

Rupavaha Nadi (optic), the Savdavahd Nadi (auditory),

the Rasavahd Nadi (gustatory), and the Sparasavaha

Nadi (tactile), come from the periphery (the peripheral

organs of the special senses) to this Manaschakra, the

sensory tract at the base of the brain. The Manas-

chakra also receives the Manovaha Nadi, a generic

name for the channels along which centrally initiated

presentations (as in dreaming or hallucination) come to

the sixth lobe of the Manaschakra.

(8) The Somachakra, a sixteen-lobed ganglion, com-

prising the centres in the middle of the cerebrum, above

the sensorium
;
the seat of the altruistic sentiments and

volitional control, e.g. compassion, gentleness, patience,

renunciation, meditativeness, gravity, earnestness, reso-

lution, determination, magnanimity, etc.
;
and lastly

(9) The Sahasrara Chakra, thousand-lobed, the

upper cerebrum with its lobes and convolutions, the

special and highest seat of the Jiva, the soul.

naffc-iff tTiR 1 • .

.

^3 wfa azrfa wa: aRZT . • . . . . ^tt
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qrm^rii JT^R i vrnft ^ jrfrrnjTH?i wwr

^UT^T . • . QiTjil mi y<ui *1 l^t . • . st>*i I rt < c*lM ^THT

7T7T I

O \

<3dq ^nTTVW • ^^SK^lTHJTT I «PTV^T N fT^T|'iii|*j n
|-

fgrn ^rrsn . . . fron . . . f^wrsf^riwsn q^iarrfiftr >

qfTlisTCT HTTrTten'H VTT?T^ TTW Wq ‘WITTS': TUT TOTT ^TOTT^T. I

eScTHTM qfTOTrrqi ^ gid.smv* 1 ^'ihhwh: sfrqr: wg
HHJq’TfTBR: ^TfT TTT^qiTTVfn c^ci *1 W3i I fg^cjl ^
WTW qi^TTH ^ ^rrfq^Trr: 1 tc? ^tt% to

firWic^i P«1 H TTO7 v+Timmim^ 'STHH

ur^qhrg qtrf^q ^3 1 Toftsfq ^531355 Trur^is 1 ^53 qrrsr

rirq sfr^r: vttst hiwt: i qrcrrq htN vnf Irmi vothtot

?rr^i tVt^ fronrr wrfi niwcin wr. 1 tou!dhja*m *frzm-

qrrui wnr 1 q^iTgafta vfMui 1 qj* ^rgnqqjg

cjsti.m 1 sj5h<hi*i

i

fti 1 wftq: yuy^*iiit(sT tt^t

qrfc?TfWT TO 1 ^STC^S TWrTf wfN: HNST WfffrT: I ... ^mil-

TTH £| ?' jjcd l£^ ^T ft .usual (^#) TOW rTWTH

Hq d sftT^l^iw I d rH m q 1*1 l^TT ssm 1^ ft. I ri M l^tu I

(Tfi iirRiTOFT as summarised in Damodara’s Sangitadarpana

;

vide Sangita-ratnakara, fwmqf^qqrw, verses 116-144)

WTVTHqftw^T srer^fk wBstrff tthtt^ qfqt 3^ hitth:

(TTOTOTT) -rnr qrfTTfofrTqt fqTO^TTO^TTOTfTHTOU HwTiq^H Ifqi £$

frrefiT 1 wror ^i3^ih<*ni^ v^rr^rrar 33W ^tw

jfhlff 1 H TOHTTOT HTTl- Hqfw (fVsIMftr^, VTwftqr)

33^T sTRHTTT mbr (Jnana Sankalini Tantra).

For functions of AjnavaM Nadi and ManovaM Nadi,

also see Sankara Misra’s UpasMra.

The cerebro-spinal axis and the heart : their

respective relations to the conscious life.—Vijnana-

bhikshu, iu the passage just quoted, identifies the

ManovaM Nadi (vehicle of consciousness, ptowth) with
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the cerebro-spinal axis and its ramifications, and com-

pares the figure to an inverted gourd with a thousand-

branched stem hanging down. The Susumna, the

central passage of the spinal cord, is the stem of this

gourd (or a single branch). The writers on the Yoga

(including the authors of the various Tantric systems)

use the term somewhat differently. On this view, the

Manovaha Nadi is the channel of the communication of

the Jiva (soul) with the Manaschakra (sensorium) at

the base of the brain. It has been stated that

the sensory currents are brought to the sensory

ganglia along afferent nerves of the special senses.

But this is not sufficient for them to rise to the

level of discriminative consciousness A
communication must now be established between the

Jiva (in the Sahasrdra Chakra
,
upper cerebrum) and

the sensory currents received at the sensorium, and

this is done by means of the Manovaha Naclt. When
sensations are centrally initiated, as in dreams and

hallucinations, a special Nadi (Svapnavahd Nadi),

which appears to be only a branch of the Manovaha

Nadi, serves as the channel of communication from the

Jiva (soul) to the sensorium. In the same way, the

Ajnavahd Nadi brings down the messages of the soul

from the Sahasrdra (upper cerebrum) to the Ajnd

Chakra (motor tract at the base of the brain), messages

which are thence carried farther down, along efferent

nerves, to various parts of the periphery. I may add that

the special sensory nerves, together with the Manovahd

Nadi, are sometimes generally termed Jndnavahd Nadi

,

lit. channel of presentative knowledge. There is no
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difficulty so far. The Manovaha Nadi and the Ajndvaha

Xacli connect the sensori-motor tract at the base of the

brain (Jlanaschakra and Ajnachakra) with the highest

(and special) seat of the soul (Jim) in the upper

cerebrum
(
Sahasrdra

), the one being the channel for

carrying up the sensory, and the other for bringing

down the motor messages. But efforts of the will

(Ajna, Prayatna

)

are conscious presentations, and the

Manovaha Nadi must therefore co-operate with the

Ajndvaha in producing the consciousness of effort.

Indeed, attention, the characteristic function of Manas,

by which it raises sense-presentations to the level of

discriminative consciousness, implies effort
(
Prayatna

)

on the part of the soul (Atman, Jiva), an effort of which

we are conscious through the channel of the Manovaha

Nadi. But how to explain the presentation of effort in

the motor nerves ? Sankara Misra, the author of the

UpasMra on Kanadas Sutras, argues that the Nadis

(even the volitional or motor nerves) are themselves

sensitive, and their affections are conveyed to the

sensorium by means of the nerves of the (inner) sense

of touch (which are interspersed in minute fibrillss

among them). The consciousness of effort, then, in any

motor nerve, whether Ajndvaha (volitional-motor) or

Pranavahd (automatic-motor), depends on the tactile

nerves (or nerves of organic sensation) mixed up with

it. Thus the assimilation of food and drink by the

automatic activity of the Pranas implies an (automatic)

effort (stfr^rfnriniR) accompanied by a vague organic

consciousness, which is due to the fact that minute

fibres of the inner touch-sense are interspersed with the
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machinery of the automatic nerves (the Pranavaha

Nadis).

fh! f ^rrEfTrf TnnFfatra: innfq FFfafFrel’Tfavir

uttj^r fRftr i vTi^err^ rrfj i P^vu raFW '

fffcirfM i

mq^TTTtnmur TRHrf wf^qlFrawr^wifF h i fw-

f^ftjxra^pr f i Ff^ FHftr «ph f

hff f fff ft^ f f f^ft ^FTFrrarrctegHF: i (Sankara

Misra’s Upaskctra
,
on Sutras 14, 15, Ahnika 2, Chap. V.).

The Heart. The heart in the older schools is

considered to be the seat of waking consciousness
;
for

the heart expands during waking life and contracts

during sleep.

Sleep (fitf) again is of two kinds, (1) dreaming sleep

(
swapna

,
supti), when the external senses are withdrawn

into the heart, but the representative-presentative

faculty (ff:> f^w) wakes, and (2) dreamless sleep
(
susupti ),

when this last faculty is likewise merged in the mere

automatic activity of life.

WFUjfk I ffitf ^T^FFF FFF FFFIFFT^f I fFF^fF

^rftWTWT FTFff fFSJ^IWfq I FFT FTF^FftTWlt FNI <

F7T ^iFFT FTFft fwH I FF^fT ^FH FTO ggffc:

—

(

Sangita-ratnakara ).

Section 6.

NERVE-CORDS AND FIBRES (SYMPATHETIC-SPINAL
SYSTEM).

Nerve-cords and fibres—Cranial and spinal nerves,

and the connected sympathetic nerves.—With the

writers on the Yoga, all the Sirds
,
and such of the

Dharnarils as are not vehicles of vital current, metabolic

Q
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fluid, lymph, chyle or blood, are cranial nerves, and

proceed from the heart through the spinal cord to the

cranium. These cranial nerves include pairs for the

larynx and the tongue, for the understanding and use

of speech, for the raising and lowering of the eyelids,

for weeping, for the sensations of the special senses, etc.

—

a confused and unintelligent reproduction of Susruta’s

classification. But the enumeration of the spinal nerves

with the connected sympathetic chain and ganglia, is a

distinct improvement on the old anatomists. The

following plan attempts to give a rough idea of the

relative position of the principal nerves of the sympa-

thetic-spinal system.

PUSA
6

PAYASVINI o

SARASVATI
o o

PINGALA

<b
v ^ ^V

GANDHaPJ
o

KUHU
O

O SANKBXNI

O IDA

O
VARANl

o
VISVODAP.A

o
JASASVINI

Right.

O
alambusa

o
HASTDTHVA

Left.

The Susumna is the central cord in the vertebral

column (a£i?4T5 , *hs). The two chains of sympathetic

ganglia on the left and the right are named Ida and

Pingala respectively. The sympathetic nerves have

their main connection with Susumna at the solar plexus

wrbrws in the or waxrnsj)- Of the

seven hundred nerve-cords of the sympathetic-spinal
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system Sangita-ratnakara), the fourteen most

important are :

—

(1) Susumnd, in the central channel of the spinal

cord.

(2) lcld, the left sympathetic chain stretching from

under the left nostril to below the left kidney, in the

form of a bent bow.

(
3

)
Pingaid, the corresponding chain on the right.

(
4 )

Kuhu, the pudic nerve of the sacral plexus, to

the left of the spinal cord.

(5) Gdndhdri, to the back of the left sympathetic

chain, supposed to stretch from below the corner of the

left eye to the left leg. It was evidently supposed that

some nerves of the cervical plexus came down through

the spinal cord and joined on to the great sciatic nerve

of the sacral plexus.

(6) Hastijihva, to the front of the left sympathetic

chain, stretching from below the corner of the left eye

to the great toe of the left foot, on the same supposition

as before. Pathological facts were believed to point

to a special nerve connection between the eyes and

the toes.

(7) Sarasvatz, to the right of Susumnd, stretching

up to the tongue (the hypo-glossal nerves of the cervical

plexus).

(8) Pusa, to the back of the right sympathetic

chain, stretching from below the corner of the right eye

to the abdomen (a connected chain of cervical and

lumbar nerves).

(
9

)
Payasvirn, between Pusa and Sarasvati, auricular

branch of the cervical plexus on the right.

Q 2
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(10) Sankhini, between Gandhari and Sarasvati,

auricular branch of the cervical plexus on the left.

(11) Jasasviiii, to the front of the right sympa-

thetic chain, stretching from the right thumb to the

right leg (the radial nerve of the brachial plexus

continued on to certain branches of the great sciatic).

(12) Vdrand, the nerves of the sacral plexus,

between Kuhu and Jasasvini, ramifying over the lower

trunk and limbs.

(13) Visvodara, the nerves of the lumbar plexus,

between Kuhu and Hastijihva, ramifying over the

lower trunk and limbs.

(14) Alambusa, the coccygeal nerves, proceeding

from the sacral vertebrae to the urino-genitary organs.

(
Vide Sangita-ratnakara, f tt? Pa h oilq

—

Slokas 144-156. Also, the Yogarnava.)

Section 7.

AUTOMATIC AND REFLEX ACTIVITY OF THE
ORGANISM—THE FORTY-NINE VATUS.

Charaka describes Vdyu as that which keeps the

machine of the body at work, the prime-mover, the

impelling force which sets in motion the organs

(including the senses and the mind), which arranges

the cells and tissues, and which unfolds or develops the

foetal structure out of the fertilised ovum. Charaka

and Susruta notice the five chief Vdyus with their

functions in the maintenance of the animal life. Susruta

mentions Prana as having its course in the mouth, and
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concerned in deglutition, hiccough, respiration, etc.,

TJd&na as concerned in articulation and singing,

Samdna as digesting the food in the stomach in con-

junction with the animal heat, Vy&na as coursing

all over the body, driving the chyle and causing

the flow of blood and sweat, and Ap&na as having

its seat in the intestinal region, and sending down

the urino-genital secretions. (Susruta

—

Nidanasthana,

Chapter I.)

In the mediaeval physiology the number of V&yus

is given as 49. As in Charaka and Susruta, the V&yus

are regarded as the moving or impelling forces that

work the organism and all its automatic and reflex

machinery. The Ajnavaha N&dis (efferent nerves) are

only channels for the conduction of commands of the

self or the will (snwn 'qw) ;
the V&yus

,
on the other hand,

are forces (or currents) that maintain the automatic,

reflex, or instinctive activities of the organism. The

ten chief V&yus with their functions are enumerated

thus :

—

(1) Pr&na, which works the ideo-motor verbal

mechanism and vocal apparatus, the respiratory system,

the muscles engaged in coughing, sighing, etc.

(2) Ap&na, which ejects the excretions and wastes,

the urine, the faeces, the sperm and germ-cells, etc.

(3) Vy&na, whose work is extension, contraction, and

flexion of the muscles, tendons, and ligaments
;

the

stored-up energy of the muscles.

(4) Sam&na, the force which, in conjunction with

animal heat, works the machinery of metabolism, in the

maintenance of the organic life. It drives or propels
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the chyle, blood, and every other current ($rota) or

circulating fluid in the body.

(5) Udana, concerned in maintaining the erect

posture of the body.

(6) Naga, which is concerned in involuntary retching,

vomiting.

(7) Kurina, which works the automatic movement

of the eyelids, winking, etc.

(8) Krikara, concerned with the appetites of hunger

and thirst.

(9) Devadatta, which brings about yawning, dozing,

etc.

(10)

Dhananjaya, which is concerned with coma,

swooning, trance.

irawn:: ^Mi, war hhh:, gtffcprnrrt

« I ri t*

)

fl'Ml'I'liC 0 , M=ir)otiT

tjwttt, Chap. XII.) kin g*xr»w irnrr:

cFISriP^cFIOT, ^TiTTHt • . . cPH offtflTT i ufth:

. . . m iii nnHg rri7Ti J|.ij^Ha^i sm ^ i ^rnn

hi? i fiwfw HTTtckg

' T^TtTF ^^ 'll rsF^O'l l p; U ofd fW7T I rFUrfkNl rf al-

'-JWitifk Tgwfqirrerrfk^ wrra i

w^nrHfk m^Tfk knt ^ph u<*1 PS ii i (nulacwi«tic 0

Cf. the summary in Raja Sourindra Mohan Tagore’s

edition of the Sangita-darpana.

3T^MTti (wT^ rVT-GqfWctttW)

^rrr^ Oitvh) ttuptr: i ^ i^ A O \C\ A

^rf^HITHTWrfk 3TTHFF ^pn I ^T%rTifhTTikHt ^TWT?nHT?TTT

3RTTH5 tmnrr whhci ^pr i -^Rnig: to
HTHT^q: ^ WUHE I VTINt ^n#TTO
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^ vi *l 4

H

firerR?pftfWfa • (Sanqita
-

darpana, Chap. I., Slokas 43-48). Cf. the extract in

Sankara.

hhh: i ^rw. i ^tr:

«nit: triT i ^ttt: ig: i

wr: TTirj ^5 n: ^?TtTR trAt i ^fw i (SartraJca

Bhasyci, Chap. II., Pada 4, Sutra 2).

Section 8.

FCETAL DEVELOPMENT (AFTER SUSRUTA). 1

The ovum fertilised by the sperm-cell and developing

under the influence of animal heat forms successive

layers and tissues, even as layers of cells and fibres are

formed in wood. First are formed seven layers, epithelial

and dermal
(
Saptatwachah ), then follow the several

tissues
(
Kaldh ), the flesh, the vascular tissue, the fat

and marrow, the lymphatic and (glandular) tissue, the

intestinal tissues, the biliary and the seminal vessels.

These tissues are regarded by some as modifications of

the original dermal layers of the ovum (cf. the layers of

the blastoderm and their relation to the tissues in

Embryology). The tissues are supposed to be developed

successively, one out of another, by chemical action or

metabolism
(
pdka), e.g. chyle is transformed into blood,

blood into flesh, flesh into fat, fat into bone, bone (in

reality, fat in the bones) into marrow, marrow into

sperm-cell. The organs are next formed out of the

tissues. The liver, gall-bladder (kloma), spleen, and

1 Reproduced from my monograph in Dr. Ray’s “ Hindu
Chemistry,” Vol. II.
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lungs are referred to the blood
;
the intestines to the

blood, lymph, and bile
;
the kidneys to the blood and

fat
;
the testicles to the blood, lymph, and fat

;
the heart

to the blood and lymph
;
and the tongue to the lymph,

blood, and flesh. Vdyu
,
with the accompaniment of

animal heat, impels the “ currents ”
(
srotamsi

)
in the

system
;

Vdyu acting on the flesh gives rise to the

muscles
;
and it is Vdyu, again, which, with the essence

of fat (or marrow), produces the nerves, arteries, and

tendons (Susruta, &drircisthdna, Chap. IV., and Sutra-

sthana, Chap. XIV.).

The following parts (tissues and organs) in the foetus

are in a special sense modifications of the four organic

substances (compounds) contributed by the sperm-cell

of the male parent : hair, nails, teeth, bones, nerves,

veins and arteries, tendons and ligaments, and the

sperm-cell
;
the following are modifications of the four

organic substances derived from the mother : skin, blood,

flesh, fat, the heart, liver and spleen, kidneys, stomach,

intestines, etc. (Charaka, &drira.sthdna, Chap. III.).

The rudiments of the head and the limbs begin to

appear in the third month, and are developed in the

fourth
;
the bones, ligaments, nails, hair, etc., become

distinct in the sixth. In the second month the sexual

character is indicated by the shape of the foetus, the

shape of a round joint (?) indicating the male sex, and

an elongated shape, as of a muscle (?), the female sex.

(Cf. Charaka, Sdrirasthana
,
Chap. IV.—fkrftwftr tr:

fw. i inf tr: %*. g^r. wl ng«<*:

Chakrapani notes tr: ^fbr: i fwt ^RajRnr: i

i loc. cit.)
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Section 9.

HEREDITY.

Transmission of specific characters—what parental

characters are transmitted to offspring.—The question

is raised in Charaka (and earlier still in the Brdhmanas

)

how specific characters are transmitted—why the

offspring is of the same species as the parental organism,

say, the human or bovine species, the equine species

(Charaka), or the Asvattha species, Ficus religiosa

(Sankara, Brihadaranyaka-bhasya). Species (ifore:) may
be compared to so many moulds, as it were, into which

the ovum is cast, even as molten metals are cast in

moulds. This is of course only an illustrative analogy
;

the cause has to be investigated.

Now Charaka and Susruta, following Dhanvantari,

hold that the foetus, or rather the fertilised ovum,

develops by palingenesis (instead of epigenesis)
;

in

other words, all the organs are potentially present therein

at the same time, and unfold in a certain order. As

the sprouting bamboo-seed contains in miniature the

entire structure of the bamboo, as the mango-blossom

contains the stone, the pulp, the fibres, which appear

separated and distinct in the ripe fruit, though from their

excessive minuteness they are undistinguishable in the

blossom, even such is the case with the fertilised ovum.

twej ff wunr: . . . qfiftnwg i iH

v^Rifr: i h&fi hto

fHqif i i mrf

i ^ uirg hht nTgwn?-
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Tji^nohMi Tnr^rrfH h^pst i (Susruta, Sarira

sthdna, Chap. III.).

The inheritance of specific characters is explained in

accordance with this view. Charaka assumes that the

sperm-cell of the male parent contains minute elements

derived from each of its organs and tissues.
( Cf. Darwin’s

gemmule and Spencer’s “ ids.”) Sankara similarly

states that the sperm-cell (or the seed in the case of a

plant) represents in miniature every organ of the parent

organism, and contains in potentia the whole organism

that is developed out of it (^rctrvTrJTrm srawir:

i Charaka, Sdrirasthdna
,
Chap. IV.

; cf. Sankara

on Briliaddranyaka).

But if this is so, why are not congenital deformities

of the parent, or constitutional diseases contracted in

later life, invariably inherited? Congenital blindness,

deafness, dumbness, stammering, lameness, or deformity

of the spinal column or of the bony framework, or

dwarfish stature, or constitutional diseases like madness,

leprosy, or skin diseases in the parent, do not necessarily

produce corresponding deformities or infirmities in the

offspring. It cannot therefore be that the fertilised

ovum represents in miniature every organ and tissue of

the parental organisms. The solution of this difficulty

Charaka ascribes to Atreya. The fertilised ovum, it is

true, is composed of elements which arise from the

whole parental organism but it is

not the developed organs of the parents, with their

idiosyncracies or acquired characters, that determine or

contribute the elements of the sperm-cell (or seed).

The parental Yija (seed, germ-plasm) contains the whole
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parental organism in miniature (or in potentia:), but it

is independent of the parents’ developed organs, and is

not necessarily affected by their idiosyncracies or

deformities. In fact, the parental Vija (seed, germ-

plasm) is an organic whole independent of the developed

parental body and its organs. In the parental Yija an

element representing a particular organ or tissue may

happen (for this is accidental, fw) to be defective or

undeveloped, or otherwise abnormally characterised, and

in this case the corresponding organ or tissue of the

offspring will be similarly characterised. When con-

stitutional diseases, acquired in later life, are found to
A.

be inherited, Atreya would suppose that the Vija of the

parent has been affected, and this would explain the

fact of the inheritance. In the case of leprosy, for

example, it is transmitted to the offspring only when

the germ-plasm (the Yija or the fertilised ovum) is

infected with the virus of the disease by reason of the

leprosy of the parent (vide Charaka’s report of Atreya’s

theory, feartrasthana).

ZUHT4 HTHTfWHt V^f UHcfTTRrf HUFTHt un: I

MWt HUTTfWHt HUTTHt

% ^ -s

STRTT I T^TrT I . . . 7R ^1T ri rRWTTT HspJWjTBI-

jot: irwr^w HHvrrhuyTrr sire*w dhnfiDR: ^h
‘-

HjH i > rH oh I ^ ^

?! et seq wt# ^ jujafi

3r?Tf^«if wr?n: furi
'^i^m u H^r^ftfrT infrai* wfy

Hwfir ^ tpst i

Tfitnjixrw ^ ’.H jMrilMlri
x
TTHTTW 3H*nqilP?RVH I ffcfQ ^ ^Tr»T^Ti%-
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*rr% irct fw i HsnfNsrwift wrrf^wfr srnrr:

spnfr: i Ttzvrt Tnfr^rri ^ ir?fq i

N.B.—The seventh tissue (the Sukradliara kala,

sperm-bearing or reproductive) contains the parental

Vija, which is a minute organism (w^r itm^ ) deriving

its elements from the parental organs, but distinct from

the latter, and independent of their peculiarities, and it

is the combination and characters of these constituent

elements of the parental Vija in the reproductive tissue

that determine the physiological characters and predis-

positions of the offspring. AVe may call this Atreya’s

germ-plasm theory, for it is an advance on the con-

ception of gemmules and of ids, but in Atreya’s version

the “ germ-plasm ” is not only representative of the

“somatic ” tissues, but also generates and is generated by

the latter. This mutual interaction of the “ germ-plasm
”

and “ somatic tissues ” is a distinctive feature of Atreya’s

hypothesis, the value of which will be differently

estimated by different schools of biologists.

I may also add that the continued identity of the

germ-plasm (wfa) from generation to generation, though

it follows as a corollary from this doctrine of a distinct

reproductive tissue, even when conceived to be affected

by somatic processes, as Atreya and Charaka conceive

it to be, is nowhere expressly deduced. On the other
A

liand, Atreya and Charaka emphasise the influence of

abundant or defective nutrition, and of the con-

stituents of the food, etc., on the characters of the

Vija in the reproductive tissue, especially as regards the

sexual character, the stature, and the colour-pigment
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M) of the offspring. But though the influence of

nutrition on the Ylja is thus freely admitted in a general

way, it is expressly stated that the peculiar characters

or idiosyncracies of the elements that combine to form

the Vija must be regarded as a matter of chance

in other words, the truly congenital variations are

accidental.

Section 10.

THE SEX QUESTION.

Influence of nutrition on the ovum, especially as

regards the sex, stature, and colour-pigment of the

resulting offspring.—In a general way, ghee and milk

for the male, and oil and beans for the female parent,

are favourable to the Vija. The sexual character of the

offspring depends in part on a periodicity to which the

life-history of the ovum in the female parent is conceived

to be subject—a law of alternate rhythmic change (not

unlike what we now know to regulate the development

of several orders of bacteria or unicellular organisms),

a law under which the fertilisation of the ovum on the

fourth day after the menstrual discharge, or on the

alternate days succeeding, is favourable to the foetus

developing the male sexual character, and on the fifth,

seventh, and alternate following days to the foetus

assuming the female sex. The Prayogachintdmani

states that the latter occurs on even days, and the

former on odd days. Another factor is the relative

predominance of the sperm and the germ cells in the

fertilised ovum. Excess of the sperm-cell produces the

male, that of the germ-cell the female. For male
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offspring of tall stature, fair complexion, and energetic

temperament, wheat-pulp with honey, ghee (clarified

butter), and milk should be taken by the female parent.

Generally speaking, the adoption of the food, clothing,

habits of people of any particular clime are supposed to

be favourable to the production of their characteristic

stature and complexion. As to sex, the foetus for a

time remains indeterminate, and then takes on a definite

male or female character, but before this stage is reached

the development of the sex can be modified to some

extent by food and drugs As for the

colour-pigment, it is the animal heat (wsftVTg) which is

its source
;

but where the AMsa and Ap particles

predominate (in the food) the animal heat (of the

metabolic processes) produces a fair complexion
;
where

Earth and Vayu particles predominate in the food,

blackness is the result
;
and where the different JBhutas

are combined in nearly equal proportion in the food,

the metabolic heat produces a dark pigment. In the

later literature, ghee (clarified butter) habitually taken

by the female during gestation is supposed to produce

a fair complexion, and rice (or wheat) and salads a

dark complexion. Charaka also holds that mental

impressions of the parent are powerful factors in the

determination of the characters of the offspring,

wf? ^rt ^f msf*

SRUTT rTSJT Wifi I . . .

TTCRT^TWTSt

^TTTT I . • • WRTfT UHfrT Ft

^f^nprRT i . .

.

^TrsftrTwrt 3^ fwng

I *TRfT ^THT^rnttfT Slf*
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TJ^fa^fafirT I $T^WT»TTfT Wfff Wpl TOHfq^t
« \j \ t ''* C

whtt: jfr: tjwr tt^tw ^fm =rr xn^ wrc?

mrti WrT UTOi; TUTHI I . . . HT TOt SRl^Rt JT^HTRt

M^l^liwlrt m W^t JTfBTTOt ^T^TT^Td^^TT^fT^^

^snjflnfftrer ^fw ^ran wnr i

H ^ ^c5Hri^=i ^Rf xrcfrcrt t^rarart ^tAth k*nvurc:fq 7^-

^T^RtsTNTH: ttr: ^renr^hRt H^rffT t trfwhrpiw: irni: ^ratr-
N O ' 6 v> v3 C

^fNrr: i *m*tvrg: urg: i ^TfV^w Tim: ^r:,

W^TT WTrT ^Tt^sfV^ I

Section 11.

LIFE.

These activities maintain the life of the organism,

hut what is this life itself?

The Chclrvakas (materialists and sensationalists)

answer that life (as well as consciousness) is a result of

peculiar chemical combinations of dead matter (or the

four elements) in organic forms, even as the intoxicating

property of spirituous liquors results from the fer-

mentation of unintoxicating rice and molasses. Similarly,

the instinctive movements and expressions of new-born

babes (sucking, joy, grief, fear, etc.) can be explained

mechanically as due to external stimuli as much as the

opening and closing of the lotus and other flowers at

different hours of the day (or night), or the movement

of iron under the influence of the loadstone. In the

same way, the spontaneous generation of living organisms

is frequently observed, ex/. the case of animalcules which

develop in moisture or infusions, especially under the

influence of gentle warmth (^rysr, ^inr, t^nun^rr^:), or of

the maggots or other worms which in the rainy season,
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by reason of the atmospheric moisture, are developed in

the constituent particles of curds and the like, which

begin to live and move in so short a time.O

Gotama, in his Sutras, reports the Charvaka expla-

nation of instinctive emotional expressions in babes

:

A
irVvujwT P^ rH'K ttPs^k:—

S

utra 20, Ahnika 1,

Chapter III.
; cf. the explanation of the movement

preparatory to sucking :

—Sutra 23, ibid. Jayanta, in the Nyclya-manjan,

reports the Charvaka explanation of consciousness (and

life).

fwpf • wmfR ^Pirn; ttrtr i m
V. TRSlfaRTT I

For spontaneous generation, vide Jayanta’s report :

—

*riP<ri ^
i

—

Nydya-manjari, Ahnika 7,

The Sankhya view of consciousness—Reply to the

materialists :

—

The intoxicating power in liquor is a force, i.e. a

tendency to motion, and this is the resultant of the

tendencies (or subtile motions) present in the particles

of the fermented rice, molasses, etc. A motion, or a

tendency to motion, can in this way be the resultant of

several other motions or tendencies. But consciousness

(%frq) is not a motion, and cannot be the resultant of

(unconscious) natural forces or motions. Neither can

the consciousness of the Self, or of the organism as a

whole, be supposed to be the resultant of innumerable

consciousnesses vested in the innumerable constituent

particles of the body. One central abiding intelligence
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is a simpler and therefore more legitimate hypothesis

than an assemblage of consciousnesses latent in different

Bhutas or particles, cf. Vijnana-bhiksu’s comment on the

Sutra. TjiWTiTfS ntyti (Sutra 22,

Chapter III.) ng ttht ffr PffTr
^'

hwh tth %rr*H*rfH wrfyfrr HWHnriT^F hut HOTHTn

w ITdHiMPUfgiH HTTHf . . . HH OTfWff HWHTOT

Hr^R>f^rT?T I Cf. also

HrHTrrfWTHTIT-Rt HHi RTnyUH’^rffH ( HTTC^T %7P$ fw ^
i

(
ibid .).

nw: i jremOTHTRt firegOTWi^rt hit hth t

«fiTHnrrn:3i HTHTHOTfinitfvHOT h^hjw to i %^rrfy^ h hu# i

o
(Gangadhara’s Jalpalcalpataru (1867, Calcutta), ex-

plaining the distinction between property (gw) and

power (iwth), a technical term in medicine, which

denotes a form of motion (hot) Sutrasthana, Jalpakal-

pataru).

The Sankhya view of Prana (life) :

—

Life, according to the Sankhya, is not a Vdyu

(bio-mechanical force) nor any mere mechanical motion

resulting from the impulsion of Vdyu. The five vital

operatipns, Prana, Apana, etc., are called Vayus, but

this is only a metaphor. Life is in reality a reflex

activity, a resultant of the various concurrent activities

of the Antuhkaranas, i.e. of the sensori-motor (^rPTff^H

hotdt'h), the emotional (ot:) and the apperceptive

reactions of the organism (for some add w^-k)-

Vijnana-bhiksu notes that this explains the dis-

turbing (elevating or depressing) effect on the vitality

of pleasurable or painful emotions, like love (hot), which

R
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are activities of Manas
,
one of the Antahkaranas con-

cerned in the reactions of the living organism. On the

Sankhya view, then, Prana or life is not a Vayu, nor is

it evolved from the Bhutas, inorganic matter. Prana

is only a complex reflex activity (pro wfw) resulting

from the operations of the psycho-physical principles or

forces in the organism. Cf. Sankara reporting the

Sankhya view—htwtth ffprwws: hht: nwrert uwrMt nf#

rt PriMiiH i
—Sariraka-bhasya, Chapter II., Pada 4, Sutra 9.

Tiwran hrw: tth i—Isvarakrisna, Karika.

Also Sutra 31, Chapter II., where Yijnana-bhiksu

notes :

—

WTxpnr hppi: urair: i hwr? hr thhh:

sfiihlH HHT7T I HTfrRI^R I HTWtJHTWH

Hfw htrt i—Yijnana-bhiksu,

Pravachana -bhasya, Chapter II., Sutras 31, 32.

HHTWR HTRtY. TnWtHfRT HTHTHTnRTTTRHH ^TgTITW I

—

ibid.

The Veddntic View of Prana.

The Yedantists are believers in an independent vital

principle. They agree with the Sankhyas in holding

that Prana is neither a Vayu nor the operation of a

Vdyu. But neither is life a mere reflex or resultant of

concurrent sensori-motor, emotive and apperceptive

reactions of the organism. You may put eleven birds

in a cage, and if they concurrently and continually

strike against the bars of the cage in the same direction,

the cage may move on under this conjoint action. But

the sensory and motor activities cannot in this way

originate the vital activity of the organism. For the

deprivation of any one or more of the senses does not
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mean a deprivation of life, and above all there is this

radical distinction : there is sameness of kind (^nHTTTftarsr)

between the motions of the individual birds and the

resultant motion of the cage, but the sensations do not

explain life. Life (Prana) must therefore be recognised

as a separate principle, just as the Manas and the

AntahJcaranas generally are in the Sankhya Philosophy.

Life is a sort of subtle rarefied “ ether-principle
”

(^nznW'iij) pervasive of the organism—which is not

gross Vdyu, but is all the same subtilised matter, like

the Manas itself, for, in the Vedanta, everything other

than the Self (^tttot) is “ material ” (wf).

This Life is prior to the senses, for it regulates the

development of the fertilised ovum, which would putrefy

if it were not living, and the senses with their apparatus

develop subsequently out of the ovum (h tpujtri^TTw),

Chapter II., Pada 4, Sutra 9 ;
vide Sariraka-Bhasya

Sankara
;
also V&chaspati Misra, Bhamati :

—

I H fTPTfT I lUpTUrTPPr^TTT I

HcffifT I H ^ RThfrUTUi I 7DTT

HrriilUTTnR^ntlR^^ I W TUlt Tnffff^l
'
oht ^rum:

i ^h*ii nnm h *wnti

frfrr gifi TPITWT'H N I fa *i I rflW I^ I . . .

wwr^afr ^TjfspciTwif rrro: i . .

.

-qTg^FR«nwwmura: HMisfxr mirr. i

-—Sankara, ibid. Cf. also, uro: wrq

I TWf rnpwf WiT |T sfc W H 5FTWR1T

^HThrug (h m-al i—

S

an-

kara, on Sutra 9, Pada 4, Chapter II.

R 2
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CHAPTER VII.

ON THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD OF
THE HINDUS.

The Doctrine of Scientific Method.—A study of the

Hindu Methodology of Science is absolutely essential to

a right understanding of Hindu positive Science, its

strength and its weakness, its range and its limitations.

Apart from this rigorous scientific method, Hindu

Chemistry, for example, would be all practical recipe, or

all unverified speculation. This, however, would be a

very inadequate and indeed erroneous view of this early

achievement of the human mind. That the whole

movement was genuinely and positively scientific,

though arrested at an early stage, will appear from the

following brief synopsis of the Hindu Methodology of

Science.

Criterion or Test of Truth, after the Buddhists.

—

The ultimate criterion of Truth is found, not in mere

cognitive presentation, but in the correspondence

between the cognitive and the practical activity of the

Self, which together are supposed to form the circuit of

consciousness. That knowledge is valid which prompts

an activity ending in fruition. (Cf. the distinction

between and f^Trf^rrr i Also compare

—Vatsyayana.)

Truth, the Buddhists contend, is not self-evidence, not
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the agreement between ideas, nor the agreement of the

idea with the reality beyond, if any, for this cannot be

attained direct, but the harmony of experience

which is implied when the volitional reaction, that is

prompted by a cognition and that completes the circuit

of consciousness, meets with fruition, i.e. realises its

immediate end (with this compare Sriharsha, Khandana

Khanda Khadya, on the relation of iptt to ^ejpai^TT).

This is the material aspect of Truth. The formal

aspect is given in a principle which governs all

presentations in consciousness, and which combines

the three moments of Identity, non-Contradiction, and

Excluded Middle in every individual cognitive operation

tht n fcfcBCqfw (identity) (non-contra-

diction) WrfNirsRTTTHR ^ ^rufrT (excluded middle)

—Jayanta, Nyayamanjari, ]

.

Perception .—The conditions of Perception, and its

range and limits, were carefully studied. The minima

sensibile
(
e.g

.

the minimum visibile, the Trasarenu, the

just-perceptible mote in the slanting sunbeam), the

infra-sensible (whsu^tt, ^5?, sometimes termed

the obscured (^fany, e.g. a meteor in the mid-day

blaze), and the potential (^njS7T|f?r), are distinguished

;

but finer instruments of measurement were wanting,

and this was a principal cause of arrested progress. It

may be noted that the measurement of the relative

pitch of musical tones was remarkably accurate {vide

my Paper on Hindu Mechanics and Physics).

Observation (^br— Vdcliaspati and Udayana).

—

The entire apparatus of scientific method proceeded on

the basis of observed instances carefully analysed and
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sifted. This was the source of the physico-chemical

theories and classifications, hut in Anatomy the

Hindus went one step farther ; they practised dissection

on dead bodies for purposes of demonstration. Ingenious

directions are given, e.g., the body must be first

disembowelled and wrapped round with the husa and

other grasses, then kept immersed in still water for

seven days, after which the medical student should

proceed to remove the layers of the skin with a carefully

prepared brush made of the fresh elastic fibres of green

bamboos, which will enable the tissues, vessels and

ducts to be observed. Post-mortem operations as

well as major operations in obstetric surgery (the

extraction of the foetus, etc.) were availed of for

embryological observations {e.g., it is stated that

the rudiments of the head and the limbs begin to

appear in the foetus in the third month, and are

developed in the fourth
;
the bones, ligaments, nails,

hair, etc., becoming distinct in the sixth), and also

embryological theories, e.g., the indication of sexual

character in the second month by the shape of

the foetus, the shape of a round joint indicating

the male sex, and an elongated shape the female sex

(cf. Charaka, Sutrasthana, Chap. IV.

—

jrrnr xp?:

fw: i 7T? xr: huh: ^ xr^ft wirj
O ^ vj

i Chakrapam notes : xr: cjrfor: • fwT '

«u^msRu.: i

i loc. cit.). In Phonetics

(as in the Prati-sakhyas, circa 600 B.c.), in Descrip-

tive and Analytical Grammar (as in Panini), and in

some important respects in Comparative Grammar

(as in Hemachandra’s Grammar of the Prakrita
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Dialects), the observation was precise, minute, and

thoroughly scientific. This was also the case in

Materia Medica and in Therapeutics, especially the

symptomology of diseases. In Meteorology the

Hindus used the rain-gauge in their weather forecasts

for the year, made careful observations of the different

kinds of clouds and other atmospheric phenomena

(
e.g., they estimate the heights of clouds, the distance

from which lightning is ordinarily visible or the

thunder is heard, the area of disturbance of different

earthquakes, the height to which the terrestrial

atmosphere extends, etc.
;
vide Varahamihira, /Sripati,

and the authorities quoted by Utpala). In Astronomy

the observation was, generally speaking, very defective,

as in the determination of the solar and the planetary

elements, and this was probably due to the lack of

practical interest, but the determination of the lunar

constants entering into the calculation of lunar periods

and eclipses, matters in which the Hindus had a

practical ceremonial interest, reached a remarkable

degree of approximation (much above Graeco-Arab

computations) to the figures in Laplace’s Tables, which

can only be explained by the circumstance that in the

case of these constants the Hindus carried out for more

than a thousand years a systematic process of verifica-

tion and correction by comparison of the computed with

the observed results (like the navigator’s correction of

the course of the ship at sea), a process which was

termed In Zoology the enumeration of

the species of Vermes, Insecta, Reptilia, Batrachia,

Aves, etc., makes a fair beginning, but the classification
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proceeds on external characters and habits of life, and

not on an anatomical basis. In Botany the observation

was mainly in the interests of Materia Medica, and the

classification was as superficial as possible. ( Vide my
Paper on the Hindu Classification of Plants and

Animals.

)

Experiments .—Experiments were of course con-

ducted for purposes of chemical operations in relation

to the arts and manufactures, e.g. Metallurgy, Phar-

macy, Dyeing, Perfumery and Cosmetics, Horticulture,

the making and polishing of glass (lenses and mirrors

of various kinds are mentioned, the spherical and oval

and ^5 being well known—Pliny indeed men-

tions that the best glass ever made was Indian glass).

And the results of such experiments were freely drawn

upon for building up scientific hypotheses and generali-

sations. But of experiment as an independent method

of proof or discovery the instances recorded in books

are rare. I may note one interesting example in

Udayana’s Kiranavali, relating to the weight of air.

Udayana argues that air must be a distinct and inde-

pendent Bhuta, for if air were a form of the Earth-

Bhuta, it would have weight, and it has none. To

prove the absence of weight, he refers to an experiment.

A small bladder made of a thin membrane, filled with

air, will not cause a greater descent in the scale than the

same bladder weighed empty. Hence the air possesses

no weight. Then EMayana makes an interesting state-

ment. It may be objected, he says, by one who accepts

the weight of air, that this argument is inconclusive

;

for a counter-experiment may be suggested. The
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balloon filled with smoke (or gas, *m) rises in the air,

whereas the air-filled balloon comes down. This would

go to show that air has weight. Udayana replies that

this would only show that both smoke (or gas, v*») and

air have no weight. The Hindus appear to have been

ignorant of the principle of Archimedes. Vallabha-

charyya, in the Lilavatf, it is true, speaks of a peculiar

resistance to sinking (or gravity) exercised by water,

which explains the tendency in certain objects to float

or to come up to the surface of the water, but the

description does not show that he had any clear ideas

on the subject. Mathuranatha, again, states that the

determination of the degree of purity (the carat) of

gold by rubbing against the assaying-stone and observing

the character of the yellowish streak against the black

smooth background, is only an indirect means of

ascertaining weight lit. specific gravity)

—

which seems to suggest that there was a more direct

means of arriving at the latter. Probably this refers

to the common Indian method of comparing the lengths

and weights of wires of uniform thickness that can be

formed by drawing different pieces of gold through the

same diamond bore. I think it may be regarded as

fairly certain that the Hindus were ignorant of Archi-

medes’ discovery, an ignorance which, at any rate,

they could not have well borrowed from the Greeks,

no more than they could have thus borrowed their

knowledge of things unknown to the Greeks them-

selves.

[Cf. Udayana, Kiranavali :

—

crrgftretRH, fs ^ (tutt:)

Wff I H ^ WTHTVfTTn?! ^njOT^TTTT:
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I »i «li' l «ii 3[f7T ^7f

H i v*<$nat -rnrrftr ^mffrr: t

—
cf. Vallabhacharyya, Lflavati—n^fVitvsfxi TnqnnT^rg-

u«fin| nwH>?*r5^fTnm^ vTRnpriRTHwr

U fh ril fd Wiy *T I sT^TVt^PT^f ^Tc5H VFr*If Mfiriufrfcjvy 4 *+i-sji*1

Tnra *Tq5^T tnTTTUfTT^FU^m^TT^ I

tthwh^ »] Cf. Mathuranatlia, on

Gangesa’s Tattvachintamani—Treq (f^niftnssw) *pr#-

WTTH^^r? TftrTSTTT q5 V ftj

M

7TO »

Fallacies of Observation.—Mal-observation and

Non-observation :—These were carefully studied in

relation to errors of observation, and hallucination

(h*, ^urra, ^ntta), which were ascribed to three

causes
:

(a) Dosha, defect of sense organ, as of

the eye in jaundice, or of the skin in certain forms of

leprosy (leading to tactile insensibility, cf. Susruta),

or defect of necessary stimulus, e.g. too faint light,

or undue distance or nearness, in vision
; (

b
)
Sam-

prayoga, presentation of a part or an aspect

instead of the whole
;

and (c) Sanskara, tfwt, the

disturbing influence of mental predisposition, e.g.

expectation, memory, habit, prejudice, etc.

The Doctrine of Inference,—Anumana (Inference)

is the process of ascertaining, not by perception or

direct observation, but through the instrumentality or

medium of a mark, that a thing possesses a certain

character. Inference is therefore based on the esta-

blishment of an invariable concomitance (Vyapti, ^rffc)

between the mark and the character inferred. The

Hindu Inference (Anumana) is therefore neither merely

formal nor merely material, but a combined Formal-
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Material Deductive-Inductive process. It is neither

the Aristotelian Syllogism (Formal-Deductive process),

nor Mill’s Induction (Material-Inductive process), but

the real Inference which must combine formal validity

with material truth, inductive generalisation with

deductive particularisation.

An inference admits of a rigorous formal statement

—in the shape of five propositions for dialectical

purposes
(
i.e

.

in demonstrating to others)—or of

three propositions when the inference is for oneself

(^nvruprR) :

—

(1) The probandum, the statement of the proposi-

tion to be established (ufir^T, e.g. yonder

mountain is “fiery”; (2) the reason, the ascription of

the mark (i^, e.g. for it smokes
; (3) the

general proposition, stating the invariable concomitance

which is the ground of the inference—clenched by an

example, e.g. whatever smokes is “ fiery,” as an oven

(^Tyrrrr)
; (4) next, the application, the ascertainment

of the existence of the mark in the present case (ti^),

e.g. yonder mountain smokes
; (5) finally, the conclusion,

the probandum proved (ftrwr), e-$- yonder mountain

is “ fiery.”

1. Yonder mountain is “fiery.”

2. For it smokes.

3. Whatever smokes is “fiery,” as an oven.

4. Yonder mountain does smoke.

5. Therefore yonder mountain is “ fiery.”

For inference for oneself only the first three or the last

three propositions are held to be sufficient.
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The Hindu Anumana, it will be seen, anticipates

J. S. Mill’s analysis of the syllogism as a material

inference, but is more comprehensive
;
for the Hindu

Udaharana, the third or general proposition with an

example, combines and harmonises Mill’s view of the

major premise as a brief memorandum of like instances

already observed, fortified by a recommendation to

extend its application to unobserved cases, with the

Aristotelian view of it as a universal proposition which

is the formal ground of the inference. This Formal-

Material Deductive-Inductive process thus turns on one

thing—the establishment of the invariable concomitance

(srrfa) between the mark and the character inferred

—

in other words, an inductive generalisation. The

question is—what is our warrant for taking the leap

from the observed to unobserved cases ? Under what

conditions are we justified to assert a Universal Real

proposition on the basis of our necessarily limited

observation ?

The Charvaka View.—Among the Charvakas there

were two classes, the cruder school of materialists who

accepted perception (nww) as a valid source of know-

ledge, as well as the reality of natural law

and the finer school of sceptics, who impugned all

kinds of knowledge, immediate as well as mediate,

and all evidence, Perception as well as Inference

;

vide Jayanta’s reference in the Nyayamanjari to

ff^rf^rpgTfr^T: ;
also

HiWPI TPTHirMHqWpM I qimftHW I ^n^TTTTTR—
Ahnika 1, Manjarl.

The Charvakas hold that the principle of causality
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which the Buddhists assume to be a ground of an

induction (^Tfk), is itself an induction (a case of

Vyapti), which amounts to reasoning in a circle (^os)
;

that every inference is based on an unconditional

invariable concomitance, which itself must be inferred,

as universal propositions cannot be established by our

limited perceptions, and thus there is a regressus ad

infinitum ('snTTf^TWRT), and that the nexus between

cause and effect, or between the sign and the thing

signified [e.g. smoke and fire), is only a mental step or

subjective association based on former perception, a

mental step which by accident is found justified by the

result in a number of cases.

The Buddhists : their Analysis and Vindication of

Inference.—The Buddhists, however, take their stand

on the principle of the Uniformity of Nature (nfinRi,

^vrrwfww^i, Nyaya-Vindu). This uniformity, for scien-

tific purposes, has to be divided into two different

relations
: ( 1 )

the uniformity of succession in the rela-

tion of cause and effect, e.g. of smoke to fire (wiixf-

wrunmw, Nyaya-Vindu)
; (2) the uniformity

of co-existence (in the form of co-inherence in the

same substrate) in the relation of genus and species,

e.g. the relation of invariable concomitance expressed

in the proposition “ all >Sin.sapas are trees,” which is

not a relation of causality, but of co-existence or co-

inherence in the same substrate
(
i.e. the co-inherence

of the generic qualities of a tree with the specific

characters of a Sisu-tree in this particular individual

before me, a Sisu-tree), a relation which may be termed

essential identity —Nyaya-Vindu). To
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these two the Buddhists add a third ground of

inference, non-perception of the perceptible ('snptcS'fej

which is employed in inferring the

absence (irffniv) of a thing from the non-perception

of the thing or of something else. In all cases of

inference based on the Uniformity of Nature, the

relation is that of inseparableness or non-disjunction

between the mark and the character inferred. The

question is : how is this inseparableness

ascertained, and wdrat is the warrant of our belief in it

in these cases ?

Ascertainment of Inseparableness or Non-disjunction

:

Buddhist Account.—First take the case of causation.

The cause is the invariable antecedent of the effect.

What is meant is that (a) a specific cause (or sum of

causal conditions) is invariably followed by a specific

effect, and (b) a specific effect (with all the distinctive

and relevant accompaniments, is invariably

preceded by a specific cause (effTwr^bi). It is not that

clouds always lead to rain, or that floods in the river-

valley always imply rain in the hills higher up. But

this particular conjunction of antecedent circumstances

(
e.g . the appearance of a particular kind of clouds

accompanied by flashes of lightning, the roll of

thunder and flights of Valakas—driven by the wind

from a particular quarter of the horizon, and ascending

in black masses, etc.) is as a rule the precursor of a

particular assemblage of rain effects (rain with particular

accompaniments). Again, this particular kind of flood

(overflowing of the river-banks accompanied by muddy

discoloration of the water, rapid currents, the bearing
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down of tree-tranks, etc.) is always preceded by rain in

the hills higher up (though, no doubt, other cases of

floods in a river may be due to a breach in an embank-

ment or the melting of the snows). In other words,

the Buddhists (and the earlier Nyaya schools) avoid

the difficulty arising from the plurality of causes by

taking into consideration the accompanying phenomena,

which, if properly marked, would always point to a

specific cause of a specific effect, and vice versa.

I quote Nyaya authorities, but this device to obviate

the plurality of causes is common to the early Nyaya

and the Buddhistic systems.

i *nr cKRqqvprW t 9513*31^-

—

WfaWT HfVaifTT cfiTRTR I JTRRf

mrm: i ^t: *f»r

^rfrr

TTfir 1 (Udyotakara, Chap. I.,

Ahnika 1, Sutra 5.) Vachaspati puts this clearly :

—

wfq ortrptrt funftr ^rrpi it ttt

ftrgw^T ufwq^T vifci
'H^ i wn ^frRrnrtffr

ri yrrf^Ar i In other words, a single con-

dition called a cause is not invariably succeeded by the

effect, nor does the effect-phenomenon in general point

to any particular cause as antecedent, for there may be

a plurality of causes of a general effect. The skilful

observer will therefore select the full complement of

causal conditions which is invariably succeeded by the

effect, and also the specific effect
(
e.g . wrff^re) which

points to a specific causal antecedent. Compare also
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Jayanta :
“ We infer an effect from a specific assemblage

of causes ”—

h

^ ia*fr thttr r^rr: RTrr i

^ 3fRtf in: I H ^ I JT*wfH:-

i^i^ Osh fgre: . .
. ffit

Rfa^Rnfl^ ITR: I WgtpT* ^m^TRRq sfffinnn

H RTOTR^RRrrcftl Tt^Jf^Tf^TT: i Similarly, we infer a

specific cause from a specific assemblage of effects :

—

3T*nrf^frT «&TR% ^TTRJT^-qw W HTT^RTr TtlRTTH ^

TTiTrEmT

%
Tr^jcfx|Trf% fr ^fw TRTftr

xnrnn;w*fts3 h qRfw i

HTgJHHR ^fqfsftcT •R^HTRfvrqTfw. II

(Nyayamanjari, Ahnika 2, on G-otama Sutra 5,

Ahnika 1, Chap. I.)

A specific assemblage of causes, therefore, has only

one specific assemblage of effects, and vice versa. Of

course, the observer is to find out the essential or

relevant features (as distinguished from the irrelevant

ones) which, being included, will enable him to specify

the particular cause of the particular effect.

Now, this being premised to be the exact meaning

of the inseparableness or non-disjunction in the case of

cause and effect, we come to the question with which

we started—how is this relation to be ascertained or

established between two phenomena or assemblages of

phenomena ? Obviously, mere observation of their

agreement in presence (^srr) and their agreement in

absence (RfiR«F) is no help in the matter. Take a con-

crete example. The ass is customarily employed to

bring the fuel with which fire is lighted. In a hundred
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cases you have observed the ass among the antecedents

of smoke. In a hundred cases you may have observed

that when there is no ass there is no smoke. This is

no warrant for concluding a relation of cause and effect

between an ass and smoke. It may be that you happen

to have never observed smoke without an antecedent

ass, or an ass without smoke following. Even this is

of no avail. It is not agreement (unbroken and uniform

though it be) in presence or in absence, or in both, that

can settle the matter. There is one and only one way

of ascertaining the causal relation. Suppose A with

certain accompaniments is found to precede B imme-

diately. Now, if A disappearing B disappears, even

though all other antecedents remain and there is no

other change in the case, then and then only can the

causal relation be ascertained. It is not a mere table of

positive instances or negative instances (isn^ffTR H ^fruTTr)

;

it is this Method, which we may term the Method of

Subtraction (the Method of Difference in its negative

aspect), that is the only exact and rigorous scientific

Method. Such was the statement of the earlier

Buddhists (cf. Udyotakara’s and Vachaspati’s report

of the Buddhist doctrine of Inference—^ uftRuff h

tpsrt^ mi ufFurm: i

htwt ^THurriT h ^tttt

—a Buddhist Karika quoted in Vachaspati, Udayana.

ASriharsha, Madhava, etc.—cFnqqrrcmHungf^
mrfrT—mrg ^ftj qr ferenfrT it Hqfw— i it

^

^

i . . . (mt fn^iwufq fqqiqq imiqr-

TWTTtrfqqwr flTW^q I . . . rTOTr^ rTT^TWIRTp7f^«rrqq
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HT^nr: i—Yachaspati, Tatparyyatika, Chap. I.
,
Ahnika 1,

Sutra 5, ^ g^iri
—^rrfmrfttrra:)

But the canon in this form is not sufficiently safe-

guarded against possible abuse. Two points have to

be emphasised
:

(l) It must be carefully observed that

no other condition is changed, (2) that the appearance

and disappearance of A must immediately precede the

appearance and disappearance of B. The definition of

a cause is based on two fundamental characters
: (1) the

unconditional invariableness of the antecedence, and (2)

the immediateness of the antecedence. The canon of

the Method of Difference must therefore be stated in

such a form as to emphasise each of these aspects.

And one main difficulty in the practical application of

the canon is that, along with the introduction or

sublation of an antecedent, some other phenomenon

may be introduced or sublated unobserved. As a

safeguard against ibis radical vitiation of the Method,

the later Buddhists formulated the canon of a modified

Method, termed the Panchakarani, a Joint Method of

Difference, which combines the positive and the

negative Methods of Difference (the Method of Addition

and the [Method of Subtraction) in a series of five steps,

and which equally emphasises the unconditionality and

the immediateness of the antecedence as essential

moments of the causal relation. This is neither

agreement in presence nor agreement in presence as

well as absence (the foundation of J. S. Mill's Joint

Method of Agreement), but the Joint Method of

Difference. The Panehakaram runs thus —
The following changes being observed, everything
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else remaining constant, the relation of cause and effect

is rigorously established :

—

First step—The “ cause ” and the “ effect ” pheno-

mena are both unperceived.

Second step—Then the “ cause ” phenomenon is

perceived.

Third step—Then, in immediate succession, the

“ effect ” phenomenon is perceived.

Fourth step—Then the “cause” phenomenon is

sublated or disappears.

Fifth step—Then, in immediate succession, the

“effect” phenomenon disappears.

Throughout, of course, it is assumed that the other

circumstances remain the same (at least the relevant or

material circumstances).

This Panchakaram, the Joint Method of Difference,

has some advantages over J. S. Mill’s Method of

Difference, or, what is identical therewith, the earlier

Buddhist Method
;
and the form of the canon, bringing

out in prominent relief the unconditionality and the

immediateness of the antecedence, is as superior from

a theoretical point of view to J. S. Mill’s canon, and is

as much more consonant than the latter to the practice

of every experimenter, as the Hindu analysis of

Anumana as a Formal-Material Deductive-Inductive

Inference is more comprehensive and more scientific

than Aristotle’s or Mill’s analysis of the Syllogism (or

Mediate Inference).

But even the Panchakarani is no sufficient answer to

the question with which we started. The Panchakdram

s 2
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is only a method
; it shows only how in a particular

case the relation of cause and effect is to be established

require a warrant for the process. The Buddhists

therefore supply the following proof of the Method

:

Doubt is legitimate, but there is a limit to doubt.

When doubt lands you in an unsettlement of a

fundamental ground of practice, and would thus annul

all practical exercise of the will, the doubt must cease

;

else the doubt would be suicidal or sophistical. In this

particular case, when the Panchakaram is satisfied, the

antecedent in question must be the cause, for there is

no other antecedent to serve as cause
;

the proof is

indirect but rigid. If this be not the cause, there is no

cause of the phenomenon. It was not, and it begins to

be, without a cause
;
which would be a contradiction of

the rational ground of all practice, for all volitional

activity proceeds by implication on the principle of

causality. If things could happen without a cause,

all our motives to action would be baffled. The link

between a presentation and the instinctive volitional

reaction would snap, and the circuit of consciousness

would be left incomplete. In fact, the Buddhists go

farther ;
they hold causal efficiency (?rtmT) to be

of the essence of empirical (relative) Reality. The

proof of the Joint Method of Difference, then, lies in

a strict application of the principle of causality in its

negative form (viz., there can be no phenomenon

without a cause), and the truth of this last is guaranteed

by the same ultimate criterion of empirical (relative)

Reality as the truth of Perception itself, viz. the

But we want more than this—we
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correspondence between the rational and the practical

activity of the self.

But invariable concomitance (or non-disjunction),

the Buddhists argue, has another form, e.g. the relation

of the genus to the species. We may have perceived

a hundred instances of the association of certain

characters with certain others
;
we may also have never

perceived the former when the latter were absent
;
but

this would not enable us to generalise and establish

invariable and unconditional co-existence. We must

be first satisfied that there is identity of essence

(wt^tw, ^rnur). It is only when we perceive that

the characters of a /Sinsapa are co-inherent with the

generic characters of a tree in the same individual

object (a *Sinsapa-tree before me), and when we further

perceive that the characters are held together by the

relation of identity of essence, that we can say that all

*Sinsapas are trees. For as there is identity of essence,

a *Sm.?apa would not be a /Smsapa if it were not a tree
;

it would lose its self-identity, which is a contradiction.

Hence the relation of identity of essence (rrnpw, ^dtr),

as in the relation of the species to the genus, is the sole

ground for establishing uniformity of co-existence

(nffURJ, ^RllfrHRl).

For the Buddhist Method of Induction in its later

form, the Panchakaram, vide Sarvadarsana Sangraha

—

Buddhist reply to the Charvaka attack on Inference :

—

^fWTHTTt rT^rpffa: I rTT< IWHtpUl P^«TR-

t ^ ^TTrT I As for the

Nyaya view, i—the
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Buddhist objects : 7^ xrsr gr*RK<n :

i hh, Hfrarnr, ^t*rR ^ rr^k^rt
RTRrrwrw i—the Nyaya retorts : Rg irthwi? WT^sfq

jtw rtWrttwt ?tw i

—

the Buddhist answers : jr
v3

rr:, iwfq ^rmtj iwin: w^rr*- rrtht-

^fvWrRT I THR V? R^T^TT RR IrTIR :

^TTTrTTg: I 7T?:=fi RRnTRptKH^I jfw I TTWrT dgHqPaHHjiH

^fWHTTT TWhlW i rt'edyf^MW^ HW^frq^^TI

w^rf?rw^r: i «si^ ^Trrr. umjiicw:, ^rrwR^rh rh
^q^3TFq rw

x
^rTWRTi^THriT ^ni v^kiw i v*-v*ss-

3Rt oPi^^K^imT. H^lqrt l rT^TT TflTTfRIHT^H RR VHRHTHTR*.

fwfa* i rt^ f^rm: *rfiTw
x
rttrrr rrttt

x
^ttt fRej

RR I RRRW 7T =UVJ«^ HRJ fi $ HTTT 4 qJ*HSfq RRRTT^pgTRH

rtt wRKfRwr i fifarer^Rfa RT^rwfFPRR: rshsr t^irt ^tjt

RTRTRTTWOIRR^TfT RRRUW riW* RTRffiRT?ft ITW^ RTTTRTRy
RnprrRRH ^fri ftr^y i Sarvadarsana Sangraha, Bauddha-

Darsanam
;
vide also Sridhara, Kandali.

The Nyaya Doctrine of Inference.—The Nyaya

easily demolishes the Buddhist contention about

identity of essence. The Nyaya writers, being realists,

do not impugn the reality of the genus (jrrfir) like the

nominalists or the nominalistic conceptualists
;
but they

point out that the inseparableness (or non-disjunction) in

such cases can only be established by the experience

of unbroken uniformity (^RrfWRTnR, i.e. by

<3M i <|)h ). Uniform agreement in presence with uniform

agreement in absence—not the mysterious identity of

essence irresistibly perceived in any individual case or

cases—is the only basis for constituting genera and

species in natural classification. Indeed, some of the

later Nyaya writers point out that individuals do not
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always possess in nature all the characters that go to

form the definition of the class to which they are

referred.

Similarly, as regards the relation of cause and effect,

a nexus is sometimes fancied to be perceived, a power

in the cause to produce the effect (^rf%;), or an ultimate

form (^fwhsnj), which is supposed to be present

whenever the effect (quality or substance) is produced

(cf. Bacon’s view of the “Forms” of Simple Qualities).

All this is neither a matter of observation nor of

legitimate hypothesis. There is nothing except the

invariable time-relation (antecedence and sequence)

between the cause and the effect. But the mere

invariableness of an antecedent does not suffice to

constitute it the cause of what succeeds
;

it must be

an unconditional antecedent as well

PH^IhrifU, being the definition of For

example, the essential or adventitious accompaniments

of an invariable antecedent may also be invariable

antecedents ; but they are not unconditional, but only

collateral and indirect. In other words, their ante-

cedence is conditional on something else (^ ^TrP^kr).

The potter’s stick is an unconditional invariable ante-

cedent of the jar
;
but the colour of a stick, or its

texture or size or any other accompaniment or accident

which does not contribute to the work done (so far as

we are considering it), is not an unconditional ante-

cedent, and must not therefore be regarded as a cause.

Similarly, the co-effects of the invariable antecedents,

or what enters into the production of these co-effects,

may themselves be invariable antecedents
;
but they
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are not unconditional, being themselves conditioned by

those of the antecedents of which they are effects.

For example, the sound produced by the stick or by

the potter’s wheel invariably precedes the jar, but it

is a co-effect, and Akasa (ether) as the substrate and

Vayu (air) as the vehicle of the sound enter into the

production of this co-effect
;
but these are not “ un-

conditional” antecedents, and must therefore be rejected

in an enumeration of conditions or causes of the jar.

Again, the conditions of the conditions, the invariable

antecedents of the invariable antecedents, are not

unconditional. The potter’s father is an invariable

antecedent of the potter who is an invariable ante-

cedent of the jar, but the potter’s father does not stand

in a causal relation to the potter’s handiwork. In fact,

the antecedence must not only be unconditionally in-

variable, but must also be immediate (^«h 0* h

Finally, all seemingly invariable ante-

cedents which may be dispensed with or left out are

ipso facto not unconditional, and cannot therefore be

regarded as causal conditions. In short, nothing that

is unnecessary is unconditional. For this class, vide Visva-

awre i (^frrfr#) ;Visvanatha, Siddhanta-

Muktavali, on Sloka 20. For example, it is the custom

to point to spatial position or direction with the fingers
;

but finger-pointing, though invariably present, is not

causally related to the perception of direction or spatial

position, because we can imagine such perception with-

out finger-pointing (^^Pinfa^TnrT fVr^rw
> '

^ ^rTHTf^«F: Vachaspati, Tatparyyatikd, Chap. L,
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Ahnika 1, Sutra 5. This shows that the doctrine of

was long anterior to Gangesa).

[Visvanatha in the Bhasha-Parichchheda mentions

five kinds of conditional antecedents—(l) xbr

nature:
; (2)w ^tt (tjfurxr:)

; (3) ^*rofir

?TTW TliUjtHTTfWHH
; (4) nf?T ^TlfTsTFl TO

(Tjt^ftiu) H ;
and (5) ^rercfq ^

hww (tt^ xp^j —Slokas 19 and 20),

XTW ff ^r; fqi*5T >JU'^xrjqfrTT=n‘

w^qq i fHg^—Siddhanta-Muktavali, loc. cit.—The

Dinakarf points out that the first two cases are com-

prehended under the formula

SnfcS'rclH < There are several classifications of these

irrelevant antecedents (wTOTfti^) ;
I quote one of the

best known.]

The unconditional (^wrftrf^pjra), as interpreted in

this comprehensive sense, is a far more fruitful con-

ception than Mill’s, and is well adapted to its work

—

the elimination of the irrelevant factors in the situation.

In the end, the discrimination of what is necessary to

complete the sum of causes from what is dependent,

collateral, secondary, superfluous, or inert (
i.e. of the

relevant from the irrelevant factors), must depend on

the test of expenditure of energy. This test the

Ny&ya would accept only in the sense of an operation

analysable into molar or molecular motion (qfaq^ ^
Wtfirsirt xqnrn:: sRffiqxr.— xmxrrct Hifisr— Jayanta,

Manjarf, Ahnika l), but would emphatically reject if

it is advanced in support of the notion of a mysterious

causal power or efficiency ($rfe). With the Ny&ya all

energy is necessarily kinetic. This is a peculiarity of
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the Nyaya—its insisting that the effect is only the sum

or resultant of the operations of the different causal

conditions—that these operations are kinetic, being of

the nature of motion, in other words, holding firmly to

the view that causation is a case of expenditure of

energy, i.e. a re-distribution of motion, but at the same

time absolutely repudiating the Sankhya conception of

power or productive efficiency as metaphysical or tran-

scendental and finding nothing in the cause

other than an unconditional invariable complement of

operative conditions and nothing in the

effect other than the consequent phenomenon which

results from the joint operations of the antecedent

conditions. ri* *$* Kch [Vt Pum< tt?—

J

ayanta. wrcft

oFTsi—

5

cffigiw f^rnr^ft^T —Jayanta,

ibid., Ahnika 1, \ It may be noted that

the Nyaya, while repudiating transcendental power

(Sakti) in the mechanism of Nature and natural causa-

tion, does not deny the existence of metaphysical

conditions like merit (w), which constitute a system

of moral ends that fulfil themselves in and through

the mechanical system and order of Nature—vide

Jayanta, ffiswffr wnrtf wrf?—Ahnika 1,

i)

The causal relation, then, like the relation of genus

to species, is a natural relation of concomitance

—Yachaspati) which can be ascertained

only by the uniform and uninterrupted experience of

agreement in presence and agreement in absence, and

not by deduction from a certain a priori principle like

that of Causality or Identity of Essence.
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Nydya objection to the Buddhist Method of Difference

as a means of ascertaining Causality.—Take for example

the Buddhist deduction of Causality in any particular

conjunction by means of the negative Method of

Difference, or of the Panchakara?zf. The ascertainment

of the causal relation by these Methods is open to the

following objections: (1) The unconditionality of the

antecedent cannot possibly be ascertained. As the

Charvaka rightly points out, the Methods enable you

to eliminate irrelevant antecedents that are or can be

perceived
;
but the introduction or sublation of latent

or undetected antecedents can be imagined, against

which the Method of Difference is powerless. In the

case of the production of smoke, for example, by fire

—

what if I say that an invisible demon intervenes in

every case between the fire and the smoke, that this

demon (fq$iR) is the immediate antecedent and real

cause of the latter, and that the fire is an accident

which in every such case is brought about by its own

causal antecedents ? In saying this I do not go counter

to the principle of causality, and am landed in no

contradiction (ajim) such as strikes at the very roots

of all practice, or baffles the completed circuit of

consciousness, however much I may violate probability.

(2) In the second place, even supposing that the

fire in this particular case (which satisfies the Method

of Difference rigidly) is ascertained to be the cause of

the smoke, how can I know that fire is the cause in

other cases, or that there is no other cause ? You will

perhaps argue that if there were an indefinite number of

causes of the same specific phenomenal effect, it would
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violate the principle that phenomena are all conditioned,

i.e. exist only under certain conditions

which is more comprehensive than the principle of

causality, and the contradiction of which equally over-

throws all rational practical activity. Yes, I accept the

conditionality of phenomena, but this is not violated

by supposing that one specific assemblage of phenomena

has more than one cause. It is true that if you suppose

such plurality of causes you cannot establish the

invariableness of the particular conjunction (green-wood

fire and smoke) which your Method of Difference fixes

upon as a case of cause and effect
;
in other words, with

you]- special principle of Causality so restricted, and

without any general principle of Uniformity of Nature

to fall back upon, you cannot ascertain from the present

case, or from any number of similar cases that you may

have observed, that all green-wood fires are followed by

smoke, or that in a given case smoke has been preceded

by fire

—

i.e., you are helpless in demonstrating (or

ascertaining indubitably) the relation of cause and

effect. But this is an objection against your own

position, not mine. Why not admit at once that

certain phenomena are naturally connected (as invariable

concomitants or antecedents) with other phenomena,

and take your stand on observed concomitance (uniform

and uninterrupted experience of agreement in presence

as well as absence) without assuming causality as an

a priori principle and making deductions therefrom,

and without the trouble of ascertaining the relation of

cause and effect in every individual case ? I am free to

admit that theoretical objections of irresistible force
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(like those of the Charvaka sceptics) can be urged

against this ascertainment of universal invariable and

unconditional concomitance (Rrrfaq^lqra) on the basis

of mere observation. Doubts of this kind can no more

be laid by my view of the matter than by your canons

of causality and essential identity (ir^inTfw and WT^TiRr).

Ultimately we all have to fall back on the rational

practice of thinking persons (ff^TqnT:), and such persons

are always content to act on practical certitude instead

of hankering after an unattainable apodictic certainty

in the affairs of life (inRTf%qi^qnTT^TH'jqT^r?n'

This same practical certitude is also the

ultimate warrant of the Deductive-Inductive Inference

by which we ascertain the characters of things without

direct perception and through the medium or instru-

mentality of a mark.

[To the earlier Buddhist canon of the Method of

Subtraction, i.e. the negative Method of Difference,

Udyotakara and Vachaspati, of the Nyaya school,

pertinently and acutely object as follows :

—

to tut TrfiPRi:, rffiy: tttot tut

i * tut w h wrqy Rwqfk i

ofiT VHfTO TT^yf%: I VR^q fw HTWI t R TTT^i:

Tnwwrffr i TnnrfTrR^tsfq yy: ^ i ^rq rT^wtqq ht^:, h ^
THTHUHtTt VT^frT, qftFR Wfk

I Wfk q?fq RRU^nuffrl qjft rr^HTTTff I *Uq

qsrfq yqrq qfpTTqnjfqvui iTOTfq

furo: i tot yrqt ynfr ttrh q^nq q w$v:, h r

TTrryFm: I VRtq THUi ffPTT T# HRTrT, qtf RTqfq

fq^T^q yq:, WWrfftq VU TTHHq^qjqHTqsfq

fqgrr^T^q nffrofir, qrq^q srun hr* ^rq^qwm t h q
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*rnr mwt ftRM im TTCmrfgg ^f^nrnr
x

' ^fir ^
^q-nrRHnrnr i g sn-rofpHr tow^w^ttu

Buddhist reply :—

i

y?ftgs: «

»T Tm^i I

^

t M'TlT I ^ oh i i pqdohrt^i

fHfjT^T^prwr ^n?ac*H=<w t^ht ^ndlH=qfH^Tt ffrfini ^rdfri,

vr g M-rilrrajor^rt rrewftr i HTftr qtqrsgTr^D-iqiMTfo i *rfg h

SfiWIH fNHTsftr Tfji ^ 1 ^ WT
(ftr^rr^:) ^t^r Tfjprffw: iren *rfw cto Tf^vnq h ^rrrtf i

oFT^ ^rff ojr^ gHH]=i$if! i Now the phenomenon

that is contingent («fn^Tf%wy;) cannot be uncaused

—

^ «h bfTW TT «-MI rt, ^

i And with the limitation of a specific

effect, there must be only one specific cause, for an

unrestricted plurality of causes would amount to

the denial of uniformity in causality
(
i.e

.

of the

unconditional invariable antecedence)

—

HTfil •3FTTTT, I >TR ^fiff fir

i * ^ h fit^, ^fii

«T ohl^5
^

• JJ*PT ’-N'MtMlfq «T c+i i<a< I ^ fifT ’.H M *rH*( =( vjqfrl,

q^rrrq ^rtrt mw
x , wm '^g^n vg: ^mr i to ^ ^TfwsFi^-

TOTffri: i

Nyaya rejoinder :— i *rafn fir^r fftti^rr vg:,

qsrffi ^ fq^fi^TOt fiTtr^wff n^rsfti fq^T^^rr^ ^
wr.i (Rira wf^: grrfw

x
TOyffr: TtrfiTqfinr:, vwh

sttcr: i iro "TOHrqsfq Tranffa irq ^ttwHorror ofi^TfiqWj ^rr^T-

vq^oFi wr: tctttt i ^t>gfwTO stitct: 1 ^ ^ nrg?

ofrrofqg gsi* ^fir >rofstfJT i ^gq^fAicrWiHiN^ ^p#r-
(vide Nyaya-Vindu) i ^ ^Tg^°«RncTi% ?rfq

rTP^RN HHWfftT I Sfil ^VTWTHTCTfT fit WT^WT-

TTrTHTTTWVd t 7f ^ ^d^wftUTTVRT TTr^, fT^^ffTITH

fUTTTrf >TO7T fWWTlfii HTfrT I <T?fi fi| TTW^f^THr^ W
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*rpr mi rr^f^fTTrl ^ ftfrl I TRRT^rfW

TT^TUlf^ r*i'-y^*ii+?hr^ril H SFI^TT I

The Nyaya proceeds to point out that what is

contingent need not necessarily be produced by a cause.

It is enough if there is natural connection with some-

thing else, a relation of antecedence and succession (or

concomitance), without any element of productive

efficiency or causation.

^rrer Trqrsfq curtt^ oftwhuiut h ^rrhi

vRffi i iniT ^ ^f?r i w
riff ^rnTTffrennn i * ^

*lt TT *1 TT *P?TT I Wfi • W W^T
va e \

^ ^fmtrR: i—Vaehaspati, Tatparyyatika, Chap. I.,

Ahnika 1, Sutra 5, ^nrsy^qT^rffi^TT: i]

The Nyaya Analysis of the Causal Relation con-

tinued : Co-effects.—In the enumeration of different

varieties of irrelevant antecedents (^r^nftnf), we have

already noticed that co-effects of the same cause are

apt to be confounded as cause and effect. In some

cases the co-effects may be simultaneous, e.g. the case

of the ascending and the descending scale in a balance,

which are co-effects of gravity (vide Partha-sarathi

MLsra on Kumarila, Sloka-Vartika—

H

fire: ^rrercfn rernn 5
—Sloka 157, Sunya-

Vada). In other cases the co-effects may be successive

effects of the same cause, and here the risk is great

of mistaking the antecedent co-effect to be the cause of

the succeeding co-effect, e.g. the case of ants moving

in a line to carry their eggs upward, which is observed

before the summer rains, where the movement of ants

and the rains are not cause and effect, but successive
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effects of the same cause, viz. the heat (tstt), which

disturbs the elements, viz. the earth and the atmo-

sphere (jrfPjfT^br) ;
the ants being affected by this heat

earlier than the atmospheric movements which bring

the clouds and the rain.

(Udyotakara and Vachaspati : h ^

3 1 gF*w i H T:

W W^HlWUI ^TfVr VH^iPh HffTVTfH TXTfcgm
Nj C\ \—Tatparyyatfka, II., 2, Sutra 37.)

Synchronousness of Cause and Effect.—This is

resolved into a case of simultaneous co-effects of the

same ultimate cause, e.g. the ascent of one scale and

the descent of the other in the balance, which are not

related as cause and effect, but are simultaneous effects

of gravity. In other cases the synchronousness is

only apparent, the interval between the antecedent and

the consequent being too small to be appre-

hended (wrerrwrR), e.g. in the case of the needle

piercing a hundred soft lotus-petals laid one upon

another, where the steps are really successive
;
or the

illumination of the whole room by the light of a lamp,

where the succession is unperceived owing to the

inconceivable velocity of light (cf. Kumarila, Sloka-

Vartika—inpripnTt —ir?r wcl nwrir#,

^TgnFTgftsfta
1

7nr •*: i w wv: wraw wm ' Sunya-

vdda, Sloka 156-157.—I quote Mimansa authorities,

but the view is common to the Mimansa and the

Nyaya-Yaiseshika).
The Time-relation in a Chain of Causes and Effects.

—

A careful study of the time-relation in a chain of causes
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and effects is a peculiarity of the Vaiseshika system

(and the later Nyaya). A moment (ultimate unit of

time, Kshawa, -spr) is defined to be the time-interval

between the completion of the sum of conditions and

the appearance of the effect. The Vaiseshika conceives

the unit to be determined by reference to the division

i.e. the ultimate unit of time is the time during which

motion exists in an atom prior to its division from

another atom, in a case of division due to motion).

The Sahkhya, we have already seen, determines

this ultimate unit by reference to the motion of a

Tanmatra.

The number of such units will determine the time-

interval between a given set of physical conditions and

a particular effect, for between a so-called sum of causes

and a so-called sum of effects there intervenes a series

of atomic (or molecular) motions, with conjunctions and

disjunctions which form the causal chain. However

crude in the practical application, the fundamental idea

is, in connection with the principle of work and energy

(for which both the Sankhya and the Nyaya-Vaiseshika

furnish a rudimentary basis), immensely suggestive of a

possible Time Calculus.

Plurality of Causes .—This will be discussed when

we consider the relation of Vyapti to the principle of

Causality.

The Nyaya Ground ofInference— Vyapti

—Inference, then, in the Nyaya, depends on the

ascertainment, not of the causal relation, nor of

of one atom from another

T
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the relation of genus to species, but of a natural

relation, between two phenomena, of invariable and

unconditional concomitance (sqifvfevr. ^rormnfr:

^rrfrr:—Udyotakara and Yachaspati). Of the two

phenomena so connected, one is called the Yyapya or

Gamaka (the sign, mark, or indicator), and the other

Yyapaka or Gamya (the thing signified, marked, or

indicated). In the relation of fire and smoke, for

example, smoke is the Yyapya or Gamaka (sign or

mark)
;
and fire, the Yyapaka or Gamya (the thing

signified or marked). Now the relation of Vyapti

between -4 and B may be either unequal or equipollent

(HMHsqifk or warmr). YThen A is the sign of B, but

B is not the sign of A, the Yyapti is one-sided or

unequal, and here a Yyapti is said to exist between A
and B, but not between B and A. For example,

smoke is a sign of fire, but fire is not universally a sign

of smoke. YThen, therefore, the relation of Yyapti is

an unequal one, as between smoke and fire, it is

expressed in the proposition—YTierever the Yyapya

(sign or mark, e.g. smoke) exists, the Yyapaka (the

thing signified or marked, e.g. fire) also exists. From

this it follows by necessary implication (a sort of

that whenever the Yyapaka (e.g. fire) is

absent, the Yyapya (e.g. smoke) is also absent

(str^w^ Again, the Yyapti may be a

mutual or equipollent one, i.e. A and B may be signs

of each other, e.g. green-wood fire and smoke. Here

each in turn is Yyapya and Yyapaka, and this is

expressed in the two propositions :—(l) YTierever there

is smoke there is green-wood fire, and (2) wherever
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there is green-wood fire there is smoke. By necessary

implication it follows—(l) Where there is no green-

wood fire there is no smoke
; (2) where there is no

smoke there is no green-wood fire. We have seen that

a Vyapti exists between smoke and fire, for wherever

there is smoke there is fire, but we cannot say that a

Vyapti exists between fire and smoke, for we cannot

say that wherever there is a fire there is smoke. The

combustion of an iron ball for example, is a

case of fire without smoke. But it would be correct to

say that a Vyapti exists between green-wood fire and

smoke, as well as between smoke and green-wood fire.

The question, therefore, is : what is the relation

between fire and smoke ? The relation between fire

and smoke is a conditional relation
;

i.e. on condition

that the fire is green-wood fire, it would be a sign of

smoke. In other words, a Vyapti implies unconditional

invariable concomitance, and the relation between fire

and smoke is not therefore a Vyapti (natural uncon-

ditional concomitance), for fire requires a “ condition,”

Upadhi, viz. green-wood, to be followed by smoke.

Smoke, on the other hand, requires no “ condition ” to

indicate fire. For the purposes of Inference, therefore,

relations between phenomena may be considered as of

two kinds
: (1) Contingent conditional relations,

holding good on the fulfilment of a certain condition or

Upadhi, and (2) Vyapti, or unconditional invariable

relation, between a mark and that which it marks, a

relation without any Upadhi or determining condition

(wfVrfVgi;: It is this latter kind of relation that

serves as the ground of inference. If we can ascertain

T 2
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that a Vyapti exists between A and B, then A is a sign

of B, and an inference of the presence of B from the

presence of A, and of the absence of A from the

absence of B, would be warranted. The question,

therefore, is, how to ascertain the relation of Vyapti

between two phenomena.

Ascertainment of Vyapti according to the early

Nydya (^rrftrarftnTTii).—Briefly speaking, the observation

of agreement in presence (\<?^ti) as well as agreement

in absence (^rfiTT«ir) between two phenomena, with the

non-observation of the contrary is the

foundation of our knowledge of Vyapti

—Vachaspati). This suggests a natural relation

(wrHifVstiywr^—Vachaspati) of invariable concomitance

—Vachaspati) between the phenomena, which

is fortified by our non-observation of the

contrary (^mrsm:). But this does not establish the

unconditionality of the concomitance (?mf̂ r^^«r^ ),

which is essential to a Vyapti. We have therefore to

examine the cases carefully to see if there is any

determining condition (Upadhi

—

i.e. some hidden or

undetected but really operative or indispensable accom-

paniment) which conditions the relation between the

supposed sign or mark (Gamaka) and the supposed

signate (thing signified, Gamya). Now let us consider

what constitutes an Upadhi. It is a circumstance

which always accompanies, and is always accompanied

by, the supposed signate (the thing signified,

Gamya), but does not invariably accompany the

supposed sign or mark (Gamaka). If, therefore, in

the set of positive instances where both the sign and
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the signate are present, nothing else is constantly

present, there can be no Upddhi. Or, again, if in the

set of negative instances where both the sign and the

signate are absent, no other material circumstance is

constantly absent, there is no Upadhi. This follows

from the very definition of an Upadhi. It is impractic-

able to fulfil these requirements rigorously. Still, every

one of the accompanying circumstances (of course the

likely ones) may be taken successively, and it may
be shown that the comcomitance continues even when

the suspected Upadhi (^rffjrftTiTfV) is absent, and there-

fore it cannot be the Upadhi. And this is to be fortified

by the observation of uniform and uninterrupted agree-

ment in absence (Vyatireka) between the two concomi-

tant phenomena. In this way, when we have disproved

all suspected Upadhis, we conclude by establishing the

Vyapti. It is true that we may still go on doubting ;

but doubt has a certain limit for the “ experimenter
”

and the thinking person ircpwrH ). When doubt

overthrows the foundation of all rational practice

(nHnfiir^ficjr^rnn), or leads to a stoppage or arrest of all

practical activity it stands ipso facto

condemned, and must be abandoned (^mTrrurfvrm^T

—

Sriharsha and Udayana
; ^rrcrnr is mentioned by Vacha-

spati). Thus it is that Vyapti is ascertained. In this

way we observe innumerable instances of Vyapti.

Now, by means of repeated observations of this kind

we have established the principle of the

Uniformity of Nature and also of Causality
;

and these two principles thus ascertained may be made

use of in their turn as the basis of an argumentation or
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/

deduction (Tarka, Uha, tt#) to confirm a particular
/

Vyapti in a particular case. Tarka or Uha, then, is the

verification and vindication of particular inductions by

the application of the general principles of Uniformity

of Nature and of Causality, principles which are them-

selves based on repeated observation (wreft^fir) and the

ascertainment of innumerable particular inductions of

uniformity or causality

ify—Vachaspati). Thus Tarka also helps in

dispelling doubt (*n^). Srfharsha, however, questions

the validity of this verification

—

cf. the well-known

couplet ending nHI: srfT^fv: i

It will be seen that the process of disproving all

suspected Upadhis (wfv^rijTftTTTCO, in the early Nyaya,

answers exactly as a process to Mill’s Method of Agree-

ment. In fact, the disproof of a suspected Upadhi by

pointing to instances of agreement in presence

even in the absence of the Upadhi, fortified as this is

by the instances of agreement in absence (^frr^r),

virtually amounts to Mill’s Joint Method of Agreement.

But the fundamental difference is this : Mill’s Method

of Agreement is formulated in view of the phenomena

of causation (including co-effects, etc.), and, as usually

enunciated, confessedly breaks down in dealing with

cases of Uniformities of Co-existence unconnected with

Causation
;
the Nyaya Method, based on the disproof of

suspected Upadhis, is a more daring and original attempt,

and is far more comprehensive in scope, being applicable

to all Uniformities of Co-existence and of Causation

alike. And this the Nyaya successively accomplished by

introducing the mark of unconditionality
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into the relation of Vyapti (Concomitance), even as

the same mark of unconditionality
)
had

been previously introduced into the definition of

Causality The difference between the

early Nyaya and the Buddhist systems may be briefly

put thus :—The former relied on empirical induction

based on uniform and uninterrupted agreement in

Nature, and accordingly regarded the Method of Agree-

ment as the fundamental Method of Scientific Induction,

founding Inference on Vyapti, to which they subordinated

Causality in the doctrine of Method
;
the latter assumed

two a 'priori principles, viz. causality and identity of

essence, deduced the canon of the Method of Difference

by an indirect proof from the principle of Causality,

and made this Method the foundation of all scientific

Induction of Causality, just as they based all natural

classification of genera and species on their a priori

principle of Identity of Essence.

Texts from the early Nyaya :

—

(a) Method of Agreement and the Joint Method

without the device of the Upadhi :

—

Cf. Jayanta on srr^rxEi—

h

Art hth

tht: i ftprc: Hy^rrfrwT i
‘ TrfHR “ only this

remaining throughout,” while others change—implying

the Method of Agreement. The set of positive instances,

in which this antecedent alone is constant, must be

supplemented by a set of negative instances (agreement

in absence) :—

i

ftrwsrrt

Tscrw xrn rrftn^ nfw hth run Art u i irw

Hfir ffR*: I cHTt
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f%HT H nth*! 3[fw—Jayanta, Ahnika 2,

(
b
)
Doctrine of the Upadhi : unconditional con-

comitance distinguished from conditional :

—

*fr wt h ^ wi firor. * itt

3THT3 I ff Wpnfforspq: ^THT-

fira?: i hw wamffat wf^fW: i w fiRTfa i

^th tt^t wf^ftr: h? i nwnr

T^mfhn^ ^if^TStnftnp: *0^1 ^ i jrift h ivpra: i

vmr^brt vnro ^rgq^wmRT^ 3ifV?r
x
^ffi-

^tf^wnTR^iTfti ^^njqtri: i *nfi fw:

(c) Concomitance sufficient without causal nexus :

—

The Buddhist objects : In Nature everything is

connected with everything else. Hence, if there were

no nexus of causality between antecedent and conse-

quent, everything might follow from everything else.

The Nyaya replies : You admit uniformities (of co-

existence, etc.
)

other than causal
;

so you confess

that a natural fixed order can exist without the causal

nexus ....

(d) An Upadhi, how established and how dis-

proved :

—

The Nydya then proceeds to show how an Upddhi

is established, or how disproved by observation :

—

m fw vw* ^httt ^nf^rrTfv:

VOTTf H H ^Wlfi^T fwfaTT i wfasnrei 3 fw
^ IHTRTTNTWT^,

^ *3rRI<pfl, TrPTT^ ^

wp; Fsrmr ^rwifiref: t

(
e
)
General Method of Induction by exhaustion
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of the Upadhi, more comprehensive than Mill’s Joint

Method :

—

For the definition of an Upadhi, vide Sriharsha and

Udayana : qnurmrenfiT: h «

Hence, to avoid an Upadhi (which is HTttwudifk), the

constant presence of anything relevant other than the

sign and the signate in the positive instances (of agree-

ment in presence, and the constant absence of

any such thing in the negative instances (of agreement

in absence, must be safeguarded against. This

amounts to Mill’s Joint Method.

(/) Suspicion of non-perceptible Up&dhi—Limits

of legitimate doubt :

—

ufiiwinffT *TRcPT i ^i^rr Hfinrsi

fHtlHI^TVrRTf^flT ^ $TfT

h afVn^ if^rr nwri i

I MHjNdt I

*rftr dwf?^RTrr
x

i cTwn^ pwTfigaB^ '

«wrai^
W*JdT^dfTT W^DT yfprhpr t . . . TRRH

sgd^HTRT HTOTtfil ^TW=d ^fTHlftpHir? frrfsgd: I—

(g) Tarka, Uha : Deductive verification of particular

inductions by applying the two fundamental inductions

of Uniformity of Nature and Causality :—Doubt finally

dispelled :

—

Now innumerable particular uniformities of this

kind (Vy&ptis) are observed, and as a result of this

repeated observation a belief in the Uniformity of

Nature (^rvrrciifrnRr), as well as in the principle of

Causality (drnddrrRrHT^), is generated in the mind, a belief

which has evidential value and validity. It is not
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intuition ) but a mental pre-disposition based

on uniform and uninterrupted experience

csffTre i h «t yw*y u i ^ y i vi itti ^

tht UHHiri'rft 5TTrnr). Then, armed with these new

resources, the belief in uniformity and in causality as

general principles, we proceed to fortify our particular

inductions yaptis), whether of Uniformity of Xature

or of Causality, by indirect deduction from these general

principles :—Ve argue : If, under these observed circum-

stances, A were not the mark of B
,
the principle of

Uniformity of Uature would be violated—Uature would

not be uniform—or, if under these observed circum-

stances JL were not the cause of B, the principle of

Causality would be violated, the phenomenon B would

be without a cause ;—and such indirect proof ftt#.

gives us the overwhelming probability which we call

practical certitude, and on which every reasonable man
(every thinking and judging person) proceeds to act in

due natural course.—

^

n ri^ affair irnr.

WlbcIHHtCI ^TTTTT^ !T3RTf?fa frihr^Tc; -=y i%HW U I UJdJ frf-

zr -|rr:, tts wtsr i—

V

achaspati, I,

1. Sutra 5 : cf. also L, 1, Sutra 40 :

smnr i ^rrrTrra*^ ^r^irT i

Instances of Vyapti (uniformity) not comprehended

under Causality, or the relation of genus and species :

—

The Nyaya points out that the relations of cause and

effect and of genus and species do not exhaust the

grounds of Inference. There are cases of Inference

based on Vyapti (i.e. on invariable and unconditional

concomitance) which come neither under Causality

( ricflqi a ) nor under Identitv of Essence Cttftw).
O "
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Vachaspati notes tliat to-day’s sunrise and yesterday’s

sunrise, the rise of the moon and the tide in the ocean,

the relative positions of the stellar constellations, are

instances of Vyapti (invariable concomitance) between

phenomena which are neither related as cause and

effect nor as genus and species. Jayanta adds the con-

junction of sunset with the appearance of the stars

;

of ants moving in procession (with their eggs) with the

approach of the rains
;
of the rising of the constellation

Agastya (Canopus) above the horizon with the drying-

up of rivers
;
of the spring-tide with the full moon

;

and dismisses as sophistical and far-fetched the Buddhist

attempt to explain all these cases by means of causality

We have seen that the Nyaya and the Mimansa reduce

most of these conjunctions to cases of co-effects of the

same cause, co-effects which may be either simultaneous

or successive.

Wfa ^ WrTTO ^
• • • U TU^TW TF I f?d-

TTHpurauTR: <—Vachaspati, Tatparyyatfka, I., 1, Sutra 5 ;

cf. also Jayanta, Nyayamanjarf
: ywnt *pgr

I Hfuir:

Ur^TUrr^mi^T: I ftrtf I *UTUfT nfq'cFT:

Vydpti between Cause and Effect—Relation of

Causality to Vydpti :

—

On the Buddhist (and early Nyaya) view that one

specific assemblage of “effect” phenomena has one

specific assemblage of causal conditions, there would be

two aggregates—the sum of causal conditions
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and the sum of effects (^miTT*rcff). For example, fire

requires green-wood to complete the sum of causal

conditions to give rise to smoke with some particular

marks firf^TP, Jayanta, II.
;
com-

pare Gangesa, i

—Chintama?ii, Anumana, Yiruddha-Siddhanta). Here,

between an effect and a single condition (termed a

cause) there is a relation of Vyapti. The effect is

Yyapya or Gamaka (the sign or mark)
;
the cause (or

condition) is Yyapaka or Gamya (the thing signified).

In other words, the presence of the effect indicates the

presence of the causal condition, and the absence of the

causal condition will by implication indicate the absence

of the effect. Smoke of this particular kind is supposed

to be an effect of which there is one and only one

assemblage of causal conditions (fire and green-wood)

;

hence, where there is smoke there is fire, and when

there is no fire there is no smoke.

Now introduce the complication of the plurality of

causes :—Fire, for example, is the effect of several assem-

blages, e.g. (l) blowing on heated grass
; (2) focussing ,

rays through a lens on a combustible like paper or

straw
; (3) friction with the fire-drill, etc. Here each

assemblage is regarded as a sum of causes. But in this

case there is no Yyapti between the effect “ fire ” and

any particular assemblage of causal conditions, say of

the lens or the fire-drill
;
for the presence of fire does

not indicate the presence of the lens or the fire-drill

assemblage, nor does the absence of either of the latter

in particular indicate the absence of fire. Indeed, in

such a case the effect “ fire ” is not a mark or sign
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(Gamaka or Vyapya) of any one in particular of the

different possible causal assemblages, though each of

these particular assemblages of causal conditions is a

mark or sign (Gamaka or Vyapya) of fire.

The plurality of causes requires a further con-

sideration in the light of the definition of the causal

relation. A cause is defined to be the unconditional

invariable antecedent. From the unconditionality it

follows that the entire sum of conditions, and not one

single condition, is, properly speaking, the cause. In

view of the plurality of causes, an invariable antecedent

must be taken to mean that any particular cause
(
i.e.

assemblage of causal conditions) is invariably followed

by the effect—not that the effect is invariably preceded

by any particular cause.

Popularly, a single condition, say the lens or the

fire-drill, is said to be a cause of fire ;
but, in view of

the plurality of causes, this is apt to be misleading, as

there is no Vyapti in this case ; the lens or the fire-drill

is no more a mark of fire than fire is a mark of the lens

or the fire-drill.

The plurality of causes strains the definition of a

cause, and undermines the relation of Vyapti between

an effect and a cause. Any particular cause (causal

aggregate) still indicates the effect, but not vice versa.

The earlier Nyaya (down to Vachaspati and Jayanta)

obviated the plurality, as we have seen, by introducing

distinctive marks in the effect such as would indicate a

single specific cause (^angHpiti or indicating

or crttwh^). Some, indeed, went farther

and held that when the antecedent causal assemblages
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differ in kind, the effect-phenomena, though apparently

the same, do really differ specifically (or in kind)

—

^Twt5nFir?T ofuuH?i iw* i But the Nyaya discards this

hypothesis
;

the fire is the same, though the possible

causes (or causal aggregates) differ, e.g. the lens, the

drill, etc. But the effect-phenomenon to which we

attend is not the only effect; in the case of plurality of

causes we must carefully examine the accompaniments

of the effect, i.e. the sum of effects, and the examination

will show some distinctive or specific circumstance or

accompaniment which will enable us to definitely

determine the particular assemblage of causal conditions

that must have preceded in the case under examination.

This is the device of the earlier Nyaya as well as of

the Buddhists, as we have seen
;
but the later Nyaya

doubts the practicability as well as the theoretical

validity of such a step on an unrestricted assumption

of the plurality of causes, and feels troubled by the

circumstance that no effect for which more than one

cause (or causal aggregate) can be assigned, can be

regarded as a mark or sign (Gamaka or Vyapya) of

any one of the causes in particular. Accordingly, some

adherents of the later Nyaya advanced the proposition

that when more than one causal aggregate can be

supposed for any effect, the latter is a mark or sign

(Gamaka or Vyapya) not of any one of the causal

aggregates in particular, but of one or other of them

;

and the absence not of one such cause, but of each and

every one of them, alone indicates the absence of the

effect. A cause therefore should be defined to mean

one or other of the possible alternative aggregates
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which, being given, the effect follows invariably and

unconditionally. If we ask what is the defining mark

(or quiddity) of the cause we are told

that it is one-or-otherness (’sranung), and nothing else
;

others cut the Gordian knot by assuming that the

different possible causes of the same effect possess a

common power or efficiency Pepsin*), or a common
“ form ” (jnfTratsRr), which accounts for the production

of a common effect. The latter is therefore a sign or

mark of this power (sifii) or this form (snfrnfhFHrr),

which is manifested by each of the causal aggregates.

This hypothesis they hold, is simpler and

more plausible than the hypothesis of specific differences

latent in the apparently identical effect of a plurality of

causes (omwtwrwTrT cftsIwwjt).

Cf. Dinakarf on the Siddhanta-Muktavali :

sri^rfw-

oFV'ufkfiT h i ffwarrrR^^RaTTTr^i-

•ail^UT 5WT?: I 7TW I . . . ^HTOFR ^rTTEFfTmWmT ... IJT W

riEI I P<MHWcti
(

%rTHTT^UI firftpPRT-

fTT^TTri H ^tt?: i Sloka 2 ; cf. also,

ffiUFTOSW I

Cf. Udayana, Kusumanjali, Stavaka 1 : wff

^rcfcranrrwn nwr^r^ftpraPTirffii: i h i

Pr^ i rfiini ^rfq M^aarra^rrrEr-^Tf^: it

«ti l <<u r=( !^1 M Hi P^y H*fhTrT I JFTWan^n ^ H TTWrffiTWT

i . . . vkn ^T*rnrhifkfiT fawn i ^T^rrq

rupfi-^niT ymrui^wi: i
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The scientific Methods already noticed—the Joint

Method of Difference (the Panchakarani) and the Joint

Method of Agreement (Vpaptigraha with Upadhisanka-

nirasa and Tarka)—are not the only methods of

ascertaining causality or concomitance, or establishing

a theory (fairiwf) ;
nor are these Methods always

practicable. Very often we reach the explanation of a

fact by means of a hypothesis (op^rt)

properly tested and verified (ftr#*). A legitimate

hypothesis must satisfy the following conditions :—(1)

the hypothesis must explain the facts (prftrfe or

; (2) the hypothesis must not be in conflict

with any observed facts or established generalisations

(fsftrgTi h —Jayanta, Nyaya-

manjari, Ahnika l)
; (3) no unobserved agent must be

assumed where it is possible to explain the facts

satisfactorily by observed agencies h

ftrsrfcT SKVWrtIJT,

ibid.) ; (4) when two rival hypotheses are in the field,

a crucial fact or test ratio sujjiciens) is neces-

sary
;

the absence of such a test (f%ftrTRTfin:f) is

fatal to the establishment of either; (5) of two rival

hypotheses, the simpler, i.e. that which assumes less,

is to be preferred, ceteris paribus (ejreRT^Ttnr versus

cF^RmtR)
; (6) of two rival hypotheses, that which is

immediate or relevant to the subject-matter is to be

preferred to that which is alien or remote (wrtqfRrra)

;

(7) a hypothesis that satisfies the above conditions

must be capable of verification before it can

be established as a theory (fairer). The process of

verification of a hypothesis consists in showing that
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it can be deduced as a corollary from (or is involved

by implication in) some more general proposition which

is already well established (cf. Yatsyayana’s exposition

and illustration of Verification, fwq—including both

the Deductive Method and Colligation).

This doctrine of Scientific Method, in Hindu Logic,

is only a subsidiary discipline, being comprehended

under the wider conception of Methodology, which

aims at the ascertainment of Truth, whether scientific

(Yijnana) or philosophical (Jnana) f^ruf

Amara-Kosha)
;

the latter being the

ulterior aim. In the investigation of any subject,

Hindu Methodology adopts the following procedure :

(1) the proposition (or enumeration) of the subject-

matter (Uddesa), (2) the ascertainment of the essential

characters or marks, by Perception, Inference, the

Inductive Methods, etc.—resulting in definitions (by

cjrspff) or descriptions (by ^n^apii) ;
and (3) examination

and verification (^ruf^T and fMrv). Ordinarily the first

step, Uddesa, is held to include not mere Enumeration

of topics, but Classification or Division proper (fwn:

wmt i ir^iH^wtrT

^fNN finm 2[fk—Jayanta, Manjarf)
; but a few

recognise the latter as a separate procedure coming

after Definition or Description. Any truth established

by this three-fold (or four-fold) procedure is called a

Siddhanta (an established theory). Now the various

Pramdnas, Proofs, i.e. sources of valid knowledge, in

Hindu Logic, viz. Perception, Inference, Testimony,

Mathematical Reasoning (*rwnr, including Probability

in one view), are only operations subsidiary to the
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ascertainment of Truth And the Scientific

Methods are merely ancillary to these Pramanas

themselves.

I have explained the principles of the Hindu

doctrine of Scientific Method, avoiding the techni-

calities of Logic as far as possible; and I cannot here

enter upon the logical terminology or the logical

apparatus and machinery, which would require a sepa-

rate volume to themselves. For these I would refer

the reader to my Paper on Hindu Logic as also for

an account of the later Nyaya (^ararnr), which, in

spite of its arid dialectics, possesses a three-fold signifi-

cance in the history of thought: (1) logical, in its

conceptions of Avachchhedaka and Pratiyogi, being an

attempt to introduce quantification on a connotative

basis, in other words, to introduce quantitative notions

of Universal and Particular, in both an affirmative and

a negative aspect, into the Hindu theory of Inference

and Proposition regarded connotatively as the esta-

blishment of relations among attributes or marks

;

(2) scientific, in its investigation of the varieties of

Vyapti and Upadhi (and of being an elabora-

tion of Scientific Method, in the attempt to eliminate

the irrelevant
;
and (3) ontological and epistemological,

in its classification and precise determinations of the

various relations of Knowledge and Being, with even

greater rigidity and minuteness than in Hegel’s Logic

of Being and Essence. I will conclude with a few

observations on Applied Logic, i.e. the logic of the

special sciences, which is such a characteristic feature of

Hindu scientific investigation. What is characteristic
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of the Hindu scientific mind is that, without being

content with the general concepts of Science and a

general Methodology, it elaborated the fundamental

categories and concepts of such of the special sciences

as it cultivated with assiduity, and systematically

adapted the general principles of Scientific Method to

the requirements of the subject-matter in each case.

The most signal example of applied logic (or Scientific

Method) worked out with systematic carefulness is the

Logic of Therapeutics in Charaka, a Logic which adapts

the general concepts of cause, effect, energy, operation,

etc., and the general methodology of science, to the

special problems presented in the study of diseases,

their causes, symptoms, and remedies (vide Charaka,

Vimanasthana, Chap. IV.
;

also Sutrasthana
;
vide my

Paper on Hindu Logic). Here I will give an illustra-

tion of Applied Methodology from the science of

Analytical and Descriptive Grammar. Patanjali, in

the Mahabhashya (circa 150 B.c.), is very careful as

regards Methodology. I take no note now of the

philosophical presuppositions of his philology (vide my
Paper on the Hindu Science of Language), but will con-

fine myself to his presentation of the Applied Logic of

Descriptive and Analytical Grammar. The sentence is

the unit of speech, as every Hindu philologer contends,

but the first business of Analytical Grammar is to

analyse the sentence into its significant parts and their

coherent relations to one another. Assuming that

articulate sounds are significant, the question is : how

is the sentence, which is the unit of articulate speech,

broken up into significant words and their mutual
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relations? Patanjali answers that this is done by an

instinctive use (cf. Vachaspati’s )

of the Joint Method of Difference (combined Addition

and Subtraction), fortified by the Joint Method of Agree-

ment Patanjali starts with a simple

case. Take the two sentence-units : Pathati (he reads)

and Pachati (he cooks). Suppose you start with the

assumption that these sounds are significant, and that

separate elements have separate meanings. Then you

hear Pathati, and, at the same time, a man reading is

pointed at. Then the assemblage of sounds Pathati

(
i.e

.

Path + ati) stands for the assemblage “ one reads”

(
i.e

.

the action reading + an individual agent). Similarly,

by finger-pointing or other indication, you find that

the assemblage Pachati (i.e. Pach+ ati) stands for the

assemblage “ one cooks ” (i.e. the action cooking + an

individual agent, say the same agent as before).

Now look at the groupings :

—

Path + ati = reading+ one agent.

Pach + ati= cooking+ one agent.

From repeated observation of similar groupings, one

is led to conclude that Path is the invariable concomi-

tant of the action
“
reading,” because the disappearance

of the former (the other element remaining) leads to

the disappearance of the latter (a rough Method of

Difference by subtraction—ffam) ;
that Pach is the

invariable concomitant of the action “ cooking,” because

the introduction of Pach (with nothing else added)

leads to the introduction of the action “ cooking ” (a

rough Method of Difference by addition—sirawri)
;
and
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that Ati, which is the only “ common antecedent
”

(^w*ff), is the invariable concomitant of “ one agent,”

which is the only common “ consequent ” (^wf). In

fact, the last should come first by the Method of Agree-

ment, then the other two, either by Residue or by

Joint Agreement in presence and absence (^n^rfTTWf’) •

So far all is plain sailing, though only very simple and

very rough applications of the Methods are given.

But—and this is the point—throughout the argument

it is assumed that one sound is the concomitant of one

idea
;
in other words, there is no plurality of causes to

vitiate the application of the Method of Agreement in

the above example. And now the objection is advanced

that this basal assumption is untrue. The same sound

is not the concomitant of the same idea
;

different

words (sounds) may have the same meaning, and the

same word (sound) may have different meanings. We
cannot therefore by the Joint Method of Agreement

(^rasqffK^) determine the meanings of words or the

separate functions of roots (stems) and inflections—at

least, not so simply as is pretended above. Patanjali

states this difficulty in the way of applying the

Scientific Methods to the problems presented by

Analytical Grammar, a difficulty arising from the

plurality of causes, but does not state the solution.

The solution, however, depends on the Method of Sub-

traction and Addition (Patanjali’s and ^rwrrw)

;

for it will be found by extensive observation that the

number of meanings of which a word (sound) may be

capable is limited. So also is the number of words

(sounds) expressive of a given meaning. Hence, by
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the Method of Difference, etc., the causal relations of

words and meanings may be determined. Patanjali

thus establishes the doctrine of PrakWti and Pratyaya

(roots and inflections), with their separate significance,

which is of course a necessary postulate in the case of

an inflectional language like Sanskrit. Isolating and

agglutinative languages offer less difficulty, whereas

the difficulties are in some respects enhanced in the

case of languages with a polysynthetic or incorporating

(incapsulating) morphological structure.

qrq qwrqq wi inprq: qpi fnr i q^qqqrfrrrs^wrrq i

effort '^vqtTr ^rnrcqrt qr i qwi?pR qrftj* snst wq wfap
qrfigq (qq), — qrfigrH qqqiqa (q*,—qfsgTT ^ql
Grfa) qpzffsfq (fq%%:),—qrf^TT iwr (qfrfqrqT),

—qrfigTT ^vqq-'l (qrfr* qqr<N) i wrr q: qrat

qfsqf ?W i q: inq wf- qfsq qqwrqq i

q: 5fqf|svqql inq qrat *rq: qf^Tsvqql l

fqqq qTrarra:—Tfqt fy srarr qqnwt wqr i sisK

qr^r: i qqng srerf q^: i W- vt^t *rrqT ^fir i qrq fi*

H qTWhftsqqqT f^Tgr VRfrT I qrfq sffllsqqin H fqwffiT I qfqtHT
CS

fy qrqwr ^a-qfrficMWTTqq i qq qq^q qqrqq: qrq qqqrq

^fir i (Mahabhashya, 1-3, 9.)

Patanjali not only applies the Scientific Methods to

the foundations of Grammatical Analysis, but also by

their means establishes and elaborates the fundamental

categories and concepts of Grammatical (and Philo-

logical) Science, e.g. the concepts of action (fqtqi), agent

(qr#T), instrumental cause (qrqqf qrqqrimq), end (fqftrq),

origin (|g), limit (wfv), substance (t*^), quality (qqr),

and genus (irrfq)
;
also of the fundamental relations (at

the bottom of all thought and speech)—the relations
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of time of space
( forifcpsreRi), of causality

(^ri?SefiiT;^HTw), of inherence (wrui), of co-inherence

(« i *4 1 H i ih of substance and attribute (n3JM^n^|U(hr),

of the sign and the signate (wraf^wur), of mutual

dependence (^HrKi'JJM)—an entire grammatical (and

philological) apparatus, which will serve as a point

d'appui for generations of philologists and grammarians

to come.
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